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ABSTRACT

Human trafficking is the movement of a person from one place to another through the use of force, fraud or coercion for the purpose of exploitation. It is thought to be one of the fastest growing international crimes generating profits only second to arms trading. It is also the largest manifestation of contemporary slavery. In an effort to suppress trafficking, the international community came together in 2000 to draft international law to combat the problem. Unfortunately, these efforts have had little impact on reducing trafficking. It is the position of this thesis that one of the reasons for this failure is that there was little normative legal theory underpinning the provisions in the instruments adopted to deal with trafficking. The articulation of a clear normative premise for action by states in combating trafficking is essential because without it the objectives for international action become ambiguous leaving room for varying interpretations for state action.

Essentially, the existing international legal framework as reflected in the international instruments is a product of infused criminal law and migration concerns neither of which has been adequate in dealing with the problem of trafficking. Indeed, many of the responses by state parties mirror historical attempts to deal with trafficking from the early 1900s. What is missing however is a proper victim centred approach which would work to reduce trafficking, protect victims and even address state concerns by enhancing criminal law efforts.

The search for an appropriate normative theoretical framework necessarily requires an analysis of the role played by migration, gender, consent, human rights and slavery in trafficking. Indeed, all of these factors provide valuable insights into trafficking while also illustrating the motivation behind different views concerning trafficking. For example, migration concerns and crime control lie at the heart of state interests whereas many feminist groups perceive trafficking to be a gender issue.

After a detailed analysis of the various issues underpinning trafficking, appropriate law reforms can be formulated that are informed by ideologies set in values, attitudes and
beliefs that are fundamentally victim-centred. When the well-being of the victim is prioritised, the response that flows will have the effect of also providing tools for dealing with irregular migration, crime control, gender and labour issues. However, this can only result from a shift in focus to the exploitation of the victim and a re-evaluation of the definition and treatment of slavery. The current perception of slavery as a practice steeped in proprietary rights akin to chattel slavery is antiquated and provides little insight into modern practices. However, this perception can be corrected with a re-definition of slavery as an infringement of personal autonomy. This would result in a clearer understanding and treatment of modern-day slavery. This also leads to the conclusion that trafficking should be considered a subcategory of slavery and that efforts to eradicate trafficking should also be matched by efforts to eradicate slavery in general.
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PART I

AN INTRODUCTION TO TRAFFICKING AND ANTI–TRAFFICKING EFFORTS
1 INTRODUCTION

Human trafficking is the largest manifestation of contemporary slavery in the world today.\(^1\) 2007 is the 200th anniversary of the abolition of the transatlantic slave trade and yet tragically, it is estimated that 800,000 people are trafficked internationally each year while countless others are trafficked within their own countries.\(^2\) While there is no real evidence to support this, it is thought that human trafficking is one of the fastest growing international crimes for organised criminal groups, believed to generate profits only second to arms trafficking.\(^3\) Trafficking is an attractive ‘enterprise’ for organised criminal groups because the trade in humans can be exploited repeatedly.\(^4\) Additionally, the high profits, low risk of detention and minor penalties associated with trafficking are also attractive.\(^5\) While human trafficking is a crime against the individual, it is also the kind of crime that ‘does not cause a visible violation of public order’.\(^6\) This contributes both to the viability of the crime and to the difficulties associated with detecting it. Consequently, while trafficking victims are not easily detectable, their numbers are estimated to be ‘enormous’.\(^7\)

---

\(^1\) United States Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000, sec. 102(a). See also, Resolution on Improving the Coordination of Efforts against Trafficking in Persons, UN GAOR, 61st sess., [1] UN Doc A/Res/61/180 (2007) which refers to trafficking ‘and other contemporary forms of slavery’ (my emphasis).


\(^7\) Cornelia Sonntag-Wolgast, Parliamentary State Secretary at the German Ministry of the Interior, OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights, ‘Conference Report’ (Europe Conference Against Trafficking in Persons Berlin 15 – 16 October 2001), 36.
Essentially, trafficking has flourished as a result of the relationship or ‘seemingly irresolvable dilemma’\(^8\) between the increasing numbers of people who wish to migrate (from states of ‘origin’) and the increasingly restrictive migration policies of ‘receiving’ states.\(^9\) This situation has forced the movement of many people underground as they seek alternative means to fulfil their goal. As they are often unable to navigate through various state’s migration criteria and policies, they become vulnerable to traffickers, who seek to exploit them. That is, the traffickers provide a means of migration and opportunities of work to those that wish to migrate but are uncertain as to how to do so on their own. However, the role of the trafficker goes further than that, otherwise the trafficker would only be guilty of assisting the person with illegal migration.\(^10\)

What turns the situation into a grave offence is that the trafficker or someone else involved with the trafficking subsequently either intends to or actually exploits the labour of the person that they assisted to migrate. The trafficked victim is at the control of the ‘employer’, often denied basic medical assistance, subject to physical and even sexual abuse and cut off from the outside world.\(^11\) While the trafficker assists the person to leave their home, they also fulfil the demand of labour in the informal economy at the place of destination. In order for trafficking to be a viable trade for the traffickers, there must be a market demand for the services of trafficked people.

Clearly, trafficked people are victims of various offences but the international community has grappled with coming to terms with what this really means. While states may wish to come to their own individual definitions, the transnational nature of the crime of trafficking requires at least a degree of international cooperation. While often viewed as a migration issue, human trafficking is far more complex than that, and in formulating a definition of what constitutes trafficking, questions necessarily arise. For example, if trafficking differs from irregular migration, then what is it about

---


\(^9\) Note by the Secretary General, Smuggling and trafficking in persons and the protection of their human rights, UN GAOR, 57\(^{th}\) sess, [para. 23] UN Doc E/CN.4/Sub.2/2001/26 (2001).

\(^10\) This is known as ‘human smuggling’.

trafficking that sets it apart? The answer to this question is manifold. General opinion is that a degree of deception or coercion is required. However, this thesis will analyse the role of coercion to reach a better understanding of the role of consent in trafficking.

In the late 1990s, the international community came together to agree on a universally accepted definition of trafficking, acknowledging that trafficking is often a transnational offence and as such requires inter-state cooperation. The international community convened in Vienna and after intensive negotiations, the first international consensus on the definition of trafficking and smuggling came about in 2000 with the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and Children (the 'Trafficking Protocol') and the UN Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air (the 'Smuggling Protocol'). The two Protocols supplement the UN Convention on Transnational Organised Crime adopted by the UN General Assembly in November 2000.

While the Trafficking Protocol was intended to form the basis for international cooperation in the eradication of trafficking and the protection of victims, there is little evidence of any improvement in trafficking, since the agreement came into force on 29 September 2003. Many call for a multi-disciplinary approach to eradicate trafficking, steeped within a human rights framework; however it is the basis of this thesis that most of such calls are rhetorical because of a lack of analysis into examining how various other issues fit with trafficking.

---


1.1 Objectives of the work

The principal objective of this thesis is to develop a theoretical framework that can be used as the normative basis for international action to combat trafficking. To achieve this objective, it is proposed to first examine the historical foundations and analyse the emerging trends in trafficking, to help establish the current dimensions of the phenomenon. It is also proposed to analyse comprehensively the current conventional and customary international law on trafficking to evaluate their effectiveness in dealing with the problem.

The thesis takes the view that several factors impact on trafficking. Thus in developing a framework to deal with trafficking, a proper analysis is required of the role played by the factors such as migration, human rights, feminism and perspectives on criminal law. It is the view in this thesis that current international practice is not informed by any specific theoretical foundation. Based on the different factors that impact on trafficking and emerging trends and countermeasures in dealing with it, it proposes to identify and evaluate the different possible theoretical basis for the current international approach on trafficking.

1.2 Central issues posed by trafficking to be examined in this thesis

Article 2 of the Trafficking Protocol states that it aims to:

(a) prevent and combat trafficking in persons, paying particular attention to women and children;

(b) protect and assist the victims of such trafficking, with full respect for their human rights; and

(c) promote cooperation among States Parties in order to meet those objectives.

While the stated objectives of the state parties appear clear enough in this provision, what is far from clear is the philosophy that informed or underpinned the adoption of these aims. The stated objectives of the Protocol raise several issues which are central to this thesis:
In the fight against trafficking what should be the international agenda? Should the focus be on crime prevention or should it be on victim protection? Should human rights be the essential basis that underpins state action in dealing with trafficking or should border control and principles of immigration be the central basis for dealing with the problem?

Each of the foregoing questions in turn raises issues of legal theory that informs the normative basis of state action. One of the issues of concern in this thesis therefore is the role of legal theory in the development of an effective regime to combat trafficking.

1.3 Hypothesis

The thesis involves a central hypothesis and a number of sub-hypotheses. The central hypothesis is that current international efforts to combat people trafficking show little if any defined theoretical framework that informs state action. The thesis therefore proposes that if the international community is to develop sustainable solutions to people trafficking, then it is essential to identify and adopt an appropriate theoretical framework as the normative basis for combating it. The articulation of a clear normative premise for action by states in combating trafficking is essential because without it the objectives for international action become ambiguous leaving room for varying interpretations for state action.

The first sub-hypothesis is that by its nature human trafficking involves criminal law; however, neither criminal legal theory nor practice offers any sustainable solution in combating trafficking.

The second sub-hypothesis is that while feminist legal theory, consent theory, labour theory and migration push-pull theories may offer some insight into trafficking as a phenomenon; the theories do not offer a sound basis for developing effective solutions to trafficking.

The third sub-hypothesis is that trafficking intrinsically calls for a humanitarian victim-centred approach. A victim centred approach calls for a re-analysis of the definition and role of slavery in our society, the key being the exploitation of all victims, not just ones that are trafficked because trafficking is a sub category of slavery. A victim centred approach with a focus on the exploitation of the victim must therefore be the axis for an
appropriate theoretical framework to inform international strategies on combating trafficking.

1.4 The place of legal theory in dealing with people trafficking

As noted earlier, legal theory is highly relevant to the discourse on international action to combat people trafficking. In this regard, it will be illustrated that while there are a number of theories that appear or may be used to underline efforts to combat trafficking, both within the Trafficking Protocol and independently of it, many resulting anti-trafficking efforts reflect the specific interests of proponents of the measures rather than an objective theoretical appraisal of the options open to states. It is important to analyse the complexities of pressures which shape legal doctrine, because these social, political and economic conditions influence the direction and ultimately the success or failure of the law.17

A potential problem with addressing theories underlining trafficking is that 'legal theory' does not have a single agreed meaning and is frequently employed rhetorically.18 It is described as being 'abstract' and 'contrary to professional experience, generalized or metaphysical'.19 This is problematic because trafficking is a real problem with real victims. A theoretical framework will however assist in putting analysed legal material and its background in a useful order.20 The aim is to find a way to reconcile legal theory and practice through the dichotomy between the way real life and social conditions shape the law and the way that the law can and should respond to social needs, 'good theory is practical and ... good practice is informed by theory'.21

---


18 Ibid.

19 Ibid.


There are two types of legal theory: descriptive legal theory and normative legal theory.\textsuperscript{22} Descriptive legal theory does nothing more than describe the theory as it is, giving a 'short, abstract description of law' whereas normative legal theory evaluates the current law against some ideal.\textsuperscript{23} Nevertheless, descriptive theories are not value free because they are based on law.\textsuperscript{24} Despite the shortcomings of descriptive legal theory, its usefulness lies in giving analysis an extra depth or meaning that strikes at the core of what is being analysed. This then provides an appropriate springboard from which to formulate normative theory. Deconstructing legal theory means to look at the law and challenge its claims of objectivity and rationality because of the limited base on which the law is built.\textsuperscript{25}

The analysis of international law may mean recognition of the tension between theory and local experience.\textsuperscript{26} As the law does not consist of a purely logical application of a principle,\textsuperscript{27} the aim in developing normative legal theory is to produce law that represents the basic values of the international community. A successful past example of this is the law against piracy, which received international consensus as representing the values of the international community. An example of a law that would be questionable in terms of representing international agreement would be the criminalisation of the drug trade which may not represent the values of the international community.\textsuperscript{28} Accordingly, there may be difficulties in coming to a consensus as to an appropriate theory. A simple example to be discussed below is the difficulty in coming to an agreement as to what should constitute rights theory.\textsuperscript{29}

\textsuperscript{22} Michael S Moore, 'A Theory of Criminal Law Theories' (1990) (10) Tel Aviv University Studies in Law 115, 121.

\textsuperscript{23} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{24} Ibid, 126.

\textsuperscript{25} Hilary Charlesworth, 'Feminist Critique of International Law and their Critics' (1994 - 1995) Third World Legal Studies 1, 3.

\textsuperscript{26} Ibid, 12.


It is also difficult to quantify the efficacy of a law because there is no real basis for saying that a particular crime has been reduced or increased. This is because detection agencies cannot guarantee that their findings are based on actual numbers. Indeed the difference between actual and perceived figures can lead to a 'gross distortion' of reality. It is therefore difficult to analyse the actual effectiveness of any law. Nevertheless, an important catalyst to change of the law is the development of legal theory and critical discussion is an important way to affect social change.

Furthermore, it is difficult to say whether the law can be a vehicle for social change. That is, in looking at the relationship between law and society, the question arises as to whether beyond reflecting economic and social forces, whether the law has any autonomy to be able to modify the 'character of those forces'. And, as said above, any result will not be found through logic and argument but will reflect 'ideology, psychology or vested interests'. Legal language will not be sufficient to alter the beliefs of someone who has other aspirations and it may not be possible to come to a solution that is universally acceptable because different researchers, with different backgrounds may not be able to come to a common view. However to adopt this position means to ultimately fail in coming to any solution regarding any problem. The best one can aim for is to carefully examine what is, analyse any shortcomings and provide some basis for the way forward. This can be achieved by looking at ideas.

---


31 Ibid.


36 Ibid, 243.

within a particular social context whereupon the idea of justice will become more obvious.\textsuperscript{38}

While some believe that theoretical frameworks can only serve to progress a science if created within an existing paradigm,\textsuperscript{39} it is at least true to say that normative legal theory must be measured against current theory. In relation to human trafficking, this will be achieved by examining a number of relevant legal theories discussed throughout the thesis.

1.5 A review of the current literature

There are a number of jurists that have focused their efforts on human trafficking and have provided valuable insight into the various issues surrounding trafficking. However the majority of the literature is lacking a theoretical basis. There is little evidence of writing on the theoretical frameworks underpinning anti-trafficking efforts, and little evidence of cross-disciplinary analysis that may have enhanced the insight into trafficking.

Anne Gallagher’s work at the Office of the United Nations High Commission for Human Rights has exposed her to the many negotiations regarding trafficking. Gallagher’s participation at numerous international conferences on trafficking has provided valuable insight into the human rights dimension of human trafficking as well providing for a comprehensive review of various state positions.\textsuperscript{40}

Ryszard Piotrowicz has written prolifically in the area of migration and migration policies as well as in trafficking. Piotrowicz recognises the varied motivations of tackling trafficking by different groups, for example, as an issue of national security for...
states that may be at odds of protecting human rights. Piotrowicz suggests that methods be found to tackle trafficking that recognises the various interests. His focus is on protecting and assisting the victim and suggests alternative instruments other than the *Trafficking Protocol* from which to meet this end.\(^{41}\)

Jo Doezema has written interesting work on the various aspects of trafficking, bringing into question common pre-conceptions. Doezema has explored the concept of society's perception of the relative innocence of trafficking victims, questions trafficking data as well as early accounts of human trafficking from the early 1900s.\(^{42}\)

As might be expected, the extensive writings of the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) focus on trafficking as a migration issue. The primary authors of the IOM publications include Frank Laczko, John Salt, Amanda Klekowski von Koppenfels, Khalid Koser, and Ronald Skeldon amongst others.\(^{43}\) The IOM writers have provided an excellent analysis of trafficking in various different regions as well as suggesting processes to tackle the problem.

There have been a couple of doctrinal research works on trafficking that have recently been published. One of these is Conny Rijkens', *Trafficking in Persons – Prosecution from a European Perspective* that was published in 2003. Rijkens' work focuses on improving cooperation amongst European States in order to improve the prosecution of trafficking offenders. More recently in 2006, Tom Obokata published his thesis on
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Trafficking of Human beings from a Human Rights Perspective – Towards a Holistic Approach which analysed the human rights aspect of trafficking from both a state and non-state actor perspective.

Numerous jurists have written on the criminal aspect of trafficking such as Andreas Schloenhardt, John Slat and Jeremy Stein. Schloenhardt in particular has provided a comparative analysis between organised crime and legitimate businesses breaking down the various players of trafficking into their various roles.

Ann Jordan provides a valuable analysis of the Trafficking Protocol and supports rights based approach to trafficking victims. Many other writers have also focused their attention on analysing the effectiveness of the Trafficking Protocol such as Elizabeth Defeis, LeRoy Potts, Jennifer Enck, Joan Fitzpatrick, Ivy Lee and Mie Lewis amongst many other writers. All of these works have contributed to this thesis.


While there are many academic articles on theoretical frameworks and issues that are close to trafficking, there has been little work in applying one to the other. For example, Joaquin Arango’s\textsuperscript{52} work in the social sciences explaining migration theories has not previously been applied to human trafficking outside of the work of the IOM.\textsuperscript{53}

Similarly, while feminists have played a very active role in the debate on trafficking, there has been little written on explaining feminist legal theory in relation to trafficking. See for example, the writings on feminist legal theory by of Cynthia Grant Bowman and Elizabeth M Schneider,\textsuperscript{54} Hilary Charlesworth,\textsuperscript{55} and Jenny Morgan\textsuperscript{56} amongst many others. These theories are understood by feminists but have not been clearly explained in the writings of the feminist activists.

There are many feminist activists that have published their work on trafficking. For example, Beverly Balos has a strong interest in prostitution and supports the view that no women can consent to prostitution comparing prostitution to trafficking, regardless of consent or exploitation.\textsuperscript{57} In this regard, see also the writings of the Colation Against Trafficking in Women.\textsuperscript{58} Other feminist legal writers have attempted to turn the focus on exploitation and away from the consent of the prostitute to her work. For example,


\textsuperscript{58} Coalition Against Trafficking in Women, \textit{An Introduction to CATW} \url{http://www.catwinternational.org/about/index.php} at 4 June 2007
Jane Larson has written on prostitution as a form of labour. Melissa Ditmore and Marjan Wijers also support this view. Importantly to this thesis, the invaluable work of Don Herzog and consent theory has not been applied to issues such as consent in trafficking. Significantly, the dichotomy between criminal law theory and victim-oriented theory has not been applied to the Trafficking Protocol. While trafficking is often quoted as being a violation of human rights, apart from the work of Tom Obokata, there is no significant research into the connection between human rights and trafficking. However, very interesting work has been undertaken by Martha Nussbaum in the area of human rights, or more precisely ‘capabilities’. This thesis then examines whether human rights or capabilities can be applied to trafficking in a meaningful way.

Importantly, the scholarly works from our colleagues in the departments of history and comparative sciences such as David Brion Davis, Paul Lovejoy and Orlando Patterson, have not been used by lawyers to enhance our understanding of modern day slavery in the context of its place in history. Kevin Bales has written extensively on slavery and has provided valuable insight into trafficking as a modern manifestation of
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61 Don Herzog, Happy Slaves – A Critique of Consent Theory (1989), 237, although Herzog was not superficially describing forced labour.


65 Orlando Patterson, Slavery and Social Death, (1982).
slavery. His work through his NGO ‘Free the Slaves’ has done much to raise awareness of trafficking but is insufficiently applied in legal discourse on trafficking.66

To a limited extent, alternative frameworks are suggested by a small number of writers. Kara Abramson questions the role of consent in trafficking concluding that a labour framework would be more appropriate67 while Nilanjana Ray conducts a preliminary analysis of trafficking frameworks.68

Overall, while excellent research has been undertaken in trafficking, there is a poverty of analysis of trafficking from within theoretical frameworks.

1.6 Methodology

The methodologies followed in this thesis have been adopted from Terry Hutchinson’s Research and Writing in Law.69

The primary methodology used was the ‘Traditional Doctrinal Research’ model.70 This model requires an assembly of the facts; identification of the legal issues; analysis of the issues with a view to searching for the law; background reading mainly of journal articles, United Nations documents and published books; analysis of primary material including international treaties and some national legislation; synthesis of all the issues in context; and the combination of the above to come to some tentative conclusions. Other than published books, journal articles, United Nations documents and primary materials such as international treaties and national legislation were obtained mainly through electronic means.


69 Terry Hutchinson, Research and Writing in Law (2nd ed, 2006)

70 Ibid, 34.
As the thesis focused on theoretical frameworks, theoretical research techniques were adopted. \(^{71}\) Theoretical research is based in philosophy and in many of the areas examined in this thesis, extended to other disciplines. In particular, migration theories are prevalent in the social sciences and slavery theories are discussed in social sciences and historical writings. Extending the work into these and other fields added a level of research to trafficking that is both unique and interesting.

Theoretical research necessitated the use of the jurisprudential method for its analysis of theoretical underpinnings. \(^{72}\) The jurisprudential method of research was particularly important to the analysis of the theoretical frameworks because it provided the challenge of identifying and exposing the underpinnings of the law. This then allowed for the development of a normative basis for re-assessing the law and making suggestions for its development.

As suggested by Hutchinson, the method used for critiquing legal theory was to state each theory and examine the main arguments for and against the theory. Then, adapting each theory to the issue of trafficking, the validity or importance of each theory was analysed. Of course, as Hutchinson points out, the very nature of theory and divergent views means that critiquing legal theory can lead to generalisations regarding the law that can work to reduce the complexity of an idea for the benefit of conciseness. This challenge is an inherent problem when one attempts to analyse or apply theory.

Generally, a combination of the above research methodologies were used in this thesis.

1.7 Structure of thesis

The thesis is divided into two main sections. The first section comprising chapters one to five introduces efforts in trafficking and anti-trafficking.

Following the introductory chapter, chapter two contains an analysis of the various requirements that go together to make up the crime of trafficking. Problems with the definition are illustrated in scenarios describing common trafficking like situations. An alternative definition of trafficking is then suggested and similarities between trafficking

\(^{71}\) Ibid, 43.

\(^{72}\) Ibid, 53.
and other irregular migration practices are explored. Statistics regarding trafficking along with the role played by organised crime are also explored in this chapter as trends and developments in trafficking.

Chapter three explores early efforts to deal with trafficking in the early 1900s. Some of the approaches adopted to combat trafficking in these early times are somewhat mirrored today in modern efforts. This chapter discusses how definitional problems regarding trafficking also existed in these early efforts and led to poor results in identifying trafficking victims and protecting them from exploitation.

Chapter four analyses recent efforts to combat trafficking through an examination of the Trafficking Protocol. An analysis is undertaken of the three purposes of the Trafficking Protocol that are assessed against the backdrop of the various sections of the agreement. Labour Conventions pertaining to trafficking are also briefly examined at the conclusion of the chapter.

As reference is made to the legislation of the United States and Australia throughout the thesis, chapter five analyses the trafficking legislation that has been enacted in each of these countries. This chapter is also the end of part I of the thesis.

The second part of the thesis comprising chapters' six to eleven analyses the various theoretical approaches to trafficking. Having concluded the analysis of the Trafficking Protocol and state legislation in the previous section, chapter six questions the success of current approaches to trafficking, namely criminal law theory. An examination is made of the positive role that a victim centred approach could play in trafficking both in eradicating trafficking and assisting victims as well as enhancing the effectiveness of the criminal law approach.

The treatment of consent in legal instruments has created major problems in combating trafficking because of the shift of attention from exploitation to the conduct of the victim. Accordingly, chapter seven re-assesses consent through an analysis of consent theory.

Considering that states often view trafficking as a violation of migration law, chapter eight explores migration theory and its application to trafficking. The push and pull
factors of trafficking are examined in order to come to some conclusion regarding the importance of migration in trafficking.

Discourse on trafficking frequently takes place within feminist circles and feminist groups have taken a strong interest in all aspects of trafficking debate. This attention has translated to a strong gender focus in trafficking. The usefulness of feminist legal theory in trafficking is therefore questioned in chapter nine as an appropriate tool in combating trafficking.

In an effort to apply a victim centred approach to trafficking, trafficking is frequently referred to as a violation of human rights. A brief history of the development of human rights theory is undertaken and human rights law is applied to trafficking in chapter ten. An examination is made both of state and non-state involvement in trafficking to find who can be held accountable for human rights violations in trafficking and under what circumstances.

Chapter eleven explores exploitation of the victim by looking at slavery from a historical perspective in order to enhance understanding of modern day slavery practices. A better understanding of slavery within its historical context suggests that legal definitions of slavery be amended to reflect common practice.

Chapter twelve contains concluding comments. Also, figure 4 in the appendix contains a list of state parties to the more relevant international instruments discussed throughout the thesis.
2 HUMAN TRAFFICKING – AN ANALYSIS OF THE CRIME

2.1 Introduction to the definition of trafficking

In simple terms, human trafficking is the movement of a person from one place to another through the use of force, fraud or coercion for the purpose of exploitation.

The *Trafficking Protocol* defines trafficking under article 3 as:

>'The recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of the exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs.'

The *Trafficking Protocol* applies to those offences that are transnational in nature and those that involve an organised criminal group. State parties are therefore obliged to legislate in order to criminalise a range of trafficking related offences. State parties are required to adopt legislative and other measures to establish as criminal offences conduct as set out in article 3 of the *Trafficking Protocol* including attempting to commit the offence, participating as an accomplice or organising or directing other persons to commit an offence as established in the Protocol. In essence, the
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73 While the Protocol requires the transnational element to establish the offence, when read in conjunction with article 34.2 of the *Organised Crime Convention*, the state party must establish its domestic law independently of the transnational nature of the crime or the existence of an organised criminal group.

74 As will be discussed in more detail below, including: an attempt to commit an offence (subject to the basic concepts of its legal system); participating as an accomplice and organising or directing others to commit the offence (*Trafficking Protocol*, art 5.2).

75 *Trafficking Protocol* article 5.
instrument provides a minimum guideline, and states are encouraged to legislate further. While the Protocol requires the transnational element to establish the offence, when read in conjunction with article 34.2 of the *Organised Crime Convention*, the state party must establish its domestic law independently of the transnational nature of the crime. In a similar way, an organised criminal group as set out in the *Organised Crime Convention* need not be a deciding factor in domestic legislation.

The *Trafficking Protocol* definition did not advance the understanding of trafficking. Its strength lies in the agreement reached by states to provide universal standards in its treatment. However, the definition does not illustrate any further understanding of trafficking and ignores the realities faced by many trafficking victims. This point will be illustrated below by describing likely scenarios faced by trafficking victims and the deficiencies of the *Trafficking Protocol* in addressing their situations. Overall, the principal shortcoming of the definition within the *Trafficking Protocol* is that it is not victim focused.

Put simply, the requirements for trafficking within the *Trafficking Protocol* are:

1. Recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of person

2. By means of the threat of use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits – to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person

3. For the purpose of the exploitation, which at a minimum shall include: the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs

The definition of trafficking within the *Trafficking Protocol* formed the basis of other international agreements. For example, in its Council framework decision of 19 July 2002, the European Union recognised human trafficking as a practice constituting
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serious violations of fundamental human rights and human dignity, involving ruthless practices such as the abuse and deception of vulnerable persons, the use of violence, threats, debt bondage and coercion. The European Union then proceeded to adopt the *Trafficking Protocol* definition and required member states to implement the definition in domestic law before 1 August 2004.

The various parts of the definition of trafficking will now be broken up to be analysed separately.

### 2.1.1 The actus reus of trafficking: Recruitment, Transportation, Transfer, Harbouring or Receipt of Persons

Although not a topic often discussed, there seems to be some confusion in the literature as to whether the *Trafficking Protocol* requires the victim of trafficking to undergo any movement, from one place to another. Some of this confusion arises because of the wording of article 3 which requires 'recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons' which implies that each term is not a requirement in itself. On this matter, the travaux preparatories are silent. However, it would be incorrect to assume that this means that the *Trafficking Protocol* intends to criminalise exploitation without movement. Firstly, trafficking can apply to an offender that intends to traffic a person but who has not yet transported the victim because they were caught prior to the act. In this way, a trafficking offence can be made out even where there is no transportation but only because the transportation has not taken place as yet. Trafficking offences occur in the context of movement and the only question regarding this part of the definition should be concerning domestic trafficking. That is, some sort of physical movement or transport is required for the offence of trafficking to be made out. In cases of domestic trafficking, it is difficult to say how much movement is required to satisfy the Act. One author has suggested that what is required is a 'constructive' or 'substitute' crossing in
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the event that there is no transportation across a geographical or political boundary. 79

In essence, transportation requires that the victim be moved to an unfamiliar area, cut off from ‘known social structures’. 80 This is a reasonable interpretation of what is required under domestic trafficking, however there seems to be little written on this point at the moment and actual cases regarding domestic trafficking will need to come before the courts in order to test this assumption.

Uncertainty regarding movement in trafficking is more apparent in the area of international trafficking. The reason for the confusion as to the issues of transport can be traced to the legislation of the United States. 81 The first requirement of recruitment, etc in the definition of trafficking within the TVPA is very similar to the Trafficking Protocol as it requires: ‘recruitment, harbouring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person’. Other than the term ‘provision’ the wording is almost identical and yet the United States Department of State published in 2005, that there is no requirement that the person be transported from one place to another. 82 The question arises as to the meaning of the word ‘harbour’ and whether this could mean to hold the person without the person having undergone movement prior to or subsequently to the harbouring for the purpose of exploitation. For example, Jennifer Chacon believes that actual transportation is unnecessary in trafficking because exploitation can occur in the person’s recruitment, harbouring or receipt. As exploitation is the key, Chacon argues that the offence of trafficking has been made out. 83 It seems however that this goes against the intention of the Protocol. Most likely, as noted above, the only way that trafficking without movement can be made out is regarding the offence of intending to traffic, that is exploitation within the context of some movement, even if it has not happened yet.

80 Ibid.
81 Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 (TVPA).
If the Protocol did not require any movement at all, whether actual or intended; then the 
**Trafficking Protocol** would apply in normal instances of slavery such as sweatshop 
workers. While this would be the ideal outcome for the protection of victims, it is 
unlikely to be the case that this was the intention of the drafters. Further, the **Trafficking 
Protocol** is an instrument involving national security issues and migration control and 
the addition of the **Smuggling Protocol** further puts it in the context of the movement of 
people. Accordingly, while the United States TIP Report 2005 states that actual 
movement is not required to prove the offence, it is assumed that this means that it is not 
required to prove the offence when trying the accused for *intended* trafficking.

Also important is that there must be a connection between the transportation and the 
exploitation. That is, the exploitation of the victim must occur in a way that connects it 
with the transportation. The exploiter must take 'receipt' of the person as part of the 
transaction. This is important because the **Trafficking Protocol** excludes irregular 
migrants working under exploitative situations that are not being exploited by their 
trafficker. This will be explained in more detail below in the illustrative scenarios.

Nevertheless, while movement is required to prove trafficking, anti trafficking efforts 
should go further. While trafficking must include transportation, there should also be an 
effort to eradicate exploitation that does not require the transportation of the victim. 
Trafficking should be tackled from the wider perspective of the eradication of slavery 
whether the slavery took place in the context of trafficking or not. Indeed, criminalising 
trafficking but not slavery does not make sense. The current **Trafficking Protocol** is 
mirrored somewhat in past actions.

That is, early efforts to suppress the slave trade made the *slave trade* as such illegal but 
did not illegalise slavery.\(^8\) Today, we have a similar situation. Trafficking as a crime 
has taken on significance, but without a corresponding movement to end modern 
slavery such efforts are weak. Either trafficking should have been a sub category of 
slavery or, there should have been a simultaneous re-assessment of the **Slavery,**

\(^8\) While the **Slavery Convention** enshrined a duty on states to progressively eradicate slavery and the 
slave trade, it did not contain an actual human right for the abolition of slavery as such, see Renee 
Collette Redman, 'Beyond the United States, the League of Nations and the Right to be free from 
Enslavement, the First Human Right to be recognised as customary international law', (1994) 70 
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Servitude, Forced Labour and Similar Institutions and Practices Convention of 1926, \(^{85}\) (the 'Slavery Convention') just like what occurred in 1956 with the amendments to the Slavery Convention. \(^{86}\) However, the drafting of the Trafficking Protocol within a law enforcement background, instead of from within a human rights framework \(^{87}\) indicates that the elimination of exploitation may not have been at the heart of the instrument. This thesis will analyse the drive behind the Trafficking Protocol by an analysis of the theoretical frameworks that underpin it.

2.1.2 Coercive practices to achieve the consent of the victim

The definition of trafficking means that trafficking can be established when traffickers gain control of their victims by coercive or deceptive means or by exploiting relationships, by using violence and physical or psychological abuse. \(^{88}\) Additionally, the reference to the ‘abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability’ expands the scope of trafficking because it recognises that where such an abuse of power has occurred, trafficking can be proved even where there has not been any actual threat or use of force provided that the victim did not have any means to refuse being trafficked. \(^{89}\) Further, the addition of possibilities such as ‘abuse of power’ have been praised for going
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\(^{85}\) Servitude, Forced Labour and Similar Institutions and Practices Convention of 1926, opened for signature 1925 September 1926, 60 LNTS 253 (entered into force 9 March 1927) (the ‘Slavery Convention’).

\(^{86}\) Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery, adopted 7 September 1956, 226 UNTS 3 (entered into force 30 April 1957).

\(^{87}\) The Trafficking Protocol was developed in Vienna by the UN Crime Commission (the Ad Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational Organised Crime (referred to as the ‘Vienna Process’)), a law enforcement body. The human rights bodies are located in Geneva and New York.


beyond conventional concepts to encompass abuses of social or cultural authority over vulnerable people.90

However, as will be discussed later in the thesis, coercive practices are extremely problematic in the context of trafficking, because it is not necessarily the coercive practices of the trafficker that induce the victim to consent but the lack of meaningful choice that may leave the victim with little alternative.

The result of the Trafficking Protocol is that where the victim 'consents' to the exploitation, it will not be considered to be a trafficking situation. However, while this outcome is a positive one for the offender in that they will not be charged with the more serious crime of trafficking, the outcome for the victim is unsatisfactory. The lack of the initial coercive element or the lack of intent means that the victim may be viewed as an illegal migrant despite having been a victim of exploitation or prostitution, sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or removal of organs. Instead of falling within the Trafficking Protocol, the person would then fall within the Smuggling Protocol. The protective mechanisms in the former may be minimal at best but are even less within the latter.

An analysis of consent theory will reassess the role of consent in trafficking. The conclusion throughout the thesis is that it is the exploitation of the victim and not consent should form the pivotal part of the crime of trafficking. Further, exploitation should form the basis of the prosecution because it seems odd that a trafficker could avoid prosecution because of not using coercive means to achieve the consent of the victim. The trafficker should be prosecuted for exploiting the victim despite consent.

2.1.3 Exploitation

Subject to the domestic laws of the individual state, the Trafficking Protocol allows for the offence of trafficking to be made out even if the exploitation has not yet commenced. That is, the 'purpose' must be exploitation. This is important because it allows for the prosecution of traffickers who may have been arrested by police in the
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process of trafficking, say in the recruitment or transfer of the victim, but prior to the placement of the victim in an exploitative situation.

Exploitation is the key to trafficking because without exploitation, the process is more likely to mirror smuggling which is irregular migration. Trafficking is a grave crime not because of issues such as the circumvention of migration laws but because of the abuse of the victim.

2.1.4 The mens rea

Whilst not contained in article 3, intent is an important part of the makeup of trafficking. Where the person is subjected to exploitation as per the definition, lack of initial intent means that without the intention to traffic the person, the offender cannot be charged with a criminal offence and without the offence, the Protocol does not provide for the protection of the victim. Potentially therefore, a situation that commenced as smuggling without an intention to exploit the person but results in an exploitative situation may not qualify as trafficking. This means that where A (the exploiter) acts as a smuggler and then B (the victim) is exploited without A’s knowledge or intent, then A is not guilty of trafficking and B is unlikely to be viewed as a trafficking victim in any meaningful sense. This is because there was no intent to traffic the person. That being the case, because there is no offender of trafficking, the victim does not have the possibility to act as a witness; and without a defendant there is no mechanism for the victim to be protected.91

Another problem with the requirement for intent is that in the early stages of the trafficking process, it is difficult to prove that A intends to exploit B. The result is that if the authorities attempt to apprehend the offender or recover a victim of trafficking in
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91 There is also the situation where A intended to exploit B but because B consented to the exploitation, B will again not be characterised as a trafficking victim. Conversely, any consent by B to the process of trafficking is negated when the coercive elements are found to have been present.
the early part of the trafficking process, the lack of evidence makes the apprehension and recovery difficult.\textsuperscript{92}

Shortfalls in the current definition of trafficking are best illustrated through the scenarios below describing various situations containing trafficking elements.

2.2 An illustration of how the current definition affects trafficking victims

A and B are sitting next to each other on a bus travelling from country of origin Y to the country of destination Z. Neither A nor B are migrating under the correct procedure for Country Z; but both A and B intend to overstay a tourist visa. A has been unwittingly recruited by a human trafficker and has been given the address of what they believe to be a legitimate employer at destination Z. B was assisted in their application for a tourist visa, but is going to destination Z without any further assistance in the hope of finding employment. B was told by family and friends that it is fairly easy to find employment at Z because there is a demand for cheap migrant labour. After a short while A and B start talking and B explains that they are anxious as to where they will find employment. A suggests that if B is unable to find employment, then A could ask their employer if there is any availability for B. A believes that they will work under difficult but acceptable conditions at a factory although they are unsure as to what that work may be. A also gave the trafficker a large advance in money for payment in transport and for finding A employment and accommodation. On arrival, A goes to the address printed on the paper they were given and B goes to make general enquiries as to employment.

Upon arrival at the place of employment, A is asked to hand over their identity papers for ‘safekeeping’, is showed into accommodation that houses several other people in a small room and commences work in the factory. A is made to work 14 hour days, is prohibited from leaving the premises, does not speak the local language, is not paid any money and is told that should they attempt to leave they will be captured by the authorities as an illegal and perhaps dangerous migrant. A is a slave and clearly has been trafficked. A falls within the definition of a trafficking victim under the

\textsuperscript{92} Jyoti Sanghera, “Unpacking the Trafficking Discourse” in Kamala Kempadoo, Jyoti Sanghera and Bandana Pattanaik (ed) \textit{Trafficking and Prostitution Re considered – New Perspectives on Migration, Sex Work and Human Rights} (2005), 15.
Trafficking Protocol and is entitled to whatever small protection mechanisms it contains. What about B?

2.2.1 Scenario 1

B spends a few days looking for employment, and eventually decides to follow the directions given to them by A, going to A’s employer to seek employment. B is tricked by the employer and hands over their identity papers and similarly to A is put to work immediately under the same conditions. The employer takes the papers not as collateral against the costs of bringing B to the factory because B has come at their own expense and willingly, but because the factory has many slaves and they are afraid that B may contact the authorities. The employer knows that this is a possibility because the conditions at the factory are so poor.

B may be a slave but because they are not at the factory through ‘recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons’ they do not fall within the protection of the Trafficking Protocol. As such, B will most likely be viewed as an illegal migrant. The employer may be charged under some sort of slavery laws if available in the destination Z but B would not be entitled to any protection under the Trafficking Protocol.

2.2.2 Scenario 2

While spending time seeking employment, B is unsuccessful. Because of difficult home conditions, B is not able to return to their country of origin. The country of origin may have been recovering from natural disaster, high unemployment rates or B may need to support their family.

B has heard that A’s employer is ruthless and treats their employees very poorly. This is why B has spent so much time looking for alternative employment. Due to a lack of alternatives, B feels that they have no other choice but to go to A’s place of employment. B is made aware by other irregular migrants that the working conditions are very poor and they will be treated like a slave. Nonetheless, B chooses to go to the factory. A’s employer accepts B’s offer of work and takes B’s papers. B hands over their papers and agrees to work at the factory.
As in Scenario 1, B is a slave in Scenario 2 also. However, apart from still not having been recruited, transported... by a trafficker, B has actually consented to the exploitation and further such consent was not achieved via any coercion or deception on the part of the employer. Again, B is probably nothing more than an illegal migrant. But now, their status as a slave may also be questioned because they consented. The factory owner may be in breach of certain labour laws which may or may not apply because B is an illegal worker.

2.2.3 Scenario 3

A and B are sitting next to each other on a bus travelling from country of origin Y to the country of destination Z. Neither A nor B are migrating properly to Z but are both intending to overstay a tourist visa. A has been unwittingly recruited by a human trafficker and has been given the address of what they believe to be a legitimate employer at destination Z.

As in Scenario 2, B has many reasons to leave the country and seek employment abroad, despite the risks. A and B are going to work in the same factory but in this scenario, B is fully aware that they are going to work as a slave. The employer went to country Y and explained to B that they should not go and work in the factory if they had any misgivings because the conditions were extremely harsh and they would not be permitted to cease employment there if they changed their minds.

The employer has chosen to be frank with the victims because they previously had too many ‘employees’ escaping and creating trouble with the authorities. The employer discovered that despite knowing the slavery like conditions, many people would consent to work there because it was still better than their impossible home conditions. Also, having the consent of the workers, no matter how poor the working conditions meant that if caught, the employer could not be found guilty of the graver offence of human trafficking due to the non-coercive consent. Furthermore, destination Z did not have well developed anti-slavery laws and they would more likely be charged with the lesser crime of breaching labour laws which on balance was an acceptable risk.

B may be working under slave conditions but their consent means that they will most likely be viewed as an illegal migrant and almost certainly face immediate deportation.
All 3 scenarios are variations of trafficking but due to the reasons given, B is not viewed as a victim of trafficking in any of them and there is no possibility for protection under the *Trafficking Protocol*. In reality, scenario 3 is not that unlikely but unfortunately, laws do not take into account individual circumstances of people who are forced to work in very sub-standard conditions including under slavery conditions. The result is that the *Trafficking Protocol* will capture few victims because it excludes many likely situations.

The *Trafficking Protocol* has not allowed for very possible alternatives to the ones envisaged by the definition and as such, the Protocol does not address the realities of trafficking being unduly concerned with the process of trafficking which includes the requirement for coercive consent. However, coercive consent is a complicated issue inadequately dealt with in the *Trafficking Protocol*. The *Trafficking Protocol* is also not concerned with exploitative labour that is not connected with the movement of the victim between the place of origin and destination.

Trafficking even without the *Trafficking Protocol* is an offence however in the past, there was no offence of human trafficking as such,\(^93\) it being treated instead as a collection of lesser offences such as kidnap, fraud, false imprisonment etc. Indeed, cases of trafficking were viewed as isolated incidents.\(^94\) However, just as it was deemed appropriate to pay particular attention to a law against human trafficking that took into account the gravity of the offence as a whole, so too a renewed effort is required to outlaw slavery from an international perspective in a way that emphasises the gravity of the offence to the international community as a whole. National legislation should be made consistent with international standards after the international community re-evaluates slavery in its modern context.

The question then arises as to how best deal with drafting a definition of trafficking that best takes the above concerns into consideration.


2.3 An alternative definition of human trafficking

Kara Abramson suggests a sophisticated approach to a new definition of trafficking that is somewhere between the Trafficking and Smuggling Protocol, removing the need for consent and exploitation to include the 'illicit transport or harboring of a person within or across border for the purposes of using that person for unregulated or improperly regulated forms of labor'. This distinguishes trafficking from smuggling by focusing not on the legality of the transport but the movement of people for the exploitation of their labour. Abramson suggests that exploitative labour be defined as including unrecognised forms of labour and seemingly legal forms of labour that 'involve a pattern of serious violations and abuses of labor law':

"Trafficking in Persons' means the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring, or receipt of persons by any means, for the purpose of the exploitation of their labor, as defined through illegal work or illegally recognized work that is carried out in a pattern of serious non-conformity with existing labor laws."

While this definition is framed within a labour context is an improvement on the Trafficking Protocol taking an accurate account of the exploitation that occurs within the labour context, it is also problematic for a number of reasons. Firstly, the definition is so broad as to represent an ideal of how trafficking for exploitative labour should be defined, capturing numerous trafficking victims, who have experienced various levels of exploitation. Governments would be unlikely to accept such a definition and the result would be that no action would be taken at all. Most importantly however is that the definition fails to protect victims of trafficking that are not in exploitative labour conditions such as trafficking victims for the purposes of forced marriage or the trafficking of victims for the purposes of the removal of organs.
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While exploitative labour may be the most significant area of trafficking, this thesis is concerned with extreme types of trafficking analogous to slavery that include all types of exploitation.

Abramson’s definition has a lot of merit, however, victims of trafficking that can be compared to slaves need the international community’s urgent attention. Abramson’s definition is so wide\(^99\) that it is unlikely to be implemented and victims of trafficking will not receive the protection and assistance that they require.

It is also crucial that efforts be made to care for victims of slavery that have not been trafficked, because the emphasis on transportation rather than exploitation produces an unusual result. That is, two people in exactly the same exploitative situation will be treated differently depending on how they arrived at their place of exploitation. However, while suggestions will be made in ways to improve the definition of slavery, the focus of this thesis will be on trafficking.

Probably the most appropriate definition of slavery has been formulated by the NGO group, Global Rights: Partners for Justice. Global Rights departed from the language of the *Trafficking Protocol* finding it to be ‘descriptive and potentially confusing’. Global Rights shifted the focus from the means that people are trafficked to the process of moving them for exploitation.\(^{100}\) This simple definition is an excellent definition of trafficking with its emphasis on exploitation and is a better alternative to other definitions on Trafficking.\(^{101}\) This definition has been adopted as the normative definition of trafficking within this thesis:

```
"Trafficking in persons' is the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by any means, for forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs."
```

\(^{99}\) And perhaps appropriate.


Nevertheless, even with a succinct definition of trafficking, trafficking victims may be
difficult to detect because there are similarities between trafficking and other forms of
irregular migration. The international community was concerned to highlight the
differences between trafficking and smuggling by enacting the two separate Protocols.
A clear understanding regarding the difference between these phenomena is crucial for
efforts to combat these crimes.\footnote{Report of the Secretary General, 'International Migration and Development', UN GA, 6th Sess, [75] UN Doc A/60/871 (2006).}

2.4 Trafficking, smuggling and irregular migration

While trafficking in persons has received attention in international instruments for many
years, 'smuggling in persons' is more novel.\footnote{United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, Legislative guide for the against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Air and Sea (Smuggling of Migrants Protocol), Part Three (2004) ('Legislative Guide for the Smuggling Protocol') paragraph 27.} The distinction between trafficking and smuggling is important to make because while very similar, the differences impact greatly on the victim. Smuggling in persons is a reflection of the concern for the criminal activity of the illegal entry of migrants into a country, but the Smuggling Protocol is not intended to criminalise the illegal migrant. Trafficking differs to smuggling in that the concepts of forced and voluntary movements of the trafficked and smuggled person are questioned, as is the question of choice (primarily where and when to work) and legality.\footnote{John Salt ‘Trafficking and Human Smuggling: A European Perspective’ in Reginald Appleyard, John Salt (eds) Perspectives on Trafficking of Migrants (2000) (Offprint of International Migration Vol.38(3) Special Issue 1/2000) 35.}

Prior to international consensus on the definitions surrounding trafficking and smuggling, various bodies attempted to formulate definitions from which to then discuss the different aspects. Confusion arose as a range of terms were used to describe the phenomenon. The terms 'people smuggling' and 'people trafficking' were used interchangeably in the literature and further terminology was also developed such as 'alien smuggling', 'trafficking of aliens', 'illegal immigrant smuggling', 'human trafficking', 'trade of human beings', 'human commodity trading', 'human trade', 'trafficking in human beings' and 'trafficking in persons'.\footnote{Ibid, 19.}
One of the main points that needed clarification was that trafficking was different from smuggling and that trafficking and smuggling should afford their respective victims different levels of protection and assistance from the receiving state. There is a general perspective that smuggled people flee, often because of human rights violations and extreme poverty, whereas trafficked people are victims of serious and systematic human rights violations.\(^{106}\) That is, trafficking is considered to be an offence against the person, as opposed to smuggling which is perceived as an offence against state sovereignty.\(^{107}\) The smuggled person is someone who illegally crosses a border but whose relationship with the smuggler essentially terminates upon arrival and smuggling usually involves short term profit for the smuggler while traffickers enjoy long term exploitation for economic gain.\(^{108}\) The importance in the clarification between smugglers and traffickers is that traffickers commit a graver offence due to the ongoing criminality once the victim arrives at their destination.\(^{109}\) At first glance, this distinction may seem fairly clear.

Eventually, the international community came to define smuggling in article 3 of the Smuggling Protocol as:

'Smuggling of migrants' shall mean the procurement, in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit, for the illegal entry of a person into a State Party of which the person is not a national or a permanent resident;

\(^{106}\) Note by the Secretary General, Smuggling and Trafficking in persons and the protection of their human rights, UN GAOR, 57\(^{th}\) sess, [para 22] UN Doc E/CN.4/Sub.2/2001/26 (2001).


'Illegal entry' shall mean crossing borders without complying with the necessary requirements for legal entry into the receiving State

The Smuggling Protocol focuses on the smuggler being an agent that is only involved in assisting the migrant to cross the border. The distinction enables governments to deal much more stringently with persons who fall under this category and differs greatly from the protection principles in the Trafficking Protocol. Indeed, the result is a clear incentive for governments to view people as being smuggled rather than trafficked. Many human rights groups disagree with the distinction in the definitions which give governments these powers. However the weakness of the instruments in this regard is probably deliberate.

The Smuggling Protocol is intended to criminalise the 'business' of illegal migration, where organised criminal groups make profits from facilitating illegal migration. It was the intention of the drafters of the Smuggling Protocol that certain sanctions be provided to those found to be smuggled that do not apply to those that are simply illegal migrants. This is because smuggling is recognised as a form of transnational crime and therefore is more serious than illegal migration. In actual fact, it is difficult to find any real protection provisions for smuggled persons in the Smuggling Protocol; instead they are viewed as the 'object' of the smuggling.

There is some confusion as to the overlap between trafficking and smuggling. Some believe that the person is still characterised as being smuggled even where that person is mistreated at the hands of the smugglers or is misled as to the nature and perils of the journey provided that: an exploitative relationship does not develop or is envisaged by the original parties and there was consent by the smuggled person to the journey. Indeed, it is easy to see how a smuggling relationship may develop to something more
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serious. For example, in an attempt to recover debts or additional payments for the smuggling process, smugglers may confine their 'clients' and the process degenerates into one more akin to trafficking. However, it is submitted that where an exploitative relationship develops without initial intent or coercion, it would be difficult to find a case of trafficking.

A similarity shared, and a common reason for the confusion between the two groups is that most trafficked and smuggled people are irregular migrants. However, perceptions of illegal migrants as stow-aways on leaking ships are inaccurate. In reality, most people who continue their stay illegally, for example in Australia, do so as over-stayers of tourist and student visa. Similarly, in the United States, it is believed that most illegal entrants are facilitated by document fraud rather than arriving via shipwrecked smuggling boats. As such, it is more accurate to speak of irregular migration as opposed to illegal migration as the victim may drift in and out of legal status.

Irregular migrants are persons who are in an irregular situation, not fulfilling the requirements concerning entry, stay and exercise of an economic activity established by the state where they are present. While some irregular migrants are illegal from the moment that they arrived at their destination, others may have entered legally but lost their status during their stay, for example, working tourists who do not exit the country

---


115 'Overstayers' describe people suspected of remaining in the Australian community unlawfully after their temporary visa expires. As at 30 June 2005, the Australian Government estimated around 47,800 overstayers were in Australia. Of these, 40,630 were visitors, 2,860 were students, 2,220 were temporary residents and 2,090 fell into other categories. See Department of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs, See Department of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs, Australian Government, 'Overstayers and People in Breach of Visa Conditions—fact sheet 86,' revised 30 January 2007.
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when they are supposed to. Other examples include corporate expatriation and international student visas which are both legitimate migration tools but which may be manipulated in order to facilitate trafficking and smuggling.

The International Organisation for Migration (‘IOM’) blends a number of definitions so that smuggling and trafficking further define aspects of irregular migration:

Irregular migration refers to migrants who either entered without inspection, or entered with the use of an illegally acquired or falsified visa or passport or who overstayed a legally acquired visa. Irregular migrants generally have relied upon a third party to assist them, whether they employed a forger to make a false visa (facilitator), paid a person to help them cross the border (smuggler) or were exploited after transit by the person who transported them across the border (trafficker).

The distinction between trafficking and smuggling is useful, and while the differences between the two may appear obvious, at the grass roots level, there is much overlap and the distinction is difficult to make. The protection and provisions relating to each is different in the two protocols and the instruments do not outline how the distinction is to be made and by whom.

2.4.1 Problems in distinguishing between trafficked and smuggled persons

---


There are inherent ambiguities in determining the status of a person, for example, such as in deciding who is an illegal migrant and who is a legitimate refugee and with the changing nature of international migration, the differences between smuggling and trafficking become even more difficult to differentiate between.

There are many similarities between victims of trafficking and smuggled migrants as these groups of people are often exploited and frequently moved around by organised criminal groups for the purpose of generating illegal profits. Smuggled people are also sometimes violated and exploited during transportation or upon arrival, risk life threatening situations, abuse and deceit. They are often hidden during transport and risk injury or death through drowning, freezing, suffocating or being crushed, further exasperated by overcrowding, lack of food, poor sanitation, severe dehydration and environmental extremes. ‘There is no straight divide between humanitarian and commercial trafficking... In some cases the ‘agent’ ... is both a criminal and a saver of lives’. Some authors argue that some traffickers even save lives and such cases are more likely to lead to the conclusion that it is a smuggling situation.

---


The IOM makes a human rights distinction between smuggling and trafficking. The IOM argues that trafficking is not merely assisting a person over the border but assisting the person over the border in order to exploit that person for labour in a way that violates their human rights. However, the IOM recognises that smuggling can result in human rights abuses where the smuggled person suffers such abuses as ‘rape, beatings and deprivation of food and water. In the most extreme cases, their smugglers place them in boats which are unsafe and the smuggled journey results in death’. Often, those who are being smuggled have no idea of the degree and nature of the exploitation that awaits them from those that assisted them. People may willingly put themselves into the hands of traffickers because tightening migration policies make people fear that beyond just entering the country, they will not be able to successfully find housing, work and protection from enforcement agencies who may deport them. So, the person may initially put their trust into the hands of someone they believe will only facilitate their entry into another country with perhaps some small further assistance, and instead find themselves enslaved to their captor.

Beyond simply defining these terms, definitions of trafficking and smuggling have tended to reflect the motivations of their promoters.

2.4.2 Motivations for different definitions

To understand the differences behind different definitions of trafficking, one must understand the interests of the group putting forward the definition. Identifying an individual as a trafficked person carries different responsibilities for the state concerned than is the case when the same person is identified as a smuggled immigrant and a trafficked person is afforded additional protection to a person who is smuggled. Destination states wish to limit the people that will be eligible for relief and services in order to minimally impact the exploitation of the relief that may be available to
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trafficking victims.¹³⁵ For example, experience shows that competent investigative authorities appear likely to initially launch a smuggling investigation and if sufficient further evidence comes to light this may change the focus to human trafficking.¹³⁶

Nevertheless, the difference in characterising a person as being trafficked or smuggled is important because the status of the person will dictate the protection mechanisms applied to them.¹³⁷ For example, where a trafficking victim is incorrectly characterised, they will be less likely to be afforded the appropriate assistance and protection.¹³⁸

Accordingly, it is submitted that it is through an understanding of the core issues of trafficking, that a distinction can be made. Further, if parallel to strengthening trafficking efforts, similar efforts were made to eradicate slavery, then the shift of focus to exploitation would ensure that victims received the assistance that they required whether they entered the destination state as a smuggled person or trafficked victim.

2.5 Trends and developments in trafficking: From uncertain statistics to organised crime

Given the clandestine nature of trafficking, it is hard to obtain any accurate statistics on the volume and extent of the phenomenon. It is therefore prudent to state here that trafficking figures are unreliable. In the analysis and critique of the strategies to combat trafficking, it is therefore difficult to know whether a particular trafficking effort has been successful in reducing the numbers of victims. It is difficult to know if there is improvement in the numbers of people trafficked annually as the estimates are


¹³⁸ See also, Anne Gallagher, ‘Trafficking, smuggling and human rights: tricks and treaties’ 12 FMR 25 at 27
unreliable. It goes without saying that it is virtually impossible to know whether trafficking has been reduced. An unfortunate aspect of the unreliable statistics is that texts, monographs and reports on trafficking frequently make reference to figures which are recycled or repeated in other texts and referenced in academic papers which of course then gives the statistics an appearance of ‘accepted fact’.139

The difficulties with obtaining reliable data on the number of people trafficked every year140 are due in part to imprecise definitions and inaccurate classifications of trafficked people141. Further reasons for inaccurate statistics include:142

- absence of comparable statistics from around the world;
- heterogeneous criminalisation of trafficking;
- the illicit nature of the crime;
- poor legal status of victims making them unable or unwilling to report the crime; and
- different ideological attitudes towards the sex industry.

Despite the inherent problems associated with estimating the number of people trafficked globally every year,143 authors make reference to various numbers. Bell and Blackell state that the UN estimates that 4 million people are trafficked annually, while White House officials from the United States estimate that there are approximately 2


million women and children trafficked annually for the sex trade. Tiefenbaum estimates that there are 2 million women trafficked every year and of these, 50,000 women are trafficked into the United States. Again, Tiefenbaum does not reference how she came to her figures. Other unsubstantiated figures include 400,000 trafficked people a year into member states of the European Union and 2 million juvenile sex slaves trafficked from Eastern Europe. Others put a ‘range’ to the trafficking, for example, 700,000 – 2 million a year. In any event, while such varying estimates should bring about scepticism, in the arena of sex work and trafficking, they are accepted without question.

The unreliable statistics, lack of any proper theoretical framework and self interest of the states in dealing with the issues of trafficking present challenges to developing effective solutions to the problem of trafficking. Indeed, problems associated with identifying and quantifying trafficking victims existed even in past efforts of dealing with trafficking. These problems are exacerbated by the increasing involvement of organised crime groups in trafficking.

Organised crime is completely different from ordinary crime. Ordinary crime is usually conducted by individuals who seek out personal gain and instant gratification. Organised crime is more like the running of a business; except that it is illegal. It
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differs from legitimate business in that it cannot use the tools of the state for commerce. That is, if something goes wrong, the organisation cannot go to the courts and seek redress; furthermore, because of its very nature, it is highly secretive. Also it is usually entrepreneurial. That is, organised crime adapts to suit its environment and exploits business opportunities. Because of the differences from conventional crime, trafficking needs a broader 'organised crime' understanding and the international nature of the crime requires state consensus in order to tackle the problem.

Essentially, in the area of people trafficking, trafficking organisations identify that legal opportunities for migration are reducing, especially for non-skilled workers. However despite this, they recognise that people still wish to migrate. Traffickers exploit the opportunity between the number of people that want to migrate and the restrictive legal prospect for them to do so. The trafficker exploits the legal loopholes in migration policies, gaps in migration controls, opportunities to enter states during times when they are likely to be short staffed or during inclement weather. In order to do so, many trafficking groups rely on corrupt officials to assist them. Accordingly, trafficking is linked to organised crime in the *Trafficking Protocol*.

Because of the entrepreneurial nature of trafficking groups, it is thought that the traffickers also use their expertise in other areas such as drug trafficking to assist them in the process. Close links are claimed between trafficking and extortion, racketeering, money laundering, bribery of public officials, drug use, document forgery and gambling. Despite these assertions however, there is little substantial evidence that trafficking is indeed linked to these other crimes.

---


Paragraph 29 of the ‘Legislative Guide for the Implementation of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, Supplementing the United Nations Against Transnational Organised Crime’\(^1\) (‘Legislative Guide for the Trafficking Protocol’) recommends governments ensure that criminal offences established in accordance with the Organised Crime Convention and Protocols are coherent. The rationale for this is that criminal groups may be involved in a number of different criminal offences for example, in trafficking and smuggling of persons as well as narcotics and firearm trafficking. In such instances, domestic legislation must be able to support the investigation and prosecution of criminal groups for more than one offence or for a multiple of offences. Hence there is a requirement to become a member to the Organised Crime Convention prior to the Protocols.\(^2\) State parties are obligated to criminalise trafficking either as a single offence or as a combination of offences.\(^3\)

Where a state becomes a member to a Protocol as well, then the Organised Crime Convention and Protocol are intended to be read together, taking into account the purpose of the Protocol. Therefore, offences under the Protocol are deemed to be Convention offences for the purposes of extradition and other forms of cooperation.\(^4\) The Organised Crime Convention requires that state parties take necessary steps, including legislative and administrative measures to ensure the implementation of its obligations under the Organised Crime Convention.\(^5\)

---


\(^3\) Convention against Transnational Organised Crime, article 37.2.


\(^6\) Convention against Transnational Organised Crime, article 34.1.
The *Organised Crime Convention* contains general powers for dealing with transnational organised crime while the Protocols deal specifically with trafficking and smuggling. The *Organised Crime Convention* is especially important because of the complex nature of transnational crime that may have many facets that do not fall neatly under the Protocol requirements alone.

In order for the *Trafficking Protocol* to apply, the trafficking must be acting for a 'financial or other material benefit'. This provision is enacted so that smuggling for humanitarian assistance or smuggling family members does not accidentally fall within the scope of the Protocol.\(^{159}\) Essentially for the traffickers, trafficking is a business\(^{160}\) and it is that business side that authorities are trying to quash.

While the Protocol requires the transnational element to establish the offence, when read in conjunction with article 34.2 of the *Organised Crime Convention*, the state party must establish its domestic law independently of the transnational nature of the crime. That is, while governments should have to prove some degree of transnationality or the existence of an organised criminal group for some parts of the Protocol, neither needs to be proved by the prosecution in order to obtain a conviction for trafficking in persons or any other offence established by the *Organised Crime Convention* or Protocols.\(^{161}\) Offences are to be established in the domestic law of state parties independently of the transnational nature or the involvement of an organised criminal group. This merely asserts that state parties retain their right when drafting their domestic legislation, to criminalise certain behaviour at the domestic level without requiring the transnational element. Essentially, this allows for the criminalisation of domestic trafficking. Smuggling on the other hand, needs the transnational element because smuggling within one country without the crossing of international borders and without the coercive and exploitative elements of trafficking, is merely the movement of a person within one sovereign state. Without the exploitation of prostitution, slavery like practices, servitude or the removal of organs without consent, no offence has taken place.


\(^{161}\) Legislative Guide for the *Trafficking Protocol* paragraph 24.
The consent requirement means that where a person is moved from one place to another and consents to being exploited, they will be characterised as having been smuggled and not trafficked, leading to a lower threshold of protection for the person and a lower level of criminalisation for the exploiters. As discussed throughout this paper, the unfortunate outcome is that while the Protocol seeks to criminalise the offender, where there has been consent, a loophole is created and the victim's acquiescence works as a barrier to the victim's protection and the offender's prosecution. This result is inappropriate because it allows the offender to avoid higher levels of criminalisation even though they have exploited the victim. However, a better understanding of consent theory can provide a better approach to the issue of consent as will be explained later in the thesis.

2.5.1 The size of trafficking groups

Trafficking can be conducted by small networks as well as highly organised groups.\(^\text{162}\) The problem is that it is thought that relative to law enforcement bodies, trafficking groups are flexible and better organised.\(^\text{163}\) Literature regarding the size of criminal groups operating people trafficking rings ranges from claiming that trafficking is conducted by small groups to large, organised criminal business structures. While the Trafficking Protocol falls under the Convention, the definition of what constitutes an organised criminal group within the treaty, recognises that within trafficking, criminal groups tend to be smaller than what is seen in other areas of organised crime. While it may be that the criminalisation of trafficking is a fairly new offence, it also points to evidence of smaller operators.

An unusual outcome of the Convention is the combined effect of article 2 of the Convention and article 2(a) of the travaux préparatoires, which allows for 'unstructured structured groups and unorganised organised groups'.\(^\text{164}\) That is, while article 2 of the

---
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Convention defines an organised group as consisting of a structured group of 3 or more persons, article 2(a) of the *travaux preparatories* states that the inclusion of a specific number of persons would not prejudice the rights of states pursuant to article 34(3) of the Convention. Article 34(3) of the convention says that state parties may adopt more strict or severe measures than those provided for in the convention in preventing and combating organised crime. The combined effect of the three articles means that states can legislate to criminalise, as Williams puts it, 'unstructured structured groups and unorganised organised groups'.

 Trafficking into the United States is thought to be organised mainly by small crime rings, loosely connected criminal networks and corrupt individuals who traffic their own nationals.\(^{165}\) The literature often makes mention of the so called 'mom and pop outfits'\(^{166}\) and statistics show that traffickers caught in the United States are not on the International Criminal Police Organisation’s database, providing further evidence that trafficking groups tend to be smaller.\(^{167}\) Smaller sized groups do not mean that they are not effective. Modern technology means that there is not always a direct correlation between the size of the group and its ability to function successfully.\(^{168}\) On the other hand, there is evidence of large transnational groups based in places such as the Fujian Province in China.\(^{169}\) The result is that small and large trafficking groups have been found to operate productively. This shows that trafficking is an extremely difficult crime to prosecute because of the potential enormity of the problem and the flexibility of successfully committing the crime.


While some groups may be made up of only a couple of people, other outfits may employ about a dozen people including a driver of a vehicle or boat, enforcers for the journey duration, others in charge of rounding up customers and collecting money as well as look outs and others for when the victim reaches their destination. A more complex group involving a hierarchy of players may mean that the victim is unable to identify the true profiteers in the trafficking process as they probably have never come into contact with them. In the instance of large organised trafficking groups, assistance to the authorities for prosecution are likely to produce traffickers from the lower levels of the trafficking process while the more senior members may go unpunished.

Certainly, well organised and larger organisations are more suitable to responding to alternating trafficking routes when flexibility is required. The ‘push-down pop-up’ effect typically used to describe drug trafficking, is also evidenced in human trafficking whereby trafficking in one region is reduced only for traffickers to adjust and shift the geographic focus to another place.

The many types of groups involved in trafficking, from the very small to very large indicates that measures to combat trafficking need to be flexible and thorough. A law enforcement regime that deals with these variations is a necessary tool. Further, having a Convention dealing with Organised Crime is helpful in assisting states to uniformly implement legal measures. For this reason, the Convention's reference to various sized organised criminal groups assists states to allow various groups to fall within their jurisdiction.

2.5.2 Complexity of the trafficking process
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Similarly, the trafficking process itself may range from being simple to large and complex. For example, traffickers may simply escort their victims on foot to cross a border and deliver them to a place of work. On the other hand, there are cases of irregular migrants crossing the straits of Gibraltar in tiny boats forced to swim the last few hundred meters to shore.\textsuperscript{174} Smuggled and trafficked people have been found in refrigerated trucks, in buses with double roofs or false baggage compartments as well as leaking ships.\textsuperscript{175} Despite the complexity or size of the trafficking group the trafficking process is composed of 3 main stages: the recruitment of the victims from the place of origin; the travel component as the victims are transported to the place of destination; and the process in which the victims are inserted and integrated into destination countries.\textsuperscript{177} If the group is caught at the recruitment time, some legislation may allow for the prosecution of the crime before it has taken place.\textsuperscript{178}

Trafficking groups are also extremely difficult to detect because of their ability to blend with legitimate business.

\section*{2.5.3 Blending of legitimate and illegitimate business}

Trafficking is used in clandestine activities such as domestic servitude or prostitution in countries where prostitution is illegal.\textsuperscript{179} However, trafficking and other illegal activities are also integrated in legitimate businesses. Legitimate business blend trafficked people to provide cheap labour to support their enterprise. That is, the business itself may be legal but aspects of the operation (that is, some or all of the labour) are illegal. Indeed, the forced labour may be only one of a number of illegal
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activities. The illegality factor may also affect the trafficking victims themselves who may be illegal immigrants or below the legal age for work and it is the illegality that also prevents the person from accessing the rights held by the citizens of the community.\textsuperscript{181}

Activities of these blended businesses are thought to be supported by a host of professionals including accountants, lawyers, financial advisers, bankers, chemists, politicians, judges, local government officials, and law enforcement officers, members of the military, media executives, other business people, community activists and even the clergy.\textsuperscript{182} Because of the large numbers of people involved, the detection of trafficking groups will also be difficult.

This blending of legitimate and illegitimate business becomes important because it goes to the substance of the shortfalls of the Protocol. The Protocol was created because it was intended to add gravity to the seriousness of the offence of trafficking and thereby to remove the need to prove the individual elements that go to make up trafficking. The difficulty here is that the substance, that is, the exploitation of the person in itself is not given sufficient gravity because of elements such as consent to trafficking. The result is quite strange because it makes the slave trade illegal but not slavery itself.\textsuperscript{183} For example, a business may be carrying out legitimate work producing garments. Essentially they are running a sweat shop but only one of the forty ‘employees’ was transported from one place to another to get there (that is, they were trafficked). The rest of the ‘workers’ either found work there by their own means or they were transported while consenting to working as slaves. Subject to national laws the owner would only be charged with a grave offence for the one trafficked employee and would


\textsuperscript{183} Slavery is illegal however there is doubt whether consensual slavery is.
probably be charged with breaking labour laws for the rest of the workers. The Protocol is not concerned with the substance, which in the writers view is the exploitation, but it is concerned with the criminal activity which requires the forced transportation of people. This further proves that the Trafficking Protocol is more concerned with the crime of illegal migration than exploitation because it is the illegal movement that is emphasised in the Protocol.

2.5.4 Corruption

Trafficking cannot exist to the scale that it does without corruption.\(^{184}\) As an offence, corruption is targeted under article 8 of the Organised Crime Convention; however the Convention does not define corruption because it was considered too complex an issue to be adequately covered by a convention on transnational organised crime.\(^{185}\) Subsequently, in resolution 55/61 of 4 December 2000, the General Assembly decided to establish an ad hoc committee for the negotiation of an instrument on Corruption in Vienna at the headquarters of the Centre for International Crime Prevention, Office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention. The Convention approved by the Ad Hoc Committee was adopted by the General Assembly by resolution 58/4 of 31 October 2003.

The international nature of the crime means that trafficking at the large scale claimed could not be possible without the collaboration of criminal groups with law enforcement officers such as border police.\(^{186}\) It is believed that police corruption exists in nations where police are inadequately paid. Low paid border officials in countries of origin have been known to take bribes to turn a blind eye to the exportation of victims.\(^{187}\) Local police have been known to hold on to trafficked people's passports and even


frequent brothels were trafficked women are kept\textsuperscript{188} leading to an inherent fear of police by victims.\textsuperscript{189} There is little incentive to refrain poorly paid officials from involvement with organised criminal groups.\textsuperscript{190} Indeed such groups often view the victims of trafficking as deserving of their fate.\textsuperscript{191} Furthermore, there is a belief that such activities are protected by corrupt politicians.\textsuperscript{192} Victims often fear the police also because in some cases, where victims escape and report to the police, they face being sent back to their traffickers because of police involvement.\textsuperscript{193}

Considering the important role played by corruption, mere criminalisation of offenders is insufficient to close the loopholes that facilitate trafficking. Trafficking is a multi-faceted problem and in order to deal with corruption, law enforcement provisions would work more efficiently with other methods such as education of the gravity of trafficking. Improvement of home conditions both to prevent people falling prey to traffickers and to eliminate corruption are important, however both of these are inherently difficult problems for impoverished countries.

Organised crime is a large force to be reckoned with and the Convention gives some assistance to states to put systems in place both to deal with the phenomenon and cooperate with other states in order to deal with the international aspect. An understanding of the strength of organised crime, and the level of corruption involved should have resulted in greater protection mechanisms for victims however, any protection to victims is contingent on the victim's assistance to police for the enforcement process. It is unfortunate that such knowledge of the gravity and scale of
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organised crime did not inspire the drafters of anti trafficking instruments in the past or in recent times to also take a humanitarian view and approach to victims. An analysis of early responses to trafficking will reveal that a misunderstanding of the crime of trafficking also existed in the past, leading to ineffective efforts adopted to combat it.
3 COMBATING TRAFFICKING: EARLY RESPONSES

3.1 Introduction

History often contains valuable lessons and this is also true in the case of trafficking. Today, we are dealing with trafficking without reference to the past as if it is a modern problem. However, this is not the first time that the international community has attempted to address human trafficking. Human trafficking had previously been dealt with as a gender issue in the context of prostitution, albeit with few positive results. The failures of past efforts may provide some insight into ways of addressing trafficking today.

Human trafficking as we know it became an issue in the early 1900s at a time of adverse economic conditions, as concern arose to halt the alleged sale of white women in Europe and the United States for the purposes of prostitution and exploitation.194 Reports at the time abounded of white women who had been tricked into a life of trafficking and prostitution. Newspapers and other publications circulated stories that were ‘shocking and titillating’.195

'The promise of a good situation, or the promise of a suitable marriage, were the means invariably used to entrap and ensnare them. Once in the hands of the traffickers, they were hurried away, from country to country, until the highest bidders obtained the virtue, honour, and the like of the victims of these inhuman traffickers... Here was indeed a revelation, so far as I personally was concerned. For a long time I had known of the existence of this traffic, but I had no


idea of its widespread character. I had not dreamt of the scientific and business-like manner in which it was conducted. 

Descriptions of trafficking victims may appear melodramatic and even comical to the modern reader: ‘[o]ne thing should be made very clear to the girl who comes up to the city, and that is that the ordinary ice cream parlor is very likely to be a spider’s web for her entanglement’. Other stories told of the trafficking of women in terms of organised crime as sensational stories appeared in print around the Western world. Widespread panic emerged as fears were held regarding the protection of young and ‘virtuous’ women entering a life of prostitution.

In fact, subsequent to the enactment of legislation dealing with trafficking, the actual numbers of such cases was found to be small. This was at odds with the prior reporting of numerous suffering victims. There are many possible reasons why this was the case. Some reasons may include that the stories were untrue and there were no victims of trafficking to be found. While the stories were taken as ‘literal truth[s]’ many contemporary historians question the actual extent of the ‘white slave traffic’ even describing it as a cultural myth. Most likely the descriptions were so theatrical that very few real examples could be found to match the stories given. The stories told of innocent young virgins who under deceit, force and sometimes drugging and kidnapping were lured into forced prostitution, kept compliant through violence. However, the narratives did not leave room to accommodate the many women in prostitution and their

---
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varied reasons for being there. Most likely there were women that had been tricked but there was no real acknowledgment of the varied reasons for women to enter prostitution and therefore no avenue to locate legitimate trafficking victims.

This approach resulted in some problems. Firstly, holding this model as the only possibility leads to the expectation that only such women required protection. More importantly, there were few instances to match the stories making it difficult to find victims. In essence, the law was disconnected from the reality and so was ineffective in making a significant change.\textsuperscript{201} So, even if there were legitimate victims there were no appropriate mechanisms in place to assist them.

Similar problems exist today with a renewed interest by some groups to portray trafficked women in terms not dissimilar to the early 1900s. The following story was printed in a law journal in 2002 and contains striking similarities to the story above that was printed in 1910:

\begin{quote}
'Susannah is pretty. She is a twenty-two-year old unemployed factory worker, desperately seeking work and barely surviving.... Susannah lives at home with her family in a war torn shack surrounded by rubble and ugly memories. Quite unexpectedly, a friendly old woman named Angel comes up to Susannah one day and speaks to her in a gentle tone. Angel uses all her charm and persuasion to snare her carefully chosen victim. Angel showers Susannah with compliments, tempts her with gifts, a drink, dinner in her home; and like a guardian angel, offers Susannah the opportunity of employment, prosperity, a visa and a passport out of this life of misery. Angel is a devil in disguise. She is a well-dressed, prosperous-looking agent of a loan shark who works in the lucrative international crime business of trafficking young women into foreign lands where they end
\end{quote}

up in seedy brothels only to engage in the dehumanizing labor of forced prostitution.\textsuperscript{202}

Today as in the past, such unusual stories focus attention away from the realities of trafficking. There are further examples of similarities between past and present anti-trafficking efforts. The treatment of prostitutes as witnesses and their required detention in certain circumstances also differs little from today’s experiences because trafficking victims often are incarcerated pending the trial of their trafficker and frequently treated as illegal migrants and subject to mandatory detention:

'It has been necessary for [the white slave’s] own protection as well as for other reasons – to commit some of these unfortunates to various prisons pending the trial of the cases in which they are to appear as witness, and practically every one of them gives unmistakeable evidence that imprisonment is a welcome liberation by comparison with the life of ‘White Slavery’.\textsuperscript{203}

Despite the failings of the efforts of the past century to address trafficking, a closer analysis is nevertheless required in order to gain a better understanding of the most appropriate way forward.

\section*{3.2 Agreements enacted to eradicate trafficking 1904 – 1959}

The first modern effort to suppress the trafficking in persons can be found in 1904, in the \textit{International Agreement for the Suppression of the “White Slave Traffic,”}\textsuperscript{204} (‘1904 Agreement’). The purpose of the 1904 Agreement was to stop and prevent the procurement of white women and girls for ‘immoral purposes’ abroad but it did not provide for the punishment of the offenders of trafficking. Fundamentally, there was a

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{203} Edwin W. Sims, United States District Attorney, Chicago, “Menace of the White Slave Trade”, in Ernest A. Bell (ed), \textit{Fighting the Traffic in Young Girls or War on the White Slave Trade} (1910), p. 67.
  \item \textsuperscript{204} \textit{International Agreement for the Suppression of the “White Slave Traffic”} opened for signature 18 May 1904, 1 LNTS 83 (entered into force 18 July 1905) (‘1904’ Agreement).
\end{itemize}
racial undertone to the 1904 Agreement that sought to protect only white women, implying that white slavery was worse than black slavery:\textsuperscript{205} 

‘it was inconceivable that their female compatriots would willingly submit to sexual commerce with foreign, racially varied men. In one way or another these women must have been trapped and victimised. So European women in foreign bordellos were construed as ‘white slaves’ rather than common prostitutes.’\textsuperscript{206}

Today, protection of trafficking for prostitution does not carry with it racial prejudice but gender prejudices still persist as some feminists seek to limit agreements on trafficking to women in prostitution.\textsuperscript{207}

Women were viewed as chaste and virtuous, and prostitutes ‘the passive victims of social disequilibrium and the brutality of men’.\textsuperscript{208} Prior to the mid-nineteenth century, prostitution was viewed as immoral but not as a serious offence\textsuperscript{209} but the emerging image was of the young, naïve and innocent girl lured or deceived by evil traffickers into a life of sordid horror.\textsuperscript{210} The victims ‘innocence’ was established by stressing her youth and virginity, bridging the gap between the pre-Victorian concept of the ‘fallen woman’ and the Victorian ‘sexual deviant’, removing the prostitute’s responsibility for her actions and viewing all prostitutes as victims.\textsuperscript{211}


\textsuperscript{206} Ibid, 29 quoting from Guy (1192), 203.

\textsuperscript{207} Note for example that early discussions concerning the Trafficking Protocol were of a Protocol for ‘women and children’ only, see; Melissa Ditmore, ‘Trafficking in Lives – How Ideology Shapes Policy’ in Kamala Kempadoo, Jyoti Sanghera and Bandana Pattanaik (ed) Trafficking and Prostitution Reconsidered – New Perspectives on Migration, Sex Work and Human Rights (2005), 109.


\textsuperscript{211} Suzanne H Jackson, ‘To Honour and Obey: Trafficking in “Mail-Order Brides”’, (2002) 70 George Washington Law Review 475 at 534. Indeed, similar problems regarding consent and the role of the “victim” remain today and will be discussed in this paper.
While the 1904 Agreement did not define trafficking, the signatories agreed to undertake to organise an authority to coordinate all relevant information and to correspond with similar departments abroad. The aim was to prevent women and girls destined for an 'immoral life' by keeping watch at railway stations, ports of embarkation and en route for the persons in charge of the women and girls in order to obtain, within legal limits, all information likely to lead to the detection of the criminal traffic, whose detection is to be reported to competent authorities. The 1904 Agreement sought to protect women of age who have suffered abuse or coercion and to protect all trafficked underage girls. Shortly after, Switzerland opened a government office designated to combat trafficking in women for commercial exploitation, and this office is operational to this day.

Trafficking was addressed again in 1910 within the International Convention for the Suppression of the 'White Slave Traffic', (the '1910 Convention'). The 1910 Convention made it a punishable offence to procure, entice, or lead away, even with her consent, a woman or girl under age, for immoral purposes notwithstanding that the various acts constituting the offence may have been committed in different countries. In relation to women of age, article 2 made it a punishable offence to procure, entice, or lead away, by fraud, or by means of violence, threats, abuse of authority, or any other method of compulsion a woman for immoral purposes, again notwithstanding that the various acts constituting the offence may have been committed in different countries. In effect, the 1910 Agreement is similar to the 1904 Agreement which makes trafficking an offence in all women under age and an offence in non consensual women of age. Interestingly, the 1910 Convention specifically states that the detention of a woman or

---

212 1904 Agreement, art. 2.


215 The words 'woman or girl under age, woman or girl over age' refers to under or over 20 years of age. See The 1910 Convention, para. B. This was later amended by article 5 of the 1921 Convention (see below), which increased this to 21 years of age.

216 1910 Convention, art. 1.
girl in a brothel, without her consent is a matter for internal legislation and is not dealt with in the Convention, despite its gravity.  

Therefore, the 1910 Convention specifically required the procurement, enticement or leading away of the woman, or basically, the transport of the woman from one place to another, in order for the offence of trafficking to be made out and consensual prostitution in women of age was not criminalised. This is interesting because despite any assumptions that prostitution was a moral issue, the 1904 Agreement and 1910 Convention recognised that some women consent to prostitution.

The term ‘white slave trade’ came to equate prostitution with abolitionism and subsequently, the governments of Great Britain and the United States came to criminalise prostitution for falling outside of the normal realm of contract.  

While the 1904 Agreement and the 1910 Convention were not widely adopted, international concern persisted and efforts continued to eradicate trafficking for the purposes of prostitution. The International Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Women and Children, (the ‘1921 Convention’) was intended as a Supplementary Convention to the 1904 Agreement and the 1910 Convention and was ratified by a substantially larger number or members than the 13 state parties of the earlier Agreement and Convention. It entered into force on 15 June 1922 and called for the prosecution of persons engaged in the traffic of children of either sex for ‘immoral purposes’, and for the regulation of employment agencies and offices to ensure the protection of women and children seeking employment in another country.

---
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221 33 States signed the 1921 Convention and by 1928 a further 8 States signed it.

222 This particular Convention does not use the words “immoral purposes” however; article 2 calls for the prosecution of offenders of article 1 of the 1910 Convention which does use the term.
Importantly, the *1921 Convention* extended the protection from girls to include boys and also raised the relevant age limit.223

Subsequently, the *International Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Women of Full Age*, (the ‘*1933 Convention*’) was entered into.224 The *1933 Convention* was intended to complete the *1904 Agreement*, the *1910 Convention* and the *1921 Convention*. Article 1 of the *1933 Convention* criminalised anyone, who in order to gratify the passions of another person, procured, enticed or led away even with her consent, a woman or girl of full age for immoral purposes to be carried out in another country, notwithstanding that the various acts constituting the offence may have been committed in different countries. The *1933 Convention* went further by punishing attempted offences and within legal limits, preparatory offences. There is an important shift in the *1933 Convention* because it no longer accepted that a woman could consent to prostitution echoing national legislation of the United States and the Great Britain. This abolitionist view of prostitution which continues to today, has been described as falling within a ‘morality framework’ of trafficking.226

In 1937, the League of Nations prepared a draft Convention that consolidated earlier treaties and secured international cooperation in the abolition of brothels and the prosecution of brothel owners by arguing that the existence of the brothel system was no longer purely a domestic issue as it was the centre of the trafficking system.227 The goal of the draft 1937 Convention was to abolish any regulated prostitution, repress third parties from benefiting from prostitution and rehabilitating prostitutes.228

---

223 Further international agreements were entered into, however these will be discussed below as the focus in this part of the paper is specifically on trafficking in modern agreements.


225 ‘Full age’ probably refers to 21 years of age, as amended in article 5 of the 1921 Convention.
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The thinking behind this was that by excessively regulating brothels and prostitution, the state sanctioned the practice and at the same time marginalised prostitutes. By criminalising prostitution, it became virtually impossible for the woman to escape as they came to be viewed as deviants.229

The outbreak of World War II took attention away from the issue of trafficking and the draft 1937 Convention was never signed. In its resolution 43(IV) of 29 March 1947, the Economic and Social Council requested the Secretary General to resume the study of the draft 1937 Convention and to make any necessary amendments to bring it up to date.230

The Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others 1950 was signed on 21 March 1950 at Lake Success, New York and entered into force on 25 July 1951 (the '1950 Convention').231 The 1950 Convention consolidated the prior agreements, and embodied the substance of the 1937 draft Convention that extended the scope of those abovementioned instruments. Indeed article 28 states that the 1950 Convention superseded the 1904, 1910, 1021 and 1933 treaties which were to be terminated when the state parties signed the 1950 Convention. The preamble of the 1950 Convention provides that 'prostitution and the accompanying evil of the traffic in persons for the purpose of prostitution are incompatible with the dignity and worth of the human person and endanger the welfare of the individual, the family and the community'.

Accordingly, the 1950 Convention rejected the regulatory approach as discussed in the draft 1937 Convention as there was the belief that with the end of regularisation, there would be an end to the sanctioning of brothels and prostitution and ultimately an end to trafficking for prostitution.232 Prostitution itself was not punished, the goal was to

229 Ibid, 173.
231 Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others, opened for signature 21 March 1950, 1342 UNTS, (entered into force 25 July 1951) (the '1950 Convention'). For state parties to this instrument, see figure 4 of the appendix.
abolish the exploitation of prostitution rather than all prostitution ‘prostitution is considered incompatible with the dignity of the human person, it is not prohibited, for it is regarded as a personal choice and hence a private matter’.233

The 1950 Convention focused on the punishment of any person who ‘[p]rocures, entices or leads away, for purposes of prostitution, another person, even with the consent of that person’ or ‘[e]xploits the prostitution of another person, even with the consent of that person’.234 The 1950 Convention sought to check the traffic in persons of either sex for the purpose of prostitution. In order to prevent international traffic in persons for the purpose of prostitution, states were required to enact regulation as necessary to protect immigrants or emigrants, and in particular, women and children, both at the place of arrival and departure and while en route. There were further requirements for states to arrange for appropriate publicity warning the public of the dangers of the aforesaid traffic; and to take appropriate measures to ensure supervision of railway stations, airports, seaports and en route, and of other public places.235 However, the enforcement provisions of the Convention were very weak, had limited value236 and were generally considered ineffective.237

The 1950 Convention was the last instrument that directly abolished trafficking for the next 50 years. All of these agreements were based on a morality framework and have been criticised for failing to address a large portion of the problem of trafficking including other exploitation such as forced labour and even other sexual exploitation outside of prostitution.238


234 1950 Convention, art. 1.

235 1950 Convention, art. 17.


Until today, the Agreements and Conventions only dealt with prostitution as a practice of trafficking and ignored forced labour and broader slavery conditions. Similarly, forced labour and slavery were dealt with in other instruments that ignored trafficking. Further, none of the instruments improved the conditions for trafficked people, not even the women that they were focusing on.

In 1959, the United Nations commissioned a report on the effectiveness of the 1950 Convention, the Secretariat prepared the report and presented it to the Social Commission. The report found that there actually were a very low percentage of foreign prostitutes in most countries. Reasons given were threefold: domestic legislation based on the 1950 Convention acted as a disincentive to traffickers; higher education and general equality for women reduced the chance of women falling prey to traffickers; and there was a loss of incentive with the closing of brothels around the world. The study recommended the punishment of brothel owners and traffickers but not of prostitutes themselves, who should instead be rehabilitated if they agreed.

Nevertheless, many countries did not sign the 1950 Convention because of the strong stance that it took against the regulation of the sex industry. In 1994, the above Convention came under a great deal of criticism and there emerged two basic approaches to trafficking and prostitution: the regulationist school and the abolitionist school. ‘Regulationists’ believed that prostitution was a ‘necessary evil’ that should be controlled by strict state regulations while ‘abolitionists’ argued that men are responsible for women in prostitution and that no woman can truly consent to working as a prostitute.
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242 For example, Australia did not sign the 1950 Convention.

243 Jo Doezema, ‘Who gets to Choose? Coercion, Consent and the UN Trafficking Protocol’ in Rachel Masika (ed) Gender, Trafficking and Slavery (2002), 22. The “prohibitionist” view of prostitution is that all elements of prostitution are illegal and even the prostitute herself is liable for prosecution.
The term 'regulation' referred to the system whereby brothels become subject to regulation, such as forced medical examinations. In practise this meant that the prostitute could work under licence from the state within a brothel that had to comply with the state in matters of zoning laws, health and safety standards and labour law protection for the sex worker. The other approach also regarded prostitution as work but relied on the organisation and unionisation of sex work, which would then protect the sex worker. Essentially, both approaches saw prostitution as legitimate work but it is the unionisation and organisation of sex work that has emerged over recent years. The regulationist school does not condone slavery within prostitution however it takes the position that women are able to make an informed and voluntary choice to enter the sex industry on the balance of their opportunities and on the calculation of the risks involved.

The abolitionist view on prostitution saw all forms of prostitution as immoral and arose as a response to the Contagious Diseases Act in England in 1864, 1866 and 1869, whereby any woman suspected of prostitution could be detained by police and subjected to an examination. To this day, many NGOs and indeed sectors of the United Nations continue to argue for the abolition of prostitution as a legitimate form of work on the basis that they believe such work is never really of free choice. Abolitionists see the woman as a victim but all activities surrounding prostitution as illegal. Although the abolitionists do not specifically oppose the amelioration of working conditions in prostitution, prostitution is equated to slavery and there is no equation of prostitution with accepted work practices. Abolitionists believe that issues such as voluntary
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prostitution are akin to legitimising the practise and they strongly oppose any such suggestion.\textsuperscript{250} Abolitionist standards of the 1933 and 1949 Conventions carried through to national legislation of various states that forbid prostitution, barring prostitutes from legal redress and protection.\textsuperscript{251} Debates regarding prostitution persist to this day and will be discussed further in the chapter on gender.

3.3 Conclusion

Few of the early efforts dealing with trafficking had any positive impact on reducing the crime. As has been illustrated, the first problem was that descriptions of trafficking victims were so extreme, that few victims of trafficking were ever found. While this may be because there were no victims of trafficking, most likely the reason for failing to locate victims was that the picture of victim was unrealistic. As discussed, this is being echoed today by defining trafficking in a way that eliminates most victims of trafficking because of their level of complicity in the trafficking process.

Like today, legal responses to early trafficking focused on warning potential victims, criminalising traffickers and promoting international agreements but did not consider the rights, needs or interest of trafficking victims.\textsuperscript{252} Conversely, these early efforts did not expand to encompass other aspects of trafficking, such as trafficking for forced labour or slavery like practices as they do today.

Other than describing trafficking in a way that makes it unlikely to identify victims of trafficking, there are further examples of similarities between the old and new stories. While most modern accounts of trafficking contain a little less melodrama, the essential basis of deceit still forms the core of our current understanding. Modern agreements still require coercion and deceit or abuse of power to obtain the consent of a person to work under slavery like conditions. All definitions today regarding trafficking, other

\textsuperscript{250} Ibid.


than those that perceive all prostitution as trafficking require a degree of deception or coercion.\textsuperscript{253}

Further problems with early trafficking efforts result from a focus on trafficking for the purposes of prostitution. While today’s \textit{Trafficking Protocol} seeks to protect all victims of trafficking, there continues to be a focus on the trafficking of women\textsuperscript{254} as can be seen from article 2(a) which states that the purpose of the Protocol is to ‘prevent and combat trafficking in persons, paying particular attention to \textit{women and children}.’\textsuperscript{255}

The role of female victims in trafficking will be discussed in the chapter on gender however it is true to say that there is a particularly large contingent of NGOs that represent the rights of women in trafficking and that the trafficking of men is not equally represented.

Lastly, the shift in focus from regulationist to abolitionist views of prostitution along with discussions as to consent regarding prostitution continues to this day. Unfortunately, as in the large representation of feminist NGOs in trafficking, such concerns have acted to take attention away from the many victims of trafficking of both genders including other exploited people whether in labour or other areas.

The long gap since 1950 without an appropriate agreement regarding trafficking led to the enactment of the \textit{Organised Crime Convention} in 2000.


\textsuperscript{254} And children.

\textsuperscript{255} My emphasis.
At the 7th Session of the Commission on Crime, Prevention and Criminal Justice, 1998, Argentina proposed the drafting of a new Convention against 'trafficking in minors', citing growing evidence of the involvement of organised criminal groups in this activity. Argentina was attempting to create a tool to combat trafficking to and from their country however, as trafficking is a problem that involves actors from various states, they knew that any real attempt to combat trafficking would have to spring from the international community as a whole. Argentina had been pushing forward this initiative in the context of the Convention of the Rights of the Child but results were not forthcoming. Subsequently, Argentina was concerned that a purely human rights instrument would be insufficient to address the problem of trafficking considering the gravity of the offence and instead lobbied for the instrument to be drafted as part of a broader international response against transnational organised crime. Additionally, the high profits, low risk of detention and minor penalties associated with trafficking meant that organised criminal groups were regularly involved with the phenomenon.

---

256 Argentina had previously made note of the problem of the trafficking of minors in other fora of the United Nations, see for example, Report of the Secretary General, 'Strategies for Crime Prevention and Control, Particularly in Urban Areas and in the Context of Public Security, Measures to Prevent Trafficking in Children', UN ESCOR, 6th sess, UN Doc. E/CN.15/1997/12 (1997).


Greece recommended that the instrument be widened to include all victims of trafficking and not just women and children. Shortly after, Austria prepared and presented a draft Convention\(^\text{263}\) regarding trafficking and smuggling to the Commission after noticing increasing numbers of smuggled migrants facilitated by transnational organised criminal groups into Austria.\(^\text{264}\) Similarly, Italy became alarmed by the sinking of a ship carrying illegal immigrants off its coast and undertook an initiative at the International Maritime Organisation to provide directives regarding the treatment of trafficked people at sea. Italy then joined forces with Austria and jointly presented to the Commission\(^\text{265}\) a draft protocol to deal with trafficking at sea, to be attached to the convention drafted by Austria.\(^\text{266}\)

The Commission recommended to the General Assembly that an open ended ad hoc committee be established for the purposes of elaborating a convention against international organised crime and of discussing the elaboration of international instruments, as necessary, with reference to the trafficking of women and children, the illegal transportation of migrants and the eradication of illicit fire arm manufacture and trafficking.\(^\text{267}\) The intention in structuring the instruments as a parent Convention and

---

\(^{263}\) Letter dated 16 September 1997 from the Permanent Representative of Austria to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General, GA, 52\(^{\text{nd}}\) sess, UN Doc A/52/357 (1997).


The drafting of the Protocol established a forum whereby governments could agree on a universal minimum standard definition for the term ‘trafficking in persons’. Such a consensus was required in order for states to be able to form a standard international basis for domestic criminal offences that were at the same time sufficiently similar to other domestic criminal offences to support international cooperation. By agreeing on a definition of trafficking, the consensus could lead the way for international standardisation for investigation, prosecution, support and assistance for victims and broader international efforts in the fight against transnational organised crime.

The ad hoc committee was officially established in December 1998 and held its first session in Vienna in January 1999. In order to facilitate the work of the committee the chairman, Luigi Lauriola of Italy invited interested countries to form an informal group which was referred to as ‘Friends of the Chair’. This group met in July 1999 to discuss issues surrounding the Convention and to set a timetable to ensure work was completed by the end of 2000, a little over a year after, the first discussions began. The text of the Convention was finalised in the tenth session in July 2000 and the texts of the Trafficking Protocol and Smuggling Protocol were completed at the eleventh session in October 2000. The Convention provides for general provisions relevant to each of the

---

268 But not subservient to the Convention, see Paul Williams, ‘Discord within Consensus: the UN Trafficking instruments’ (Paper presented at People Trafficking, Human Security and Development Symposium, Canberra, Australia, 1 September 2004), 2.


270 However, any states wishing to sign the Protocols can only do so after first signing the parent Convention.

271 Legislative Guide for the Trafficking Protocol paragraph 35.

272 Hence this is also referred to as the ‘Vienna Process’.

Protocols, whereas the Protocols contain more specific provisions, supplementing and adapting the Convention rules for application to specific problems.274

The Convention against Transnational Organised Crime was adopted in November 2000 and in accordance with article 38, entered into force on 29 September 2003. As at 10 July 2008, there were 147 signatories and 144 Parties to the Organised Crime Convention.275 The Organised Crime Convention is actually supplemented by three Protocols, however relevant to this thesis are the first two; the Trafficking Protocol and Smuggling Protocol.276 As at 10 July 2008, The Trafficking Protocol had 117 signatories and 118 parties277 and the Smuggling Protocol had 112 signatories and 112 Parties278. The purpose of the Organised Crime Convention is to promote cooperation to prevent and combat transnational crime more effectively.279 International cooperation is crucial because international trafficking and smuggling operations involve a number of state actors, including source, transit and destination countries.280

4.1.1 Criminalisation and the effectiveness of the relevant articles


279 Organised Crime Convention, art. 1.

The obligation to criminalise trafficking is directly linked to the definition of trafficking under the *Trafficking Protocol*. Importantly, the criminalisation article in the *Trafficking Protocol* contains no optional elements as can be found in the protection and assistance of victims section. The criminalisation of offenders is governed by article 5 of the *Trafficking Protocol* which states that state parties must adopt legislative and other measures as may be necessary to establish as a criminal offence, conduct as set forth in article 3 of the *Trafficking Protocol*, when those offences are committed intentionally. It must be noted that whilst the wording is ‘and other measures’, those other measures must be founded in law, criminalisation is not permitted without legislation. The requirement of ‘intention’ means that negligence will be insufficient to constitute an offence under the *Trafficking Protocol*. Just as the criminalisation in the Protocol is intimately related to the definition of trafficking, assistance mechanisms for victims of trafficking are closely linked with the victim’s role in assisting the prosecution. Therefore the requirement of intent becomes important to the victim in the sense that if the perpetrator does not act with intent, then they cannot be charged with trafficking and hence no protection would follow for the victim (because there is no prosecution).

While generally, the negotiators of the Protocol were of the view that attempts to commit the basic trafficking offence should be criminalised, it was also understood that such a requirement may not be able to be applied to the criminal justice systems of certain governments where the actual offence must be committed in order to establish that the offence meets the criminal legislation.

The effect of article 5 is that internal trafficking or trafficking that is committed by two persons, such as a husband and wife team are not covered under the Protocol. This is so even though all trafficking is a serious offence and similarly damaging to the victims. Therefore it is appropriate that states go beyond the Protocol and legislate to criminalise all forms of trafficking, even those that are committed wholly within one state and also

281 Legislative Guide for the *Trafficking Protocol* paragraph 46.

282 Although ‘recklessness’ may be sufficient in some national legislation. See for example the later discussion on Australian law.

283 Legislative Guide for the *Trafficking Protocol* paragraphs 41 - 42.
to criminalise small time traffickers who may be operating alone or with just one other person.

Despite the written purpose of the *Trafficking Protocol*, the focus remains on crime control and deterrence of unlawful migration. Its focus on retributive justice does little to prevent further trafficking and little to assist the victim. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the *Trafficking Protocol* creates obligations on states to treat people who have been trafficked as victims.

Humanitarian provisions in the *Trafficking Protocol* exist in order to enhance the effectiveness of enforcement provisions. Indeed, traffickers often receive less punishment than their victims who are usually deported for illegal entry into the state. The purpose of the *Trafficking Protocol* was to redress this issue and prosecute traffickers with the gravity that their crime deserves. So far, the law has been inadequate to address the types of activities that traffickers have been engaged in.

On the other hand, many source countries lack both the legal framework and political capability to create, adopt and enforce adequate trafficking laws, largely due to the large organised crime presence in those countries. Seen from this light, a focus on trafficking as an arm of organised crime is appropriate. Nevertheless, a multi-disciplinary approach is preferred to one that in reality only adopts enforcement provisions. Further, the protection of victims of trafficking could have greatly enhanced the criminalisation parts of the agreement.

---


4.2 Section II of the *Trafficking Protocol*: Protection of Victims

Provisions relating to the assistance and protection of victims enshrined in section II of the *Trafficking Protocol* are weak. Section II should have enshrined a victim oriented approach that would have enhanced the criminalisation articles. However, the language of section II has been criticised because it merely calls on states to ‘consider’ providing assistance and protection ‘in appropriate cases’ and ‘to the extent possible under ... domestic law’.\(^{289}\) In other words, states are left to provide assistance and protection only to the extent that they decide, and such requirements are not mandatory. Further, protection mechanisms in the Protocol are mainly activated via the victim’s assistance in proceedings against the trafficker.

The *Trafficking Protocol* does not explicitly state that protection to victims is only available via the victim’s assistance to the prosecution of the trafficker. However, the first sub paragraph on the protection of victims of trafficking sets the context within which protection mechanisms for the trafficking victim are activated:

> '1. In appropriate cases and to the extent possible under its domestic law, each State Party shall protect the privacy and identity of victims of trafficking in persons, including, inter alia, by making legal proceedings relating to such trafficking confidential.'\(^{290}\)

So from the very first provision on protection, the victim is presented as a witness to legal proceedings. There are provisions that provide protection to victims that are not contingent upon the victim’s assistance to prosecution proceedings such as article 6.3 which provides that state parties shall consider implementing measures to provide for the physical, psychological and social recovery of victims, with particular attention to appropriate housing, medical assistance and other assistance but again, such measures are not mandatory. Further, the practical application to the protection mechanisms is

\(^{289}\) See in particular *Trafficking Protocol* articles 6 and 7.

\(^{290}\) *Trafficking Protocol* article 6.1.
that national legislation is usually limited to providing assistance to victims in cases where the victim has provided assistance to the state. 291

Certainly the result of the Trafficking Protocol has not been to increase rights given to trafficking victims found to be irregular migrants. Victims remain illegal migrants and deportation seems to be the default response of many governments. 292 Indeed, deportation is a legitimate fear of trafficking victims.

During the drafting process, developing nations, 293 and therefore countries of origin, sought higher protection mechanisms for trafficked victims whereas developed countries wanted to restrict the legal status of trafficking victims arguing that an enhancement of the rights of trafficked people would encourage trafficking and illegal migration. 294 Not only is there little protection for victims, but there is very little role for them to play – other than as subjects of stories that evoke shock and pity – in asserting or protecting their rights and interests. 295

Victims of trafficking are likely to be re-trafficked if they return to their place of origin and in regards to victims of sexual exploitation, it is often impossible for the victim to return to their place of origin for fear of condemnation and ridicule. 296 Under the Trafficking Protocol however, Governments need do nothing more than consider allowing victims to remain in their territories temporarily or permanently. Providing

291 Note however that this is not the case everywhere. For example, art 18 of the Alien Law in Italy provides a social protection residence permit to victims of trafficking regardless of their assistance to authorities. See Jennifer Burn, Sam Blay, and Frances Simmon, ‘Combating Human Trafficking: Australia’s Responses to Modern Day Slavery’, (2005) 79 Australian Law Journal 1, 9.


293 Although the later discussion on how trafficking follows migration routes and that migration does not always flow from least advantaged to most advantaged societies.


temporary residence permits only to victims who agree to testify against their traffickers appears abusive and discriminatory. 297

In order for victims to receive protection from the state, many states require that the victim assist the state with the prosecution of the trafficker. 298 To the extent that the victims are also witnesses, they are also covered by article 24 of the Organised Crime Convention. Generally, the provisions of the Protocol setting out procedural requirements and basic safeguards are mandatory, while requirements to provide assistance and support for victims are discretionary. This is explained in the paragraph 55 of the Legislative Guide for the Trafficking Protocol as a reflection of the concerns about the costs and difficulties in delivering social assistance in many developing countries that have problems in delivering such assistance to the general population, let alone to trafficking victims.

However, assistance to the victim is more complicated than one may expect. For a victim to appear as a witness in a trial against their trafficker is very difficult. The victim will be cross examined and probed in front of their tormentor. Victims are likely to feel a great deal of anticipation, fear and concern. Victims providing evidence will have their account questioned and inconsistencies exposed. As there is likely to have been a degree of consent to some part of the trafficking process, this consent may lead to victims having inconsistent stories.

The experiences of victims of trafficking are analogous to those of torture victims and witnesses at the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY). 299 The experiences of the ICTY have shown that witnesses throughout the pre-trial process were influenced by the stability and safety of the witnesses living conditions, the amount of time that had passed between the war and the trial, fear of reprisals affecting


298 For example in order to apply for the T visa in the United States, the trafficking victim must assist the police in the proceedings against the trafficker.

their children and whether the witness lived in the same town as their tormentor. Similar concerns are valid for victims of trafficking as they must be free of fear in order to approach the proceedings openly. If the victim fears reprisals, especially to their children, they are far less likely to assist the prosecution. Additionally, if they are held in detention or substandard accommodation in order to assist the police and yet the accused is free to continue in their comfortable housing, then the victim is likely to feel further victimised. Trafficking victims are also likely to be frightened to appear in front of their traffickers in a court room.

The role of corruption is also important. Victims of trafficking are often unwilling to assist police with trafficking prosecutions because of their experience with corrupt officials in the country of origin. There is a high incidence of law officials taking an active part in the trafficking of the victim and this situation makes trafficking victims distrust law enforcement agencies.

Many view the push for victims of trafficking to testify against their traffickers as being especially onerous and the situation is complicated by a number of factors. Prosecutors face many obstacles in the prosecution of traffickers.

Trafficking victims may be illegal immigrants or in breach of labour conditions. Accordingly, many are reluctant to participate in criminal proceedings, fearing that they themselves will face some punishment. Victims also fear that they or their families will be harmed by the trafficker for their participation in the proceedings. Also, people that have already been trafficked often encourage other relatives and friends at the departure country to come to the destination country. The trafficked people therefore have a vested interest in keeping out of the way of law enforcement agencies. Fear of deportation and violence against them and their family and friends keep trafficked

\footnote{\textsuperscript{303} Ibid, 264 – 265.}
people quiet and for many reasons, victims are kept in a debt-bondage relationship with their trafficker. 304

Apart from criticisms that the Trafficking Protocol only gives assistance to witnesses, the overall focus of the Trafficking Protocol and its perspective of viewing trafficking as a problem of ‘migration, law and order, and transnational organised crime’305 rather than as a crime against an individual highlights their concerns of border security over victim protection. The purported aims of the Trafficking Protocol, that is, the protection of victims, are easily questioned. Indeed, current efforts centred on criminalisation and border control have most likely not reduced trafficking306 but have merely pushed its practice underground.307

While it is important to note that there is no obligation on governments to legislate regarding the legal status of victims of trafficking, countries that have taken measures to grant victims temporary or permanent residence have had a positive effect on victims willing to assist authorities in relation to the trafficking.308 On the other hand, providing assistance to victims of trafficking based on their cooperation with authorities creates the perception that victims are foremost instruments of law enforcement.309

4.2.1 Protecting the privacy and identity of victims

304 Debt bondage also arises when people who are unable to take out loans at a financial institution come into contact with organised crime groups who lend them the money they need. The money is lent at exorbitant interest rates. Trafficking networks then grow up alongside the lending networks and the people are left with no choice but to pay off the debt by agreeing to work illegally abroad. See Gabriela Rodriguez Pizarro Report of the Special Rapporteur on Specific Groups and Individuals ‘Migrant Workers’ Un Doc, [para 34] E/CN.4/2002/94 (2002).


306 See below on how there are no reliable statistics available to indicate whether trafficking has been reduced and therefore no real way of knowing whether the situation has been improved.


308 Legislative Guide for the Trafficking Protocol, paragraph 68.

State parties are obligated to protect the privacy and identity of victims in trafficking, in appropriate cases and to the extent possible under their domestic law.\textsuperscript{310} The limitation of the requirement to maintain confidentiality of the proceedings, has been criticised on the basis that the right to privacy should be guaranteed considering that the right to privacy is enshrined in international law, and that the continued safety of the trafficking victim should be a primary consideration.\textsuperscript{311}

The reason for this provision is that victims of trafficking or their families may be threatened by their traffickers, especially if the victim assists police in prosecuting the traffickers. However, the language protecting victims is weak, calling only for governments to protect the victim’s identity and privacy in ‘appropriate cases’ and to the extent possible. Problems arise because if the victim does not feel confident that their identity will be protected, they may be less likely to assist police in the prosecution and in turn may be afforded less assistance than they should be. Governments must also ensure that, in appropriate cases, victims receive information on relevant court proceedings and have an opportunity to have their views presented and considered.\textsuperscript{312} This requirement is consistent with a victim oriented approach giving the victim dignity in the proceedings as the person who has actually suffered the harm. Unfortunately, the requirement is not mandatory and therefore difficult to ensure. Nothing is more frustrating than providing support measures for victims and listing them as ‘optional’.

\begin{center}
4.2.2 Optional support measures
\end{center}

Article 6.3, of the \textit{Trafficking Protocol} contains an \textit{optional} list of support measures intended to reduce the suffering and harm caused to victims and to assist in their recovery and rehabilitation. That is, state parties are encouraged but not obligated to provide victims of trafficking with assistance with their physical, psychological and social recovery, including where appropriate: housing; counselling and information, particularly as regards their legal rights, in a language that the victim will understand;

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{310} \textit{Trafficking Protocol} article 6.1.
\item \textsuperscript{311} \textit{Informal Note by the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights}, Ad Hoc Committee on the Elaboration of a Convention against Transnational Crime, 4\textsuperscript{th} sess, [4] UN Doc A/AC.254/16 (1999).
\item \textsuperscript{312} \textit{Trafficking Protocol} article 6.2.
\end{itemize}
medical, psychological and material assistance; and employment, educational and training opportunities.313

Article 25.1 of the Organised Crime Convention, provides that each state party must take appropriate measures within its means to provide assistance and protection to victims of offences covered by the Organised Crime Convention, in particular in cases of threat or retaliation. This seems to be stronger language than that used in the Trafficking Protocol because it implies that where a government has the resources to act, then it must do so.314 While there appears to be a discrepancy, Organised Crime Convention article 25.3 states that the provision repeats sections 6 of the Trafficking Protocol and does not add any additional protections.

Limiting assistance to ‘appropriate cases’ creates inherent problems. Once a person has been identified as a trafficking victim, then assistance should not be subject to ‘appropriateness’.315 While the wording does not obligate governments, paragraph 62 of the Legislative Guide for the Trafficking Protocol encourages Governments to offer the support to trafficking victims not only on the humanitarian level but also on the basis that providing support, shelter and repatriation will increase the likelihood that the victim will provide assistance to the prosecutor. The Legislative Guide goes on to add that addressing social, educational, psychological and other needs of victims as they are discovered will ultimately prove less costly than assisting victims at a later stage, particularly as concerning children who may become re-victimised.

The travaux preparatories indicate that the above assistance is applicable to the receiving state, until the victim has returned to their state of origin. While victims of trafficking are within its territory, state parties are obliged to endeavour to provide for their physical safety.316 While this provision is quite weak in its language (state parties need only endeavour to provide safety to victims) the provision provides for the safety of all

313 Trafficking Protocol article 6.3.


316 Trafficking Protocol article 6.5.
victims of trafficking, and is not confined to particular victims. Using similar language, the *Trafficking Protocol* requires that governments ensure that their domestic legal system contains measures that offer victims of trafficking the possibility of obtaining compensation for damage suffered.\(^{317}\)

Governments are required to take into account the victim’s age, gender and special needs, in particular the special needs of children, which is particularly relevant to instances involving sexual assault.\(^{318}\) In addition to the above measures, governments are required to *consider* adopting legislative or other appropriate measures that permit victims of trafficking to remain in its territory, temporarily or permanently, in appropriate cases\(^{319}\) giving appropriate consideration to humanitarian and compassionate factors.\(^{320}\) Ultimately, state parties are in no way obligated to allow victims to remain in the destination country. This does not amount to very much security for victims at all. In practise, some states\(^{321}\) have provided for temporary visas for victims of trafficking who agree to act as witness for the prosecution in trafficking cases, but at the conclusion of the criminal proceedings, these witnesses are often required to return to the originating state.

These optional measures may seem to be within a victim protection framework but in reality add little if any assistance to victims. This approach will not assist either the victim or the prosecution. Ultimately, there is little incentive for trafficking victims to testify against traffickers.\(^{322}\) The measures do not take into account the difficulties suffered by trafficking victims.

There is little understanding of the isolation suffered by victims of trafficking. Apart from being irregular migrants and in breach of domestic migration laws; victims are

---

\(^{317}\) *Trafficking Protocol* article 6.6.

\(^{318}\) *Trafficking Protocol* article 6.4.

\(^{319}\) *Trafficking Protocol* article 7.1.

\(^{320}\) *Trafficking Protocol* article 7.2.

\(^{321}\) See the later chapter on national legislation.

often poor, disenfranchised within their own countries and have little or no language skills in their destination country. Their situation is further exploited through the denial of medical care, withholding of wages which prevents them from a means to escape, as well as possible imprisonment by their captor and fear of arrest. The United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, advised the Ad Hoc Committee to insert a provision into the Trafficking Protocol obliging states to ensure the respect for and protection of the rights of illegal migrants. However, this did not eventuate.

One of the reasons that receiving states are reluctant to provide victims of trafficking with mandatory assistance such as residency is the fear that they will stimulate further trafficking. This is a legitimate concern.

4.2.3 Problems associated with giving victims of trafficking residency in the country of destination

Smuggled people are not permitted to remain in the territories of the destination country and despite suggestions by the Inter-Agency Group during the drafting of the instruments; there are no provisions for special protective measures for smuggled children. Nevertheless, there are legitimate concerns regarding the issue of giving residency to victims of trafficking in the country of destination and concerns on both sides of the argument are valid.

While it is important to provide assistance to victims, measures that provide citizenship on the basis of trafficking may perpetuate the problem. A serious concern is that this approach may become an incentive both for trafficking and illegal migration. States must be careful to navigate through the delicate balance of recognising the needs and

324 Ibid.
trauma of trafficking victims and fuelling pull factors.\textsuperscript{328} Enforcement officials thus may approach T visa applicants with a degree of suspicion that might distress victim advocates, but which reflects genuine concerns arising out of irregular migratory patterns.\textsuperscript{329} Most delegations at the negotiation process were concerned that including a right to reside in the country of destination would further encourage illegal migration and trafficking.\textsuperscript{330}

On the other hand, many human rights writers see such an outcome as being 'remote' and suggest that such an abuse of the law could be overcome by a requirement that the elements of the crime of trafficking be clearly demonstrated.\textsuperscript{331} Human rights activists believe that practices such as mandatory detention and the perception of victims as illegal migrants leads to xenophobia and the criminalisation of the victim in the eye of the public.\textsuperscript{332} Providing residency to trafficking victims independently of their assistance to the state would end the cycle of trafficking and prevent people being re-trafficked when they return to their countries of origin.\textsuperscript{333} Further, there are examples, such as in Italy, where providing visas to victims of trafficking have not 'opened the flood gates' to fraudulent claims.\textsuperscript{334} Further, many trafficking victims wish to return home but require some support before repatriation.\textsuperscript{335}

\begin{itemize}
\item[329] Ibid, 1157, referring to US legislation.
\item[335] Ibid.
\end{itemize}
There are many legitimate concerns for trafficking victims being returned home. The Iranians face persecution on return to Iran after claiming asylum in another country\textsuperscript{336} while many others, especially women trafficked for prostitution face humiliation.\textsuperscript{337} If the individual fears for their life, they will probably be willing to take a risk and be re-trafficked than remain where their original trafficker could find them.\textsuperscript{338} Ultimately, deporting victims to their place of origin may lead to re-trafficking.\textsuperscript{339}

While both sides of the argument are valid, whatever approach is taken must be based on human rights concerns for the victim and not from a concern over state sovereignty. Further research must be conducted in the area to see which outcome would be the most appropriate for the victim.

It is the writer's view that it is doubtful that providing asylum would stimulate more trafficking. People turn to traffickers as a means of migration because they are unable to navigate through migration criteria and procedures. It seems therefore that a loophole which provided an additional avenue for the person to claim asylum would not be easily accessible to a person who fell victim to trafficking in the first place. Further, it seems unlikely that the trafficker would be forthcoming to the potential victim by telling them that trafficking will increase their chance of asylum at the time of recruiting them. The ultimate aim of the trafficker is to exploit the person on arrival at the destination. It is not the aim of the trafficker to provide asylum or residency to the victim. On balance therefore, it is preferable that states legislate to provide residency to victims of trafficking after carefully assessing that the person is a victim of exploitation. In any event, repatriation of the victim is not always as clear as it may seem.


For example, under article 8 of the *Trafficking Protocol*, governments must verify without unreasonable delay whether a trafficking victim is a national of their country or has the right of permanent residence and issue the necessary travel documents for re-entry.\(^{340}\) The state party to which the victim of trafficking was a national or in which they had the right of permanent residence at the time of entry into the receiving state, must facilitate and accept with due regard for the safety of that person, without delay. In effect, this provision imposes a positive obligation on the original state to ensure that the victim is protected on their return or that they do not suffer retaliation.\(^{341}\) There is also an obligation on the original state to issue the victim of trafficking with travel documents or other authorisation as may be necessary to allow for the victim to return to that Country.\(^{342}\) This is an important provision because it requires countries of origin to accept the return of the victim of trafficking. However, this does not alleviate the problem of stateless victims of trafficking. For example, people born in countries without proper documentation may be unable to prove to their country of birth that they were a resident prior to the trafficking incident.\(^{343}\)

Such an example can be found in Australia.\(^{344}\) Peter Qasim arrived in Australia in 1998 and applied for asylum on the basis that he had been tortured and that his father had been killed. The Minister for Immigration assessed his claim and found that Qasim did not pose any danger to Australia but refused Qasim’s application. Qasim was detained at Baxter Detention Centre on 9 September 1998 and eventually volunteered to return to his homeland in Kashmir, India. The Indian government argued that Qasim had not adequately proved that he was from India and refused his claim to return. Qasim was left in detention in Australia as a stateless person for 7 years.

---

\(^{340}\) *Trafficking Protocol* articles 8.3 and 8.4.

\(^{341}\) This is especially important in incidences of the return of women and children trafficked for purposes of sexual exploitation., see Ann D Jordan, Global Rights, *Annotated Guide to the Complete UN Trafficking Protocol* (2002), 26.

\(^{342}\) *Trafficking Protocol* article 8.4.


\(^{344}\) This example refers to an asylum claim not to trafficking but illustrates the problems associated with statelessness.
Qasim’s case highlights the potential danger for trafficking victims who may be unable to prove nationality. Without proof of nationality, there is a chance of being refused re-entry to one's homeland. Again, such situations should be viewed from a human rights perspective and the violations suffered by victims be acknowledged so that situations such as Qasim’s can be avoided. Qasim was in detention from the ages of 24 to 31 and was released having suffered great psychiatric damage. Trafficking victims should be protected from suffering such an outcome.\(^{345}\) However, there are no provisions that would ensure that such a situation could not occur again.

Certainly the current protection provisions contained in the *Trafficking Protocol* are wholly inadequate in protecting trafficking victims. Linking protection and support to the victim’s cooperation with authorities is wrong. This process does not provide for the support of the victim and does little to help prosecution because there is little understanding of the difficulties faced by victims. The victim has already suffered and obliging them to act as witness against their trafficker could put them in ongoing risk, perhaps even life-threatening.\(^{346}\) In any event, a victim oriented approach that centred on the protection and assistance of the victim could lead to the victim’s voluntary assistance to the prosecution. This would be beneficial to both the victim and it would have the added benefit of assisting the prosecution.

### 4.3 Section III of the *Trafficking Protocol*: Prevention and Cooperation

Within section III of the *Trafficking Protocol*, prevention of trafficking and cooperation measures are dealt with via push and pull factors and border control. That is, the Protocol as a whole attempts to provide a blended approach to the prevention of trafficking that is intended to be concerned with both humanitarian and sovereignty issues.

### 4.3.1 Article 9: Prevention of trafficking in persons – push and pull factors

\(^{345}\) See also the case of Phuongtong Simaplee discussed in the previous chapter. Simaplee was a trafficking victim discovered in an Australian brothel who was taken to detention on the basis that she was an illegal migrant and who died under tragic circumstances 3 days later.

The prevention of trafficking measures encapsulated in article 9 of the *Trafficking Protocol*, do not require legislation as they are non-legal measures. While the obligations are mandatory, the Protocol is non-specific and state parties are required to take some action on each point.\(^{347}\) How much action is required to be taken is left to the individual government.

Some push factors that lead people to fall into the hands of traffickers are addressed in article 9.4 requiring governments to take or strengthen measures including bilateral or multilateral cooperation to alleviate poverty, underdevelopment and lack of opportunity. Pull factors that encourage trafficking are addressed in article 9.5 of the *Trafficking Protocol*. Similarly to the previous article, article 9.5 requires governments through legislative or other measures, to discourage the demand that fosters all forms of exploitation of persons, especially women and children, leading to trafficking.

This issue of push and pull factors is relevant from migration and labour perspectives and as such are dealt with in a chapter dedicated to those issues. However, while the Protocol makes provisions regarding push and pull factors, it is unlikely that governments will act on them as addressing push factors is a lengthy exercise in the provision of services for citizens and pull factors requires a reassessment of migration and labour laws. While both are necessary, it is unlikely that states will make a real effort to address these issues, and in any event, these are not mandatory provisions.

### 4.3.2 Information exchange, border measures and final provisions

Under the *Trafficking Protocol*, governments are required to establish comprehensive policies, programmes and other measures to prevent and combat trafficking in persons and to protect victims of trafficking, especially women and children, from re-victimisation.\(^{348}\) In order to assist in the prevention of trafficking, state parties are to

\(^{347}\) Legislative Guide for the *Trafficking Protocol* paragraph 74.

\(^{348}\) *Trafficking Protocol* article 9.
endeavour to undertake measures such as research, information and mass media campaigns, and social and economic initiatives.349

Requirements of educating the public can also be found in the earlier international agreements, see for example article 7 of the International Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Women and Children 1921 that requires state parties to arrange for the exhibition of notices warning women and children of the danger of traffic and indicating places where they can obtain accommodation and assistance, in railway stations and ports.

However, making people aware of the dangers of trafficking without also providing them with alternative ‘livelihood options’ has been criticised. Despite the numerous stories of people who have suffered at the hands of traffickers, the majority of migration stories illustrate that migrants achieve a better standard of living.350 People may therefore believe that stories of trafficking are exaggerated and that trafficking poses a small overall risk. This does not mean that awareness campaigns are not helpful but that they should be accompanied by honest information and genuine choices.351

State parties are required, as appropriate, to cooperate with one another, in accordance with their domestic law to exchange information about persons crossing borders. Specifically, to ascertain: whether persons crossing borders do so with or without travel documents, or whether they are victims or traffickers;352 the types of travel documents used for the purposes of trafficking;353 the means and methods used by traffickers including recruitment and transportation of victims, routes and links between and among individuals and groups engaged in trafficking and possible measures for

349 Trafficking Protocol article 9.2.


351 Ibid, 49.

352 Trafficking Protocol article 10.1(a).

353 Trafficking Protocol article 10.1(b).
detecting them. This final measure has the potential of being misused by governments, who under the guise of protecting young women, may restrict their ability to travel freely.

4.3.3 Article 11: Border measures

Clearly, border control is at the heart of the Trafficking Protocol. One of the characteristics of the modern nation-states has been the management of migration in terms of cultural and political diversity. Border measures are governed by article 11 of the Trafficking Protocol that provides that State Parties are to strengthen, to the extent possible, border controls, without prejudicing international commitments in relation to the free movement of people. State Parties are directed to legislate in order to prevent as much as possible, the means of transport operated by commercial carriers from being used for people trafficking. Taking into consideration the transnational nature of the crime of trafficking, state parties are obliged to consider strengthening cooperation among border control agencies. However, evidence indicates that tightening border controls leads to an increase in trafficking, not a reduction. For example, the tougher controls on the US – Mexico border have diverted migrants to

354 Trafficking Protocol article 10.1(c).
358 Trafficking Protocol article 11.1.
359 Trafficking Protocol article 11.2.
360 Trafficking Protocol article 11.6.
more dangerous routes, with a corresponding increase in organised crime and an increase in deaths.\textsuperscript{362}

While there is an obligation for commercial carriers to ensure that passengers on their vessels are in possession of travel documents, there is no ongoing obligation that those commercial carriers then report back to the state just what those documents may have been.\textsuperscript{363} Where commercial carriers violate the previous requirement, state parties must provide for sanctions\textsuperscript{364} however the nature of those sanctions is not specified in the Protocol.

'Tougher border controls, rather than encouraging migrants to remain in the country of origin, tend to encourage migrants to remain in the country of destination. Once the border crossing has been undertaken, it is often too risky and / or too expensive to make a visit home.'\textsuperscript{365} In any event, even though appearing rather late in the \textit{Trafficking Protocol} under article 11, border measures and the concern with illegal migration are at the heart of the \textit{Trafficking Protocol}.

\section*{4.3.4 Article 14: Saving Clause}

During the negotiation of both Protocols, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights and the UN High Commissioner for Refugees argued for the inclusion of specific clauses safeguarding the rights of illegal entrants to a state. That is, they argued that illegal entry or presence in a state should not adversely affect the person's claim for asylum and that smuggled and trafficked people should be given full opportunity to make a claim for asylum, including the provision of adequate information.\textsuperscript{366} While there was resistance to the inclusion of such explicit provisions, a compromise was reached.

\textsuperscript{362} Ibid, 51.
\textsuperscript{363} \textit{Trafficking Protocol} article 11.3.
\textsuperscript{364} \textit{Trafficking Protocol} article 11.4.
\textsuperscript{366} Anne Gallagher, 'Trafficking, smuggling and human rights: tricks and treaties' 12 FMR 25, 27
The Organised Crime Convention and Protocols are intended to be read in conjunction with existing international rights, obligations and responsibilities of states and individuals under other international instruments are left to rely on the 'Saving Clause' contained in each Protocol which provides:

Nothing in this Protocol shall affect the other rights, obligations and responsibilities of States and individuals under international law, including international humanitarian law and international human rights law, and in particular, where applicable, the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees and the principle of non-refoulement as contained therein.

Paragraph 39 of the Legislative Guide for the Trafficking Protocol gives further examples of international agreements that should also be adhered to: the definition of ‘international traffic in minors’ as per the 1994 Inter-American Convention on International Traffic in Minors, the definition of trafficking in the 2002 South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation Convention on Preventing and Combating Trafficking in Women and Children for Prostitution, Annex 2 of the Convention


368 See article 14 of the Trafficking Protocol and article 19 of the Smuggling Protocol.

369 Article 2(b) defines ‘international traffic in minors’ to mean ‘the abduction, removal or retention, or attempted abduction, removal or retention, of a minor for unlawful purposes or by unlawful means’. Article 2(c) defines ‘unlawful include among others to include ‘prostitution, sexual exploitation, servitude or any other purpose unlawful in either the State of the minor’s habitual residence or the State Party where the minor is located’ and article 2(d) defines ‘unlawful means as including ‘kidnapping, fraudulent or coerced consent, the giving or receipt of unlawful payments or benefits to achieve the consent of the parents, persons or institution having care of the child, or any other means unlawful in either the State of the minor’s habitual residence or the State Party where the minor is located’. See 1994 Inter-American Convention on International Traffic in Minors, adopted 18 March 1994 (entered into force 15 August 1997)

370 The SAARC Trafficking Convention was adopted by the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation, whose members are Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, the Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka, in January, 2002. Article 2 of the SAARC Trafficking Convention states that its purpose is to promote cooperation amongst Member States so that they may effectively deal with the various aspects of prevention, interdiction and suppression of trafficking in women and children; the repatriation and rehabilitation of victims of trafficking and in preventing the use of women and children in international prostitution networks, particularly where the countries of the SAARC region are the countries of origin, transit and destination. The SAARC Trafficking Convention does not include trafficking for purposes other than prostitution such as slavery like purposes, debt bondage, child labour etc. Inexplicably, the member states did not adopt the Trafficking Protocol definition, even though the UN agreement preceded the SAARC Trafficking Convention.

Time will tell how effective the saving clause is in protecting the rights of smuggled and trafficked people on the balance of the provisions in the Protocols. For example, border protection provisions in the instruments means a tightening of security and patrol, which may lead to a lessening in the number of people that are able to enter the state and claim it is not prostitution alone that is deemed to fall within the \textit{SAARC Trafficking Convention} but the sexual exploitation or abuse for commercial purposes (see \textit{SAARC Trafficking Convention} art. 1(2)). Trafficking means the moving, selling or buying of women and children for prostitution whether it is within a country or across international borders for consideration with or without the consent of the victim. While consent is not an element of the offence of trafficking, the \textit{SAARC Trafficking Convention} includes women or children that are victimized or forced into prostitution by deception, threat, coercion, kidnapping, sale, fraudulent marriage, child marriage, or any other unlawful means (see \textit{SAARC Trafficking Convention} art. 1(5)).

The offence of trafficking is deemed to be “aggravating” (see \textit{SAARC Trafficking Convention} art. 4) when; there is the involvement of an organised criminal group; the offender is involved in other international organized criminal activities; the offender uses violence or arms; the offender has misused their public office; the victim of trafficking is a child (that is, a person under 18 years of age) the trafficking is committed in a custodial or educational institution or social facility or in the child’s immediate vicinity or in other places to which children and students visit for educational, sports, social and cultural activities; and also where the offender has had a previous conviction, particularly for similar offences, whether in a Member State or any other country.

While the term “child” in the convention includes boys as well as girls, the \textit{SAARC Trafficking Convention} does not allow for the offence of trafficking that is not for the purpose of prostitution, and it does not allow for the trafficking of adult men at all, whether they are trafficked for the purpose of sexual exploitation or for any other purpose.

See South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (“SAARC”) Convention on Preventing and Combating Trafficking in Women and Children for Prostitution, opened for signature 5 January 2002 (the ‘\textit{SAARC Trafficking Convention}’)

\(^{371}\) According to the annex “traffic in human beings” means subjection of a person to the real and illegal sway of other persons by using violence or menaces or by abuse of authority or intrigue with a view to the exploitation of prostitution, forms of sexual exploitation and assault of minors or trade in abandoned children’ see \textit{Convention based on Article K.3d of the Treaty on European Union on the establishment of a European Police Office (Europol Convention) [1995]} OJ C 316

\(^{372}\) Regarding human trafficking as a practice constituting serious violations of fundamental human rights and human dignity, involving ruthless practices such as the abuse and deception of vulnerable persons, as well as the use of violence, threats, debt bondage and coercion the European Union, through its Council framework decision of 19 July 2002, adopted the \textit{Trafﬁcking Protocol} definition of trafficking and required member states to implement the definition in domestic law before 1 August 2004. See \textit{Council framework decision of 19 July 2002 on combating trafﬁcking in human beings (2002/629/JHA) [2002]} OJ L 203/1, para. 3 and art. 10.
asylum. In reality it will be difficult for a state to adequately and properly assess asylum rights if it limits possible avenues for seeking asylum.

It is submitted that the *Trafficking Protocol* was drafted within an inappropriate forum with little care for the complexities of trafficking. The absence of competent experts in the area led to the drafting of a totally inadequate instrument which pays lip service to other issues by way of a saving clause. The very important push and pull factors in trafficking, while mentioned in the *Trafficking Protocol*, are not backed up by any meaningful provisions. Ultimately, the *Trafficking Protocol* may purport to be in the interest of the victim but is ultimately concerned with border control.

### 4.4 Concluding Remarks on the *Trafficking Protocol*

Trafficking may be addressed from a variety of angles: as a gender issue; an illegal migration issue; and as a problem of transnational crime, amongst a whole host of other perspectives. The human rights dimension in each of these is obviously varied. The *Trafficking Protocol* focuses on crime control while purporting to be concerned with wider issues.

Nevertheless, it is questionable whether the Protocol meets its objectives. The Protocol has three main purposes and each of these three objectives will be examined in turn.

#### 4.4.1 First purpose: “to prevent and combat trafficking in persons ‘paying particular attention to women and children’”

Prevention of trafficking within the Protocol is mainly in the form of the criminalisation of the offence of trafficking. States are given tools with which to combat the transnationality of the crime. This is primarily achieved via a uniform definition of the crime. States are also encouraged to standardise international legislation to eliminate safe havens for offenders. That is, the Protocol seeks to ensure that all states legislate to punish the crime of trafficking taking into account the gravity of the offence. However,
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the Protocol does little to address the root causes that people seek to leave their countries and fall into the hands of traffickers. These are known as ‘pull’ factors in trafficking. The Protocol also does little to examine how it is that receiving states have the market to absorb trafficked people. This is commonly referred to as the ‘pull’ factors. It is doubtful that states will commit to improving home conditions that contribute to push and/or pull factors for the benefit of trafficking victims and it is even unrealistic to expect that such action be taken.

Additionally, while the Protocol makes special mention of women and children as a principle concern; the provisions that actually seek to pay special attention to these two groups are difficult to find. Protective measures in article 6(4) urge that ‘age, gender and special needs of victims’ should be taken into account, but the actual measures are unspecific. Such a purpose should correspond with specific clauses requiring that states make provisions to prevent women and children falling prey to traffickers. This would mainly mean tackling push factors such as gender specific rights for women and pull factors relating to the relevant labour issues for women. Accordingly, the Protocol may state that its purpose is to prevent and combat the trafficking in persons however it is submitted that there is a focus on the criminalisation of the crime and not the prevention of it.

If inadequate provisions for legal migration or asylum are root causes of trafficking, then legal migration or asylum rules should be relaxed. However, the scale to which quotas would have to be amended in order to effect trafficking would be ‘politically unpalatable’. The problem is so large and complex that states may rather turn a blind eye and win support for isolated instances of helping victims of trafficking. At the same time markets would be ‘allowed’ to exploit the labour of trafficked and indeed smuggled people, leaving victims to fend for themselves.

4.4.2 Second purpose: “to protect and assist the victims of such trafficking, with full respect for their human rights”
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It is submitted, that the purpose to protect and assist victims of trafficking is definitely not met within the Protocol. The current view of human trafficking is similar in many ways to the previous perception of the problem with the white slave trade. Then, while the aim was apparently the protection of innocent young women, their welfare was peripheral. Today, we have a similar result whereby trafficking victims are not given any guarantees of protection.

Humanitarian provisions in the *Trafficking Protocol* exist in order to enhance the effectiveness of enforcement provisions. Instances of victims of trafficking who receive relief from deportation (usually on a temporary basis) in order to assist authorities with prosecution is a palliative strategy that does not address the root causes of trafficking. Nor does it provide for any real protection. In fact, it even discourages victims from coming forward to authorities.

Traffickers often receive less punishment than their victims who are usually deported for illegal entry into the state. The purpose of the *Trafficking Protocol* was to redress this issue and prosecute traffickers with the gravity that their crime deserves. So far, the law has been inadequate to address the types of activities that traffickers have been engaged in.

Protection mechanisms in the *Trafficking Protocol* are contingent upon the complicity of the trafficking victim, but concerns that the trafficking victim may have about the process are not taken into account. Witnesses are not afforded protection under witness
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protection programs; are not relocated pending trial and there is generally, no acknowledgment of the danger that they face.\textsuperscript{383} Providing support to victims as a mechanism to achieve their assistance in proceedings shows a preference of crime control than victim protection. It is as if the wrong is committed against the state alone and the wrongs committed against the victim are peripheral. This shows a strong criminal theory basis rooted in retributive justice.

The strong emphasis on law enforcement and criminalisation transfers the victim of trafficking from a victim of a serious crime to a witness and informant. The victim may be proved to be guilty of offences such as illegal migration, drug crimes and even perhaps as recruiters of other trafficking victims, making them simultaneously a victim, witness, illegal immigrant and offender.\textsuperscript{384} This complexity adds to the need for a multi disciplinary approach to trafficking as well as requiring a good understanding of the many perspectives of trafficking.

Definitions and legislation regarding trafficking are centred around the criminalisation of the perpetrator. Depending on the gravity of the offence in question, the law is formulated to provide a suitable punishment. Various state responses to the issue of trafficking have taken the stance of providing for levels of trafficking, ranging from a simple offence of trafficking to aggravated offences of trafficking.\textsuperscript{385} An offender of an aggravated offence of trafficking is given a heavier sentence. However while the victim may be 'elevated' from being a victim of trafficking to being a victim of an aggravated offence of trafficking, this does not usually translate to any additional protection mechanisms. Few states go on to provide meaningful assistance and protection to those people who it, by implication, views as victims of aggravated offences. The result is that the victims are viewed as illegal entrants into the state. A rights based approach

\begin{flushleft}


\textsuperscript{385} See for example Australian and US legislation as will be discussed below.
\end{flushleft}
would view the trafficked person as a ‘rights holder’ instead of as a mere victim386 and 
may prevent some of these problems.

| 4.4.2.1 Restriction of movement under the guise of anti-trafficking policy |

In an effort to prevent trafficking, it is possible to further limit human rights. In their 
attempt to minimise trafficking, some states have responded by enacting stricter 
migration policies.387 Women in particular are faced with being restricted in their 
movement despite the Trafficking Protocol attempting to safe guard against this 
outcome.388 In relation to prostitution, anti-trafficking efforts have seen the restriction 
of the movement of prostitutes and other females in an attempt to protect them from 
possible trafficking389 as well as increased surveillance and deportation of sex 
workers.390 This results from a perception of trafficking as a migration and gender 
issue. That is, such attitudes assume that if borders can be tightened and women are 
restricted from travel, then trafficking can be reduced or eliminated.391

Efforts to curb trafficking resulting in the restriction of the movement of people and in 
particular, women occurred 100 years ago. After international concerns of the traffic of 
white women for prostitution at the beginning the 20th century, Illinois congressman, 
James Robert Mann drafted the White Slave Traffic Act (1910) (commonly referred to as 
the ‘Mann Act’). Through its power to regulate interstate commerce, the 61st Congress 
passed this legislation on 25 June 1910. The Mann Act was intended to ‘further regulate 
interstate commerce and foreign commerce by prohibiting the transportation therein for

386 Elizabeth M Bruch, ‘Models Wanted: The Search for an Effective Response to Human Trafficking, 

387 Informal Note by the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, Ad Hoc Committee on 

388 Elizabeth M Bruch, ‘Models Wanted: The Search for an Effective Response to Human Trafficking, 

389 Melissa Ditmoreen and Marjan Wijers, ‘Moving the focus from morality to actual conditions – The 
negotiations on the UN Protocol on Trafficking in Persons’ NEMESIS 2003 nr.4 at 

390 Jo Doezema, ‘Who gets to Choose? Coercion, Consent and the UN Trafficking Protocol’ in Rachel 

in Kamala Kempadoo, Jyoti Sanghera and Bandana Pattanaik (eds) Trafficking and Prostitution 
immoral purposes of women and girls, and for other purposes.\textsuperscript{392} The \textit{Mann Act} made it an offence to transport, in terms of interstate commerce from any State or Territory or the District of Columbia and in terms of international commerce, included transport from any State, or Territory or the District of Columbia to any foreign country and vice versa; any woman or girl for the purpose of prostitution, debauchery or for any other immoral purpose.

Mann acted in answer to US district attorney Edwin W Sim's claims of a nationwide white slavery ring:

'\textit{The legal evidence thus far collected establishes with complete moral certainty these awful facts: that the white slave traffic is a system operated by a syndicate which has its ramifications from the Atlantic seaboard to the Pacific Ocean, with 'clearinghouses' or 'distribution centers' in nearly all of the larger cities; that in this ghastly traffic the buying price of a young girl is from $15 up and that the selling price is from $200 to $600... This syndicate is a definite organization sending its hunters regularly to scour France, Germany, Hungary, Italy and Canada for victims. The man at the head of this unthinkable enterprise is known among his hunters as 'the Big Chief.'}''\textsuperscript{393}

Despite this and other similar stories from around the world regarding the abduction of innocent young girls for a life of debauchery; evidence was never produced. However, Mann acted quickly to address the issue and the allegations of his friend, the District Attorney and also to ratify the 1904 Agreement by drafting the White Slave Act, extending the wording to include 'or for any other immoral purpose'. The addition of the element extending the prostitution requirement, coupled with the fact that police were unable to locate victims matching the stories put forth by the District Attorney; led

\textsuperscript{392} \textit{White Slave Traffic Act} (1910). See also \textit{Knockout, Failing to Defeat Him in the Ring, His Enemies Take to the Courts}, http://www.pbs.org/unforgivableblackness/knockout/mann.html at 4 June 2007.

prosecutors to begin to use the legislation for other forms of sexual conduct going far beyond what was originally intentioned and envisaged.\textsuperscript{394}

The Mann Act was not used to protect women but was used as a tool by a criminal justice system ‘plagued with endemic racism, classism and sexism’.\textsuperscript{395} Primarily, the Mann Act was used to persecute prostitutes and black men.\textsuperscript{396} Fairly quickly, the Mann Act was broadened to capture a range of activities. The Court in \textit{Wilson v United States} (1914)\textsuperscript{397} upheld that travel across State lines with the intention to commit an immoral act could be criminalised even if the immoral act had not yet occurred. But it was not until \textit{Caminetti v United States} (1917)\textsuperscript{398} that the Court even further broadened their jurisdiction. In \textit{Caminetti v United States}, the defendant Drew Caminetti, and his friend Maury Diggs, both married, took their mistresses by train from Sacramento to Reno whereupon both men were arrested. The court upheld the conviction against Caminetti even though the women were not prostitutes, were acting voluntarily and the defendants were not deriving any commercial profit. The effect of the law was to criminalise premarital and extramarital sexual relationships. Notably, Chuck Berry, Charlie Chaplain, Jack Johnson, William I Thomas and Frank Lloyd Wright were all prosecuted under the Mann Act.

This result is being echoed today with governments in some countries reacting to calls to protect their female citizens from trafficking by restricting their travel.\textsuperscript{399} However,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{396} Jo Doezema ‘Loose Women or Lost Women? The Re-emergence of the Myth of White Slavery in Contemporary Discourses of Trafficking in Women’ (2000) 18(1) \textit{Gender Issues} 23, 30.
\item \textsuperscript{397} \textit{Wilson v. United States}, 232 U.S. 563 (1914).
\item \textsuperscript{398} \textit{Caminetti v United States}, 242 US 470 (1917).
\end{itemize}
contrary to intentions, a result of tightening border control and restricting the travel of women pushes trafficking activities further underground.  

4.4.3 Third purpose: “to promote cooperation among states parties in order to meet those objectives”

Cooperation between states is facilitated in order to criminalise trafficking through various articles in Section III of the Protocol. Unfortunately, as illustrated throughout this thesis, the purpose of such cooperation is criminalisation with the prevention of trafficking as a sort of ‘by-product’. Accordingly, the first part of the purpose, that is, the promotion of cooperation among states; is achieved through the Protocol but it is questionable whether the cooperation acts to meet the previous objectives.

4.4.4 General comments on the effectiveness of the Trafficking Protocol

The Trafficking Protocol is not a human rights treaty, and has been described as an instrument focusing on organised crime. A ‘treaty framework’ is created in order to combat transnational organised crime and deter unlawful migration. This is so even though there is some weak language suggesting that states provide some relief to victims.

The Trafficking Protocol was developed in Vienna by the UN Crime Commission which is a law enforcement body. The human rights bodies are located in Geneva and New York and the Trafficking Protocol itself is primarily a law enforcement instrument with weak language in terms of human rights protections and victim
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assistance. The provisions of the Protocols with their strong emphasis on crime and border control indicate that governments primarily view the phenomenon as illegal entry into a state. The speed at which the Protocol was agreed is largely due to the little by way of hard obligations on states to offer assistance to trafficking victims.

The true driving force behind the drafting of the *Organised Crime Convention* and the two relevant Protocols is the concern by Member States over sovereignty and security issues surrounding trafficking and smuggling. Primarily, states are concerned with trafficking and smuggling efforts to circumvent national immigrations restrictions.

Traditionally, instruments addressing human trafficking have focused on crime control and migration and the response has depended on the perception of the victim’s innocence. Today's *Organised Crime Convention* and *Trafficking Protocol* still embody a law enforcement perspective. The very requirement that state parties first sign the *Organised Crime Convention* emphasises the law enforcement focus. This is not entirely a criticism because the various elements of the crime of trafficking, such as the use or threat of violence and exploitation are of themselves usually punishable in domestic courts anyway. The purpose of the *Organised Crime Convention* is to provide a universal response to the whole crime of trafficking, not just a domestic response to the smaller individual crimes that may not adequately consider the gravity of the offence.
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Human rights groups are critical of the *Trafficking Protocol* viewing it as a 'lost opportunity to protect the rights of victims of trafficking'\(^{412}\). Governments are not required to provide any services to trafficking victims but are only encouraged to do so. Furthermore, there is increasing evidence of racism, xenophobia and intolerance directed towards refugees, asylum seekers and other foreigners.\(^{413}\) From a human rights perspective therefore it has been argued that it would have been better had the Protocol been drafted within a human rights body.\(^{414}\) The *Trafficking Protocol* is within the context of the *Organised Crime Convention*, and as such, human trafficking is viewed as a special danger posed by transnational organised crime, human rights concerns only being belatedly inserted.\(^{415}\) Concerns regarding the Protocols overarching concerns with criminalisation, organised crime and border control have been heightened by the recent 'War on Terror' which has further jeopardised the protection of irregular migrants.\(^{416}\)

On the other hand, many source countries lack both the legal framework and political capability to create, adopt and enforce adequate trafficking laws, probably due to the large organised crime presence in those countries.\(^{417}\) Seen from this light, a focus on trafficking as an arm of organised crime is appropriate. Nevertheless, a multi-disciplinary approach is preferred to one that only really adopts enforcement provisions.


While the *Trafficking Protocol* led to a largely internationally accepted definition of trafficking and is the product of infused crime control and human rights concepts, its achievement is largely 'symbolic'. Criticism have been that the *Trafficking Protocol* preserves rights previously enshrined in other human rights instruments and directions to state parties to employ protective mechanisms for victims are stated in mild language. The instruments provide for a confirmation of existing rights and the fact that obligations towards victims of trafficking have not been diluted can be viewed as a 'real achievement' when considered in the context of a mounting fear of strangers and a lowering of standards in their treatment.

The phenomenon of trafficking is a complex issue requiring a multidisciplinary approach. Trafficking should have been addressed in a human rights treaty that emphasised the gravity of the offence. Trafficked people from all sectors should have been given a voice in these debates in order to lift the discussion from theory and rhetoric to a true discussion of trafficking as modern day slavery. The current debate ignores and marginalises the trafficking of persons perceived to be less innocent and trafficked people for the purpose of forced labour. Further, push and pull factors need to be acknowledged. People who seek a better life outside of their country will migrate to a country that demands the type of labour that the migrant is able to offer. This relationship must be addressed as 'people will move illegally if legal means are not made available to them'.

Certainly organised crime plays an important role in human trafficking, but the *Trafficking Protocol* while purporting to protect and assist victims provides very little
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assistance. Again, state concerns could have been better preserved through a victim centred approach. A victim centred approach would have redressed the injustice done to the victim, motivated the victim to cooperate with authorities and properly redefined the focus of the international community.

The *Trafficking Protocol* had an important impact on other international agreements and domestic legislation that were enacted after it. The American and Australian legislation will be discussed briefly as reference is made to them throughout this thesis.

However, prior to that, there were other international agreements that impact on trafficking victims. As such, these existing agreements may also be said to fall into the category of current efforts to eradicate trafficking.

### 4.5 Labour Conventions that impact directly on Trafficking

The International Labour Organisation (ILO) estimated that in 2005, there were 12.3 million people working in forced labour worldwide and of these, around 2.4 million had been trafficked internally or across international borders.\(^{423}\) The ILO have analysed trafficking within a framework of supply and demand and by using sexual exploitation as an example; have explained the push and pull as an ‘exchange between recruiters and exploiters, despite a set of internally recognized rules, law and regulations designed to prevent it.’ \(^{424}\) As the majority of trafficking victims seem to be economic migrants, and since they end up working in industries at the countries of destination that seem to demand such labour, a labour framework is required. There are presently a number of labour Conventions relevant to trafficking victims.

#### 4.5.1 ILO Convention No. 29: Concerning Forced or Compulsory Labour


\(^{424}\) Ibid, 3.
The Forced Labour Convention 1930\textsuperscript{425} does not specifically mention trafficking but it covers aspects of trafficking in the sense that it is concerned with forced labour. In relation to prostitution, the Forced Labour Convention 1930 only covers sex work if sex work is permissible in the destination country.\textsuperscript{426} So, while this may be helpful to prostitutes working in a country with a regulated sex industry, it does not help prostitutes working in a country which prohibits sex work especially if they consented. Article 2 of the Forced Labour Convention 1930 defines 'forced or compulsory labour' as being all work or service which is exacted from any person under the threat of any penalty. The Convention then goes on to detail the terms of any permissible forced or compulsory labour.\textsuperscript{427} Also, that person must not have offered themselves voluntarily to that work. These requirements are similar to those found in the Trafficking Protocol because essentially they contain the elements of consent which pose problems for trafficking victims. A combination of consent theory must then be used to determine forced or exploitative labour within the concept of voluntariness.\textsuperscript{428} The Abolition of Forced Labour Convention, 1957,\textsuperscript{429} is not relevant to trafficking because it does not refer to labour in the private sector carried out for financial gain.\textsuperscript{430}

\textsuperscript{425}ILO Convention No. 29: Concerning Forced or Compulsory Labour, adopted 10 June 1930, 39 UNTS 55 (entered into force 1 May 1932) ("Forced Labour Convention, 1930" or "Convention No. 29"). See figure 4 of the appendix for a list of state parties to this instrument.


\textsuperscript{427}'Forced or compulsory labour' does not include military service; work or service that forms part of the normal civic obligations; work or service that is required of that person as a consequence of a conviction of law; (however, see the Forced Labour Convention, 1930, article 2(c) which provides that the work or service must be carried out under the supervision and control of a public authority and that the person is not hired to or placed at the disposal of private individuals, companies or associations) any work or service required in the case of emergency, that is a natural emergency or war, that would endanger the existence or the well-being of the whole or part of the population; and also does not include minor community services.

\textsuperscript{428}As will be discussed in further detail below.

\textsuperscript{429}ILO Convention No. 105: Concerning the Abolition of Forced Labour, adopted 5 June 1957, 320 UNTS 291 (entered into force 17 January 1959) (the "Abolition of Forced Labour Convention, 1957"). See figure 4 of the appendix for a list of state parties to this instrument.

\textsuperscript{430}Article 1 of the Abolition of Forced Labour Convention, 1957 provides that state parties must undertake to suppress and not to make any use of forced or compulsory labour: as a means of political coercion or education or as a punishment for holding or expressing political views or views ideologically opposed to the established political, social or economic system; as a method of mobilising and using labour for purposes of economic development; as a means of labour discipline; as a punishment for having participated in strikes; and as a means of racial, social, national or religious discrimination.
4.5.2 ILO Convention No. 182: Concerning Worst Forms of Child Labour

More specifically related to trafficking is the ILO Convention No. 182: Concerning Worst Forms of Child Labour. Article 1 of the Convention binds member states to take immediate and effective measures to secure the prohibition and elimination of the worst forms of child labour. ‘Worst forms of child labour’ is defined in article 3(a) as including: ‘all forms of slavery or practices similar to slavery, such as the sale and trafficking of children, debt bondage and servitude and forced or compulsory labour, including forced or compulsory recruitment of children for use in armed conflict’. Sub paragraph (b) also includes in the definition the procuring or offering of a child for prostitution, for the production of pornography or for pornographic performances. Indeed, ILO Convention No. 182 is the most appropriate ILO agreement dealing with trafficking.

4.5.3 Conclusion on labour agreements

A better application of labour agreements would benefit the fight against trafficking. Providing a labour framework to eradicate trafficking would not mean a definitive list of acceptable and non acceptable practices as could be found in domestic legislation. This is because international consensus would be difficult to achieve. Generally, article 3(a) of ILO Convention No. 182 is an appropriate article on which to base protection mechanisms for adult trafficking victims because of its focus is on exploitation rather than consent. ‘Forced or compulsory labour’ would also include forced prostitution so the gender aspect of trafficking would be included within this context. Accordingly, a


431 ILO Convention No. 182: Concerning Worst Forms of Child Labour, adopted 17 June 1999, 38 ILM 1207 (entered into force 19 November 2000). See figure 4 of the appendix for a list of state parties to this instrument.

432 Other than the provision for the ‘forced or compulsory recruitment of children for use in armed conflict’ as this would not be relevant to adults.
good labour framework for trafficking of adults\textsuperscript{433} would bind member states to take immediate and effective measures to secure the prohibition and elimination of the worst forms of labour.

Borrowing from the definition of worst forms of labour from ILO Convention No. 182, ‘worst forms of labour’ for adults should include:

\begin{quote}
'all forms of slavery or practices similar to slavery, such as the sale and trafficking of people, debt bondage and servitude and forced or compulsory labour'
\end{quote}

On the other hand, the ILO agreements can be difficult in their enforcement because they do not allow for individual complaints regarding breaches. They do however allow for complaints from governments and workers associations. The ILO relies on horizontal monitoring, publicity and behind the scenes pressure to induce voluntary compliance.\textsuperscript{434}

It is argued that a focus on labour in trafficking will target criminal activity. This approach is preferable to agreements that focus on the intent of the trafficker because an excessive focus on the criminal side of trafficking may obscure the human rights side of trafficking.\textsuperscript{435}

\textsuperscript{433} As it stands, ILO Convention No. 143 is appropriate as it is for the protection of children.

\textsuperscript{434} Horizontal monitoring is required as there is no vertical authority to enforce sanctions, see Berta E Hernandez-Truyol and Jane E Larson “Sexual Labor and Human Rights” (2006) Columbia Human Rights Law Review 391 at 416.

Two main examples have been chosen to illustrate the way that trafficking has been integrated in national legislation subsequently to the enactment of the *Trafficking Protocol*. An analysis will be conducted into the various provisions of the enacted laws within the theoretical frameworks that drove them. National legislation, drafted within the state's criminal code is obviously motivated by crime control. However, crime control alone will be insufficient in tackling trafficking which is a multifaceted problem and as discussed, a victim centred theory would enhance crime control efforts. Both the United States and Australia have made efforts to integrate the victim into the overall criminal framework but it remains to be seen if those efforts are sufficient in reducing trafficking.

In order to achieve consistency between the different approaches, 'A' represents the alleged trafficker and 'B' the alleged victim of trafficking. A diagrammatical representation of the *Trafficking Protocol* can be found in the appendix under figure 1. Diagrammatic representations of the legislation of the United States and Australia are listed as as figures 2-3 respectively.

### 5.1.1 United States

Like many other nations, the United States had various pieces of legislation that dealt with aspects of trafficking. Nevertheless, new legislation was enacted to meet shortfalls of existing law. For example, while anti-slavery legislation was designed to address involuntary servitude, the legislation required actual physical force and did not include practices that are more common to the contemporary slave trade such as blackmail, coercion and fraud. Previous legislation also did not accept psychological manipulation as evidence of 'coercion' and required actual physical force in order to
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prove involuntary servitude.\textsuperscript{437} International interest and the drafting of the UN instruments led to the enactment of the \textit{Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act of 2000}.\textsuperscript{438} Specifically, Division A contains the \textit{Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000} (‘TVPA’). Section 102(1) of the TVPA states that its purpose is to combat trafficking in persons, a phenomenon described as a contemporary manifestation of slavery, in order to ensure just and effective punishment of the traffickers and protection of their victims. Subsection 102(2) notes that trafficking is the largest manifestation of slavery today. The monitoring, reporting and sanction provisions within the TVPA establish a framework that operates in parallel to the \textit{Trafficking Protocol}. The intention of the TVPA is to provide a complex, multi level approach to compliance.\textsuperscript{439} Another purpose of the TVPA is to enhance criminal penalties for traffickers and increase funding for enforcement. The Department of State is also required to prepare an annual trafficking report to increase the understanding of trafficking in order to improve and facilitate state practice.\textsuperscript{440}

As can be seen in figure 2, the TVPA deems a person to be a ‘victim of sex trafficking’ when there has been recruitment, harbouring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person for the purpose of a commercial sex act.\textsuperscript{441} A ‘commercial sex act’ is any sex act on account of which anything of value is given to or received by any person.\textsuperscript{442} A person is also deemed to be a victim of sex trafficking if they satisfy the criteria below.

A ‘victim of a severe form of trafficking’\textsuperscript{443} includes victims induced into a commercial sex act by means of force, fraud, or coercion. Coercion is defined as including threats of serious harm to or physical restraint against a person; any scheme, plan or pattern

\begin{footnotesize}

\textsuperscript{438} \textit{Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act of 2000}.


\textsuperscript{440} Ibid, 1159.

\textsuperscript{441} \textit{Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000} section 103(9).

\textsuperscript{442} \textit{Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000} section 103(3).

\textsuperscript{443} \textit{Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000} section 103(8).
\end{footnotesize}
intended to cause a person to believe that failure to perform an act would result in serious harm to or physical restraint against any person; or the abuse or threatened abuse of the legal process.\textsuperscript{444} A child under the age of 18 who has been induced to perform a commercial sex act is a victim of a severe form of trafficking even if they were not induced into the act by a means of force, fraud or coercion. One potential area of trafficking that is not addressed in the TVPA is that of mail-order brides as a potential form of exploitation. That is, non-commercial sex may be in the spirit of the Act, but does not fall within it.\textsuperscript{445} Accordingly, exploited mail order brides would only fall within the Act if they could satisfy the requirements of severe form of trafficking under labour or other services. The point is made here because there is a connection between mail order brides and sex work. The importance of mail order brides as a form of migration to the United States will be discussed in further detail in a later chapter.

Outside of trafficking for the purposes of a commercial sex act, sub paragraph 103(8)(B), states that a person is also characterised as a victim of severe trafficking if there has been the recruitment, harbouring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of that person for labour or services, through the use of force, fraud, or coercion for the purpose of subjection to involuntary servitude\textsuperscript{446}, peonage, debt bondage\textsuperscript{447} or slavery.

The treatment of trafficking victims for the purposes of a commercial sex act differs to other forms of labour because victims of commercial sex trafficking do not have to prove exploitation (that is; involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or slavery), although they must have been coerced. In relation to other forms of labour, the coercive elements must be proved along with the exploitation. This stance has been criticised by some writers for requiring non sex work victims to be subjected to near slavery

\textsuperscript{444} Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 section 103(2).


\textsuperscript{446} 'Involuntary servitude' is defined in section 103(5) of the TVPA as a condition of servitude induced by means of any scheme or plan that was intended to induce a person to believe that if they do not comply with the scheme or plan, they, or someone else will suffer serious harm or physical restraint. Further, involuntary servitude can arise when there is either an actual or threatened abuse of the legal process.

\textsuperscript{447} As per section 103(4) of the TVPA 'debt bondage' is when a person pledges their services as security for a debt, and the reasonable value of those services is not applied towards the liquidation of the debt, or the length and nature of those services are not limited and defined.
conditions before receiving the same level of protection.\textsuperscript{448} The position of the TVPA in this regard is quite interesting because its treatment of other forms of labour is in line with the \textit{Trafficking Protocol} however this national legislation has gone further by criminalising to the same level forced prostitution even if it does not result in exploitation. Conversely, it seems unlikely that forced prostitution would not result in exploitation. The legislation could have been simplified by including 'forced labour' in the list of labour or services and this would have resulted in capturing forced prostitution. It seems however that the position of the TVPA was intended to highlight that prostitution is illegal in the United States making reference to the belief that most human trafficking is trafficking of women and children for the sex industry.

In having two offences; of trafficking and severe trafficking, the legislation acknowledges that prostitution within the United States is illegal. However, where a person is found to have consented to work in the commercial sex industry, then ‘B’ is given the title of ‘victim of trafficking’ but is not afforded any protection mechanisms. This approach is somewhat in line with feminist groups that believe that a person cannot truly consent to prostitution but at the same time, the consent of ‘B’ is a bar to assistance to ‘B’ from the state, thereby departing from the position of these NGOs.

Similarly to the \textit{Trafficking Protocol}, where ‘A’ did not use force, fraud or coercion to entice ‘B’ to be trafficked, then ‘B’ cannot be a victim of trafficking even if somehow they are exploited on arrival at their destination.

The legislation is criticised on the grounds that, while it makes reference to both victims of trafficking and severe victims of trafficking, it recognises that other forms of trafficking exist but it does not define what they might be. The result is that the TVPA does not protect the victims of trafficking who do not fall within the definition of ‘severe’ trafficking, making provisions only for minors and those sold into sexual slavery.\textsuperscript{449} These criticisms seem to be unfounded because the legislation appears to be very clear as to what constitutes ‘other forms of trafficking’. That is, consensual sex trafficking for the purpose of participation in commercial sex acts is the only offence

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
that constitutes trafficking only.\textsuperscript{450} In any event, victims of ‘other forms of trafficking’ are not able to access any protection mechanisms of the state so it seems that defining what else may fall into this category would not result in anything anyway.

Any victim centred approach is used to enhance the criminalisation process but is not at the heart of the TVPA. The TVPA provides for the provision of immigration services to a fixed number of victims of ‘severe forms of trafficking’ per year who assist police with investigations. Providing services to a fixed number of victims may be an effective way of administering the Act, but it seems to be an arbitrary mechanism that is inflexible towards the actual numbers of victims and their needs. While it is helpful that the protection mechanisms are enshrined in the actual legislation, protection based on assistance poses many problems and the TVPA has been criticised in this regard for failing to take a victim approach.\textsuperscript{451} After all, providing assistance to victims of trafficking based on their cooperation with authorities creates the perception that victims are foremost instruments of law enforcement.\textsuperscript{452} As such, while there may seem to be a victim centred approach integrated into the TVPA, in reality, concerns for the victim look to be solely for the purposes of criminalisation of the offender and not for the benefit of the victim. On the other hand, the Act has been praised for its ‘comprehensive attack on trafficking’.\textsuperscript{453}

Regarding the substance of the Act, the TVPA has been praised by the NGO ‘Free the Slaves’ as providing a ‘progressive, proactive approach to trafficking’ in that it allows for international monitoring and sanction provisions and also establishes mandatory restitution from traffickers.\textsuperscript{454} While the United States retains a self imposed ‘right’ to

\textsuperscript{450} That is, the legislation states that “victims of severe forms of trafficking” are also “victims of trafficking”, but not all “victims of trafficking” are also “victims of severe forms of trafficking”.


impose sanctions on countries for not preventing trafficking, the result is confusing as
the United States is also a large destination country for irregular migrants and
trafficking victims. That is, there is no real onus placed on the United States to reduce
the exploitation of trafficking victims on arrival to the United States. In any event, it is
doubtful that sanctions will assist nations to meet minimum standards when economic
factors lead people to migrate and fall victim to human trafficking.\textsuperscript{455} Indeed, as will
be discussed below, it is largely economic factors that lead to human trafficking so
economic sanctions may lead to an increase in trafficking.

Also, the Act does not recognise America's role in 'pulling' victims of trafficking
instead portraying itself as a passive recipient of trafficking victims.\textsuperscript{456} As such, the
United States adopts a migration framework requiring other states to acknowledge and
address the reasons why their populations migrate but takes no responsibility for the
labour forces within its own borders that are able to accommodate such large numbers
of trafficking victims per year. This is considering that the United States itself estimates
that 800,000 to 900,000 men, women and children are trafficking annually each, 18,000
– 20,000 of which are trafficked into the United States.\textsuperscript{457}

Overall, the emphasis on law enforcement within the TVPA undercuts any of the
purported humanitarian goals and there is no clear evidence that the Act has reduced
trafficking.\textsuperscript{458}

\textsuperscript{455} Although see Aryeh Neier, “Economic Sanctions and Human Rights” in Samantha Power and Graham
Allison (eds) \textit{Realizing Human Rights – Moving from Inspiration to Impact} (2000), 292 who argues that
sanctions may be a tool that result in improvements in respect for human rights by manifesting
international condemnation, deterring other governments from similar abuses or by punishing offending
regimes. In any event, although sanctions may indeed be helpful in this sense, in relation to trafficking, it
is submitted that human rights violations are generally non-specific and while may be related to women
rights and gender equality are also related to more difficult matters such as public welfare, education and
development, which are difficult rights to impose in the developing world in countries with limited
resources.

\textsuperscript{456} Jennifer M Chacon, ‘Misery and Myopia’: Understanding the Failure of US Efforts to Stop Human
Trafficking’ (2006) \textit{74 Fordham Law Review} 2977, 2979

\textsuperscript{457} United States, International Information Programs, \textit{Fighting Human Trafficking Inside the United

\textsuperscript{458} Jennifer M Chacon, ‘Misery and Myopia’: Understanding the Failure of US Efforts to Stop Human
5.1.2 Australian legislation

In 2005, the Australian Federal Parliament enacted the *Criminal Code Amendment (Trafficking in Persons) Act 2005*, embodying trafficking in Division 271 of the Schedule of the *Criminal Code Act 1995*. The *Criminal Code Act 1995*, provides that 'A' will be found to have committed an offence of trafficking in persons if they organise or facilitate the entry, proposed entry, receipt, exit, or proposed exit of 'B' to or from Australia. The consent element is defined as the use of force or threats, resulting in 'B's' compliance for the actual or proposed entry; or exit to or from Australia; or movement of 'B' from one part of Australia to another. The requirements for the offence of trafficking will have also been met if 'A' has been reckless as to whether the other person would be exploited by the first person or another after entry, exit or transport. Section 271.1 defines 'deceive' as mislead as to fact, including the intention of any person, or as to law, whether by words or other conduct. Further, 'threat' is defined as a threat of force, a threat to cause a person's removal from Australia; or a threat of any other detrimental action (unless there are reasonable grounds for the threat of that action). Absolute liability applies to the element of threat or force, meaning that the prosecution will not need to prove that the accused was aware that the threat or force would lead to the victim's consent.

Subsection 271.2(2) provides that the offence of trafficking is also met when the accused deceives the victim about the fact that the victim will be involved in the provision of sexual services or that they will be involved in exploitation, debt bondage or the confiscation of their travel or identity documents. Both of the above offences, that is, the trafficking of a person through the use of threat or force or the use of deceit about the victim's services will result in a maximum penalty of 12 years imprisonment. This differs to the *Trafficking Protocol* in that actual exploitation is not required for an offence of trafficking to be found.

Consensual prostitution in itself is not considered to be trafficking, and the *Criminal Code Act 1995* limits liability to include only sexual exploitation. In relation to sexual exploitation, the *Criminal Code Act 1995* provides that the offence of trafficking is made out when 'B' consented to the prostitution but was deceived as to: the nature of the sexual services; or the extent to which 'B' will be free to leave the place where they provide the sexual services; or the extent to which 'B' will be free to cease providing
sexual services; or the extent to which ‘B’ will be free to leave their place of residence; or if there is a debt owed or claimed to be owed by ‘B’ in connection with the arrangement to provide sexual services—the quantum, or the existence, of the debt owed or claimed to be owed. Further, sexual service is defined as the use or display of the body of the person providing the service for the sexual gratification of others. It is submitted that the section of the Act referring to sexual services may have been unnecessary because sexual exploitation could have been covered by general terminology on exploitation. Nevertheless, the wording provides clear guidelines for handling trafficking for sexual exploitation and as such is beneficial.

The maximum penalty is raised to 20 years imprisonment in the event of an ‘aggravated’ trafficking offence when the accused subjects the victim to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment; giving rise to a danger of death or serious harm to the victim; or where the accused is reckless as to that danger. The legislation also provides for more severe penalties for the trafficking of children. Extended geographical jurisdiction applies to the offences of trafficking meaning that the Courts have jurisdiction over Australian citizens, (other than in domestic trafficking) even when the crime of trafficking has been committed in another country.60

Debt bondage is defined in paragraph 10 of the Dictionary of the Criminal Code 1995 as arising when a person pledges their personal services461 as security for a debt that is actually owed or claimed to be owed462 when the debt is manifestly excessive, the reasonable value of the services provided by the victim are not applied towards the liquidation of the debt, or when the length and nature of the services provided are not limited and defined. Though the Act in relation to trafficking makes specific mention of the rule of double jeopardy, Australia has eliminated this defence in cases involving sexual relationships with children.463

---


460 *Section 271(10) Subject to a foreign law defence – that is, that there is no corresponding crime in the foreign jurisdiction.*

461 *Or the services of another person under their control.*

462 *This includes any actual or claimed debts that arise after the pledge is given.*

463 Linda Smith and Mohamed Mattar, 'Trafficking in Persons, Humanitarian Intervention and Energy Policy: Creating International Consensus on Combating Trafficking in Persons: US Policy, the Role of
In order for trafficking to be made out, ‘B’ must either: consent to their transportation because of threat or actual force against them; have agreed to be transported in order to provide sexual services but is deceived about the nature or condition of the work;\textsuperscript{464} ‘A’ deceives ‘B’ about the eventual exploitation; or ‘A’ transported ‘B’ but was reckless as to whether ‘B’ would be exploited. This final element goes far beyond the \textit{Trafficking Protocol} in that ‘A’ need not have acted with the intent of exploiting ‘B’. Indeed, proposed trafficking into or out of Australia is also captured by the legislation, although proposed domestic trafficking is not. The legislation also provides for the criminalisation of domestic trafficking in persons and there is no requirement in the legislation for the involvement of an organised criminal group. As will be discussed throughout this paper, it is regrettable that the legislation requires a degree of coercion.

The concept of ‘recklessness’ may at first glance appear to get to the basis of trafficking but it is submitted that the low threshold may capture coyotes or others who would ordinarily be characterised as smugglers at best.\textsuperscript{465} This is unfortunate because the legislation should be aimed at punishing the gravity of the offence of trafficking, and recklessness may leave room for the misuse of the legislation.

Overall however, the addition of ‘recklessness’ is an excellent solution to the \textit{Trafficking Protocol} and the shortfall in the United States’ legislation because it allows for criminalisation of ‘A’ even where there was no intention by ‘A’ for ‘B’s’ eventual exploitation. This essentially provides a victim focus, acknowledging that an exploitative situation may arise subsequently to a smuggling relationship. Conversely, in the event that ‘A’ assists ‘B’ to enter Australia in an irregular manner\textsuperscript{466} and ‘B’ completely independently of ‘A’ comes into contact with other parties that then subject ‘B’ to exploitation as described in the legislation, then ‘B’ is not a victim of trafficking unless they are also transported from one part of Australia to another. In those circumstances, the offender may be charged with other offences such as false

\textsuperscript{464} As set out in the legislation.


\textsuperscript{466} That is, while many smuggled people enter Australia on illegal boats, far more illegal entrants enter Australia on student or working visa’s and then overstays their visa allowance. “A” may not be the captain of the leaking ship but instead may facilitate “B” with obtaining and overstaying a legitimate visa.

the UN and Global Responses and Challenges’ (2004) 28 \textit{Fletcher Forum of World Affairs} 155 at 166, citing EPCAT International online database.
imprisonment, inhuman and degrading treatment etc. This brings into question the protection mechanisms for ‘B’.

However, if the exploitation of ‘B’ arises completely independently of the transportation of ‘B’ then however regretful and grave the outcome may be, it will not be characterised as trafficking. This is unfortunate because the purpose of the Trafficking Protocol was to create an offence of trafficking without requiring the various elements of the offence to be proved. The intention was to streamline the offence making it easier for the prosecution by looking at the substance rather than the minutia. This unfortunate outcome could be corrected with concerted efforts to eradicate slavery practices that are independent of the transportation of the person.

The addition of the ‘aggravated offence’ to trafficking recognises that severity of trafficking is not the same at all times and that some situations may be graver than others. It is submitted that this approach is appropriate and that while victims of trafficking should not be judged on the basis of their own complicity or guilt in the matter, the offender should be charged more harshly according to their conduct. Of course, this is an analysis of the Criminal Code and therefore the raising of the charge from ‘trafficking’ to ‘aggravated trafficking’ may provide for harsher penalties to the perpetrator; but does not explain the ramification for the victim. That is, the Act does not provide for the victim, but the trafficker is viewed as a violator against the state, just like other violations of the Criminal Code.

While providing for levels of criminalisation based on the severity of the offence may be useful in distinguishing between various levels of culpability; the ‘intention’ of exploitation without actual exploitation should be reduced to a normal offence of trafficking and not aggravated. In this way, normal trafficking and aggravated trafficking can be examined in the contexts of human rights, slavery and labour. It is cruel, inhumane and degrading treatment and conduct giving rise to serious harm whether actual, or recklessness that changes the situation from exploitation of labour to conduct resembling slavery. Aggravated instances of trafficking should not be viewed in the same way as normal offences of trafficking, as they do not acknowledge the level of suffering of many victims. Intention should not fall within an aggravated offence because the exploitation should be the key of criminalisation offences.
It is important to remember that any protection that Australia chooses to offer victims of trafficking is limited. Australia made its position clear regarding trafficking victims and the granting of migration status on signing the Protocol by making the following reservation:

"The Government of Australia hereby declares that nothing in the Protocol shall be seen to be imposing obligations on Australia to admit or retain within its borders persons in respect of whom Australia would not otherwise have an obligation to admit or retain within its borders."

The effect of this reservation is that Australia will not afford a victim of trafficking any additional merit to a claim 'or temporary or permanent residency as a 'legitimate' migrant or under refugee or asylum provisions'.

Nevertheless, similarly to the American legislation, Australia has enacted a protective regime designed to protect victims of trafficking as witnesses, albeit it is limited and discretionary. A person who is identified by the Australian Federal Police (AFP) as being a person of interest in relation to a people trafficking matter may be able to remain in Australia for up to 30 days while the AFP or State or Territory police assess whether they wish to seek a Criminal Justice Stay Certificate (CJSC) for that person. This is possible with the introduction of the Bridging Visa F (BVF) introduced on 1 January 2004. If the agency decides that they require the person to stay longer in order to provide information to the prosecution, then the person will be issued a CJSC and they may be granted a Criminal Justice Stay Visa (CJSV). However if the agency believes that the person does not have any useful evidence to offer the prosecution, no further visas will be sought. Importantly, a victim acting as witness can only be granted a temporary Witness Protection (Trafficking) Visa (TWPTV) at the conclusion of the criminal proceedings while they hold a CJSV, meaning that the victim’s protection may end at any moment. The victim must be invited to apply for a TWPTV which is a discretionary visa only granted after the Attorney-General has certified that the person has made a significant contribution to the proceedings; or the person is not the subject

---

467 See Paul Williams, ‘Discord within Consensus: the UN Trafficking instruments’ (Paper presented at People Trafficking, Human Security and Development Symposium, Canberra, Australia, 1 September 2004), 4.

of any related proceedings; or the Minister is satisfied that the person would be in danger if they returned home. If, after two years the person continues to meet these criteria and continues to hold the visa; they may be granted a permanent Witness Protection (Trafficking) Visa (PWPTV).

Ultimately, as in the American legislation, the process has been criticised because assistance to victims is based on their suitability as a witness rather than 'their status as a victim'. On the other hand, victims under the American legislation are able to lodge their own application for a visa without waiting to be invited by the state. Further, the discretionary nature of the visa system means that most victims of trafficking will not benefit from it. Considering the insecurity experienced by trafficking victims awaiting trial, it has been suggested that victims be permitted to apply for a TWPTV while in the process of assisting authorities. Unfortunately, the decision to grant a victim a visa is not based on the level of suffering of the victim or on the needs of a particular victim but is solely decided on the victim as witness.

Ultimately, the Australian legislation based on crime control can be praised for providing for levels of severity of the offence because it acknowledges that certain conduct is especially aggravating and it provides punishment accordingly. However, this position can also be criticised because it does not follow that the victims is afforded any additional protective measures. In fact, the AFP has the discretion of not providing protection or assistance to the victim at all. It is odd that there is no meaningful assistance provided to protect those people who the system, by implication, views as victims of an aggravated offence, and the result is that the victim may still be viewed as an illegal immigrant.

As in the American legislation, there is no attempt to tackle the demand side of trafficking. This is especially important because without addressing these concerns, trafficking will most likely continue despite the punishment of offenders.

470 Ibid, 9.
471 Ibid, 8.
472 Ibid.
5.2 Conclusion

When analysing the legislation above, it becomes apparent that states have some common basis for their definitions on trafficking while departing on other points. Overall, the Australian legislation with its criminalisation of the 'reckless' trafficker is appropriate, as is the division between normal trafficking offences and aggravated offences. Protection mechanisms found in US legislation are beneficial but limited to a small number of victims per year and in Australian legislation protection mechanisms are restricted to victims who act as witnesses. Protection efforts based on the victim's role as a witness indicates a lack of victim focus. Ultimately, the states adopt criminalisation because they view human trafficking as a problem of migration.

---

473 Australian legislation intended to assist victims of trafficking will be discussed in the chapter on Criminalisation however briefly, the introduction of Bridging Visa F on January 2004 allows a trafficking victim to be provided with certain visas where the Australian Federal Police deems the victim to be a 'person of interest' in trafficking investigations. Essentially, the person is given temporary relief in exchange for assistance to the prosecution.
PART II

THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO COMBATING TRAFFICKING
6 CRIMINAL LAW THEORY AND VICTIM ORIENTED THEORY

6.1 Criminal Law Theory

State efforts to eradicate trafficking are virtually wholly based in formulating criminal law to criminalise the offender. This is evidenced in both the Trafficking Protocol and national legislation which purport to have other aims such as the prevention of trafficking and the protection and assistance of the victims. Nevertheless, these aims are tackled through the pursuit of the offender via criminalisation.

People trafficking is a crime in both international law and in the domestic law of most states. As noted earlier, in spite of the confluence between criminalisation and assistance to victims, states increasingly focus on the criminalisation element of trafficking. Indeed, the criminalisation element appears to be the central issue even in the Trafficking Protocol which notes the link between ‘transnational organised crime’ and trafficking; and the prevention, suppression and punishment of trafficking in persons. It is arguable that from the perspective of some states, the central issue in trafficking is crime. The focus on crime therefore determines their strategy and approach in dealing with traffickers and their victims. An understanding of criminal law theory is therefore fundamental in any analysis of trafficking. In this section the thesis analyses criminal law theory and uses it to assess the legitimacy of the crime-oriented strategies in dealing with trafficking.

6.1.1 The evolution of criminal law theory and the role of victims

Criminal law has changed fundamentally in the last two hundred years. Up until the early nineteenth century, an offence was considered to be a private matter between the offender and the victim, and it was the responsibility of the victim to bring the offender to justice. This system of justice was criticised by Cesara Beccaria in the mid-

eighteenth century who argued that the law should serve society’s interest as opposed to
the victim’s. 475 Up until that time, the system meant that only those with adequate
means were able to hold offender’s accountable. 476 The inherent injustice in this system
led to the development of the law where eventually, prosecution rested with the state.
The reasoning behind this was that the prosecution took place as a matter of public
interest on the basis that the private interests of the victim is subordinate to the public
interest. 477 For this reason, today, the accused is prosecuted by the state. Ultimately,
an offence against an individual means that the public prosecutor through the criminal
law, will act in order to protect the society from the threat represented by the accused as
a primary concern, while also protecting the actual victim and witnesses. 478

Jeremy Bentham expanded on Beccari’s theory and negated the victim’s formal role by
explaining that as the prosecutor acts on behalf of all of society, the victim cannot play
any role either in the initiation or conduct of proceedings. 479 The victim’s role was
limited to the initial reporting of the crime and the provision of information to the
persecutor. Any information received by the victim in relation to the proceedings is
now at the discretion of the prosecutor. 480 However, there is a moral duty for the
victim, at least initially, in reporting the crime and a moral duty for the whole of society,
through the prosecution, to ensure that the offender receives an appropriate

475 Emmanuel Gross, ‘Shifting the Balance between the Rights of Victims and the Rights of Defendants in
university Studies in Law 199, 203.

476 Ibid, 220.

477 Sam Garkawe, ‘The Role of the Victim during Criminal Court Proceedings’ (1994) (17) University of
New South Wales Law Journal 595, 600.

478 Emmanuel Gross, ‘Shifting the Balance between the Rights of Victims and the Rights of Defendants in
university Studies in Law 199, 200.

479 Ibid, 204.

480 Sam Garkawe, ‘The Role of the Victim during Criminal Court Proceedings’ (1994) (17) University of
New South Wales Law Journal 595, 597 – 598..
punishment.\textsuperscript{481} The responsibility of the victim arises from a moral duty to protect society from the offender re-offending.\textsuperscript{482}

The state therefore takes on the power of prosecution. In order for proceedings to commence, criminal law requires two elements to be fulfilled. The first of these is the intent or \textit{mens rea}, which means that the perpetrator intended to commit the crime. The second is \textit{actus reus}, which means that the perpetrator actually committed the crime. This has also been compared to the 'external and internal' sides of criminal behaviour. The requirement for the external and internal components of criminal behaviour was first articulated by Sir Edward Coke.\textsuperscript{483}

The so called 'three-tiered structure' of criminal law comes from the combination of the act and mental element combined with a generally applicable defence that removes liability from the offender providing the offender with a level of protection.\textsuperscript{484} Through these requirements, along with the presumption of innocence and other principles, such as the requirement for an action by the accused and not merely an omission, criminal law is not just couched in state power but also reflects a moral system.\textsuperscript{485} The criminal law through criminal proceedings then; apprehends, charges and tries the suspect in accordance with its code.

The essence of criminal law lies in its remedy.\textsuperscript{486} Unlike the civil law, as a rule, the remedies in criminal law are not concerned with the victim. For the purposes of this thesis, the 'non-victim-centred' character of criminal law has important consequences for the international approach to dealing with trafficking. The remedies in criminal law

\textsuperscript{482} Ibid, 354.
\textsuperscript{483} George P Fletcher, 'Criminal Theory in the Twentieth Century' (2001) (2) \textit{Theoretical Inquiries in Law} 265, 269.
\textsuperscript{484} Nicola Lacey, 'In Search of the Responsible Subject: History, Philosophy and Social Sciences in Criminal Law Theory' (2001) (64) \textit{Modern Law Review} 350, 353.
\textsuperscript{485} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{486} Michael S Moore, 'A Theory of Criminal Law Theories' (1990) (10) \textit{Tel Aviv University Studies in Law} 115, 134.
are measured against the function of the law in the community. The function falls into four major categories: incapacitation, deterrence, reform and retribution.\textsuperscript{487}

| 6.1.2 Retributive Justice |

Retributive justice is a simple cause and effect system which essentially aims for the punishment to fit the crime.\textsuperscript{488} Retribution is considered by many to be the most likely result of the criminal law as is evidenced by the importance of penal sanctions.\textsuperscript{489} Discussions of retribution often centre on the notion of 'desert'. That is, by doing wrong, the offender deserves blame and punishment.\textsuperscript{490} Their actions have placed them at an unfair advantage and retribution is intended to restore the balance.\textsuperscript{491} The idea of retributive justice flows from the premise that by his or her very nature, the person is a responsible moral agent who deserves to be rewarded or punished in accordance with the way that they choose to conduct themselves.\textsuperscript{492} Any other benefits that may flow from retribution such as deterrence of future crime play no role in justifying punishment in this model.\textsuperscript{493} As such, this is known as an 'absolute' theory in that it does not purport to serve any useful social purpose.\textsuperscript{494} On the other hand, such criticisms are harsh when considered more carefully. After all, retributive justice administers justice. Also, it recognises the reciprocal relationship between the parties of the law. Both of

\textsuperscript{487} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{489} Patrick Fitzgerald, 'New Developments in Criminal Law: Implications for the International Scene' (1991(60) Revista Juridica UPR 1271, 1281.


these outcomes are positive attributes.\footnote{Ibid.} Further, the benefit of an absolute theory and in particular retributive justice is the restoration of peace and law and order.\footnote{Ibid, 348.}

Retributive justice is praised for having clear and unequivocal aims.\footnote{S Owen-Conway, ‘Crime and Punishment in Modern Society’ (1975 – 1976) 9(2) The University of Queensland Law Journal 266, 268.} Other reasons for praise of this theory are based on criticism of the other aims. For example, it is considered that deterrence has limited efficacy.\footnote{Michael S, ‘A Theory of Criminal Law Theories’ (1990) (10) Tel Aviv University Studies in Law’ 115, 139.} Further, it is argued if the other aims were truly at the core of criminal law, then the laws formed would be different to what they are.\footnote{Ibid.} Moore uses the way that murder is legislated in the United States to illustrate his point.

Murder may be premeditated, voluntary manslaughter or where it is unprovoked, second degree murder.\footnote{See generally, Michael S Moore, ‘A Theory of Criminal Law Theories’ (1990) (10) Tel Aviv University Studies in Law 115, 139.} Moore suggests that the bigger the role of impulse in the killing, then for deterrence reasons, the higher the punishment should be. On the other hand, second degree murders, which typically occur within families, should be punished least, on the basis of incapacitation. Moore argues that this is not reflected in the law. On the other hand, the law has developed since 1990 in this regard as is evidenced by changes, particularly in Australia of the defence known as ‘battered wife syndrome’ or ‘BWS’. BWS looks at the prior and ongoing treatment of the woman by her husband in order to reduce sentencing.

Instead, Moore supports retributive justice models. He argues that laws make more sense if they attempt to grade culpability: ‘[o]f the possible functions for criminal law, only the achievement of retributive justice is its actual function. Punishing those who deserve it is good and is the distinctive good that gives the essence, and defines the borders for criminal law as an area of law. Such functions demand that the subject of

\footnote{Ibid.}
the punishment should: ‘(1) have done something morally wrong, and (2) did so in a culpable way.’

Retributive theory is not concerned with the future conduct of the offender. The basis is that the offender must be held responsible for their deeds, and such responsibility actually affirms the persons standing in the ‘moral community’. Nevertheless, it is argued that the criminal law system must make a difference because prohibition without altering people’s behaviour cannot be justified. This is especially the case when there are other means of preventing the behaviour such as education. For these reasons, while retributive theory may be considered to be the most valuable theory in criminal law, other models are also important and may impart some benefit when used in combination.

In regards to trafficking, retribution plays an important role in punishing the offender for the crime that they have committed. However, retribution, while essential, does not go any further. That is, retribution does not assist or protect the victim and it is arguable if it has any significant impact on deterrence of future crime.

Certainly, retributive justice alone is insufficient to deal with trafficking because all it would serve to do would be to criminalise the offender without any reference to the victim. Retributive justice is also inefficient because it does not positively impact on the future of trafficking. That is, it does little to deter other potential offenders.

For the purposes of trafficking, the most significant flaw in retribution as an element of criminal legal theory is that it depends on the apprehension of the trafficker. Where the trafficker or offender is not apprehended, retributive justice hardly affords any opportunity for justice for the trafficked victim. By its very nature the retributive approach in criminal law overlooks the essential status of the traffickee as a victim who will usually require assistance.

---

501 Ibid, 183.

6.1.3 Deterrence

Deterrence theorists oppose retributive justice that induces deliberate suffering or deprivation without proper results.\(^{503}\) However, they believe that if punishment deters the offender from future infractions of the law or prevents others from committing the offence, then retribution can be justified.\(^{504}\) This is because the deterrence theory has two aims. The first aim is that there be specific deterrence to the actual offender and the second aim is to provide a general deterrence to the community.\(^{505}\) Jurists such as Jeremy Bentham believe that all rules and doctrines must induce law abiding conduct in the future.\(^{506}\) Another expectation of the deterrence theory is that both the offender and the community will benefit.\(^{507}\)

The emphasis of this model is on future conduct and not on the past offence.\(^{508}\) The assumption is that the human being is pleasure seeking and will not engage in conduct that may jeopardise their future with pain and punishment outweighing the benefits of crime.\(^{509}\) However, there is little evidence that deterrence actually works and that further crime is prevented.\(^{510}\) It may also be difficult to ever make specific findings in this regard as it is difficult to quantify what deed has been prevented. Further, there is little evidence as to who is likely to commit crime and what their motivation may be.\(^{511}\)

\(^{503}\) Ibid.

\(^{504}\) Ibid.


\(^{511}\) Ibid, 269.
This means that it is especially difficult to target particular people or groups who are likely to commit an offence. These remarks are quite important in any discussion on trafficking and criminal legal theory. Virtually all states in the Western world have criminalised trafficking. However there is not credible indication that this has deterred traffickers. Indeed if the statistics on trafficking in Europe are to be believed, trafficking has increased over the last decade in spite of the efforts to criminalise it. In any case, the reported high profits associated with trafficking may mean that deterrence is not a likely outcome of anti-trafficking efforts. It will be difficult to provide a regime for punishment that would counteract the apparent low risk and high profits associated with trafficking. The history of trafficking to date does not inspire confidence in the deterrence as an objective in dealing with trafficking.

6.1.4 Incapacitation

Incapacitation is the physical restraint of the offender.\textsuperscript{512} The aim with incapacitation is to prevent the offender from committing further crimes. This is justified by the prediction that the offender may have a tendency to commit further crimes and that their incapacitation will prevent them from doing so.\textsuperscript{513} Incapacitation certainly fits within retributive justice in that it may be a form of punishment for the offender. Depending on the crime, incapacitation may also be relevant to deterrence theories if it provides a mechanism to prevent future crime. However, the value of incapacitation may best be measured within the context of the crime itself. If appropriate, it may also provide an opportunity for the reform of the offender.

Again, while serving to punish the offender and to prevent them from re-offending, incapacitation is unlikely to reduce future trafficking by other parties and does little (other than separating the trafficker from the victim) to protect or assist trafficking victims.

\textsuperscript{512} Ibid, 268.

\textsuperscript{513} Ibid.
6.1.5 Reform

Reform theory is based on the expectation that by rehabilitating the offender, they will be prevented from committing crime in the future. That is, through a change in the offender’s personality, they will follow the law in future.\textsuperscript{514} This is thought to be part of an overall utilitarian view whose aim is not only the prevention of crime from that particular offender but also society as a whole.\textsuperscript{515} Reformation of the offender may be possible on a small scale within a society with requisite resources but is extremely unlikely to impact on the global nature of the crime of trafficking.

Other theories become important to criminal law as is evidenced by the protection of the human rights of the offender through protections such as the presumption of innocence.\textsuperscript{516} Further, other interests or theories such as feminist legal theory have also impacted on criminal law, such as the way that the law treats victims of sexual offences, for example, by removing the requirement of the female victim from bringing corroborating evidence to ensure conviction.\textsuperscript{517} Other considerations are also taken into account. For example, crimes that involve people in continuing relationships tend to be decriminalised in order for the parties to continue their relationship.\textsuperscript{518}

Nevertheless, the criminal law must achieve a number of goals. It must be effective, economic and fair and so it is appropriate that a combination of the above theories be pursued.\textsuperscript{519} International human trafficking involves numerous states,\textsuperscript{520} and people from culturally diverse backgrounds. Common ground must be found in order to punish current offenders, separate them from society at least for a period of time, deter future offenders and through education and other mechanisms; prevent the crime of trafficking occurring in the future. This has been somewhat achieved through the Organised Crime

\textsuperscript{514} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{515} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{516} Patrick Fitzgerald, ‘New Developments in Criminal Law: Implications for the International Scene’ (1991(60) \textit{Revisita Juridica} UPR 1271, 1279.

\textsuperscript{517} Ibid, 1279 – 1280.

\textsuperscript{518} Ibid, 1281.


\textsuperscript{520} Although domestic trafficking should not be dismissed.
Convention and Trafficking Protocol which saw a number of states come together to debate a common definition and strategy. However criminal theory alone will be insufficient to deal with trafficking if undertaken without reference to other issues such as the supply and demand aspects of trafficking and a reassessment of the role of the victim. Any efforts to eradicate trafficking require a multi disciplinary approach.

The change of the criminal law from being victim initiated to being a state concern has caused the victim as an individual to lose their rightful place in the proceedings. The aim of protecting society as a whole has been at the expense of the victim. In essence, criminalisation theories are offender rather than victim focused. However, a combination of criminal law theory and victim oriented theory will lead to a better result both for the victim and for the aims of the law. Accordingly, a good resolution regarding the shortfalls of criminal law theory is to combine it with victim oriented theory.

6.2 Why a victim oriented approach? A look at Victim Oriented Theory

Usually, the victim of a crime has no special legal status and as far as the law is concerned, their role is confined to being a witness, with no rights of being informed about the prosecution. This is also due in part to the separation of the civil and criminal law. That is, private law provides citizens with the ability to resolve certain disputes. This ultimately is an important difference in the two types of systems. Just like the criminal system does not step into civil disputes, the civil system has little

523 However there are instances where individuals may institute proceedings against their trafficker within the civil system, and these will be discussed in a later chapter in the context of criminalisation.
access to criminal proceedings.\(^{525}\) The result is a tension between the state encouraging victims to act as witnesses and the negative experiences of victims who do.\(^{526}\)

However, recent years have seen a change of focus to the victim. For example, the *UN Declaration of Basic Principle of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power*\(^{527}\) provides the victim with access to justice and fair treatment\(^{528}\), compensation\(^{529}\) and assistance.\(^{530}\) The report of the Special Rapporteur, Cherif Bassiouni provided principles and guidelines on the right to a remedy and reparation for victims of violations of international human rights and humanitarian law in 2000.\(^{531}\) A victim oriented approach allows the community at local, national and international levels to affirm 'its human solidarity and compassion with victims of violations of human rights and humanitarian law as with humanity at large'.\(^{532}\) The guidelines provide that the victims have a right to remedies including access to justice, reparation for harm suffered and access to the factual information concerning the violations.\(^{533}\) The guidelines then go on to expand on these three remedies.

Victim rights were also incorporated into the Rules of Evidence at both the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia ('ICTY') and the International Criminal 
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tribunal for Rwanda ('ICTR'). The rules of the ICTY will be used as an example of protection mechanisms afforded to victims. Rule 69 for the ICTY provides for the protection of witnesses which allows for the identity of the victim to remain undisclosed in exceptional circumstances if the witness is in danger or until such time as the victim is brought under the protection of the tribunal. Privacy and protection of the victim and witnesses are also provided under rule 75 which allows the court to keep the identity of the victim away from public records (including under closed session) and also allows the court the power to control the manner of questioning in order to avoid harassment or intimidation. In instances of sexual assault, rule 96 provides for extra protection mechanisms such as special consideration of the victim, disallowing prior sexual conduct of the victim to be admitted into evidence and not requiring the corroboration of the victims’ testimony in sexual cases. As per rule 106, victims are permitted to seek compensation from the accused in a national court or other competent body, while the judgment of the tribunal is held to be binding as to the criminal responsibility of the accused.

Victims are also protected within the Rome Statute. Article 68 of the Rome Statute provides for the protection of victims and witnesses and their participation in proceedings. Art 68(1) directs the court to take appropriate measures to protect the safety, physical and psychological well begin, dignity and privacy of victims and witness taking into account all relevant factors such as age, gender, health, nature of the crime; especially where the crime involves sexual or gender violence or violence against children. There are provisions allowing for the proceedings in camera or providing evidence through electronic means. Where the personal interests of the victims are affected, then the victim is permitted to present their concerns at an appropriate time and in accordance with the Rules of Procedure and Evidence. The Rome Statute
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states that it shall establish principles in respect to restitution, compensation and rehabilitation of victims and the Court has the power, upon request, to determine the scope and extent of any damage. Such reparations can be made through the Trust Fund as per article 79.539

The provisions above, especially those related to the victim as witness in the proceedings are especially important when procedural fairness is afforded to the accused.540 Cross examination may be a frightening experience and the alleviation of some of the stress on the victim will most likely assist the court. Protection of victims of sexually based crimes is especially important for victims who come from communities where virginity is considered a prerequisite for marriage.541 These concerns are particularly relevant in relation to trafficking. The victim's primary role in the Trafficking Protocol is as witness to the prosecution. As such, the victim's cooperation will be best achieved through an empathetic approach of the court and prosecutor.

On the other hand, a victim focus should not automatically afford all victims rights, because certain crimes may not warrant these measures. For example petty crime should not afford the victim with the same levels of protection and assistance.542 As states will be unable to implement change in their legislation without onerous financial repercussions; the extent of victim oriented law is likely to be carefully examined by the states before any changes are made to the existing law.543

Unfortunately, the fact remains that while victim protection is contained in international tribunals and courts such as the ICTY, ICTR and ICC, there has been a weak corresponding response from national legislation. As discussed, while American and
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Australian legislation provides for the protection and assistance of trafficking victims, the protection and assistance is limited. Nevertheless, even if the legal basis for the provision of rights in other courts may be uncertain at present, the position of these international courts changes the position of the victim within the international criminal justice system. Further, modern ideas of the law have developed acknowledging that justice requires the criminal process to pay due regard to the victim.

It is important to note that there are differences in opinion as to how the victim should be protected and what sort of rights they should be afforded. Regardless of this, Trafficking Protocol does not contain the same victim protection regime as the other international bodies discussed above and it is submitted that this negatively impacts on the success of the prosecution. That is, the lack of victim focus will translate to a lack of cooperation by the victim. This is further compounded by the fact that trafficking victims reluctantly approach police regarding trafficking and reluctantly act as witnesses. For the criminalisation of trafficking to be effective, victim support is required and without a better approach in integrating the victim into the proceedings, both the victim and the criminalisation process will suffer.

Generally in criminal proceedings, there are a number of reasons that a victim focus is important. Firstly, the exclusion of the victim from formal proceedings has added to the alienation of the victim with a result that victims are less likely to report crimes. In the alternative, where victims are involved in the proceedings, it has led to the so called 'second victimisation'. It is thought that second victimisation can be avoided by providing the victim with empathy and due consideration throughout the proceedings. Most importantly perhaps is that the victim, who is the actual person harmed by the act,
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deserves a role in proceedings.\textsuperscript{549} Of course, this participation should be limited to preventing the victim from exacting revenge from the accused. In any event, a model which brings in the victim provides a more holistic approach to crime control.\textsuperscript{550} All of these factors are relevant to trafficking victims.

For the above reasons, advocates argue in support of victim's participation in the proceedings. Suggestions include the victim as supplementary prosecutor; a possibility of the victims supplementing evidence or interrogating witnesses; as well as the provision by the victim of a Victim Impact Statement (VIS).\textsuperscript{551} VIS's are intended to detail loss which may be in the form of physical or emotional harm with an aim of ultimately influencing sentencing.\textsuperscript{552} Certainly a clear mechanism for victim participation is the provision of compensation by the offender to the victim on the basis that the compensation contributes to the victim's rehabilitation.\textsuperscript{553} Of course, even where the court is unable to provide the victim with monetary compensation, the victim still has an interest in the outcome.\textsuperscript{554} However a conviction of the offender may assist the victim in receiving compensation in other courts.\textsuperscript{555} Importantly, by providing the victim with a greater sense of justice, it may be easier for the prosecutor to apply a less punitive and more effective criminal policy.\textsuperscript{556}
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The interests of the victim are summarised by Garkawe. That is, victims have an interest in:

- Receiving information regarding the proceedings;
- Receiving compensation or recovering their property;
- The verdict of the court;
- Receiving protection from retaliation;
- Adequate punishment for the accused;
- Protecting their privacy

Two methods have been suggested for achieving a victim focus. The first is what is called the 'services' model through the provision of civil services to take care of the victim and the other is the 'rights model' where the state assists the victim in receiving support from the offender.558 We now see certain provisions that make reference to the protection of the victim as well as certain jurisdictions that provide mechanisms for compensation. While there is some national legislation that allows for the victim to make a claim against the trafficker,559 a services model is more appropriate in trafficking because it allows for trafficking victims to access services and assistance as soon as it is required. Many victims may not have the time and resources to pursue the trafficker under the rights model. Other issues such as intimidation by the trafficker and uncertainty regarding legal procedure may also contribute to the victim's reluctance to pursue the trafficker.

Nevertheless, a victim focus must be found that does not take away from the rights of the accused.560 So, even if art 68 of the *Rome Statute* provides for certain protective
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measures for the victim, this should be balanced by provisions such as art 69(2) which provides that any measures must not prejudice or be inconsistent with the rights of the accused. It has been suggested that this be achieved not by providing the victim with substantive rights; but in adequately structuring the victim’s relationship with the prosecutor. This is because the prosecutor is the only party at court that can represent the victim’s interests.

6.3 Conclusion

The most important and effective theory in criminal law and specifically trafficking, is retributive theory. However retributive theory is only relevant when there is an offender to prosecute. While the victim no longer commences proceedings against the offender, they still play a crucial role in reporting the crime. It is most commonly through the reporting of the crime that the prosecution is able to commence proceedings at all. Without taking proper account of the victim, that is, through affording the victim adequate protection and support after approaching authorities, the victim will be far less likely to report the crime. Even if the prosecution is able to commence proceedings without the initial reporting of the victim, the victim can provide invaluable information to the prosecution as witness. As such, the victim is a crucial part of the successful criminalisation of the offender both in locating the offender in the first place and in providing evidence in proceedings. Accordingly, in order for the criminal process to be successful, a victim centred approach is crucial.

As discussed above in the national legislation section, this link has been identified by the governments of the United States and Australia by providing for a mechanism of support and protection for the victim who assist the prosecution. However as discussed, while these provisions are a step in the right direction, they are still inadequate in properly addressing the concerns of victims because assistance is often discretionary and limited.
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Today, a change in focus to victim rights also carries with it a responsibility of crime avoidance. So the law may expect that the victim reduce the risk of being trafficked, through a culture of vigilance and avoidance. Indeed some authors argue that some victims place themselves in positions whereby they are likely to fall victim to crimes. This point may be relevant in trafficking in instances where the trafficking victim is sent home only to be re-trafficked. If re-trafficking of the same victim continues, questions may arise as to why the victim continues to place themselves in such a vulnerable situation. Indeed, it is argued that most consensual crime falls into the category of crimes where the participation of the victim as a willing agent is actually essential to the ‘transaction’ or offence: ‘victim participation in crime is probably a good deal more subtle and pervasive than the highly visible acts of consent and provocation’.
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7 CONSENT THEORY

7.1 Consent in trafficking

One problem associated with trafficking, is that there is almost always, a degree of consent to the trafficking by the victim. Consent therefore plays a significant role in any discourse on trafficking. First, it helps with our understanding of the phenomenon either as a crime or as a business transaction. Second, it plays a crucial role in the attitude of states towards victims and their traffickers. Third and more important for the purposes of this thesis it informs the international regime for combating trafficking. In the construction of a theoretical frame work as the normative basis to combat trafficking, consent is therefore an appropriate primary starting point.

There is usually at least, some consent to the breaking of migration laws and collusion by the victim with their trafficker during the recruitment and transportation.\(^565\) While some people are undoubtedly abducted,\(^566\) cases of people, and in particular of women being drugged and kidnapped by an elusive and charismatic ‘devil in disguise’\(^567\) confuses the reality of trafficking and paints a picture of a completely innocent and helpless victim. In fact, people may wilfully consent to their trafficking; ‘[r]eflective of a poor economy, much of this willingness is tied to the ‘absence of alternatives’ for women in ‘societies that once guaranteed jobs, child care and health benefits.’\(^568\) Insisting on the alternative, that is, that trafficking victims are coerced, takes away from the legitimate pain and suffering endured by trafficking victims who suffer even though


they play a role in their trafficking. Exaggerations do not help trafficking victims. The issue of consent poses problems for the debate in trafficking because it causes trafficking to be viewed as a migration and crime control issue as the community assesses the ‘relative innocence’ of the victim instead of acknowledging human rights abuses.

Perceiving trafficking victims as illegal migrants may mean that authorities assume at first instance that the person before them is a smuggled migrant until elements present themselves to re-evaluate the situation to one of trafficking. The response by receiving states is to close borders to people of other countries, with oftentimes racist or exclusionary immigration practices. Racist policies do not help anti-trafficking strategies in any way and they must be set aside in order to bring perpetrators of trafficking to justice. However this will always be problematic until consent in trafficking is reconsidered.

The issue of consent was an important one during the drafting of the Trafficking Protocol but from the outset, it was decided that the inclusion of the phrase ‘irrespective of the consent of the person’ would not form part of the Protocol even though it would ensure the prosecution of the traffickers. Apart from political motivations, it was argued that the non-contested parts of the definition necessarily involved ‘consent-nullifying’ behaviour such as force, abduction or other coercive practices. This has been misinterpreted by some who believe that the Trafficking Protocol takes the position that a person cannot consent to enslavement or forced labour of any kind.
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For example, in relation to consent and the *Trafficking Protocol*, Melissa Ditmore concludes that:

'\textit{The definition of trafficking adopted in the protocol specifies that the threat or use of force or deception is a necessary component of trafficking persons into any situation. It goes on to make clear that consent is irrelevant when these means have been used. In other words, a person can consent to work but not to slavery or servitude.}'^\textsuperscript{575}

However this reasoning is inaccurate. The unfortunate reality is that a person can consent to work in slavery or servitude and where they do so without initial coercion; they will not be considered a victim of trafficking or be afforded any protection as a victim of trafficking. This is despite some authors believing otherwise. For example, Defeis believes that the compromise on the issue of consent in the *Trafficking Protocol* is that where consent may initially be raised as a defence, consent for the initial recruitment is not the same as consent to the entire course of trafficking.\textsuperscript{576} However this view cannot be found in the wording of the Protocol.

There is an assumption that the elements of coercion mean that, as Ditmore says above, a person cannot consent to slavery but this makes the assumption that an un-coerced person would not consent. In fact this is not true. For a variety of reasons, people may consent to otherwise unusual circumstances either because they have a great need; they feel that they have no better alternative; or because they do not believe that their circumstances will be quite as bad as has been explained or implied to them. For example, evidence shows that smuggling and even trafficking have led to the improvement of one’s circumstances as trafficking victims are sometimes able to send money home and are able to improve the quality of the lives’ of their families.\textsuperscript{577} This


will lead to some people ‘taking a risk’ and agreeing to trafficking because they believe that they will have a good outcome. The preferred approach would have been to have left consent out of the definition altogether.

The basis of the problem in this regard is more properly assessed through consent theory. This is because there is often an absence of ‘force, abduction or other coercive practices’ and the Trafficking Protocol and national legislation have failed to properly account for victims of trafficking who have consented to exploitation because of a lack of alternative choices. Unfortunately, the law turns on the person’s consent and not the exploitation.578

While consent played a role during the drafting of the Trafficking Protocol, debates on consent in the Vienna Process focused on whether a woman can really consent to prostitution, this took the attention away from the general discussion and legal consequences as to whether a person can consent to being trafficked.579

Consent theory questions consent that is not voluntary, or as will be discussed below, consent that is not given in the context of viable alternatives, agency etc. However, consent theory has not been used to explain trafficking and instead, the little debate that takes place on the matter is not backed by meaningful theory. Kara Abramson, who has undertaken excellent research into the issue of consent in trafficking believes that there are ‘real problems with consent as preventing a definition of trafficking’. The reasons that Abramsons for this proposition include that this attitude lends support to a trafficker who is abusing their exploited worker on the basis of consent. From a policy perspective, Abramson argues that a position that says that people cannot consent to exploitation may be more helpful.580 On the other hand, preventing people from choosing exploitative labour may limit their choices.581

580 Ibid, 493.
581 Ibid, 494.
Abramson finds the two sides of the debate on trafficking as being equally problematic. The first side of the argument deems consent irrelevant when one considers a poor impoverished person, the other side of the argument which views the trafficked person as a free agent exercising choice in the free market place as ignoring the differences between ‘rich and poor, male and female, and educated and uneducated.’

The question of consent frequently arises in relation to trafficking for the purposes of prostitution. The concept of ‘voluntariness’ has been vigorously debated by feminists with strongly opposing views. One group believe that women should be given the ability to choose prostitution if they wish whereas, the opposing feminist group believe that there is no real voluntariness involved with choosing prostitution as a profession.

In grappling with the problem of consent, the GAATW have attempted to find a solution that accepts that people will make the decision to enter into exploitative situations and that trafficking groups will exploit not only the labour of the victim but also the persons willingness to be exploited. Or to put it another way, trafficking groups will take advantage of the circumstances of the victim. While their solution is based on the role of consent to prostitution, the position can be applied to general exploitation. The GAATW believe that provided it is meaningful, women should be able to consent to abusive or exploitative conditions but that even when such meaningful consent is given, the trafficker remains liable for their abusive actions. That is, the GAATW allow the woman to meaningfully consent to exploitation but maintain that the trafficker should not be able to avoid punishment on the basis of the woman’s consent. Rather, the trafficker should be punished on the basis of the exploitation. This may be a good basis on which to build a response to the issue of consent but it would require this to then flow to the protection of the victim.

In any event, consent in the Trafficking Protocol would have been better handled had it been underpinned by an application of an appropriate theory and an understanding of the role played by consent in slavery.
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7.2 Consent Theory

The issue of consent is very important to this thesis for a number of reasons. Most importantly, as noted earlier, consent strikes at the core of the definition of trafficking affecting the status of trafficking victims. That is, if a person willingly consents to being exploited, then the law does not consider them to be a victim of trafficking. However, a study of the history of slavery will show that consensual slavery has never been a bar to the presence of slavery. That is, there are numerous examples of people who have consented to slavery in the past, whereas today, non-coercive consent is considered to negate the presence of slavery. This position is further supported through consent theory which looks beyond apparent consent to concepts such as voluntariness and choice.

Consent theory is derived from the work of John Locke and his work on the origin for the idea of 'the self'. Locke also wrote extensively on many matters including the theory of value and property, political theory and price theory.\(^{585}\)

Locke traced political power to the law of nature. That is, all people have perfect freedom in their actions and within the bounds of nature, have the ability to act and dispose of their possessions without being answerable to anybody else.\(^{586}\) Nature theory was also used to explain the inherent equality between all people on the basis that all people are of the same species and rank.\(^{587}\) In speaking of equality, Locke is referring to equality in authority by prohibition of subordination or subjection by one person to another.\(^{588}\) Liberty however does not mean that the person has the right to destroy themselves, just like there is no right to take away someone else's life. This is central to Locke's theory and the combination of liberty and self destruction are found in his analysis of slavery:

\(^{585}\) Ibid.
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"The natural liberty of man is to be free from any superior power on earth, and not to be under the will or legislative authority of man, but to have only the law of Nature for his rule."  

Locke explains that people do not have absolute power over their own lives and cannot consent to enslaving themselves to another person nor can they put themselves under the absolute, arbitrary power of another person who may then take their life. Essentially, 'no man can by agreement pass over to another that which he hath not in himself – a power over his own life.' This bar to slavery is not absolute because Locke goes on to use the example of the enslavement of the Jews and other peoples to illustrate his point. Locke explains that a person may seem to have sold themself into slavery. However, if the situation is more carefully examined, then it may be seen that the person has sold themselves into 'drudgery'. Locke explains that what makes the situation one of slavery is the presence of s 'absolute, arbitrary, despotical power' by the master over the slave. Anything less than this, would only be 'drudgery' since the master did not have the power to kill the slave and is obliged at some point to liberate them. In some ways this is similar to modern views about slavery. That is, people today commonly believe that slavery is present in examples of complete control of the master over the slave. However, throughout time, slaves have had certain rights but this did not mean that they were not considered to be slaves. Non-coercive consent also puts the presence of slavery into question.

Tacit consent was also formulated by Locke although it was done so in the context of government. Essentially, tacit consent is something less than actual consent. For
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example, tacit consent applies to concepts such as implied consent. A person may seem to have tacitly consented or consented by implication because of the way that they react to something. The person may for example, imply their consent by not reacting to an action, or to put in another way, by not objecting to an action. In this way, a person may imply their tacit consent to a certain action by seeming to accept it or by not choosing an alternative. In trafficking, tacit consent may be implied where a trafficking victim continues to work for their trafficker or where the victim does not actively look for a way to escape their situation. However, more recent debate regarding consent has concluded that binding consent must be given knowingly, intentionally and voluntarily.\footnote{A John Simmons, ‘Consent, Free Choice and Democratic Government’ (1984) (18) \textit{Georgia Law Review} 791, 802.} So, for a trafficking victim, this would mean that the victim’s inaction or failure to flee not automatically be construed as consent or agreement to their situation.

Locke’s work has had an important influence on many legal theorists who have been able to take what he has written and built upon it or questioned it. Arguably the leading theorist from recent years is Don Herzog who sums up consent theory as: ‘any political, moral, legal, or social theory that casts society as a collection of free individuals and then seeks to explain or justify outcomes by appealing to their voluntary actions, especially choice and consent’.\footnote{Don Herzog, \textit{Happy Slaves – A Critique of Consent Theory} (1989), 1.} Herzog’s work can be applied to the idea of consent of trafficking victims. Trafficking victims, while not necessarily coming from the poorest of the poor in their societies, are nevertheless disadvantaged. Accordingly taking a person in difficult circumstances with little choice as having meaningfully
consented to their predicament should be questioned. Modern theorists such as Herzog provide a basis from which to question this consent.

Locke’s tacit consent is questioned by modern theorists who believe that tacit consent is something more than the failure to react to an action. Accordingly, concepts such as ‘knowingly’, ‘intentionally’ and ‘voluntarily’ become important. Simmons explains that ‘knowingly’ means that the person gives their consent with understanding and with awareness of its significance; ‘intentionally’ has a similar meaning in that it means that it is given with full awareness of its significance and ‘voluntarily’ means that the decision is made when the person has a genuine choice between possibilities.597

Herzog also questions whether Locke’s tacit consent or ‘grudging willingness’ can truly be counted as consent.598 Herzog’s idea of consent is related not the person’s seeming acceptance of a situation but must be examined in the context of one’s alternatives. Further, Herzog contends that consent must also generate an obligation.599 Herzog uses the paying of taxes as an example to describe voluntariness. That is, one has taxes imposed upon them and in a way, the person can be thought of as having a choice as to whether to pay the taxes because they can choose not to. But the choice not to pay taxes is not actually a real choice and so people must pay taxes. Herzog concludes that under these circumstances, the payment of taxes cannot be construed as a consensual act because the payment of taxes is an example of government where ‘the government governs the people whether they like it or not.600

Tacit consent, or ‘grudging willingness’ are relevant in trafficking because when coercive practices are not used to persuade the victim to be trafficked, the victim is treated as if they consented to the trafficking process and are therefore not viewed as a victim nor afforded any protection or assistance.

599 Ibid, 184.
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However, true consent is more complicated than that and involves various interrelated concepts relating to liberty and freedom. Herzog suggests four concepts of liberty that are crucial to consent: negative liberty, freedom, ancient liberty and autonomy.

Negative liberty means the absence of coercion and freedom is when one faces a ‘range of significant options’. Significant options refers to options that are real, that one is aware of and has access to, for example, a young talented child at school will only have liberty if it is aware of career choices and they are available to them. Not if the same child in those circumstances is not aware of the choices. Ancient liberty is the right to participate in elections, which identifies one as a full member of the community and self autonomy is the ability to control one’s own actions. This becomes important when considering that another person can interfere with one’s ability to control ones actions. All four concepts are important and involve consent theory but they may also conflict with each other.

Herzog gives three so called ‘defences’ of consent theory. The first is to respect the choices that people make, the second is the question of voluntariness and the third is the question of agency. Agency means that one is able and free to make their own choices without other people’s intrusions which translates to the ability to think about something, weigh the options and then choose a direction.

Consent means that one has the ability to withhold ones consent. In ‘voluntary’ terms, it means that there are real alternatives and these alternatives must be reasonable and without coercion. This is so even though coercion is not the only way of depriving one of alternatives. ‘Reasonableness’ then depends on the circumstances and the context. One should be careful then not to imply consent to someone’s actions when they had no real alternative.

The concept of voluntariness is seen in opposite discussions in labour debates. Leftists view the sale of labour as wage slavery whereas the right believe that it is the exercise
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of free will. However, voluntariness in labour can be questioned throughout ones career, and is evidenced by the choice one has in where one works, in having to comply within certain working conditions and with the way one has to handle changing working conditions.

Voluntariness becomes problematic when one acknowledges that people make bad decisions even though they are well informed. Herzog gets around paternalistic responses to such situations by saying that the appropriate response is to say that ‘this choice is so bad that we don’t care if it was voluntary’ instead of saying that ‘this choice is so bad that it wasn’t voluntary.’

Importantly, Herzog uses the example of giving the slave a choice. Slaves may not be aware that they are being exploited, they may not have the dignity to know of their plight and they may be blissfully unaware of their situation. If the slave is then told of their situation, the slave may be disillusioned by their life or they may choose to continue with being a slave. How does one deal with this situation? Herzog responds by explaining that the changes suggested, that is, offering the slave their freedom and the slave choosing to remain in their servile status, were not really voluntary on the part of the slave. Instead, Herzog concludes that the slave did not have any real choice at all. Such concepts are very relevant to trafficking because trafficking usually involves victims with few available choices.

### 7.3 Consent, exploitation and slavery

The position of the *Trafficking Protocol* is to take a victim of trafficking, who bases their decision to enter into an exploitative situation on a ‘very few miserable options’ and to deem their decisions as ‘consent’. The importance placed on consent in trafficking is fundamentally problematic because it does not take into account the realities of people’s situations and the choices they have to make. It is through a framework of consent theory that the focus can shift from one of consent to

---
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exploitation. Slavery becomes important for two reasons. The first reason is that apart from questioning consent in trafficking through consent theory, historically, consent has never been a bar to the presence of slavery. Secondly, slavery is important in relation to exploitation.

Throughout history, consensual slavery was never considered as a separate category to forced slavery. This is because slavery was not determined by reference to consent but by reference to issues such as personal autonomy and proprietary rights. Trafficking instruments seem to have been drafted without regard to the theoretical issues of consent and the broader concepts of slavery. Accordingly, they fail to address modern slavery adequately.

While the prohibition of slavery may be covered under domestic legislation as well as international agreements, it is submitted that just like the offence of human trafficking that triggered the response to formulate the Trafficking Protocol, there is insufficient gravity attached to slavery, servitude and similar practices. Just like it was felt appropriate to draft a new agreement regarding trafficking, even though the slave trade is outlawed in the Slavery Convention, it is also appropriate that the Slavery Convention be re-assessed along with attitudes to modern slavery.

7.4 Conclusion

A re-assessment of consent would have an important impact on the issue of trafficking. This is important because with trafficking, if an act is not undertaken by coercive means then even intent to exploit will not fall within the Trafficking Protocol. Ultimately, the conditions of labour should form the basis of the state action in combating trafficking rather than victim consent. In this regard one can draw important lessons from the court's consideration of consent regarding peonage in Clyatt v United States. In the case, the US Supreme Court declined to consider consent a defence to peonage
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because 'peonage, however created, is compulsory service, involuntary servitude'.

The implication here is that a person cannot consent to compulsory or involuntary servitude. On this basis then, a person would not be able to consent to exploitation which includes forced labour, slavery, slavery like practices, servitude etc.

Taking all of the above into consideration, an appropriate theoretical framework regarding consent is not to question whether consent was obtained only through coercion but whether the person had other options and whether the person has the autonomy to make their own decisions without intrusion from other people. Most importantly, voluntariness is crucial because even when a person seems to have made a decision after weighing the options and alternatives; the circumstances of the person must be examined to determine whether the person really had any choice at all, as in Herzog's example of the slave. Again, when a 'bad decision' is made by a person, then it may be that the only alternative may be to say that 'the choice was so bad that it was no choice at all.'

Consent theory however questions this position also. So when a person makes a particularly bad decision such as to enter into a state of slavery, following from Herzog's work discussed above, the appropriate response would be to conclude that 'this choice is so bad that we don’t care if it was voluntary' instead of saying that 'this choice is so bad that it wasn’t voluntary.' That is, consent and other issues such as voluntariness should not even be examined on the basis that such a decision is ultimately a 'bad idea'.

It is inaccurate to say that 'no person can consent to slavery' because people often make bad decisions voluntarily and are sometimes well informed. The unfortunate reality that is not acknowledged in the Protocol is that people are often willing to be


trafficked even when they know the conditions that they will face upon arrival.\(^\text{614}\) However, bad decisions should not be deemed to have been made by consent.

The result of the Protocol is a lack of victim focus. Protective mechanisms should be aimed at assisting people in need. Not only are the protective mechanisms in the Protocol closely linked to prosecution proceedings, but the element of exploitation is not at the heart of the Protocol either. If protection was at the heart of the Protocol, then issues such as intent, consent and coercion would not be a bar to assistance. Accordingly, considering the difficulties presented by coercion, the concept of consent should be removed from the *Trafficking Protocol* and national agreements and the focus should shift to the exploitation suffered by the victim.

Further, as suggested by the GATTW, the prosecution of traffickers should be independent of the consent of the victim because non-coercive consent should not be allowable as a defence to the crime of trafficking.

\(^{614}\) See Charles R Chaiyarachta, ‘El Monte is the Promised Land: Why do Asian Immigrants Continue to Risk Their Lives to Work for Substandard Wages and Conditions?’ (1996) 19 *Loyola of Los Angeles International and Comparative Law Journal* 173, 173 who discusses that even those who knew that the illegal immigrants were working in ‘less than human conditions’ were still willing to make the Journey from Thailand to the United States to face similar conditions.
There is a strong link between human trafficking and migration. Largely, human trafficking occurs because of a desire by the trafficking victim to leave their home and seek a better life elsewhere. Accordingly, migration plays an important role in trafficking. It has thus been argued that:

> Migration involves the movement of people. If one accepts that labour is a resource in the market place, then at a very fundamental level, migration as we see it today is a logical representation of free market principles. For the most part, migration is the result of movement of a resource towards the most profitable location. It is thus not surprising that most of the world’s migrants live in the affluent states of Western Europe.  

For the purposes of trafficking, the logical extension of this view then is that trafficking is as much a migration issue as it is a labour issue. When applied to trafficking this view seeks to explain the phenomenon as an element of the ‘free market principles’ in which populations flow from ‘people rich’ nations in response to demands from profitable locations in affluent nations which are ‘population poor.’ Advocates of this view then would by default explain trafficking on the basis of migration theories.

Migration theories have relevance in trafficking. Migration theories are important because they provide a basis from which to analyse the movement of people. ‘Push and pull’ factors contribute both to the reasons that people choose to leave their homes and provide a sound basis analysing the choice of destination. On the other hand, ‘pull reasons’ are closely related to labour because without a demand or pull factors for trafficked people in the destination state, there would be little incentive for traffickers to operate.

---

This chapter evaluates the scope of relevance of migration theories in informing our understanding of trafficking and in designing a suitable framework for dealing with trafficking.

8.1 Migration Theory

While little is seen in legal writings, theories regarding migration can be found in the social sciences. The International Organisation for Migration (IOM) criticises what they call the abundance of theories explaining migration for being created independently of each other and for failing to consider other dimensions and factors. They conclude by saying that there is no general theory for explaining migration.616 Joaquin Arango, a leading social scientist in migration theories, believes that a cumulative approach to theory building of migration would have been more useful and appropriate.617 Further criticisms include that the theories focus heavily on migration for employment purposes and ignore other types of migration.618 Nevertheless, the IOM summarise migration theories into the following groups:

- The theory of development in a dual economy;
- The neo-classical theory;
- The dependency theory
- The dual labour market theory
- The world system theory
- The theory of the new economy of professional migration;
- The migration networks theory


These theories sprang up in response to the large numbers of people migrating after the end of World War II and as such reflect the social and cultural context of the periods when they were developed. While some of these theories were developed over fifty years ago, they still provide valuable insight into the different schools of thought. Further, both the IOM and Arango suggest that the best approach to understanding migration theory would be to combine these theories to come to a more relevant understanding of migration today.

8.1.1 A brief look at the various migration theories

The 'theory of development in a dual economy' came about in 1954. The theory refers to the importation of labour from agriculture, where productivity is limited to better employment in the modern sector. Because there is an 'unlimited supply' of labour to the modern sector, wages remain low and profits high, making this an economically viable model for industry.619

Both the traditional agriculture sector and the modern sector seem to profit from this model because the modern sector has a continued demand for labour from the traditional sector which at any rate cannot support the number of workers that it has. The modern sector then has ties with the outside world where it is able to sell its produce.620 In relation to trafficking, the dual economy may explain domestic trafficking, where people are trafficked within one country to fulfil the market demands of the modern sector. 'Push' and 'pull' factors are apparent in this model. While push and pull or supply and demand will be discussed in detail in a later chapter, the concept refers mainly to the reasons that people wish to leave their situation and migrate elsewhere. That is, they are 'pushed' to migrate due to low wages, standard of living, or other reasons and 'pulled' to a place that has employment opportunities and better economic conditions. In this model, the push factor can be seen in rising unemployment within the agricultural sector coupled with growing demand for labour within the modern sector. However, the concept of 'push' and 'pull' was not articulated within the 1950s and so there is no reference to this terminology within this model. Indeed, the

619 Ibid.
modern understanding of push and pull can be applied to many of the early models even
though they are not described in this way.

The ‘neo-classical theory’ of the 1960’s refers to the ‘rapid and sustained economic
growth, the increasing decolonisation, and emergent processes of economic
development in the Third World’ that contributed to both internal and external
migration.\textsuperscript{621} This theory looks at two main factors. The first factor is the ‘structural’
determination of migration. Again, this is a study of push and pull factors. The
second factor in this theory is the study of the individual’s reasons for migration based
on their voluntary reason for migrating.\textsuperscript{622}

This theory has been praised for its versatility in taking so many factors into
consideration, focusing on the uneven distribution of labour and capital.\textsuperscript{623} On the other
hand, the theory has been criticised because it fails to explain why a lot more people did
not migrate considering economic disparages and differing numbers of migrants in
receiving countries. Arango goes on to say that the reason why the theory fails is
because economic differences have never been sufficient in themselves to explain
migration, cultural and other reasons also playing an important role.\textsuperscript{624} This is relevant
to trafficking, because while trafficking victims are frequently exploited economic
migrants, they are not exclusively so. For example, trafficking for forced marriage is
one area that cannot be described as economic migration.\textsuperscript{625}

The ‘dependency theory’ of the 1970’s, similarly to the 1954 theory of development in a
dual economy focused on rural migration to the industrialised cities. That is, people in
rural areas experience growing inequality and disadvantages, and are continually
hindered in their momentum and are drawn to the ‘industrialised centre’ which exploits

\textsuperscript{621} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{622} IOM, \textit{World Migration 2003: Managing Migration – Challenges and Responses for People on the
Move} (2003), 12.

Journal} 283, 285.

\textsuperscript{624} Ibid, 286 – 287.

\textsuperscript{625} See generally Sigma Huda, \textit{Report of the Special Rapporteur on the human rights aspects of the
marriage.
them.\textsuperscript{626} The theory contains Marxist overtones linking capitalism to the core industrialised countries and peripheral agrarian ones in an uneven relationship.\textsuperscript{627} This refers to similar situations as the 1954 theory but explains migration in a different way. Criticisms of migration theories that seek to explain similar situations without reference to each other are apparent here because this theory could have been enhanced with further reference to the earlier theory of 1954.

The ‘dual labour market theory’ which was developed at the end of 1970’s describes forces in the receiving countries that create a permanent demand for migrant labour. While there are a number of operative factors, ‘dual labour’ refers to the creation of unstable employment through the coexistence of a capital intensive primary sector and a labour intensive secondary sector but the theory itself does little to explain migration.\textsuperscript{628}

A segmented labour regime exists in the country by having a labour market that domestic workers do not want to fill because of low pay, unstable and dangerous conditions, demeaning work, low prestige etc. The theory is praised for its analysis of why the dual economy exists. Namely: why there are low paying jobs in advanced economies; why those jobs are not filled by local workers; why this problem cannot be solved by normal means such as raising wages for those jobs; why foreign workers agree to work in these areas; and why these jobs can no longer be filled by local woman and teenagers as before.\textsuperscript{629} The theory is also praised for dispelling the myth that migrant workers take away jobs from local workers.\textsuperscript{630} However the theory is criticised for ignoring ‘push’ factors and for failing to explain why similar dual economies attract different levels of migrants at all.\textsuperscript{631}

\begin{itemize}
\item[629] Joaquin Arango, ‘Explaining Migration: A Critical View’ (2000) \textit{52 International Social Science Journal} 283, 288 – 289. Note that the article goes on to explain these reasons in excellent detail.
\item[630] This will be discussed in a later chapter.
\end{itemize}
Nevertheless, this theory is very relevant to trafficking. Its explanation as to why migrants are willing to work in areas that local workers refuse greatly enhances our understanding of the underlining forces at work. For example, the theory explains that because many migrants are socially isolated, they are more likely to be willingly engaged in work that may be considered demeaning because higher pay and distance from family and friends means that there is little chance of criticism. On the other hand, local workers are unwilling to engage in work that carries with it a social stigma because of the likelihood of criticism from their peers. For the same reasons, the theory explains that migrants are more likely to work in unfavourable conditions at the destination country even though they would not have taken such positions in their home country.

While the ‘world system theory’ of the 1980’s also accepts that migrants take jobs that will not be filled by the local market, it also relates to the mobile labour force, primarily from failing agriculture sectors that move around the world in search of better opportunities. The theory focuses on the dislocation brought about by capitalistic penetration into the less developed countries, creating conflict and tension. Some of the criticism of this theory includes that it is a theory of a ‘historical generalisation’, applicable only to the global level with migration as a ‘by-product’ also ignoring the diversification of migration flows.

The ‘theory of the new economy of professional migration’ of the 1990’s focuses on the causes of migration and specifically looks at the role of the migrant’s family in their decision making. It places less importance on economic advantages to migration with a greater emphasis on social influences and helps to explain why the poorest people in a society are less likely to migrate than those with some resources. The role of poverty in migration will be discussed in the following chapter, however the theory is important to trafficking because it shows a broader understanding of migration that is not only
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economically based. The theory explains that family pressures often play an important role in trafficking.

Also from the 1990's, the 'migration networks theory' most closely relates to human trafficking. This theory describes the situation whereby migrants interact with family and friends and acquaintances in the country of origin. The family and friends then provide links of information such as employment opportunities, travelling routes, financial assistance etc, reducing the costs and risks of migration. These informal networks assist the migrant in many aspects of migration. However the structure has the potential to turn into smuggling or trafficking where the 'network' has the potential to exploit the would-be migrant.636

8.1.2 Migration and trafficking

The above formalised theories of migration are developed primarily by the social scientists, and involve far more complex issues than those described above; however it was found to be more appropriate to look at migration from a more general viewpoint. The IOM state that: ‘[t]he most obvious cause of migration is the disparity in income levels, employment possibilities and social well-being between the countryside and the city, between one region and another, and between one country and another.’637 Many of the above theories describe similar situations. For example, several of the theories seek to explain the movement of people from the agrarian sector to industrialised cities however do so in different ways. The most appropriate application of migration theories in trafficking is a combination of many of the above ideas. That is: a combination of push and pull factors; social and cultural reasons for migration; and increasingly restrictive migration policies, have contributed to the viability of migration networks that promote trafficking.

In their crime control efforts, states commonly view trafficking victims as illegal migrants and they respond by tightening border control.638 However, while migration is crucial to an understanding of trafficking, there is evidence to suggest that when the

636 Ibid.
637 Ibid, 15.
638 Tightening border control is also a response of the Trafficking Protocol.
state allows for more legitimate migration, trafficking is reduced.639 After all, stricter border control strengthens both smuggling and trafficking rings.640 This is because the role of the trafficker or smuggler becomes more involved when border security becomes more complicated. Then, the illegal migrant often needs continuing assistance after arrival at the destination.641 Ironically, this has also led to migrants being less likely to return home642 for fear of being captured at the border, or fear of not being able to return.

A more detailed analysis of trafficking and migration will now follow.

8.2 A closer look at the connection between migration and trafficking

Within migration theory, push and pull factors were explored by the neo-classical theorists643 while the pull factors were emphasised by the dual labour market theory.644 The 1990s theory of the new economy of professional migration645 explains the social reasons that people migrate and the migration networks theory brings trafficking and smuggling networks into discussion.646 Further, the dual labour market theory and the world system theory both explain that migrants do not take jobs away from the local market.647
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Today, 1 in every 50 human beings is a migrant worker, a refugee or asylum seeker or an immigrant living in a foreign country and it is estimated that 191 million people live temporarily or permanently outside their countries of origin. Traditionally, migration has involved an individual or family unit moving for the purposes of permanent settlement or work. The government acts as a gatekeeper who is charged with deciding who is granted citizenship. More recently, state policy regarding migration has become more stringent as states close their borders to unskilled labour, demanding highly qualified migrants with the means to provide for themselves and their families. The change of migration policies from one of 'open arms' after World War II to the present situation of qualitative and quantity migration criteria can be interpreted as being fuelled by racism, domestic economic conditions and domestic resource limitations resulting in an inability to absorb new waves of immigrants. When avenues for regular migration decline, with accompanying increased stringent controls on migration, people are more likely to enter the destination state illegally, seeking out dangerous and illegal immigration arrangements.

Economic and political conditions play a big part in motivating people to leave their homes. For example, population growths in many countries are not accompanied by increased job opportunities, leading to deep dissatisfaction with home conditions. Increasing numbers of people wish to migrate due to globalisation and advances in

648 Note by the Secretary General, Smuggling and trafficking in persons and the protection of their human rights, UN GAOR, 57th sess, UN Doc E/CN.4/Sub.2/2001/26 (2001) para. 20.
652 John Salt, Jennifer Hogarth 'Migrant Trafficking in Europe: A Literature Review and Bibliography' in Frank Laczkó, David Thompson (eds) Migrant Trafficking and Human Smuggling in Europe – A review of the evidenced with case studies from Hungary, Poland and Ukraine (2000) 14. See also Note by the Secretary General, Smuggling and Trafficking in persons and the protection of their human rights, UN GAOR, 57th sess, UN Doc E/CN.4/Sub.2/2001/26 (2001) para 22.
communications and transportation. Indeed, there are many reasons why people wish to migrate.

While state policy demands a more highly skilled labour force, there is a growing demand within the unregulated labour market for workers. That is, there is a demand for domestic servants and seasonal agricultural workers as well as unregulated construction workers in receiving countries. However, people who do not easily meet migration criteria tend to be uncertain as to how to best achieve their goals of migration and there is a growing demand for third party assistance in the migration process as a result of tightening migration rules. Would be migrants turn to migration networks to assist them in their transport and placement on arrival. However, migration networks often put the migrants into the hands of unscrupulous third parties making them more likely to fall victim to operators whose aim is exploitation. Tougher migration policies have led to an increase in trafficking also because families are split because they are unable to migrate together leading to an increase in exploitation.

The traffickers therefore provide both a means to emigrate and a source of irregular workers. Traffickers work in that space between the numbers of people who wish to emigrate but are unable to do so on their own, and employers who seek irregular employees but cannot find them. While there is a demand for the irregular work force, and increasing migration restrictions, operators find a growing demand for their services from both the migrant and the employer.

The government in the receiving state is left with the problem of managing the influx of people. Through trafficking and smuggling, the government's role is undermined and


networks of international crime are strengthened. Such networks have a vested interest in the growth of the trafficking industry and consequently have a vested interest in irregular migration. Hence, the *Trafficking Protocol* was enacted to provide an instrument rooted in crime and border control to deal with issues such as irregular migration. The *Trafficking Protocol* was intended to deal with the situations that involved exploitative irregular migration practices and the *Smuggling Protocol*'s intention was to deal with normal irregular migration. The confusing result is that modern day slaves are viewed by the state and society as illegal immigrants who are granted some level of protection and assistance in exchange for providing evidence against the trafficker in criminal proceedings. So while migration is an integral factor in trafficking, it leads to unfortunate results when trafficking victims are viewed primarily as illegal migrants.

8.2.1 “Push and Pull” or “Supply and Demand”

Push and pull factors are crucial to any understanding and therefore fight against trafficking. Anti-trafficking measures that don’t take the supply and demand side of trafficking into account are superficial because they do not deal with the essence of the problem. Both push and pull factors are very important. While some migration theories such as the dual labour market theory have focused on the pull side of migration, this has not impacted on human rights writers who tend to focus on the push factors, and the abuses suffered by victims that make them vulnerable to trafficking. While people emigrate for better opportunities in other countries, without strong pull factors, migrants would not enter the uncertain journey of migration. People migrate, and sometime fall victim to trafficking because they believe that they will find a better future. They do so not only because they may be desperate to leave; but because they have seen the positive experiences of other successful migrants. Therefore any anti-trafficking measure must take both sides of the equation into consideration. That is, they must address both the reasons that people seek to migrate and the forces that demand irregular labour.

For example, it has been argued that reduction in poverty alone will not inhibit trafficking in places where the motivation for men to pay for sexual service has
increased. Further, it is not the poorest of the poor that seek migration and therefore fall prey to traffickers. So, alleviating absolute poverty may actually lead to an increase in trafficking. This does not mean that home conditions should not be improved. Certainly all governments should work towards bettering the lives of their citizens however these measures alone will not eradicate trafficking. Changing attitudes in the countries of destination regarding exploitative labour is also a key factor along with a reassessment of migration laws. That is, as there is a demand for unregulated workers within a state, the government should address the needs of the market in an appropriate way within domestic legislation.

The strong pull factors of unmet labour demands in the country of destination especially in the informal labour sector need to be acknowledged. Destination states attract smuggled and trafficked people, and should therefore be encouraged to review their immigration policies and to develop greater opportunities for lawful and mutually beneficial migration. The complex reasons that come together to push a person into trafficking are also why an integrated approach is required in order to combat the phenomenon. Generally, the root causes of trafficking are poverty, inadequate systems of education and lack of developmental opportunities as well as inadequate remuneration. However, there are many more reasons that motivate people to migrate.
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8.3 Push factors in trafficking

The increase in human trafficking in recent years is due largely to the end of the cold war, the opening of borders and increase in the movement of people, compounded by rising organised crime and the expanding sex tourism industry. With the advent of AIDS, there has been an increase in the traffic of children for sexual exploitation to a growing market that demands virginity and innocence. Displacement of people created by civil war and natural disasters contribute to the movement of people and the development of industrialisation has had an effect on people's lives, because changes from an economic base of agriculture to market production and wage labour, impact on all workers and particularly women. Factors such as inequality lead to trafficking because people wish to migrate for better opportunities and for a better life, although people prefer to not go too far from home.

Migration today is facilitated by easier international travel and the human urge to discover the world. While the trafficking of children is beyond the scope of this paper, parents may seek the assistance of a migration facilitator and therefore become vulnerable to trafficking because they believe that the migration of the child is in its best interests or in the best interests of the family as a whole. Unaccompanied minors entering a state often end up in juvenile correctional facilities, leading them to neglect and even to punitive punishment. Detention and criminalisation of unaccompanied minors have forced many parents to use the services of smugglers and traffickers to

---


facilitate the child.\textsuperscript{669} It can be seen therefore that there are many reasons why people seek to leave their homes for a life elsewhere and as the 1990's theory of the new economy of professional migration explains, these reasons are not always for economic migration but also involve complex family issues.

Instability of civil society and the weakening of the rule of law make countries of origin fertile ground for organised criminal groups.\textsuperscript{670} Such instability puts victims into closer contact with criminals such as traffickers and also encourages their interaction. People may also be pushed into trafficking by unwitting family and friends who pressure the person to seek irregular migration because of reports from others who have successfully started a new life in another country.\textsuperscript{671}

In other cases, countries actively encourage their citizens to emigrate, often to decrease the population and therefore the unemployment rates. Emigration stimulates the economy because people who emigrate typically send money back to their relatives.\textsuperscript{672} In such circumstances, border officials may be more lax in their control of who is leaving the country. People may put their fate into the hands of traffickers because they believe that once they reach their destination, they will find employment.\textsuperscript{673} In fact, there is some truth in this because in the United States for example, 'the rate of unemployment of undocumented aliens ... is zero'.\textsuperscript{674} That is, irregular labour workers typically find work quite easily in the destination state because of market demands. Instances where the government 'turns a blind eye' to the exploitation of its citizens through migration networks may be in violation of their human rights obligations. As

\textsuperscript{669} Ibid, 275.


\textsuperscript{673} This brings into question whether the state is in breach of its human rights obligations.

\textsuperscript{674} Friedrich Heckmann, Tania Wunderlich, Susan F Martin and Kelly McGrath, 'Transatlantic Workshop on Smuggling' (2001) 15 Georgetown Immigration Law Journal 167, 170
such, feminist, migration and human rights concerns are all important to the movement of people and trafficking.

8.3.1 The role of poverty in trafficking

Typically, it is thought that states of origin are poorer countries, and that the victim is transferred through countries providing geographically expedient and relatively safe routes.\textsuperscript{675} It is believed that victims are trafficked from East to West Europe, from Africa, the Middle East and China to the countries of the European Union and the United States and from Central and South America to North America.\textsuperscript{676}

However statistically, of the world’s 191 million migrants, it is estimated that about a third have moved from one developing country to another, which is about the same as the number who have moved from the developing to developed world. This means that the number of people moving from ‘south to south’ is around the same as the number moving ‘south to north’.\textsuperscript{677} This is important because typically, trafficking follows migration routes.

On the other hand, around 115 million migrants live in developed countries whereas 75 million live in developing countries.\textsuperscript{678} Accordingly, it is difficult to divide countries into clear points of origin or destination, as many countries can be both.\textsuperscript{679} For example, Thailand is both a place of origin and destination for trafficking.\textsuperscript{680} While this may at first seem odd, it can be partially explained by the dual labour market theory


\textsuperscript{678} Ibid.


which explains why some migrants are willing to work in certain sectors abroad that they refuse in their home counties. As explained above, typically the reasons for this are that while resident in another country, the migrant may not feel as much pressure to work in a 'socially acceptable' industry. As such, the person may willingly migrate to another country to work within an exploitative industry. Despite statistics which support the notion that many people migrate from one developing country to another, overwhelmingly, the literature talks about people moving from the most disadvantaged areas to the most prosperous areas.

For example, there are different perspectives as to the role that poverty plays in trafficking. Most believe that not only are victims of trafficking from the most economically, socially and politically unstable nations, but that the victims themselves belong to the most disadvantaged social and ethnic groups in those states, falling easy prey to those offering them a better life.\textsuperscript{681} There is evidence to support this notion also. Four of the most prominent source countries of trafficking in Europe: Albania, Moldavia, Romania and the Ukraine, are also the poorest countries in Europe.\textsuperscript{682} More women from Southern Romania, the poorest part, are trafficked than women from Northern Romania and similarly, more women are trafficked from the small towns and villages in Ukraine than the more affluent areas.\textsuperscript{683} Countries that have risen in prosperity are also experiencing the reduction in trafficking of their citizens. For example, the recent social and economic development of Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic has also seen a corresponding drop in trafficking.\textsuperscript{684}


\textsuperscript{682} Ibid, 34.


\textsuperscript{684} Martti Lehti, 'Trafficking in women and children in Europe', (HEUNI Paper No. 18, The European Institute for Crime Prevention and Control, affiliated with the United Nations, Helsinki, 2003), 34.
As at the end of 1998, 46% of Moldova’s population lived in ‘absolute poverty’, surviving on less than US $220 per year.685 In a study conducted by UNICEF, it was found that of those surveyed, 90% of young people between the ages of 18 and 29 would like to leave Moldova, for some period of time, 37% would like to leave permanently, and 9% wished to stay.686 To many people living under very difficult circumstances, emigration seems to present opportunities that do not exist in their home country. Indeed, while the problem of poverty, creating stifling political, economic and social climates remains, smuggling and trafficking will exist.687

The emergence of the ‘welfare state’ whereby more affluent states guarantee citizen’s security and prosperity and demonstrate stability and competence to implement social policies, is a great motivator for people wishing to emigrate.688

The above is not contrary to the findings of the Secretary General however more resources have been expended by organisations studying trafficking from poorer nations and corresponding data showing migration within developing nations is poor. The Secretary General merely asserts that migration, and by extension trafficking, while mainly from poorer countries to richer countries, also occurs the other way round.

While trafficking is not simply a migration issue, people fall victim to trafficking because they are seeking ways to emigrate and for various reasons, either because they do not meet migration criteria or they are uncertain as to how to emigrate, they seek assistance and therefore become vulnerable to trafficking. There is evidence that such people are not from the very poorest part of the society. This is because it is usually


those from slightly better financial backgrounds that have heard stories of successful migration or who consider migration for other reasons. That is, while trafficking victims are usually poor, it is probable that they are not always from the most impoverished parts of the society and therefore extreme levels of poverty may not play as significant role as thought.

8.3.2 Conclusion to push factors

The alleviation of poverty and gender bias coupled with improved social welfare should be at the heart of any anti-trafficking effort. The United State legislation, the TVPA allows for international monitoring and sanctions provisions and also establishes mandatory restitution from traffickers for countries that do not meet minimum standards.\(^{689}\) An understanding of the pull factors associated with trafficking has not been met by a concerted effort to address these issues in national policies. While a rights based approach would be at the basis of preventing people being pushed into trafficking, it is doubtful that countries will improve their social services in an attempt to prevent the trafficking of their citizens.

However, push factors may contribute to trafficking but do not cause it. That is, people may become vulnerable to trafficking because of a lack of livelihood options, armed conflict and inequality however; this potential supply of migrants requires demand from particular sectors of receiving countries or a demand for exploitative labour.\(^{690}\) Most importantly trafficking is a demand driven phenomenon.\(^{691}\)

---


\(^{691}\) Ibid, 8.
8.4 Pull Factors in Trafficking

Arguably the best way to eliminate trafficking is to remove the demand aspect\(^692\) as traffickers could not operate if there was not a considerable demand for exploitative labour.\(^693\) The main pull in destination countries is a demand for cheap labour that is not met by the local market or by current policies. That is, local factors in the country of destination provide the informal economy\(^694\) with a demand for trafficked people. Those factors include the economy, the legal system and immigration policy.\(^695\) Trafficking is facilitated by the low costs of international travel that allow traffickers to easily commute between countries of origin and destination.\(^696\) There is demand for many types of exploitative labour however, being an illegal activity, it is extremely difficult to gain accurate statistics as to the numbers of people trafficked for various purposes. Due to the pull factor of trafficking, people living in destination countries\(^697\) often fear that those working in the informal economy, whether they are trafficking victims or simply illegal migrants, are taking local jobs from the legitimate work force.

The perception that trafficking victims take away legitimate job opportunities from the local market is largely misplaced as the local work force is often unwilling to do certain jobs or to work under particular conditions.\(^698\) This is well understood by migration theories that explain that the type of work undertaken by unskilled migrants is typically of the type that the local workforce is unwilling to engage in including low pay and low


\(^694\) States differ in their opinions as to what constitutes an “informal economy” and ILO definitions are complex, blending various aspects.


\(^697\) Even if countries can be categorised as both countries of origin and destination.

prestige. For example, the dual labour market theory explains that raising salaries at the bottom end of the market to encourage local workers would require a corresponding rise of wages at the other echelons creating structural inflation. However, low wages are acceptable to migrant workers because they are usually higher than what they would earn back home. Furthermore, migrants are not affected by the status and prestige of a job in the destination country. Typically migrants are not affected by status and prestige in the destination country because they are away from their social structure.

Further, where the youth of the country would typically fill these positions of work, raising education levels has effectively removed many youths from the unskilled workforce.

Migration may lead to higher unemployment among low skilled workers, however usually, most migrants complement the skills of domestic workers, allowing citizens to perform other more productive and better paid jobs. Accordingly, restrictive migration policies coupled with domestic demand for unauthorised foreign workers denote a certain level of ‘intellectual [dis]honesty’.

This disparity and cause of trafficking is strengthening because of a growing pull from the informal economy. It has been reported that the future workforce in developed countries will be even more educated than what is today and accordingly, will be even less willing to work in low paid and physically demanding jobs thereby increasing the demand for low skilled workers from overseas. There is evidence of this today in the agriculture, construction and leisure sectors.


700 Ibid, 290.
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States are unwilling to accept what market forces are demanding, possibly in the fear that if they accommodate the demand for the informal labour market, further illegal migration will occur. Certainly local union forces play a large role. The result is a gap between what the market is demanding and legislation that refuses to accept these market forces. ‘Ultimately, laws and regulations that go against market forces of demand and supply will likely be ineffective in controlling the labour market. When there is a legitimate need for workers, providing a legal avenue for their employment and ensuring their labour rights are protected produces the best results for all’.705 The current regime makes it very difficult to regulate trafficking where there is a demand for illegal immigrants.706 Currently, the workers irregular migration status means that workers can easily be exploited because they are unlikely to seek redress.707 Ultimately, it is crucial that the demand for exploitative services be reduced708 but it is also important that receiving states recognise the role that they play in trafficking.

As will be discussed in the chapter on gender and trafficking, an assessment of some of the sectors that demand irregular labour may assist in properly addressing the feminist angle of trafficking and also will provide a better understanding of the role that industries play in trafficking.

8.4.1 Domestic service

Feminist issues play a dominant role in both the push of women into domestic service and the pull. As women’s rights and work opportunities improve, demand for domestic assistance in high income economies in both developed and developing countries grows.709 Middle class women in the First World are now working longer hours with

705 Ibid, [72].
708 Ibid, [76].
709 Ibid [22].
fewer holidays than in the past. At the same time, there is a failure by governments in affluent countries whose female population is returning to work in large numbers, to provide adequate services for child care and care for the elderly. Where a newly married couple may not initially require assistance in the home, many couples seek a cleaner after the birth of their first child to avert gender arguments over domestic work.

Today, a ‘care industry’ is stepping in to carry out the role traditionally held by the woman of the house. Accordingly, where the western woman puts in extended hours at the office, her domestic help is required to provide around the clock help at home. Demand for cheap, exploitative household help, lack of legal protections and the absence of monitoring of work conditions all contribute to the demand for illicit domestic service.

There is much scope for abuse and exploitation of the domestic worker because they are usually paid little money and therefore cannot afford to return home. They may not speak the local language and they often have fears of deportation. Often, exploitation of the worker occurs under the guise that the worker is ‘one of the family’ and is engaged in a ‘labour of love’, thereby disguising the employer-employee relationship.

---

710 Arlie Russell Hochschild ‘Love and Gold’ in Barbara Ehrenreich and Arlie Russell Hochschild (eds) Global Woman – Nannies, Maids and Sex Workers in the New Economy (2002), 19. Although this is also the case for the middle classes within the developing world.


714 This also includes middle class professional women from the developing world, as domestic servitude is also a cheap form of labour in those countries.


Domestic workers are especially vulnerable because they may not speak the local language and may not have a support group. In such circumstances, the domestic worker may initially welcome a domestic placement that makes them feel as 'one of the family'. Long working hours coupled with accommodation may appear to provide good protection from deportation.717 However, the domestic servant's vulnerability lends them to the possibility of abuse. Becoming 'one of the family' may lead to an expectation by the family that the worker take gifts in lieu of pay.718 This obviously does not meet the needs of the migrant who entered domestic service in order to provide for their own family back home.

'The disadvantages of being 'one of the family' far outweigh the advantages. Wages tend to be lower and erratically paid on the premise that the maid would 'understand' their financial situation. Incorporating a domestic worker into the family circle is usually, although not always, a sure way of depressing wages and possibly even hiding the most discreet forms of exploitation involved in the employer – employee relationship.719

Employers will often give domestic help gifts instead of wages or benefits. The employer may justify the abuse of the domestic for many reasons, for example by assisting the domestic with social mobility through allowing them time to learn the language.720 The abuse of the domestic worker also stems from the way that they are seen by the community. The domestic worker is not thought of in the same light as 'legitimate' workers such as secretaries or waitresses and therefore they are not considered to have similar rights.721 However, domestic servants are expected to work


718 Ibid, 111.


721 Ibid.
under extreme conditions. Romero describes a situation whereby the domestic was made to work 18 hour days, in a household for 5 adults and 3 children, and was responsible for all of the cooking, cleaning, washing and child care, 6 days a week for $100 a week.\textsuperscript{722}

Domestic workers are also expected to provide love to a child and take care of family members as if they were their own. However if the family chooses to terminate the services of a domestic worker, any close ties established between the servant and family members is severed and the domestic will have no rights of seeing children that they have raised and spent more time with than their own children.\textsuperscript{723}

As child care becomes more expensive and less accessible, and economic demands force more women back into the workforce, the need for exploitative domestic labour will increase. Around the world, fewer men are able to be the sole breadwinner of the family, requiring women in both rich and poor countries to enter the workforce to supplement the family income.\textsuperscript{724} Meanwhile global wage inequalities mean that it is often more profitable for women from poorer countries to work in the west as domestic help than as professionals in their own countries. For example, a Filipina woman can earn 15 times more working as a domestic servant in Hong Kong than what she can earn as a school teacher back home.\textsuperscript{725} Domestic workers from the developing world, being given the opportunity to formally work in the more affluent countries seems to be a solution to western families that require assistance and women from poorer countries. However, to avoid exploitation, domestic service must be viewed as any other normal employment with its requisite rights and obligations, not just by the servant but also the employer.\textsuperscript{726}

\textsuperscript{722} Ibid, 1061


\textsuperscript{726} Ibid, 114.
The role for women in the informal sector generates large state, private and criminal revenue but the worker herself works cheaply, not claiming rights to legal or social protection.\textsuperscript{727} The growing demand for domestic workers as more women enter the workforce is an obligation that rightfully belongs to the society as a whole. Accordingly, where the state cannot provide home assistance for children and the elderly, mechanisms should be developed to allow for migrant workers to legally fulfil the role.

The changing role of the women is a global phenomenon affecting women in all cultures and societies and there is a valuable role that feminist legal theory can play in explaining these changes and offering solutions. These are issues particularly relevant to gender that have contributed to both sides of the push and pull. That is, the reasons why many women must migrate to supplement their income; and the reasons why other women require assistance to fulfil traditionally female roles. The protection of the domestic can only be achieved through the application of a labour framework informed by feminist theory. Such a framework could assist in the regulation of the industry and the prevention of the exploitation of migrant workers. This is especially important in the area of domestic service where both the push and pull factors are likely to take on added importance and the problem is likely to increase.

While not of immediate concern, the mail order bride industry and inter-country adoptions are potential areas of trafficking for women and children and therefore should be addressed.

\textbf{8.4.2 Inter-country adoptions and mail order brides – the ‘completion of Western families’}\textsuperscript{728}

Mail order brides are a possible area for trafficking because of the role played by marriage in migration. The complexity of the situation and the potential for trafficking


for mail order brides is often overlooked when comparisons are made to prostitution.\footnote{Ibid, 250.} However this is an area where more attention should be focused in order to prevent potential problems.

Out of the people 20 years of age and older who enter the United States annually for migration, about 40\% of all women and 25\% of all men enter as marriage migrants, making marriage the primary reason that people migrate to the United States, while mail-order brides make up 4\% of all marriage migrants.\footnote{Hung Cam Thai ‘Clashing Dreams: Highly Educated Overseas Brides and Low Wage US Husbands’ in Barbara Ehrenreich and Arlie Russell Hochschild (eds) Global Woman – Nannies, Maids and Sex Workers in the New Economy (2002), 231.} With such large numbers, marriage and therefore the mail order bride industry is a potential problem area for trafficking. While mail order brides are seen by some human rights advocates to already be a major area of human trafficking this is not supported by quantitative evidence.\footnote{See for example, Kathryn A Lloyd, ‘Wives for Sale, the Modern International Mail-Order Bride Industry’, (2000) 20 Northwestern Journal of International Law & Business 341.} However modern day systems have the potential to exploit women by providing ‘insidious camouflage’ for sexual involuntary servitude.\footnote{Suzanne H Jackson, ‘To Honour and Obey: Trafficking in “Mail-Order Brides”’, (2002) 70 George Washington Law Review 475, 560.}

Similarly, while there is no evidence to suggest that inter-country adoptions are a growing area for trafficking, there is potential with the growing demand for babies, for improper practices to develop to meet demands.\footnote{See Holly C Kennard, ‘Curtailing the Sale and Trafficking of Children: A Discussion of the Hague Conference Convention in Respect of Intercountry Adoptions’ (1994) 14(4) University of Pennsylvania Journal of International Economic Law 623, 628 – 629 who says that children are sometimes abducted and there are also reports of orphanages and maternity wards as well as women who are coerced and bribed to turn over children for adoption.} Declining birth rates in the western world and increasing infertility have created a demand for inter-country adoptions\footnote{Ibid, 625} while informal fostering of children has also contributed to their vulnerability.\footnote{Report of the Secretary General, ‘International Migration and Development’, UN GA, 6th Sess, UN Doc A/60/871 (2006), 76.} Additionally, ‘false marriages’ and ‘false adoptions’ were specifically mentioned in
early definitions of trafficking in persons by the United Nations as being areas of potential interest to trafficking.\footnote{Anne Kielland and Ibrahim Sanogo, ‘Burkina Faso: Child Labor Migrations from Rural Areas – The Magnitude and the Determinants’ (Analysis of findings, with incorporated comments, from the workshop of Interpretation and Validation in Ouagadougou, July 16 – 17, 2002), 5}

Numerous feminists believe that the mail order bride industry has great scope to be used as a vehicle to sell women and girls into private prostitution, slavery or domestic servants\footnote{Suzanne H Jackson, ‘To Honour and Obey: Trafficking in “Mail-Order Brides”’, (2002) 70 George Washington Law Review 475, 480.} because of the operation of unscrupulous marriage brokers who are in the position to traffic women for the purpose of servile marriages.\footnote{Ann D Jordan ‘Human Rights or Wrongs? The struggle for a rights-based response to trafficking in human beings’ in Rachel Masika (ed) Gender, Trafficking and Slavery (2002), 28.} Early century mail order brides were arranged by families, and the man had to save for the woman’s safe passage while today women are offered in large numbers from weak economic countries to western men.\footnote{Suzanne H Jackson, ‘To Honour and Obey: Trafficking in “Mail-Order Brides”’, (2002) 70 George Washington Law Review 475, 493.} Today the process is handled by agencies that may have questionable practices and operate under financial gain. As such, these agencies may not be motivated by the best interests of the parties.

The mail order bride industry introduces women, usually from developing or poorer countries to men who are seeking marriage. Women who register with the organisation are usually required to provide photographs and personal information such as physical measurements and personal interests. Men then review the information provided by the women and both the men and women pay a fee for the service. Usually, the male chooses a number of women with whom to commence correspondence after which a selection is made and a marriage is arranged.\footnote{See generally Kate O’Rourke, ‘To Have and to Hold: A Postmodern Feminist Response to the Mail-Order Bride Industry’ (2002) 30(4) Denver Journal of International Law and Policy 476.} The ‘bride’ is usually poor and entering a different culture where she may not speak the language. Indeed, the bride’s poverty is a necessary element in the equation.\footnote{Ibid, 480.} Most likely the bride is economically dependent
on her new groom and has little recourse if she discovers that the situation is not what she expected. 742

The process can lead to general misunderstandings because of the motivations of the parties, with participants resorting to one dimensional generalisations about each other. 743 Usually, the male is motivated to find a foreign wife because of frustration with western women who are perceived to be too liberated and aggressive. They believe that a woman from a developing country will be more loyal and devoted. 744 Similarly, the women are often dissatisfied with the men within their own cultures. They believe that Western men will treat their wives better and be faithful, their fantasies based on images of western men gained from the movies. 745 Both parties can then be disappointed with the outcome.

Usually mail order brides are permitted to divorce subject to the laws of the land and will usually retain their immigration status. But at other times, the woman loses her immigration status if she divorces prior to a certain period of time, making the women particularly vulnerable at the beginning of the marriage. Conversely, there is no study to show that women married under such circumstances have an increased chance of being in a violent or abusive relationship when compared to women married under more conventional means. Nevertheless, an industry that matches up men from the western world with women from impoverished countries has the potential of abuse and of creating a source of women that are brought into the country for exploitation.

Lilith draws comparisons between the practice of mail order brides and inter-country adoptions, whereby the potential groom ‘purchases’ a bride and the potential parents


745 Ibid.
make a ‘donation’ for the acquisition of the child, both being for the purchase of third world citizens to complete Western families.746

To prevent potential problems in the mail order bride industry, Lilith suggests that the mail order bride industry be regulated in the same way as inter-country adoptions747 because prohibition of the practice will lead to its continuation underground opening greater potential for abuse and exploitation of the women.748 The power dynamic and vulnerability of the mail order bride may bring her within the protection of the Trafficking Protocol.749 However, mail order brides still have to fall within the Protocol to qualify as trafficking offences and again, the same constraints of consent and intent will prove pivotal. That is, it would have to be proved that the husband used coercive means to achieve the women’s consent to marriage because otherwise, the women would have the normal recourse to exploitation within marriage under divorce proceedings. A close eye should be kept on this industry because of its potential for abuse.

Just like certain areas of work have traditionally attracted women, there are also areas that are generally more suitable to men. Typically, these areas are industries that require a higher level of physical strength. Accordingly, agriculture and construction are two clear examples with far higher numbers of men than women. Agriculture and construction are also large industries with high profits that influence the economy. While these industries may employ large numbers of legal workers there are also reasons why irregular migrants are also suitable and often demanded. The scale of these industries also highlights the potential magnitude of trafficked people that they may attract as the demand grows for unregulated workers.


747 Ibid, 256.

748 Ibid.

8.4.3 Agriculture

There are particular factors within the agriculture industry that makes agriculture an area of growth in its demand for unregulated workers. Due to its very nature, agriculture has seasonal needs. That is, different crops require attention at different times and there are times when a lot of labour is required to carry out the work, followed by periods when there is little if any need for labour. That is, farmers require workers according to seasonal demands and the nature of their crops. Trafficking rings provide seasonal workers to the farmer and when the work is complete, the workers are then moved to the subsequent agricultural activity on another farm.750 Factors that contribute to this demand are the uncertainty by the farmer in the number of workers required and the duration that they will be required, because crops are so often uncertain. This uncertainty leads to legitimate workers either refusing to do the work, or alternatively, to their demands of higher wages that may make agriculture unviable. In these circumstances, farmers may consider the informal labour market. As they are probably unable to support a group of employees, whether legal or illegal as they are only required for a short amount of time, traffickers have the opportunity to move illegal migrants as required to different locations.

These unusual requirements, that is, the need for numerous workers on a particular farm for a short period cannot always be met by local labour requirements in the particular state. For example, while seasonal workers constitute the majority of temporary workers in continental Europe; Australia,751 Japan, New Zealand and the Republic of Korea, do not have a seasonal category for migration and only a low proportion of temporary workers to United Kingdom and the United States are admitted for seasonal


751 Australia has a working holiday visa for people between 18 and 30 years of age with no dependants that come from countries with which Australia has a reciprocal working holiday arrangement and who seek to enter or remain in Australia as genuine visitor under which the holidaymaker may only work for 3 months. However this is not a true seasonal work visa as it intended to link holidaying and work. See Australian Government, Department of Immigration and Citizenship, Legislation Change – 1 November 2005: Amendments relating to the Working Holiday Maker visa program http://www.immi.gov.au/legislation/amendments/1c01112005_8.htm at 5 July 2007. A similar program exists in New Zealand.
work.\textsuperscript{752} Migration criteria set up by the state do not adequately meet the needs of this industry. Accordingly, people are trafficked in order to provide services in the seasonal labour force of agriculture.\textsuperscript{753} Indeed, in the United States, the number of cases of traffickers involved in the agriculture industry and sweatshops outnumber prosecutions in trafficking for sexual exploitation.\textsuperscript{754}

Further factors also contribute to the ability of the agriculture industry to exploit workers. In the United States for example, agriculture wages are stagnant and working conditions are poor; legal protections for agricultural workers are weak and there is little monitoring of work conditions.\textsuperscript{755} These conditions provide a fertile ground for the exploitation of labour and trafficking. The combination of the demand for cheap farm labour and depressed wages, poor working conditions and lack of protection of workers leads to the potential of forced labour.\textsuperscript{756} The size of the industry is also indicative of the potential that it has for exploitation.

8.4.4 Construction industry and the unskilled labour market

Trafficked people often work in the construction industry and unskilled labour markets where employers can avoid various taxation and union constraints and can exploit the labour of trafficked people. Again, there is often a level of consent as workers are aware from the outset that they are illegal workers and that various malpractices are common in the area of work that they will be engaged in.\textsuperscript{757}

\textsuperscript{752} Report of the Secretary General, ‘International Migration and Development’, UN GA, 6\textsuperscript{th} Sess, UN Doc A/60/871 (2006), 36.


\textsuperscript{756} Ibid, 63.

Of course, there are many areas that demand both men and women such as sweatshops and factories. However as an illustration, only sweatshops will be discussed.

8.4.5 Sweatshops

Competitive pressures on local manufacturers lead manufacturers to use the informal sector in order to evade monitoring and enforcement of labour laws. Sweatshops are described as businesses that regularly violate wage or child labour laws and safety or health regulations. While sweatshops are most commonly associated with developing countries, worldwide growing demand for locally made products is providing a growing market for locally based sweatshops as manufacturers compete against the international market. For example, it is estimated that 75% of all New York apparel manufacturing firms are sweatshops which is contrary to the perception of sweatshops being a third world phenomenon.

Sweatshop workers are seen by some as slaves but are also perceived as illegal workers who are prepared to work for substandard wages thereby affecting the local industry that employ legitimate workers at proper wage levels. In these instances sweatshop workers are regarded as negatively impacting on the market and as taking the jobs of the local work force. This is due to a misconception by the community that wrongly


760 See for example Charles R Chaiyarachta, ‘El Monte is the Promised Land: Why do Asian Immigrants Continue to Risk Their Lives to Work for Substandard Wages and Conditions?’ (1996) 19 Loyola of Los Angeles International and Comparative Law Journal 173, 190 – 193: Chaiyarachta breaks down the cost of a $120 skirt as $25 profit for the manufacturer and $10 for the contractor of which $2.40 goes to the worker. Manufacturers encourage contractors to compete against each other for work and contractors are then compelled to lower their prices enabling the sweatshop only to make a profit by paying workers sub-minimal wages. Manufacturers calculate production costs based on a ‘time-and-motion study’. The study is based on the amount of time it takes the sample-makers who are working under optimal conditions to produce the item, making no accommodation for the poor working conditions endured by the sweatshop including, poor machinery, little or no supervision and frequently changing designs.

perceives slaves, whether trafficked or not, as illegal migrants. The community more commonly accepts sweatshop workers as slaves when they envisage people working in developing countries however there is less understanding of the practice taking place in the developed world.

There are other areas of trafficking that are perhaps not well documented in the literature but which deserve attention.

8.4.6 Harvesting of organs

The Trafficking Protocol includes trafficking for the purposes of organ ‘donations’. Occasionally, sensational media articles refer to stories of street children and even tourists travelling in exotic destination as being abducted and having their organs removed. Actual evidence of this practice at least in the European Union, is almost non-existent. Nevertheless, the potential for this practice to develop into area of trafficking exists and is specifically mentioned in the Trafficking Protocol.

As at 19 May 2007, there were 96,570 candidates waiting for organ transplant in the United States and while in August 2004 there were 86,000 patients in the United States waiting for organ transplants, fewer than 26,000 organ transplants occurred in 2003. As there are more people on waiting lists for organ transplants than actual number of transplants, there is a potential for exploitative practices especially for those who may be ineligible for an organ transplant in the country that they reside in. The following table illustrates the number of people on waiting lists in the United States for organ transplant and the survival rates for patients. The statistics clearly show excellent survival rates for patients and illustrates why transplants play such an important role in the survival of recipient patients and why there may be a potential for trafficking in this area.

---


765 Factors include age of the recipient and likelihood of success of the operation.
Further, some writers question the right of governments to regulate the use and sale of body parts. With the great demand for organ donations coupled with the lack of available donors and increasing advancements in medical science especially in the developed world, it was appropriate that the Trafficking Protocol specifically include the harvesting of organs as an offence of human trafficking. Again consent in this area will be an issue when the donor is impoverished and feels that the sale of their organs is
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an appropriate way of supporting their family. Further research is required in this area because it may be found that the sale of organs even with consent is an illegal activity. Again, this issue can be best dealt within under consent theory which questions the true voluntariness behind a person’s consent.

Another unusual area of trafficking but one that is specifically mentioned in the United States 2005 ‘Trafficking in Persons Report’ is the trafficking of children for the purposes of camel racing. Camel racing has been chosen as an example of trafficking in this paper because it illustrates the wide range of areas that trafficking has had an impact on.

8.4.7 Camel racing

While this paper does not examine the special case of the traffic of children, the example of the camel racing is used to illustrate that while the attention is usually given to the traffic of children for the purposes of prostitution, children are exploited for a wide variety of reasons. One such area is that of camel racing. Camel racing is a sport that predominately takes place in the Sudan, Pakistan, Bangladesh, India, Nepal and Sri Lanka into the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia and other Gulf States. Camel racing was traditionally a Bedouin sports pastime that has grown to be a multi-million dollar sport.769 While Saudi Arabia passed legislation in 2003 requiring that camel jockeys attain the age of 18 years and must weigh at least 52 kilograms,770 children are preferred as camel jockeys because of their small size. Indeed, once the child surpasses 37 pounds, they are not considered suitable for the sport, leading to the trafficking of very small children who are often discarded once they surpass 7 years of age.771 The children live under very poor conditions and suffer from malnutrition in an effort to keep them small. While many die by being trampled by camels, those that survive to

771 Ibid.
teenage years are left with physical and psychological scars and often live destitute lives.\footnote{772 Department of State, United States of America, ‘Trafficking in Persons Report’, 2005, 12.}

8.5 Conclusion

An examination of the many reasons why both men and women are trafficked clearly demonstrates that there are many industries that demand unregulated workers. The industries include domestic service, agriculture, construction and sweatshops, etc. There is therefore no doubt that trafficking is a migration issue. However, it is inappropriate to view trafficking victims as illegal migrants. To view the victims as illegal migrants distorts an appropriate victim centred solution to the problem, leaving the victims with hardly any remedies while the traffickers escape any sanctions.

Unfortunately, this perception is usually the norm and at first instance, trafficked people are characterised by the receiving states as illegal migrants. In the domestic law of many countries, this leads to the detention of the trafficking victim as a violator of migration law. The detention of trafficking victims shows a lack of understanding of the situation faced by trafficking victims. Victims are perceived as wrongdoers while traffickers frequently escape prosecution and are charged with minor offences such as the facilitation of illegal immigration.\footnote{773 Helga Konrad, ‘Trafficking in Human Beings – the Ugly Face of Europe’, (2002) 13(3) Helsinki Monitor 260 at 266.} In other instances, the traffickers are not even charged because of a lack of evidence.

One tragic example of the consequences of characterising a trafficking victim as an illegal migrant occurred in Australia. On 23 September 2001, Phuongtong Simaplee,\footnote{774 Aka“Simaplee.”} a woman in her early twenties, was detained as an illegal migrant, after she was found to be without papers following a raid on a brothel in Riley Street at Surry Hills, Sydney Australia. Ms Simaplee was transferred to Villawood detention centre where she told authorities that she had been trafficked to Australia from Thailand when she was around 12 years old and had been forced to work as a prostitute since she arrived. On entering detention, it was noticed that Ms Simaplee was grossly underweight and
addicted to heroin. She died three days after arriving at Villawood detention centre, in a pool of vomit weighing 38 kilograms.775 The NSW coroner, Carl Milovanovich concluded that Ms Simaplee died from the direct consequences of narcotic withdrawal and the antecedent causes being malnutrition and early acute phenomenon. It had been the position of the Australian Correctional Management staff, that a re-nourishment program should be commenced after withdrawal symptoms had subsided.776 The tragic case of Ms Simaplee led to some changes in the way that Australia deals with trafficking victims, but the changes do not go far enough.

Trafficking is largely a result of people wishing to migrate but being unable to do so without assistance. This assistance is given by corrupt groups or individuals who exploit the labour of the person at the place of destination through an industry that demands informal labour.

Evidence shows that restrictive migration policies do not actually reduce illegal migration but in fact fuel organised, irregular migration leading to both smuggling and trafficking.777 Additionally, there is a link between trafficking and restrictive asylum policies.778 It is valid to say that trafficking and smuggling is a consequence of a 'global failure to manage migration'.779 Indeed, as countries go to even greater lengths to tighten border control, criminal groups are finding that they have more potential customers wanting to leave their current situation but who cannot find a legitimate way to do so. To put it another way, organised crime is said to flourish in areas where authorities have failed to provide the required services, and in the case of trafficking, where they have failed to provide adequate legal migration and asylum systems.780

775 New South Wales, Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 22 May 2003, 1053 (Sandra Nori)

776 Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debates, Senate, 16 June 2003, 11539 – 41 (Senator Ellison)


780 Paul Roger, ‘Organised Crime’ (Lecture presented to the students of the Department of Anthropology and Sociology, University of Queensland, 7 May 1998).
The demand for workers from the informal labour market coupled with the large numbers of unskilled people who wish to migrate but have no legal means of doing so, means that victims can easily fall prey to trafficking as they are forced to rely on others to facilitate their migration. On the other hand, widening migration criteria so that more people are able to migrate legally, will not completely alleviate the problem as there will always be people who are ineligible for admission. Migration policy must be rethought to take into account market forces while protecting human rights. ‘For its own sake, the industry and its attorneys must join the search for an immigration policy fostering both our economy and our humanity, both our safety and our prized freedoms and liberties’.

Secondly, as trafficking could not exist without market demands, labour agreements must be made to take account of what clearly appears to be a growing work force. The 1999 Convention Concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Action for the Elimination of the Worst Forms of Child Labour, may be a good place to begin as it prohibits all forms of slavery or practices similar to slavery, and could be amended to reflect slavery or similar practices as including the trafficking of people, debt bondage and serfdom and forced or compulsory labour.

The consent of the person to seek a better life should not be an excuse by industry for exploitation. Similarly, while intimately related to migration, a trafficked person is not simply an illegal migrant when their exploitation resembles slavery.

Unfortunately, states have focused their attention on crime control, possibly in the hope of using the law as a deterrent. National legislation was enacted after the Trafficking Protocol and therefore the Protocol is an important instrument because it forms the basis of the international understanding of the phenomenon by governments. The role
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784 This was discussed in the chapter on recent efforts to eradicate slavery.
that governments and traffickers play in trafficking may be understood when viewed from within a human rights framework.

While sexual exploitation is a significant part of trafficking, the issue seems to overwhelm the debate, leaving other exploitation such as slavery, servitude and the removal of organs largely unexplored. Feminist debate is largely responsible for this because dominance theory feminists have taken a very active stance regarding prostitution. Indeed, the debate has even largely omitted the trafficking of women in other industries. Removing the particular reference to prostitution would have served the Protocol better, capturing exploitative prostitution rather than confusing the issue. After all ‘not all trafficking victims are prostitutes nor have all prostitutes been trafficked’.  

While trafficking is considered by many as a gender issue taking place almost exclusively in the area of prostitution, it is clear that trafficking takes place in a variety of industries and its victims are both male and female. A strong focus on sexual exploitation means that forced and exploitative labour largely continues to remain unexamined. It is crucial that exploitation in every form be fought, not just that within the sex industry. Any study of human trafficking necessitates a discussion of the role played by gender because feminists groups have expended much energy on feminising the debate.

---


The close ties between human trafficking and gender issues make trafficking an area of interest for feminist legal theory. Feminist legal theory seeks to change women’s subordinate status through a new approach to the law which takes gender into consideration. Feminist legal theory and practice have had an important impact on each other. That is, practice has shaped theory which has then affected practice which in turn influences theory again. This result is an area of theoretical law that arguably has impacted social change. This does not mean however that all feminist groups deal with feminist legal theory in the same way. What it means is that the various legal theories that have developed have assisted in the understanding of the complex relationship between gender and the law. Feminist international law examines international law to discover how women are incorporated in it.

Indeed, there are a number of feminist legal theories that inform the debate however only the four main theories will be discussed here. They are: the liberal equality model; the sexual difference model; the dominance model and the post-modern or anti-essential model. It is perhaps the first two of these theories that have caused the most debate and are described as the sameness/difference controversy.

Despite criticism of the different feminist theories to be discussed below, all of them ultimately seek to achieve parity between men and women. Indeed, the term feminism
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789 Ibid.

790 Ibid, 254.


is intended to refer to those who oppose female subordination. Feminist groups dealing with trafficking do not always identify from which theoretical school they belong however some understanding of the main groups of legal theory may help to explain some of the underlining perspectives of the feminist debate.

9.1.1 Feminist legal theory: the liberal equality model

The 'sameness' theory or the liberal equality model takes as its premise that women are equal to men and the legal system should treat them equally. The liberal equality model takes the common humanity shared by men and women and addresses differences through analogy. It was thought that an understanding of the woman's position and the dominance of patriarchal systems which subordinate women would work in correcting inequalities between men and women. As government was used as a common theme in discussions regarding consent theory, maternity leave provisions have also taken on significance in feminist debates.

For example, the 'sameness' proponents argued that pregnancy can be compared to other experiences creating similar needs and problems and should be handled on the same basis as provisions regarding other physical conditions of employees. This argument is furthered also on the basis that to single out pregnancy as a separate issue is to imply that pregnancy is solely women's responsibility. The model is based on the premise that once the legal system ceases to discriminate against women, by granting them formal rights, women will be in a position to overcome their oppression.
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798 Ibid, 745.

However the model has been criticised for not providing most women with a perceptible change in position.\textsuperscript{800} It is argued that the subordination of women in the law can also be traced to the law's inability to see and correct social disadvantages caused by historical discrimination.\textsuperscript{801}

The liberal equality model has been vigorously defended by the regulationist school in trafficking that wants to see prostitution treated as a normal labour issue. Discussions on 'sameness' logically led to debates regarding the 'difference' between men and women.

9.1.2 Feminist legal theory: the sexual difference or cultural feminism model

The 'difference' theory or the sexual difference model takes on issues such as pregnancy and argues that pregnancy is unique and should be handled differently to other physical disabilities. Comparing again the way that pregnancy is treated, the difference model criticises the equality model for treating men as the norm and ignoring the special nature of pregnancy.\textsuperscript{802} Carol Gilligan, the main supporter of this model emphasises that women reason differently to men. Gilligan argues that the difference is that women's way of communicating does not bring about a lesser form of communication to men but should be considered alongside the male.\textsuperscript{803} This model suggests that the law should recognise the way that women interact with the world and embody these elements of nurture and empathy.\textsuperscript{804} This theory has been criticised on the basis that the differences between men and women should be handled in a way that

\textsuperscript{800} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{801} Esther Vicente, 'Feminist Legal Theories: My Own View from a Window in the Caribbean' (1997) 66(2) Revista Juridica UPR 211, 219.


does not bring them into comparison with a general male norm because the historical
disadvantages of women places them in a subordinate position.\footnote{Esther Vicente, ‘Feminist Legal Theories: My Own View form a Window in the Caribbean’ (1997) 66(2) Revista Juridica UPR 211, 220.}

In some ways, the difference model is apparent in trafficking by groups who emphasise
the importance of gender in trafficking. These theorists believe that as the majority of
trafficking victims are women, women must be given special attention within the
\textit{Trafficking Protocol}. Indeed, while there are no mandatory provisions for the
protection of female trafficking victims in the Protocol, there are various provisions that
emphasise the role of women now. From this perspective therefore, sexual difference
theorists have had some impact on the \textit{Trafficking Protocol} and therefore this model is
relevant to trafficking.

However there are other feminist models that are also applicable to trafficking.

\section*{9.1.3 Feminist legal theory: the dominance model}

Catharine MacKinnon, the leading voice for the dominance model criticised both the
sameness and difference debate arguing instead that both models accept men as the
norm and the stance should be, whether a particular practice subordinates women.\footnote{Jenny Morgan, ‘Feminist Theory as Legal Theory’ (1988) (16) Melbourne University Law Review 743, 749.} MacKinnon argues that many examples of prejudice against women were justified by
emphasising women's ‘special character’.\footnote{Archana Parashar, ‘Essentialism or Pluralism: The Future of Legal Feminism’ (1993) (6) Canadian Journal for Woman and Law 328, 332.} The previous model that highlights
differences is criticised for viewing women as inherently different and therefore less

MacKinnon urges feminists to identify dominance, which is the distribution of power
between men and women built through the social construction of gender in patriarchal
societies. Sexual objectification is identified as playing the most significant role in dominance theory and hence in women's oppression.

Within trafficking, the dominance model seems to have been adopted by the feminist group in support of the abolition of prostitution. Indeed, the abolitionist group has taken on a very active stance in trafficking debate, in a similar way to the sameness theorists who have also participated in trafficking discourse both historically and today. The abolitionist group see all prostitution as analogous to slavery and reject any notion that a woman's participation in prostitution can ever be consensual. Indeed, this argument has in many ways overshadowed many other issues regarding trafficking due to the vigorous actions by the abolitionist feminist groups.

Nevertheless, the dominance model and its emphasis on sexual objectification is criticised by the post-modern theorists who argue that sexual objectification plays a very insignificant role for third world women arguing instead that there are other considerations that should be taken into account.

9.1.4 Feminist legal theory: the post-modern or anti-essential model

The post-modern theory looks at sexual harassment and comes to the conclusion that it may not play as significant role as many believe. For example, the post-modern feminist groups argue that many women are more affected by other feminist problems such as economic dependence. The post-modern model questions how feminist legal theory can accommodate the different perspectives of women worldwide. Further, the post-modern group argue that even when looking at common problems faced by women worldwide such as violence, other feminist theories do not accommodate different perspectives on violence by women. That is, other models do not allow for the possibility that some practices may constitute violence for some women but not for
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others. Accordingly, there may be division as to appropriate methods to combat the violence.813

Postmodernists argue that for the most part, feminist legal theory is concerned with white, middle class mainstream women.814 However, these women are the ones involved with drafting the law and inevitably have a voice in affecting the lives of women everywhere. Postmodernists argue that women are affected not just by gender issues but also by class, ethnicity, minority status as well as religion and other factors.815 In challenging the idea of a unitary truth, postmodernists consider that concepts such as ‘woman’ and gender are in need of feminist reconstruction because there is no single truth through which a vision of equality could benefit all women.816 However there has been strong criticism of post-modern feminist theory for posing more problems than it solves. Its limitations in providing a basis for combating oppression has been criticised alongside with its depoliticising of the women’s movement.817

Nevertheless, post-modern feminist theory provides a valuable perspective in trafficking and in particular to prostitution. It is possible that through the post-modern model, the current debates regarding prostitution can be advanced or examined at a deeper level. That is, instead of viewing prostitution as a legitimate form of work such as in the sameness theory or viewing prostitution as completely exploitative as in the dominance model, proper representation from post-modern feminist groups including women from different ethnic backgrounds may pose an alternative position. Of course this does not provide us with any concrete answer, nor does it equate to a position that the women from the third world find prostitution acceptable but nevertheless, it is worth considering that feminist theory from a cultural viewpoint would be valuable.

813 Ibid.


815 Ibid, 343.

816 Esther Vicente, ‘Feminist Legal Theories: My Own View form a Window in the Caribbean’ (1997) 66(2) Revista Juridica UPR 211, 225.

817 Ibid, 226.
The post-modern model also provides valuable insight into the importance of gender in other areas of trafficking. For example, by looking at the changing role of women in the third world, the post-modern model can assist in our understanding as to why women are pushed into other areas of trafficking such as domestic service.

Feminist groups have taken a particular interest in issues surrounding trafficking and have played a key role in lobbying their views during the drafting of the *Trafficking Protocol*, however the groups were not united and indeed the differing voices of feminist legal theory can be heard in the debates and even final drafting provisions. Gender is especially important in an analysis of trafficking considering the role that many believe prostitution to play within the context of trafficking. The importance of gender can even be found in the aims of the *Trafficking Protocol* which makes special mention of the protection of women. These issues will be discussed in order to analyse the actual role of gender in trafficking.

However, even within gender issues, such as trafficking for the purpose of prostitution, gender theory alone may be insufficient. In cases of exploitation of the prostitute, analogies to slavery may assist in determining a better solution to trafficking and will link all victims of trafficking in a common solution.

9.2 Trafficking and Gender

Historically, trafficking has been seen as a crime not only against women but more specifically as a crime that has resulted in the trafficking of women for the purposes of prostitution. Initially, the current *Trafficking Protocol* was to be titled 'Trafficking in Women and Children' but this was later changed to include all genders of trafficking. Today, the *Trafficking Protocol* focuses on trafficking as an organised crime which circumvents national immigration policies but continues to carry a gender bias as can
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be seen from article 2(a) which states that the purpose of the Protocol is to 'prevent and combat trafficking in persons, paying particular attention to women and children'.

Prostitution itself continues to play an important role in trafficking as is evidenced by the great attention paid to prostitution in the drafting process and the inclusion in article 3(a) of the words 'exploitation of prostitution or other forms of sexual exploitation' followed by 'forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs'. As will be discussed below, the words 'exploitation of prostitution' were used because consensus could not be reached between nations. This is because some nations have a regulated sex industry whereas others vehemently oppose prostitution. If specific mention of prostitution had been omitted from the definition, exploitative prostitution would have been covered under the latter offences including forced labour or services and slavery. Its specific inclusion as the first listed offence illustrates the role that gender and in particular prostitution plays in the perception of trafficking. This is the case despite a lack of real evidence to that effect '[d]ata on prostitution and trafficking area produced from a variety of sources and are of variable and sometimes also doubtful quality.'

Feminist groups have taken a very active role in debates regarding trafficking and in so doing have reflected the feminist ideologies that motivate them. While feminist NGOs all wanted a human rights framework to be incorporated into the Trafficking Protocol, one group argued from a liberal equality standpoint. That is, that women have the right to choose prostitution and accordingly prostitution should be treated in the same way as other forms of labour within the Protocol.

821 My emphasis.


823 This group will be referred to as the Liberal Equality Feminist Group and banded under a coalition calling themselves the Human Rights Caucus (HRC). The coalition was mainly headed by the Global Alliance against Traffic in Women (GATW), the International Human Rights Law Group as well as (but not limited to) Human Rights Watch, Global Survival Network (GSN), Foundation for Trafficking in Women (STV), La Strada, Fundacion Esperanza, Foundation for Women, Foundation Against Trafficking in Women (STV, the Netherlands); Asian Women's Human Rights Council (AWHRC, Philippines, India); La Strada (Poland, Ukraine, Czech Republic); Fundacion Esperanza (Colombia, Netherlands, Spain); Ban-Ying (Germany); Foundation for Women (Thailand); KOK-NGO Network Against Trafficking in Women (Germany); and Women’s Consortium of Nigeria, Women, Law and Development in Africa (Nigeria).
The other feminist group appears to have argued from a dominance model\textsuperscript{824} that views prostitution as the sexual objectification of the women\textsuperscript{825} wishing to see the abolition of all prostitution. The delegates who negotiated the Trafficking Protocol mainly came from a law enforcement background and most likely were ‘mystified by the passionate disagreements’ between these two feminist groups.\textsuperscript{826}

The hotly debated topic of consent to prostitution during the Vienna Process left the bigger picture of whether a person can consent to exploitation or slavery, in an unsatisfactory state with unfortunate results for all trafficking victims including those trafficked for prostitution. Another problem with the gender perspective in trafficking is that it neglected other feminist issues such as the reasons why women are exploited in other areas of trafficking. Furthermore, the feminist perspective has dominated debates in trafficking and has neglected the role that men have played as victims. The previous analysis of the many areas that people are trafficking into will illustrates the broader picture of trafficking.

\textsuperscript{824} This group will be referred to as the Dominance Feminist Group and during the Vienna Conference formed a coalition of like minded NGOs calling themselves The International Human Rights Network (“IHRN”). The main body behind the IHRN is the Coalition against Trafficking in Women (CATW) as well as (but not limited to) Ain-O-Unnayan Sangstha and the Institute for Law and Development (ILD); Asociacion Civil Buen Pastor, Venezuela; Asamblea Raquel Liberman, Argentina; Association des Femmes de l'Europe Méridionale (AFEM); Article Premier (Network of 24 Human Rights NGOs including International Federation of Human Rights; Amnesty International France; Comité Contre L'Esclavage Moderne (CCEM); Médecins du Monde, Terre des Hommes, France); Association pour le Progrès et la Défense des Droits des Femmes Maliennes; Bangladeshi National Women's Lawyers Association; Center for Responsible Tourism; Center of Research and Action for Peace; Centro Feminista Latinoamericano de Estudios Interdisciplinarios (CELEIN); CERSO, Chile; Asia-Pacific, Africa, Latin America, North America, Australia, Europe Congregation of the Sisters of the Good Shepherd; Congregacion Hermanas Adoratrices, Venezuela ; DANA, Ukraine; Equality Now, USA; European Women's Lobby Feminist Group Ottar, Norway; Feminist Majority Foundation, USA; Greek League for Women's Rights; International Abolitionist Federation; Investigacion de Malos Tratos a Mujeres, Spain; International Council of Women, USA; MiraMed Institute Movement for the Abolition of Prostitution and Pornography, France; National Council of Greek Women; National Organization of Women (NOW), USA; Network North, Finland, Norway and Russia; Non-Aligned Women's Movement, Greece; Puerta Abierta, Argentina; Planned Parenthood, USA; ROKS, Sweden; SALUDARTE, Venezuela; Congregacion Oblatas el Santimos Redentor, Venezuela; SANLAAP; SHANI; Sisterhood is Global Institute; Sisters of Loretto; Soroptimists International; Training in Communication (TIC); Union Against Trafficking in Human Beings, France; Third World Movement Against Exploitation (TW-MAE); Women's Front, Norway; World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts and World Federation for Mental Health. See Coalition Against Trafficking of Women website http://www.catwinternational.org/about/index.php, accessed 19 April 2006.

\textsuperscript{825} See generally Esther Vicente, ‘Feminist Legal Theories: My Own View form a Window in the Caribbean’ (1997) 66(2) Revista Juridica UPR 211, 222 describing the theory of Catharine MacKinnon.

9.2.1 Feminism and prostitution

While trafficked women for the purposes of prostitution are usually informed about the character of the activity for which they have been recruited,827 feminists disagreed about the role that consent plays in sex work.

During the ad hoc committee’s deliberations on the drafting of the Trafficking Protocol, NGOs were invited to make submissions. Prostitution is viewed by these two groups as either a form of slavery or as the exercise of the right to work, two views that essentially sit at polar ends of each other on the coercion/consent framework.828 The Dominance Feminist Group or IHRN equate sex work with slavery and view prostitution as the denial of the woman’s humanness and dignity while the Liberal Equality Feminist Group sees the right to work as including the right to sell oneself for sexual labour. The dichotomy between the two theories is criticised on the basis that it denies the complex social reality.829

The Liberal Equality Feminist Group or HRC’s argument for the legitimisation of sex work strongly opposes any argument that voluntary prostitution does not constitute consent. The HRC lobbied for 3 main points: a definition of trafficking that covered all trafficking into forced labour, slavery and servitude, irrespective of the nature of the work; human rights protection for victims of trafficking and an anti-discrimination clause to protect trafficking victims from discriminatory conduct.830

The HRC view women as empowered individuals with the ability to choose to work in the sex industry. Negating consent effectively leads to the perception of women as victims who are unable to control their lives. Similarly, the caucus lobbied for the use of the term ‘trafficked person’ instead of ‘trafficked women’ arguing that the former lends itself to the empowerment of the trafficked person who has rights under law while


the latter implies a person in need of protection, a stance that denies the complexity of the issue.\(^{831}\) The HRC argued that trafficked people are likely to be the risk takers in their community, seeking to migrate for a better life by whichever means.

The IHRN made a joint submission regarding trafficking and smuggling to the Committee.\(^{832}\) CATW’s philosophy is that all prostitution\(^{833}\) exploits women, despite the woman’s consent\(^{834}\) and that all forms of sexual exploitation\(^{835}\) violate the human rights of anyone subjected to it. The IHRN took the abolitionist view preserving the terms of the 1949 Convention.\(^{836}\) Essentially, they believe that poor, naïve and un-empowered women of the third world are unable to make un-coerced decisions to work in the sex industry.\(^{837}\) The IHRN specifically wanted un-coerced prostitution to be considered trafficking.\(^{838}\) This is because including the elements of deception and coercion, in the Protocol in effect means that there is an understanding that some prostitution can be voluntary.\(^{839}\) This concern can be seen to arise from a deep understanding of consent theory and underlining values of voluntariness and choice.

\(^{831}\) Ibid, 83.


\(^{833}\) CATW believe that prostitution includes casual, brothel, escort agency or military prostitution, sex tourism, mail order bride selling and trafficking in women.

\(^{834}\) Coalition Against Trafficking in Women, An Introduction to CATW http://www.catwinternational.org/about/index.php at 4 June 2007

\(^{835}\) Sexual exploitation for the CATW includes harassment, rape, incest, battering, pornography and prostitution.


Indeed, the two groups have both tackled the notion of consent within a theoretical consent perspective. In 1999, the HRC put forward the following:

'Obviously, by definition, no one consents to abduction or forced labour, but an adult woman is able to consent to engage in an illicit activity (such as prostitution, where this is illegal or illegal for migrants). If no one is forcing her to engage in such an activity, then trafficking does not exist. (...) The Protocol should distinguish between adults, especially women, and children. It should also avoid adopting a patronising stance that reduces women to the level of children, in the name of 'protecting' women. Such a stance historically has 'protected' women from the ability to exercise their human rights'.

The HRC is incorrect in saying that 'no one consent to ... forced labour' because there are instances of people choosing to be enslaved because they feel that that is a good option for them. In fact, the HRC argued that consent should be eliminated from the definition of trafficking because as trafficking is an exploitative activity, then no person can truly 'consent to their plight'. What the HRC should have said was that consent to forced labour is a 'bad idea', as was put forward by Herzog.

When one looks at the feminist discussions through a consent theory framework, this may be the point that the IHRN is trying to make. Within a consent framework, the views of the Dominance Feminist Group can be reworded to say that prostitution cannot possibly be for the benefit of the woman so her choice to become a prostitute is a 'bad idea' and therefore any consent is negated. It seems that both the HRC and the IHRN agree generally on this 'bad idea' point. That is, the HRC can be said to believe that consent is a 'bad idea' in forced labour and the IHRN can be said to believe that consent is a 'bad idea' in relation to prostitution. This argument then becomes circulatory because it centres on the question of whether prostitution is a 'good' or 'bad' idea.
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The result is that the two groups are ideologically opposed and will not agree on this point and consent theory is difficult to apply to prostitution because of these opposing views. Unfortunately, this does not lead to a clear conclusion regarding the role that prostitution should play within trafficking because both groups have convincing arguments.

Whether legalised or not, there is a demand for prostitution in virtually all countries and prostitution has often been the best means by which a woman has been able to support herself and her family. Prohibition of prostitution and restrictive migration policies attract organised crime and make women particularly prone to falling victim to trafficking. Therefore quick solutions such as the prohibition of prostitution will not work towards the elimination of trafficking in women as the role that gender plays in trafficking is more complex than that. This issue is best dealt with in efforts removing gender inequality. Further, female migration needs to be more adequately addressed in migration law.

One solution is to recognise that prostitution is a profession for many women whose labour conditions can only be ameliorated by its perception as a legitimate form of work. Because women usually choose to work within the sex industry because of economic necessity, parallels can be drawn between sexual labour and wage labour. As such, in applying labour rights as human rights, moral frameworks, and legal tools may come to the conclusion that certain work, and in particular prostitution ‘are forms of work that endanger or exploit the worker, that recreate relationships of bondage, and that endanger the interest of labor and of women as a political class’. Hernandez-Truyol and Larson conclude that while the labour framework may be the appropriate


perspective from which to study prostitution, this does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that prostitution should be considered a legitimate form of work. 848

Ultimately, despite neither perspective being clearly better than the other, the post-modern voice of feminism is missing from the debate and it would be fitting to hear the views held by women in the third world who could reflect their views on prostitution from a cultural background. In the meantime, if one accepts that there are many women engaged in the sex industry world-wide, one must embrace a model which will ultimately provide the sex worker with the best protection possible. Accordingly, as feminist theory is unable to solve the prostitution question, a labour framework should be adopted to review working conditions for the prostitution while at the same time acknowledging that practices analogous to slavery must never be permitted to continue even if the slavery was undertaken voluntarily.

9.2.2 The effect of the debate on negotiations of the Trafficking Protocol

Unfortunately, while both groups were seeking to ensure the adequate protection and assistance for trafficked people within the Protocol, their division made them ill-equipped to counter state focus on law enforcement. 849 Human rights concerns were deflected by passionate debates on the consent element in prostitution. Given the protracted debate on the definition of trafficking, little time was left to persuade governments to provide additional protection to witnesses independently of their assistance to the prosecution. Moreover, considering that the Convention and Protocols were drafted in Vienna, many delegates came from a law enforcement and legal background rather than a human rights perspective and protracted arguments regarding consent to prostitution were not well understood by many of the participants.

While the result was unacceptable for the IHRN, the terms ‘exploitation of the prostitution of others’ and ‘other forms of sexual exploitation’ along with the accompanying one year debate were unnecessary because involuntary sex work is


covered by the *Trafficking Protocol* in its prohibition of trafficking for ‘forced labour or services’ and voluntary sex work is covered by the *Smuggling Protocol.*

It has been argued that debates about free will and informed consent have taken away from the gravity of the offence of trafficking because the only way to rid society of the horror of trafficking is if the victim has indeed been victimised. The victim is not a victim simply because they are involved in a lifestyle that some deem to be amoral.

When the key is not exploitation but initial consent, then there is an implication that people who consented to their situation deserve the consequences. In the example of prostitution, prostitutes who are trafficked for sex work often receive little sympathy from the community because of their consent to the work, and their consent to be transported to another place in order to work as a prostitute. However, it is not the consent to the sex work that should be emphasised but the exploitation. Questions as to the consent of the person to engage in sex work have been compared to questioning why a battered wife continues to stay with an abusive husband and questions to victims of rape as to why they trusted their rapist. In the trafficking example, the victim is seen as a person that should be brought to justice but consent to sex work should not be consent to exploitation. This is also closely linked to initial consent. Initial consent should not mean that exploitation is acceptable and a proper appreciation of the complex issues surrounding consent could be reached through an understanding of consent theory.

Further, the separate listing of prostitution is also problematic. The distinction of prostitution from legitimate areas of work perpetuates the prostitute’s exclusion from
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ordinary rights held by other workers.\textsuperscript{855} Prevailing attitudes towards prostitutes means that prostitutes usually do not want others aware of the work that they are in.\textsuperscript{856} Prejudice regarding prostitution means that where the prostitute does not have the appearance of what the judge or community perceive to be a stereotypical ‘victim’, she is viewed and treated harshly.\textsuperscript{857} A consenting prostitute will not receive the sympathy from the community that a non-consenting prostitute would receive even if the former faces abuse, debt bondage and slavery-like conditions.\textsuperscript{858} Where the prostitute is viewed harshly and found not to fit the mould of the ‘victim’, the criminal can then be viewed in a positive light\textsuperscript{859} because traffickers benefit from the perception of the victim as an illegal immigrant as opposed to a victim of abuse.\textsuperscript{860}

Nevertheless, the result of the Trafficking Protocol’s handling of prostitution means that states will have the ability to translate provisions into their national legislation in ways that are either repressive or emancipatory.\textsuperscript{861} Some even believe that by adopting such language, the \textit{Trafficking Protocol} essentially adopts the position that people can meaningfully choose to work in the sex industry.\textsuperscript{862} Nevertheless, a person should have

\begin{itemize}
  \item\textsuperscript{855} Jo Bindman “An International Perspective on Slavery in the Sex Industry” in Kamala Kempadoo and Jo Doezema (eds) \textit{Global Sex Workers – Rights, Resistance and Redefinition} (1998), 65.
  \item\textsuperscript{857} Ibid.
  \item\textsuperscript{860} Stephanie Richard, ‘State Legislation and Human Trafficking: Helpful or Harmful?’ (2005) 38 \textit{University of Michigan Journal of Law Reform} 447, 452.
  \item\textsuperscript{861} Suzanne Williams and Rachel Masika, “Editorial” in Rachel Masika (ed) \textit{Gender, Trafficking and Slavery} (2002), 4.
\end{itemize}
the right to be protected from exploitation whether they consented to work in the sex industry or not.\textsuperscript{863}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|}
\hline
9.2.3 An anomalous result – how an abolitionist state integrated prostitution into their national legislation \\
\hline
The \textit{Trafficking Protocol} allows states to follow their position regarding prostitution. For example, Australia, Germany, the Netherlands and New Zealand amongst others refused to sign the protocol if it required that they outlawed prostitution while Iran, Iraq, the US and the Vatican refused to sign the Protocol if they were required to legalise prostitution.\textsuperscript{864}

As discussed earlier, the TVPA of the United States has two levels of victims of trafficking. The first is a ‘victim of sex trafficking’ which refers to consensual sex work and is defined as the ‘recruitment, harbouring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person for the purpose of a commercial sex act’.\textsuperscript{865}

A victim of sex trafficking is different to a ‘victim of a severe form of trafficking’\textsuperscript{866} not because one includes exploitation and the other does not but because a ‘normal’ victim of sex trafficking consents. As per sub paragraph 103(8)(B), a person is characterised as a victim of severe trafficking if there has been the recruitment, harbouring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of that person for labour or services, through the use of force, fraud, or coercion for the purpose of subjection to involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or slavery.

In having two offences, of trafficking and severe trafficking, the legislation acknowledges that prostitution within the United States is illegal. However, where a

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{865} \textit{Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000} s. 103(9). A “commercial sex act” is any sex act on account of which anything of value is given to or received by any person, see \textit{Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000} s. 103(3).
\item \textsuperscript{866} \textit{Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000} s. 103(8).
\end{itemize}
person is found to have consented to work in the commercial sex industry, then ‘B’ is given the title of ‘victim of trafficking’ but is not afforded any protection. This approach is somewhat in line with feminist groups that believe that a person cannot truly consent to prostitution. Unfortunately, the consent of ‘B’ is a bar to assistance from the state despite any ensuing exploitation. The reason that commercial sex was listed separately was to emphasise the role of prostitution in trafficking, making reference to the belief that most human trafficking involves the trafficking of women and children for the sex industry. It is arguable that a special sub category of sex trafficking is unnecessary in that the elements of force, fraud and coercion are common to both sex trafficking and trafficking for the purpose of involuntary servitude, slavery, peonage and debt bondage. It would have been preferable to include ‘commercial sex act’ by implication within the other four offences, without the need to list it specifically.

Posing consent and not exploitation as the key in a state that prohibits prostitution results in an unusual outcome. The United States holds the abolitionist position regarding prostitution however does not protect an exploited prostitute where there is found to be initial consent. The abolitionist argument that voluntary prostitution is trafficking is therefore reflected in the United States legislation but not in a meaningful way because it does not provide the person with any protection. The result is most unusual because the United States while not allowing for the regulation of the sex industry, will nevertheless not afford protection to an exploited prostitute because of initial consent.

9.3 The general relevance of feminism in trafficking

The intense interest by feminist groups involved in trafficking has caused not only a raised awareness of the role of women in trafficking but also has reduced the perception of the role of men. While it is acknowledged that both men and women migrate, the overwhelmingly assumption is that women are trafficking victims whereas men are illegal immigrants and are more likely to fall within the Smuggling Protocol as opposed to the Trafficking Protocol. After all, the Trafficking Protocol initially was intended to be titled ‘Trafficking in Women and Children’ and even in its final form makes

special mention of the protection of women and children whereas the *Smuggling Protocol* does not refer to either gender.\(^{868}\) The gender distinction follows long standing prejudices of women as hapless duped victims and men as illegal migrants.\(^{869}\) However there is a lack of qualitative and quantitative data that can illustrate whether this bias towards women and children as forming the largest groups of trafficking victims is accurate. Most information is gathered through small scale studies.\(^{870}\)

For example, a study conducted by Free the Slaves, a Washington based NGO found that forced labour in the United States was found to be broken up in the following ways: 46% prostitution and sex services; 27% domestic service; 10% agriculture; 5% sweatshop; and 4% restaurant and hotel work.\(^{871}\) While the statistics may appear accurate or may appear to confirm suspicions regarding the breakdown of roles played by trafficked people, the study was conducted by telephone survey of only 49 service providers who have worked with or who have expertise in forced labour cases and a press survey of 131 incidents of forced labour and 8 cases of forced labour in the United States. The great majority of the workers were from outside of the United States and a small number were American citizens.\(^{872}\) Such statistics are often cited in later publications even though the scale of the study may be too small to be indicative of the 'bigger picture'.

As discussed, the main area of gender bias within the *Trafficking Protocol* is that trafficking overwhelmingly takes place for the purposes of prostitution. There is less focus on gender issues that go beyond prostitution to encompass other types of work
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typically carried out by women such as domestic labour. Further, there is perhaps even less acknowledgment of the trafficking of men. Without acknowledgment of the wider context of human trafficking, victims other than prostitutes cannot be offered adequate or appropriate protection.

Many feminists groups argue that the overwhelming majority of trafficking is for the trafficking of women and girls, particularly for the purposes of prostitution, because of gender discrimination against women in the household, family and community, making them vulnerable to traffickers and especially to sexual violence. It is argued that gender discrimination means that young women in particular are in demand because 'they are considered to be more compliant and detail-oriented and less likely to rebel against the conditions of forced labour'. Most likely such views are held by the Sexual Difference feminist groups whereas the Liberal Equality feminists recognise that trafficking also affects men, especially in the fields of construction, industry and agriculture.

In any event, associations of trafficking and prostitution are simplistic, resulting in a 'dead-end scenario' or a pro and against position. While trafficking for prostitution forms the basis of activities for many anti-trafficking interventions, the Trafficking Protocol even though emphasising women and prostitution, has been praised for not being confined to just prostitution or sex work.
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Women fall into the informal and unregulated market and their roles extend beyond prostitution to include the entertainment industry, domestic service and marriage. It is thought that migration policies are biased against women because work commonly undertaken by women does not correspond to good labour protection. Because there are few legal ways for women to migrate under these categories of work, they often have to rely on an agency to assist them and therefore become vulnerable to trafficking. Women also tend to suffer more in poverty than men because of lower education and lack of ownership of land and capital. For example, from 1999 to 2001, 80% of Ukrainian women lost their jobs. Prostitution plays a big role in trafficking and while many other women do not agree to work in prostitution, they may accept a position in a related industry such as night club dancing. Accordingly, feminist legal theory works to address the underlining issues that affect women and makes them prone to trafficking.

Some efforts to support women and redress the balance of inequality have hindered rather than advanced the rights of women. Cultural tendencies that purport to protect women from changing conditions have removed many women from night shift work, and other areas preventing women from gaining technical experience that would enable
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them to earn higher wages.\textsuperscript{885} Plagued by poverty, many women find it worthwhile paying a large price to ‘try their luck’ and end up in the hands of traffickers.\textsuperscript{886}

In relation to the trafficking of women, instead of being viewed as a simple problem of gender inequalities or poverty eradication, trafficking should be viewed in the broader context of globalisation and the increase in female immigration of women from the third world.\textsuperscript{887}

Feminist legal theory can explain why women choose to migrate as well as being able to explain the reasons that women are pulled into certain areas of work. However this leaves out a similar analysis of why men are trafficked. An analysis of some of these broader categories may help to illustrate that prostitution, whilst very important is only one area of trafficking. Therefore, while gender issues may be relevant in explaining women’s role within trafficking, feminist theory cannot explain trafficking as a whole. A human rights approach on the other hand would have assisted all victims of trafficking, including women.


10 TRAFFICKING AS A VIOLATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS

10.1 Human rights theory

Human rights in international law developed in response to World War II and the actions of the Nazis.\textsuperscript{888} It was thought that had there existed an effective international system for the protection of human rights, then some of the gross violations that occurred in World War II could have been avoided.\textsuperscript{889} The result was the drafting of the \textit{Universal Declaration of Human Rights} in 1948\textsuperscript{890} which together with the later \textit{Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights}\textsuperscript{891} and the \textit{Covenant on Civil and Political Rights},\textsuperscript{892} came to be known as the International Bill of Rights.\textsuperscript{893} The drafting of these instruments was possible due to 'unparalleled international cooperation'.\textsuperscript{894} The human rights contained within these instruments were thought to represent universal terms with general applicability.\textsuperscript{895}

While the \textit{Universal Declaration of Human Rights} has no force in law and proclaims the rights enshrined in the latter two instruments, it is suggested that it may embody customary international law due to the widespread acceptance of the declaration and

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{890} \textit{Universal Declaration of Human Rights}, adopted 10 Dec. 1948, G.A. Res. 217A (III).
\item \textsuperscript{891} \textit{International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights}, opened for signature 16 Dec. 1966, 999 UNTS 3 (entered into force 3 January 1976). For state parties, see figure 4 of the appendix.
\item \textsuperscript{892} \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights}, adopted 16 Dec. 1966, 999 UNTS 171 (entered into force 23 March 1976): For state parties, see figure 4 of the appendix.
\item \textsuperscript{894} Ruti Teitel, 'Human Rights Genealogy' (1997) (66) Fordham Law Review 301, 304
\item \textsuperscript{895} Ibid, 309.
\end{enumerate}
potentially contains international human rights standards. However as will be explained below, there are serious questions as to the acceptance of any particular view of human rights as being generally applicable worldwide. While the drafting of the Declaration occurred in an atmosphere of cooperation and concern for the future, with time, the two Covenants were required because it was not possible to reach general agreement on what constituted rights. In order to achieve consensus, the rights were divided over two covenants allowing states the flexibility to sign the instrument that they could agree with. It is also argued that the latter covenants attempted to limit the application of the Declaration by using terminology relating to protection couched in terms such as ‘prescribed in law’ or ‘in accordance with law’.

The differences between the two Covenants are quite apparent, both in the rights that they seek to protect and in their implementation. The *International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights* allows for the right to self determination, the right to work, the right of everyone to the enjoyment of just and favourable conditions of work, the right to form and join trade unions, the right to social security and social insurance, wide protection and assistance to the family including a reasonable period of protection before and after childbirth and protection and assistance to all children, the right to an adequate standard of living including adequate food, clothing and housing, and continuous improvement of living conditions, the right to
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905 *International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights*, art. 11.
the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health,\(^{906}\) the right to education\(^ {907}\) and the right to take part in cultural life.\(^ {908}\) The implementation of the above rights are dictated by article 2 which directs state parties to take steps both individually and through international assistance and cooperation, with a view to achieving progressively the full realisation of the rights without discrimination of any kind as to race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. In essence, for the realisation of the rights contained within this Covenant, the state must take positive steps towards implementation.

The *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights* allows for the right of self-determination,\(^ {909}\) equality between men and women,\(^ {910}\) recognising the inherent right to life, and calls for states who have not already abolished the death penalty to use it only for the most serious of crimes.\(^ {911}\) The *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights* protects people from: torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment,\(^ {912}\) slavery, servitude or forced or compulsory labour,\(^ {913}\) the right to liberty and security without being subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention,\(^ {914}\) those deprived of their liberty are to be treated with humanity and dignity,\(^ {915}\) protection from imprisonment for contractual wrongs,\(^ {916}\) the right of liberty of movement to everyone who is lawfully within a territory,\(^ {917}\) the expulsion of aliens only in accordance with the

\(^{906}\) *International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights*, art. 12.


\(^{908}\) *International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights*, art. 15.

\(^{909}\) *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights*, art. 1.

\(^{910}\) *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights*, art. 2.

\(^{911}\) *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights*, art. 6.

\(^{912}\) *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights*, art. 7.

\(^{913}\) *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights*, art. 8.

\(^{914}\) *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights*, art. 9.

\(^{915}\) *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights*, art. 10.

\(^{916}\) *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights*, art. 11.

\(^{917}\) *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights*, art. 12.
law,\textsuperscript{918} the equality of all people before the law,\textsuperscript{919} the protection of the person from being found guilty of a retrospective offence,\textsuperscript{920} the right to recognition before the law,\textsuperscript{921} the right to be free of arbitrary or unlawful interference with their privacy, family, home or correspondence,\textsuperscript{922} the freedom of thought, conscience and religion,\textsuperscript{923} the right to hold opinions without interference,\textsuperscript{924} the prohibition of war propaganda,\textsuperscript{925} the right to peaceful assembly,\textsuperscript{926} the right of freedom of association with others including the right to join trade unions,\textsuperscript{927} protection of the family,\textsuperscript{928} the right of all children to be protected as minors,\textsuperscript{929} the right to take part in public affairs,\textsuperscript{930} equal protection before the law\textsuperscript{931} and the enjoyment of cultural practices.\textsuperscript{932} The difference in implementation of the \textit{Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights} is that article 2(2) of the \textit{Covenant on Civil and Political Rights} only requires states to adopt such laws or other measures as may be necessary to give effect to the rights of the Covenant.\textsuperscript{933} This means that the implementation of this latter instrument is far easier because the protection of the rights enshrined therein requires few economic resources.

\textsuperscript{918} \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights}, art. 13.

\textsuperscript{919} \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights}, art. 14.

\textsuperscript{920} \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights}, art. 15.

\textsuperscript{921} \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights}, art. 16.

\textsuperscript{922} \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights}, art. 17.

\textsuperscript{923} \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights}, art. 18.

\textsuperscript{924} \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights}, art. 19.

\textsuperscript{925} \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights}, art. 20.

\textsuperscript{926} \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights}, art. 21.

\textsuperscript{927} \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights}, art. 22.

\textsuperscript{928} \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights}, art. 23.

\textsuperscript{929} \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights}, art. 24.

\textsuperscript{930} \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights}, art. 25.

\textsuperscript{931} \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights}, art. 26.

\textsuperscript{932} \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights}, art. 27.
whereas economic, social and cultural rights require education, planning and other means.\textsuperscript{934}

One example of a theorist with strong views as to the important differences between the human rights relating to the two Covenants is Maurice Cranston. Cranston wrote that ‘[a] human right is something of which no one may be deprived without grave affront to justice. There are certain deeds which should never be done, certain freedoms which should never be invaded, some things which are supremely sacred’.\textsuperscript{935} Accordingly, Maurice believes that human rights should be confined to a declaration of moral rights, and, while economic, social and cultural rights may be useful, they cannot be considered to be moral rights.\textsuperscript{936} Further, human rights must be tied to universal duties which is not the case with economic, social and cultural rights as many states may not be able to implement them.\textsuperscript{937} Cranston puts such rights beyond the realm of human rights because economic, social and cultural rights are rights that may never be implemented and so may never be enjoyed by anyone. If something is beyond enjoyment because there is no real way that all people can have access to it, then Cranston believes that it is more of an ideal than a moral right.

Today, while states may recognise that they owe all individuals what is referred to as ‘fundamental human rights’\textsuperscript{938} the lack of consensus as to what constitutes human rights, and what rights should be protected continues.\textsuperscript{939} This is due to theoretical differences between the two Covenants. The differences can be summarised as a difference in positive rights in relation to social, cultural and economic rights or

\textsuperscript{933} Where there national law does not already have existing legislation or other measures


\textsuperscript{935} Maurice Cranston, \textit{What are Human Rights?} 1973, 68.

\textsuperscript{936} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{937} Maurice Cranston, \textit{What are Human Rights?} 1973, 69.


negative rights in relation to civil and political rights.\textsuperscript{940} The differences between positive and negative rights are at the centre of Cranston's theory. References to positive and negative rights do not describe the source of rights as may be applicable to terms such as natural and positive rights; but concerns the 'character' of the rights, without reference to their source.\textsuperscript{941} The reason for this difference in reference can be traced to the implementation requirements. That is, economic, social and cultural rights are rights which require positive action by the state; whereas civil and political rights may be more relevant in terms of what actions a state should \textit{not} take. That is, they suggest what a government should 'forebear' from interfering with.\textsuperscript{942} Another question related to theory is whether human rights should be considered to be natural rights, also known as universal rights, or whether they are part of positive rights. In any event, whatever rights are chosen to fall within the ambit of human rights will reflect political or philosophical choices.\textsuperscript{943}

The World Conference on Human Rights, held in Vienna in June 1993 attempted to deal with the disparities that existed between the two instruments by essentially affirming that all human rights are equal. The World Conference reaffirmed the commitment of states to fulfil their obligations to promote universal respect for, and observance and protection of all human rights and fundamental freedoms in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, other instruments relating to human rights and international law.\textsuperscript{944} Further, the Conference adopted by acclamation the position that all human rights are universal, indivisible, interdependent and interrelated.\textsuperscript{945} Unfortunately, this does not change the fact that many states continue to commit and allow massive


\textsuperscript{942} Ibid, 702.


violations of human rights, indicating that drafting laws and implementing them is complex. Despite the World Conference, there is still division over human rights.

If one believes that human rights are derived from the particular choices of a community, say through political means, then human rights may be more difficult to enforce because they do not necessarily hold any more privilege than any other laws. On the other hand, human rights that are chosen by the people through a process of democracy reflect the fundamental values of that community and should be protected.\textsuperscript{946} Indeed, discussions regarding the benefits of having a Bill of Rights are centred on this idea of a ‘common solution’, which means that in order to come to a finite decision as to what rights are human rights, differences in opinion as to what human rights are will have to be settled.\textsuperscript{947}

Given the problems posed by differing views as to what should constitute human rights, the best solution, may be to adopt those rights that a community believes are important at a particular time.\textsuperscript{948} After all, the birth of human rights following World War II, also occurred in response to social conditions of the time.\textsuperscript{949} Today, human rights should be understood in the realisation that human rights do not represent objective truths ‘human rights... are products of social consensus and they are protected via a judicial interpretation as to their ‘weight’ (and consequent applicability) in different factual circumstances’\textsuperscript{950}

Apart from a lack of consensus as to the substance of human rights, the main problem with human rights at this time is that they do not correspond with judicial rights and remedies.\textsuperscript{951} Taking the view that the society is perhaps the best body to decide which

\textsuperscript{946} Ibid, 23.
\textsuperscript{947} Ibid, 25.
\textsuperscript{948} Adjei calls this ‘social constructivist’ theory which is the dominant theory, as opposed to the idea of ‘natural rights’, see Cyril Adjei, ‘Human rights Theory and the Bill of Rights Debate’ (1995) 58 Modern Law Review 17, 28 – 29.
human rights it seeks to protect, it may be appropriate to examine the values that most people believe to be worthy of protection and then draft the law accordingly. Human rights should be incorporated into the law and they must then be implemented.952

However, there are certain theorists, such as Martha Nussbaum who believe that a universal set of human rights can be defined. However Nussbaum prefers to look at ‘capabilities’ rather than rights. ‘The language of rights has a moral resonance that makes it hard to avoid in contemporary political discourse’.953 The term ‘rights’ can be criticised because it is implies, amongst other things, universality and uniformity. For example, a woman may have a legal right to work outside the home but her circumstances may forbid her to seek such employment. Nussbaum therefore says that is better to define rights as capabilities. That is, the things which all people should have the capacity to do, even if they choose not to do them. Nussbaum articulates ten components of central importance. Nussbaum views these capabilities as of ‘special importance because they both organise and suffuse all other capabilities, making their pursuit truly human’.954 Capabilities are those things that all people should have access to, or be capable of attaining, and are largely related to a person’s standards of living. Nussbaum sees the list as providing a universal list of minimum standards. These capabilities are:

1. Life
2. Bodily Health
3. Bodily Integrity
4. Senses, Imagination and Thought
5. Emotions
6. Practical Reason
7. Affiliation
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a. Friendship
b. Respect

8. Other Species
9. Play

10. Control Over One’s Environment
   a. Political
   b. Material

But Nussbaum is quick to point out that capabilities are more important than function. That is, the person must have the ability to exercise any of the ‘capabilities’, but should not be obligated to do so. The society should seek to build the capacity to allow its citizens to aim for capability and then leave the individual free to choose whether to adopt the capability or not. She uses the example of celibacy and says that where a person should be given the capability to enjoy sexual freedom, they should also be free to choose celibacy.\(^{955}\) The key is that the individual makes a decision not based on limited choices.

While there may be an argument that universal standards are paternalistic, Nussbaum argues that universal values are ‘badly needed’.\(^{956}\) Nevertheless, Nussbaum sees the capabilities as being closely related to so called ‘human rights’. Capabilities cover both political and civil liberties and economic and social rights.\(^{957}\) Nussbaum criticizes the term ‘rights’ in that it implies an illusion of agreement as to what rights are universal when in actual fact there is disagreement. Instead, Nussbaum believes that capabilities should form the basic minimum level for all world citizens, making them universal.\(^{958}\)

 Trafficking contains elements that may be thought of as ‘human rights’ and also to ‘capabilities’. Nussbaum’s understanding of human rights comes from a deep understanding of both the law and its shortcomings, however people’s understanding of
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human rights still spring from the international agreements. Accordingly, for consistency, the language in this thesis will refer mainly to 'human rights'.

Trafficking and human rights are difficult to link not because there is a lack of consensus as to whether the offences suffered by trafficking victims have a human rights character, but because human rights and capabilities are owed by states and not trafficking groups operating for private financial gain.

In relation to human trafficking, human rights theories are difficult in their application because of the way that human rights are enforced. As the law currently stands, human rights are rights that are provided in a so called ‘vertical’ fashion. That is, they are obligations of the state to the individual. The question then arises, as will be discussed in detail below, as to how human rights can apply in trafficking which takes place between victims and offenders in a ‘horizontal’ relationship. The answer may be that while traffickers do not owe human rights, the state is under an obligation to prevent crime and therefore to reduce human rights violations. While universal agreement should not necessarily be expected, discussions on the topic may lead to solutions as to protection mechanisms.

10.2 Human rights and human trafficking

Human rights are a critical issue in human trafficking because the violations committed against the victims in human trafficking impact in a fundamental way on the victims' life. Most importantly, human trafficking is related to the deprivation of liberty and freedom of the victim. The deprivation of liberty and freedom are related to both push and pull factors in trafficking. That is, at the push level, the person's lack of life choices due to poverty, gender inequality, civil unrest, unemployment etc lead the person to consent to be trafficked. This is related to consent theory which questions the persons voluntariness in consenting to a certain course when they have few alternatives.
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Liberty and freedom are also important to the trafficking victim at the place of destination because of the impacts of exploitation.

Human rights also relate to the treatment of the trafficking victim by the receiving state especially during criminal proceedings against the trafficker. This is evident in the way that most states instigate criminal proceedings against the trafficker for wrongs committed against the victim however do not apply a victim focus leaving the victim with little if any protection in most cases.

From this breakdown we can see that there are three main areas of potential interest for trafficking. The first is the state of origin. Human rights regarding the state of origin are largely related to a lack of implementation of economic, social and cultural rights and also civil and political rights. Human rights may also be relevant to states of origin when it becomes apparent that the state is 'turning a blind eye' to the trafficking of its citizens or when it actively encourages emigration despite knowledge that it is an important source country for trafficking.

The second main area of human rights and trafficking relates to the role played by the traffickers. This relates to the violations committed by the traffickers against the victim. These violations may include sexual and other physical abuses of the victim while in transit and the exploitation of the victim on arrival through the use of slavery like practices.

The last area of human rights and trafficking is the conduct of the receiving state. The receiving state may be implicated in human rights violations if they are aware that they attract trafficking and do not respond with programs to curb the practice. For example, the state may be aware of certain labour sectors that are particularly prone to using trafficking victims and yet the state does not take any action. Receiving states also may be in breach of certain human rights in their treatment towards trafficking victims.

Broadly speaking, these human rights violations can be analysed from two main perspectives: human rights violations by non-state actors, that is, by the traffickers, and secondly, human rights violations committed by states including both the state of origin and the state of destination.
The importance of characterising a crime as a ‘human rights violation’ is that such crimes denote a level of gravity. Claiming that an act is a violation of human rights carries with it more seriousness than pointing to the various crimes that go together to form a trafficking offence. For example, exploitative labour charges do not sound as important as the same behaviour being characterised as a human rights violation. The same may be said of other related crimes such as abduction or false imprisonment. Viewing the crimes involved in trafficking as human rights violations is an important way to change perceptions regarding the crime. Indeed, the purpose of the Organised Crime Convention and Trafficking Protocol is to properly categorise all trafficking that falls within the definition whether they satisfy all criminal elements or not, so long as they satisfy the overall requirements of the Protocol.

Prior to the Trafficking Protocol, traffickers were charged with a specific crime, say for example with false imprisonment. The problem that arose was that it was possible for the trafficker to be acquitted because not all of the elements of false imprisonment could be proven. This may have been because the false imprisonment took place within the wider context of trafficking. Trafficking was not an ordinary crime of false imprisonment so loopholes allowed for the acquittal of the offender. The Trafficking Protocol recognises that human trafficking involves more complex issues and it is intended to prosecute the ‘broad’ crime of trafficking, which does not always fall neatly into national criminal legislation. That is because the crime of trafficking is different to the sum of its parts.\textsuperscript{962}

While characterising human trafficking as a violation of human rights would be beneficial because it would help create a different understanding of trafficking, this could only occur if the various actors could be held accountable for violations of human rights.

10.3 Human rights violations by non-state actors

\begin{quote}
'Traffickers abuse virtually the entire spectrum of rights protected in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. By their acts, traffickers deny that all persons are born free and
\end{quote}
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equal in dignity and rights; they deny their victims freedom of movement, freedom of association, and the most basic freedom: to have a childhood. Traffickers profit from arbitrary detention, slavery, rape, and cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment. They regularly violate any human right that gets in the way of profit. Most fundamentally, traffickers do not respect any of these rights, because they view their victims as objects, chattel to be bought and sold as needed.\footnote{LeRoy G. Potts, 'Global Trafficking in Human Beings: Assessing the Success of the United Nations Protocol to Prevent Trafficking in Persons', (2003) 35(1) The George Washington International Law Review 227, 228 – 229, quoting Harold Hongju Koh, former Assistant Secretary of State, for Democracy, Human Rights and Labour, before the House Committee on International Relations The Global Problem of trafficking in Persons: Breaking the Vicious Cycle on “Trafficking of Women and Children in the International Sex Trade”, Before the House Comm. On Int’l Relations, 106th Cong. 2 (1999) (testimony of Harold Hongju Koh, Assistance Secretary of State), 2.}

Such sentiments are frequently expressed in relation to trafficking however while it is true that the offence of trafficking contains various human rights abuses, the application of human rights as a legal concept is more complicated when one looks at the role played by traffickers. Human rights violations committed by non-state actors in trafficking are those rights most of us think of when we talk of trafficking. They are mainly related to the abuses suffered by the victim during their transportation and the exploitation they face on arrival at the destination state.

Human rights violations on transportation are related to the conditions upon which the victim is made to travel.\footnote{See generally, Baher Azmy, ‘Unshackling the Thirteenth Amendment: Modern Slavery and a Reconstructed Civil Rights Agenda’ (2002) 71 Fordham Law Review 981, 997.} For example, there are accounts of victims who are locked in transportation vehicles in order to cross borders but who suffocate en route. Many women are reported as being sexually assaulted during their journey and a great many victims have their identity papers taken from them by their traffickers and are therefore denied the ability to travel freely. More importantly, the exploitation of the victim once they reach their destination plays a more significant role. This is because while in transit, the trafficker will likely need to rely on the victim’s cooperation in order to enter the destination state without alerting customs to any irregularities. Accordingly, there is a higher chance for exploitation of the victim after the victim arrives at the destination.
On arrival, trafficked people are exploited by being made to work under slavery like conditions. They may suffer beatings and humiliation and may be denied access to adequate food and water. Victims may suffer from such abuses at any stage of their trafficking, and all of these abuses occur because of the actions of individuals or groups who act for their own benefit. As such, the trafficker's actions, even those traffickers who are corrupt officials, are not actions sanctioned by the state. Nevertheless, it is often said that the above actions, as well as many other alleged abuses are violations of human rights.

However traditionally, under international law, individuals can only be held accountable for human rights violations when they carry out an act that is part of state policy. For example, the Nuremberg tribunals indicted war criminals for acts that the individuals committed as part of Hitler's scheme but did not criminalise the actions of individuals acting of their own accord. When an individual commits a human rights violation that is not conduct undertaken under the authority of a state, then that individual is charged with a criminal offence as per that state's criminal code. That is, for an offence to be categorised as a human rights offence, it has to be state sanctioned. That is because the law protects citizens from the abuse of power from the state. So, an individual can carry out acts that are violations of human rights, however, those actions are not called human rights violations per se. To put it another way, the actions may be human rights violations however the perpetrator is not held accountable for human rights breaches as such. More commonly, they will be accused of having committed a crime.

Under the Trafficking Protocol, the person may be charged with having committed a trafficking offence. The person may also be charged with having committed some other offence, which may sound like a human rights violation, such as false imprisonment, sexual assault or depravity. Under some jurisdictions, for example, in the United States, the person may even be held accountable by the victim themselves under provisions in
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the civil law. A victim in Australia may have recourse against the trafficker under tort law.

Therefore, it remains that where traffickers are not acting under the direction of the state, they are not charged with human rights violations, but instead are charged under domestic legislation with the offence of trafficking as a breach of the criminal law. In some cases they may even be charged under the civil law. Nevertheless, 'human rights' are relevant to trafficking because the abuses suffered by trafficking victims have a 'human rights quality' about them.

Further, while it is true to say that human rights violations can only be committed as part of a state-sponsored conduct, it remains that human rights as an area of law may develop to hold non-state actors accountable. In time, human rights should be seen within a broader perspective because taking a limited view of human rights may miss the point of what human rights are. The law is not static, but is intended to reflect the system in which it is operating. After all, the ideal way to deal with trafficking is to develop the law from within theoretical frameworks that reflect what ought to be.

Human rights violations should remain as human rights violations, no matter who commits the crimes. This expansive view of human rights would greatly enhance the effectiveness of strategies adopted to combat trafficking. This new theoretical approach would lead to good law, and as said in the introduction to this thesis, 'good theory is practical and ... good practice is informed by theory'. For the moment, this thinking is not reflected in the law and when academics speak of expanding human rights protections to include the actions of non-state actors, they are usually speaking of expanding the law to include not just the state but 'powerful non-state actors'.

This is because the relevant non-state actors are those that due to a number of factors including: privatisation of arrangements such as welfare systems, prisons, schools etc; capital mobilisation; trade liberalisation and other reasons have expanded the roles

967 See for example, the Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act of 2000 s 111.
played by non-state actors to include de facto roles within national and international affairs. Accordingly, the idea of holding non-state actors accountable for human rights violations at this time is probably limited to a discussion of holding transnational corporations and other business enterprises accountable.

This is an important development in the law because transnational corporations, particularly those engaged in the manufacture of goods, tend to establish subsidiaries in countries that are more flexible in their adherence to international human rights norms and whose conditions are therefore favourable to the head company. Further, these companies are usually facilitated by the state which may be reluctant to take action against the multinational company because of fear of losing foreign investment. This may be relevant to trafficking where trafficking victims are exploited by large transnational companies, or where transnational companies use products made by smaller operators, the role of human rights may be more significant. However, the importance of human rights at this stage of the law may be seen to be moral rather than legal in character.

To this end, the media can play an important role by raising awareness within the general public of the gravity of a particular crime. For example, if the public is informed by radio, television or newspaper that a particular crime such as rape can be considered to be a war crime and perpetrators of the crime will be indicted by a war crime tribunal, then the public can be educated about the gravity of the crime of rape in similar circumstances, and general awareness can be raised. Indeed targeted media coverage of a particular story has been known to make an important impact because


973 Ibid.


when a story is considered to have large potential for interest, no expense is spared in covering it. Consumers are also shown to pay premium for goods that they have some assurance are not produced in violation of workers or communities rights.

Accordingly, while human rights may not hold non-state actors accountable in international law, media pressure may be applied to create moral duties in multinational companies creating consumer demands for human rights compliance assurances. However, in the cases of trafficking by smaller groups, it is difficult to see the relevance of human rights because in the great majority of cases, the traffickers will not be able to be held accountable under current human rights law. The criminal and civil law will be the only mechanisms with which to hold traffickers accountable. While human rights should develop to include violations irrespective of the perpetrator, this has not occurred yet. Trafficking as a human rights violation remains ‘state-centred’.

10.4 Human rights violations by the state

People may fall victim to trafficking because of a range of actions or indeed inaction by the state but in many instances, it is difficult to judge inaction. Ideally, states should be held accountable for providing their citizens with certain minimum standards and quality of living and where the state has the means to do so, this should translate to a positive obligation. In Nussbaum’s terminology, it may be that states in enhancing the capabilities of all people, must take an active role in preventing trafficking because trafficking fundamentally interferes with a person’s capabilities.

The role of the state of origin in human rights violations and trafficking also comes into question in instances where it is aware that it is an important source country for trafficking and yet takes no action to help prevent the trafficking of its citizens. Indeed, in an effort to alleviate some of its internal problems, the state of origin may actively encourage its citizens to migrate and may even go so far as to be lax in border control in order to facilitate migration. In this respect, the state may be passively encouraging


trafficking (by not taking action to prevent it) and may be more active in encouraging trafficking, by allowing or directing border officials to 'turn a blind eye' to potential cases. In these instances, international pressure seems to view such conduct as a violation of human rights. For example, the United States has a policy to adopt sanctions against countries with inadequate systems to deal with trafficking.

The other important way that human rights are related to trafficking, is in the relationship between human rights violations and push and pull factors. Push and pull factors are closely linked to the action or inaction of the destination and receiving states.

Typically, human rights are rights that can be claimed against a state. As such, human rights create obligations that the state must comply with. That is, there are certain minimum standards by which a state can be judged. The difficulties in determining universal human rights have already been discussed. However for the purposes of the argument, whichever rights are chosen to represent human rights, they will reflect the fundamental values of the community. As a starting point therefore, one should accept that human rights at a minimum are those that a community believes are important at the time (and as such do not represent objective truth). What a community values at any point in time is reflected in the legislation in place at that time.

When looked at in this sense, we find that human rights that are commonly (and currently) protected in national legislation include gender based non discrimination laws. While some states also legislate to protect their citizens' access to welfare, it is difficult to find a right in existing international law to 'not be poor'. The issue of poverty is an important one because people who suffer from poverty are usually deprived of 'basic capabilities' rather than just suffering from a low income. As discussed above, capabilities are linked to standards of living which affect poverty by leading to low nutritional standards, lack of access to education and housing, lack of


981 Sigurn I Skogly, 'Is There a Right Not to be Poor?' (2002) 2(1) Human Rights Law 59, 73.

medical access etc. In trafficking, these and other factors such as high unemployment, armed conflict, civil unrest, and gender inequality motivate people to migrate for better opportunities and at the same time, push many people into trafficking. While it may be clear that laws which prevent women or religious minorities from access to employment and social services are violations of human rights, it is less clear to what extent states can be held accountable for contributing to push factors. For example, while welfare may be an important factor, a welfare system requires action by the state that may be beyond its ability.

While capabilities have a normative nature, the community is most familiar with the rights enshrined in the Bill of Rights. Further, it is not the intention of Nussbaum to disregard the international agreements, and the list of capabilities encompasses the rights in the agreements just mentioned. These instruments contain rights that the community views as important and as such, should serve as the ideal as to what should be implemented in each state and provide for a minimum standard. Perhaps, these 'rights' should be implemented in order to facilitate capacity building. Furthermore, while these instruments contain the various violations suffered by human trafficking victims, they also contain provisions that relate to trafficking. International agreements and treaties are designed to protect the citizen from their own government and therefore they can indicate the level of obligation that a state has towards its citizens. It is possible also that international agreements may require that the state protect its citizens from trafficking. An analysis of various international agreements is therefore relevant.

10.4.1 Human rights agreements in international law

There are a number of relevant international agreements that are relevant to home conditions and human rights, as well as a number of agreements that specifically attempt to protect trafficking victims. Certain human rights treaties deal with aspects of trafficking conduct, for example the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, touch on the prohibition of slavery while the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights addressed

983 Ibid, 65.

984 Although it is important to note that not all push factors can be linked to violations against the victim.

985 Or other show refer to capabilities, such as Amartya Sen.
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favourable work conditions. The *Convention on the Rights of the Child*\(^{986}\) also addresses trafficking as well as exploitation of children, work conditions and sexual exploitation while allowing for the labour of children within certain parameters. However, trafficking does not appear in other very important Treaties such as the *International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination*\(^{987}\). Prior to the *Trafficking Protocol*, trafficking was generally confined to gender specific groups where it was discussed primarily in the context of sexual exploitation\(^{988}\).

Slavery and the slave trade in all their forms are prohibited under article 4 of the *Universal Declaration of Human Rights*, which also provides that no one shall be held in slavery or servitude. As such, the *Slavery Convention*\(^{989}\) is particularly important in trafficking and it can be questioned why this agreement was not further developed in relation to trafficking. That is, as states were concerned with human trafficking, the *Slavery Convention* was an agreement that was already in place to deal with trafficking and so attention shown to trafficking within organised crime, should have been matched by efforts to strengthen and develop the *Slavery Convention*.

In relation to human trafficking as a labour issue, labour becomes an issue of human rights within article 23 of the *Universal Declaration of Human Rights* which protects the rights of workers. This is done by ensuring the free choice of employment, just and favourable conditions of work, equal pay for equal work and a right to just and favourable remuneration that is supplemented if necessary by other means of social protection. Everyone also has the right to join a trade union and pursuant to article 24, everyone has the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with pay. These are rights not enjoyed by trafficking victims usually at the state of origin (and hence they seek to migrate) and nor are they


\(^{987}\) *International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination* opened for signature 21 December 1965, 660 UNTS 195 (entered into force 4 January 1969). For state parties to this instrument, see figure 4 of the appendix.


\(^{989}\) *Slavery, Servitude, Forced Labour and Similar Institutions and Practices Convention of 1926*, opened for signature 1925 September 1926, 60 LNTS 253 (entered into force 9 Mach 1927) (the 'Slavery Convention').
rights enjoyed by trafficking victims at the destination state. However, the labour protections in the *Universal Declaration of Human Rights* relate to the obligations of the state not in enforcing general labour laws but in guiding states in their role as the employer. This is because the *Universal Declaration of Human Rights* is not directly relevant to non-state actors.

Like the *Universal Declaration of Human Rights*, the *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights* makes provisions protecting the citizen from state violations. Article 8 provides that no one shall be held in slavery and that slavery and the slave trade in all of their forms are to be prohibited, further, no one is to be held in servitude and no one shall be required to perform forced or compulsory labour. Again, as in the *Universal Declaration of Human Rights*, the Covenant guides the actions of states not as individuals. For example, articles 3(b) and (c) discuss forced or compulsory labour in the context of penal punishment or detention, military work or work that is required in emergency cases as part of civil obligations. These exceptions to the prohibition on slavery indicate again, an interest in state rather than individual actions.

The *International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights* does not address slavery but more peripherally to trafficking addresses work conditions. Article 6 of the Covenant states that everyone has the right to work and that everyone has the right to freely choose or accept their work. Under the *International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights*, the rights of workers are also recognised. Article 7 ensures just and favourable conditions of work, in particular: minimum remuneration, fair wages and equal remuneration, a decent living for the worker and their family; safe and healthy working conditions; equal opportunity for promotion; and rest, leisure and reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with pay.

---

990 However, Articles 3(b) and (c) permit forced or compulsory labour: in countries where imprisonment with hard labour may be imposed as a punishment for a crime, the performance of hard labour in pursuance of a sentence to such punishment by a competent court. Further, forced or compulsory labour does not include work normally required of a person who is under detention in consequence of a lawful order of a court, or of a person during conditional release from such detention; any service of a military character and, in countries where conscientious objection is recognised, any national service required by law of conscientious objectors; any service exacted in cases of emergency or calamity threatening the life or well-being of the community; and any work or service which forms part of normal civil obligations.


992 The Covenant makes further provisions for workers, such as the right to join a trade union in article 8.
as well as remuneration for public holidays. This Covenant is different to the *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights* and the *Universal Declaration of Human Rights* because it does not just state rights to the citizen by the state. The state is not usually the sole employer of all workers, so the Covenant seeks to ensure that states properly govern the behaviour of employers in order to ensure the rights of workers in accordance with it. This means that the state may be held accountable for not implementing laws that protect workers who work for private institutions. As such, states of origin and destination states may have obligations towards the trafficking victim.

Clearly, the trafficking victim can only be exploited if there is a need for the type of services that they are providing.\(^{993}\) Just like the United States calls on states of origin to take measures to prevent trafficking out of their countries, there should be similar efforts to prevent the exploitation of trafficking victims on arrival at the destination country as well. As the exploitation is closely linked with labour, the state should have an obligation to ensure industry compliance with acceptable labour norms. States should also analyse the role that trafficking plays in their country and take appropriate action in this regard. Especially when the state attracts a large number of trafficking victims, not addressing the conditions may be a breach of the states human rights obligations. The importance of the *International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights* should not be underestimated and the relevance of trafficking to economic migration coupled with the demand side of trafficking are important factors in applying the Covenant. Of course the drawback is that trafficking victims are commonly irregular migrants so the Covenant may not apply to non citizens, however it is an important agreement that could be applied by receiving states that acknowledge the demand of irregular labour.

Only the *CEDAW Convention*\(^ {994}\) specifically addresses trafficking. Article 6 of the *CEDAW Convention* calls for state parties to take all appropriate measures, including

\(^{993}\) See for example Friedrich Heckmann, Tania Wunderlich, Susan F Martin and Kelly McGrath, ‘Transatlantic Workshop on Smuggling’ (2001) 15 *Georgetown Immigration Law Journal* 167, 170, who states that ‘the rate of unemployment of undocumented aliens in the US is zero’.

legislative, to suppress: all forms of traffic in women and exploitation of prostitution of women. That is, the Convention obligates states, albeit with weak enforcement provisions, to suppress trafficking, even if the trafficking is undertaken by an individual and not a state party. As such, the CEDAW Convention is the only agreement that directly deals with trafficking, and is also the only human rights agreement that deals with trafficking as carried out for financial gain by an individual or group. The CEDAW Convention if integrated into domestic legislation, could provide a mechanism with which to hold non-state actors accountable for trafficking of women. In this way, the Covenant is similar to the CEDAW Convention in that both instruments indirectly assist trafficking of people, the CEDAW Convention more directly, and the Covenant through workers rights. More directly relevant to the various elements of trafficking is the Convention on the Rights of the Child.995

Article 11 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child provides that state parties are to take measures to combat the illicit and non-return of children abroad. While the Convention on the Rights of the Child allows children to work, it protects the child from economic exploitation and from performing any work that is likely to be hazardous or to interfere with the child's education, or to be harmful to the child's health or physical, mental, spiritual, moral or social development. State parties are directed to take legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to ensure the implementation of the article providing a minimum age for admission to employment; appropriate regulation of the hours and conditions of employment; and appropriate penalties or other sanctions to ensure the effective enforcement of the provisions.996 Article 34 protects children from all forms of sexual exploitation and sexual abuse and article 35 provides for the prevention, abduction, sale or traffic in children for any purpose or in any form. Again, state parties are left to self-report, providing another weak response to trafficking.

While the Convention on the Rights of the Child addresses trafficking, it does not allow for state to state confrontation nor individual remedies, with a major focus on education


996 Convention on the Rights of the Child, art. 32.
and cooperation, no relief is truly available.\footnote{Roffman, Rachel M, ‘The Forced Prostitution of Girls into the Child Sex Tourism Industry’ (1997) \textit{New England International and Comparative Law Annual} www.nesl.edu/intljournal/vol3/childsex.htm at 4 June 2007} However, interestingly, the \textit{Convention on the Rights of the Child} deals with the human rights of trafficked children from within a labour framework,\footnote{Except for in the case of sexual exploitation or abuse.} through a minimum age for admission to employment, appropriate regulation of the hours and conditions of employment, and appropriate penalties or other sanctions to ensure the effective enforcement of the provisions. It further protects the child from hazardous work that is likely to be hazardous or to interfere with the child’s education, or to be harmful to the child’s health or physical, mental, spiritual, moral or social development. These additional safeguards to the labour framework represent a comprehensive yet simple base from which to further develop the crime of trafficking within a rights based instrument.

It is interesting to note also that when first addressing the General Assembly regarding strengthening efforts to prevent trafficking of children, Argentina was attempting to address trafficking within the \textit{Convention on the Rights of the Child}.\footnote{Argentina’s efforts and history behind the drafting of the \textit{Trafficking Protocol} were discussed above.} Unfortunately they were not successful in raising interest and so the \textit{Trafficking Protocol} was drafted instead. It is interesting to question why this was the case as development of the \textit{Convention of the Rights of the Child} would seem to be a logical place to start in addressing the trafficking of the most vulnerable group, being children. One reason for this may be that the international community were reluctant to strengthen rights of trafficking victims, even when the victims are children, preferring to focus instead on the criminalisation of trafficking. This is a further reason that the purported aim of the \textit{Trafficking Protocol}, that is, the protection of victims can be questioned. If states were truly concerned about the protection of victims, this concern should first have been illustrated through tackling trafficking within the \textit{Convention on the Rights of the Child}. 

Nevertheless, the preamble of the *Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and Child Pornography* 1000, expressly mentions trafficking:

'Believing that the elimination of the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography will be facilitated by adopting a holistic approach, addressing the contributing factors, including underdevelopment, poverty, economic disparities, inequitable socio-economic structure, dysfunctioning families, lack of education, urban-rural migration, gender discrimination, irresponsible adult sexual behaviour, harmful traditional practices, armed conflicts and trafficking in children...' 1001

Article 1 of the Optional Protocol prohibits the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography. Sale of children is defined in article 2 as any act or transaction whereby a child is transferred for remuneration or other consideration. Child prostitution is defined as the use of a child in sexual activities again for remuneration or other consideration. Finally, child pornography is defined as any representation and by whatever means, of a child engaged in real or simulated explicit sexual activities or any representation of the sexual parts of a child for primarily sexual purposes. Each state must ensure that national laws are applied in relation to any of the above offences that take into account their grave nature.

In the context of the sale of children, article 3(a) stipulates that offering, delivering or accepting, by whatever means a child for the purpose of sexual exploitation, transfer of organs of the child for profit or engaging the child in forced labour are offences that must be covered under criminal or penal law. Further, articles 3(b) and (c) make it an offence to offer, obtain, procure or provide a child for child prostitution and that producing, distributing, disseminating, importing, exporting, offering, selling or possessing for the above purposes child pornography are also punishable by appropriate penalties. As the Optional Protocol entered into force fairly recently, on 18 January


1001 My emphasis.
2002, time will tell how effective it will be in curbing trafficking. However, without mechanisms and explicit rights for children who are trafficking victims, it is questionable how helpful this instrument will be. Presumably, Argentina wished to strengthen this instrument further.

The Convention on the Rights of the Child and the Optional Protocol contain the clearest prohibition on trafficking found within human rights instruments. However, their effectiveness is questionable. Unfortunately, as with the Trafficking Protocol, provisions related to the criminalisation of the offence of trafficking are mandatory whereas protection articles are qualified by provisions that call on states to adopt ‘appropriate measures’. This result is very unfortunate as the most ratified Convention in UN history\(^{1002}\) looks questionable when such a universally abhorred crime such as trafficking cannot be adequately addressed.

Trafficking of children is dealt with somewhat better in the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child.\(^{1003}\) The Charter specifically addresses trafficking of children in article 29. The article provides that state parties to the charter ‘shall’ take appropriate measures to prevent, ‘the abduction, the sale of, or traffic in children for any purpose or in any form, by any person including parents or legal guardians of the child’. Sexual exploitation of children is protected within article 27 that requires state parties to protect children from all forms of sexual exploitation and sexual abuse and requires them to take measures to prevent: the inducement, coercion or encouragement of a child to engage in any sexual activity; the use of children in prostitution or other sexual practices; and the use of children in pornographic activities, performances and materials. Nevertheless, while the instrument is appropriately worded, its effectiveness cannot be adequately addressed, due to the lack of quantitative and qualitative analysis of trafficking figures.\(^{1004}\)

\(^{1002}\) That is, the Convention on the Rights of the Child.


From 1963 to 1981, African leaders debated the terms of an African Convention of Human Rights that would give full effect to the Charter of the United Nations and the *Universal Declaration of Human Rights*. The result is the *African [Banjul] Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights*\(^\text{1005}\) that covers economic, social and cultural rights as well as civil and political rights. The *Banjul Charter* creates three ‘generations’ of rights: civil and political rights, economic, social and cultural rights and group or people’s rights. Unusually, the Charter imposes duties on the individual linking concepts of human rights, people’s rights and individual and state duties.\(^\text{1006}\)

In relation to trafficking, article 5 prohibits all forms of exploitation and degradation of people particularly slavery, the slave trade, torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment and treatment. Article 15 provides that every individual shall have the right to work under equitable and satisfactory conditions and shall receive equal pay for equal work. Enforcement mechanisms are weak as the system calls for information collection and educational programs. State complaints are taken at the African Commission on Human Rights who can then only make non binding recommendations based on complaints.\(^\text{1007}\)

Nevertheless, unlike the *Universal Declaration of Human Rights*, the *Banjul Charter* specifically addresses trafficking.\(^\text{1008}\) On the other hand the *Banjul Charter* has been criticised for containing ‘clawback’ provisions allowing African states to qualify or limit the protections as set out under the Charter by using clauses such as ‘except for reasons and conditions previously laid down by law’, ‘subject to law and order’ etc.\(^\text{1009}\)

---


\(^{1008}\) Which it refers to as the ‘slave trade’ under article 5.

Human rights violations that contribute to the reasons why people fall victim to trafficking are difficult to prove conclusively. Accordingly, it is difficult to hold states accountable for their actions in contributing to trafficking. Some human rights agreements such as the CEDAW Covenant and the Optional Protocol may seek to protect at least women and children from trafficking. However, their enforcement and protection provisions are weak and therefore their effectiveness is questionable.

10.5 Conclusion

The Trafficking Protocol is not a human rights instrument but is intended to fight a host of human rights abuses. While trafficking may be touted by some writers as ‘the human rights issue of the ... century’ and while human rights violations may be central to the sufferings of human rights victims, the lack of accountability of traffickers in international law puts into question the importance of human rights in trafficking. Human rights may be more important in the cases where it can be shown that trafficking victims are being exploited by multinational companies and even where they cannot be held legally accountable, outside pressure through media and product boycotting may contribute to the improvement of the victims’ conditions.

It is unlikely that general human rights agreements could put sufficient pressure on governments to improve home conditions to prevent trafficking. There are however certain agreements that can assist trafficking victims. These include the various agreements of the ILO because they protect the rights of workers.

However, the law should change to hold all who commit violations of human rights accountable and not only should the state be obligated to protect the exploitation of trafficking victims through agreements such as the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the state must also be held accountable in its role in encouraging trafficking. Indeed this position is already reflected in the international arena. For example, the European Union has stated that states that condone human trafficking or do not take effective measures to curb it, are in breach of human rights

---


A similar stance is taken by the sanction provisions of the United States against states who fail to meet adequate standards in relation to trafficking. Equally important is the role played by receiving states who do not take effective measures in curbing the exploitation of trafficking victims. As the exploitation is most often linked to labour, it is submitted that the most effective way to redress exploitative work conditions is through a labour framework and migration policy that acknowledges the community need for irregular labour.

Further, through an examination of the slavery aspect of trafficking, a migration or labour framework may provide a basis from which certain practices can be found to be outside of allowable norms. That is, when exploitation reaches a level analogous to slavery, the application of labour laws, even to irregular migrants will find that those practices are contrary to acceptable practices. This is reminiscent of Hernandez-Truyol and Larson who conclude that while the labour framework may be the appropriate perspective from which to study prostitution, it does not necessarily follow that prostitution should be automatically legalised because prostitution may not fit within acceptable labour practices. This may also be applied to other criteria. For example, through the application of a labour framework to an aspect of trafficking, one may conclude that that aspect is contrary to acceptable practices. A labour framework would not work to legalise all types of work but it would provide a review mechanism. In any event, quite apart from the general human rights issue, trafficking also raises the question of slavery.

---


11 THE RELEVANCE OF SLAVERY IN TRAFFICKING

11.1 Introduction

People trafficking is frequently described as ‘modern day slavery’. It is also frequently linked with ‘debt-bondage,’ ‘forced labour’ and ‘slavery-like conditions’. As noted earlier, the Trafficking Protocol states that exploitation (for the purposes of trafficking) includes ‘... forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude...’. Such references seek to liken trafficking to slavery and the slave trade with the trafficked victim as the slave. To the extent that slavery is outlawed in both customary and conventional international law and its abolition is arguably part of jus cogens, the link between trafficking and slavery is very significant. More importantly for the purposes of this thesis, it raises the relevance of a ‘slave theory’ as the basis for appreciating and ultimately dealing with trafficking. The purpose of this chapter is to assess slave theory by analysing the use of associate terminology; the concept of slavery from its historical evolution, international prescriptions against slavery and the implications and link between slavery, servitude, forced labour and trafficking.

It is difficult to come to terms with slavery in modern times as many consider slavery to be a ‘peculiar but extinguished institution’. Its ‘peculiarity’ stems from the juxtaposition of the ‘normality’ of slavery, particularly its prevalence in ancient times, when compared with the recognition that slavery is contrary to nature. One cannot help but be struck by how slavery takes a person and treats them as a ‘thing’. The perception of the person as an ambiguous creature, human but also ‘thing’ enables the

---


1015 Arnaldo Momigliano, ‘Moser Finley on Slavery: A Personal Note’ in Moser I Finley (ed), Classical Slavery (1987) 1, 1.

1016 David Brion Davis, The Problem of Slavery in Western Culture, (1966), 58. See also David Brion Davis, Slavery and Human Progress (1984), 13 who points out the striking difference in antiquity with the concept of the person as “property” who can be owned, bought, sold or otherwise disposed of as if they were a domestic animal while still considering the slave sufficiently responsible to be punished for various crimes, be rewarded by positions of trust, manumission and perhaps even eventual assimilation into the family.
master to use their enormous power over the slave in whatever way they wish, and throughout history, the master has chosen to treat the slave harshly.1017

Historically, the word trafficking has meant the trade in illegal goods, and usually the term ‘trafficking’ has referred to drugs.1018 But the current use of the term trafficking is in the context of people and as such relates to the slave trade. More accurately, people trafficking can be traced back to the slave trade when the slave trade first became outlawed.1019

11.2 Terminology regarding slavery and the importance of metaphorical usage

'The word for slaves has been applied to captives held for ceremonial sacrifice; to household servants who were part of a familia and under the domination of a paterfamilias; to the concubines and eunuchs of a harem; to children held as pawns for their parents’ debts; to female children sold as brides; and, by analogy to subject or conquered populations; to the industrial proletariat; to the victims of racial or political tyranny; and to the men or women supposedly dominated by drugs, alcohol, sexual passion, mental disease, or sin.'1020

The term ‘slave’ has its roots in early slavery. From the tenth to sixteenth centuries, the Slavic lands furnished many of the slaves for the Viking and Italian slave traders.1021 The term ‘Slav’ eventually came to mean ‘slave’. But the meaning of the word ‘slave’ has been blurred by metaphorical usage1022 as it has been used figuratively as a comparative description to describe not the institution of slavery but as an analogy to other concepts and in particular as a symbol of ‘constraint, dishonor, exploitation, or

1019 As for the majority of the time that the slave trade existed, it was a legal activity while the modern concept of human trafficking has never been considered a legal activity.
1020 David Brion Davis, Slavery and Human Progress (1984), 10.
1022 David Brion Davis, The Problem of Slavery in Western Culture, (1966), 35.
even socialization of mankind’s please-seeking instincts.” Bishop Athanasios of Alexandria in the first half of the fourth century wrote: ‘being by nature slaves, we address the Father as Lord’ thereby using the metaphor of slavery to describe the relationship of humankind to God. A well renowned writer on slavery, David Brion Davis, illustrates metaphorical imagery by referring to various Shakespearean quotes including: ‘Purpose is but the slave to memory’, and ‘Let me be a slave, t’achieve that maid’. Shakespeare also wrote: ‘but thought’s the slave of life, and life time’s fool’ and came to the conclusion that even such figurative descriptions of slavery ‘suggest that men have always recognized slavery as a kind of ultimate limit in dependence and loss of natural freedom, as that condition in which man most closely approximates the status of a thing.’

These metaphors describe slavery not as a concept of ownership as in the Slavery Convention but as a limitation of freedom. The modern expression ‘slave to work’ does not describe work as the owner of the person but rather the person’s limitation of freedom due to work commitments. This metaphorical usage is a good illustration of the underlying meaning of the term slavery rather than simply as a definition describing proprietary relationships. It is suggested that this analogy of slavery to the limitation of personal freedom be the preferred approach to a normative definition of trafficking. More importantly, an analysis of the historical evolution of slavery supports the limitation of personal freedom as a more accurate basis of understanding slavery. This in turn provides a better rationale for linking slavery with trafficking.

1023 David Brion Davis, Slavery and Human Progress (1984), 19.

1024 See Peter Garnsey, Ideas of slavery from Aristotle to Augustine, (1996), 16 who explains that the philosophy of describing the relationship between humans and God as slavery is present even in Antiquity and dates writings of this nature to the time of Plato.

1025 William Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act 3, Scene 2, line 124.

1026 William Shakespeare, The Taming of the Shrew, Act 1, Scene 1, line 220.

1027 William Shakespeare, Henry IV Part 1, Act 5, Scene 4, line

1028 David Brion Davis, The Problem of Slavery in Western Culture, (1966), 35
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11.3 The slave trade: A brief history

During the early days of agriculture, people fed their families with the food that they were able to grow and the animals they were able to kill. However, they were not able to produce any reserves as each family fended for itself. When tribes went to war, any prisoners captured were put to death, not only to prevent future conflict but also because there was no way of feeding them. With the advancement of agriculture, people were able to cultivate fields and they found that they were able to produce far more food than what was required. It was recognised that captured prisoners could be made to work in farming and it is widely believed that slavery originated just after this advancement in agriculture. Delay of the execution of war captives and warfare and war like activities such as piracy and slave trading were the main sources of slaves. Indeed the enslavement of captured people was considered to be humanitarian because it permitted the person to live. Scholars of the 18th and 19th Centuries justified the development of slavery in the ancient world in terms of progress both from a moral and economic viewpoint when compared to the execution of prisoners. Then, once slavery was in place, the slave trade was as a natural progression. Prisoners of war were often geographically close to their home land and the possibility of escape made the sale of the prisoner for slavery a viable and better option.

Before a society was at a stage to support slavery, a number of factors were first required: the society must have advanced to beyond the most primitive of levels; there must have been the presence of social differentiation; economic surplus; perceived labour shortages; free land or open resources and centralised governmental institutions willing to enforce laws against slaves. Other dominant factors included an


\[1030\] Renee Collette Redman, ‘Beyond the United States, the League of Nations and the Right to be free from Enslavement, the First Human Right to be recognised as customary international law’, (1994) 70 *Chicago-Kent Law Review* 759, 767.


important market economy at the national and international levels with slave labour as an important factor in that production.\textsuperscript{1034}

With time, slavery adapted to the culture and its needs. Of course, as time went on, the need for slaves increased and so the trade in slave labour was the ‘natural’ outcome. Trafficking of slaves became one of the earliest forms of commerce\textsuperscript{1035} and piracy was used to meet demands.

\textbf{11.3.1 Abolition of slavery}\textsuperscript{1036}

\textsuperscript{1034} Herbert S Klein, African Slavery in Latin America and the Caribbean (1986), 3.

\textsuperscript{1035} Milton Meltzer, Slavery, a World History (Updated ed. 1993), 3.

\textsuperscript{1036} Early efforts to eradicate the slave trade can be dated back to the Berlin Conference (See also General Act for the repression of the African slave trade, opened for signature 2 July 1890 (entered into force 31 August 1891) typically known as the “The General Act of the Brussels Conference and Declaration”) which took place from 15 November 1884 to 26 February 1885. The German Chancellor, Otto von Bismarck, called on representatives from Great Britain, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Russia, Spain, Sweden and Norway, (Sweden and Norway were united between the years 1814 and 1905). Turkey and the United States to work out policy regarding the freedom of trade in the Congo (modern day Zaire), the slave trade, neutrality of the territories in the basin of the Congo, Navigation of the Congo and of the Niger and rules for future occupation on the Coast of the African Continent. The Conference ended with the signing of the General Act of the Berlin Conference. The Conference itself is commonly known as the Congo Conference and the Act is known as the Congo Act. The purpose of the Act was to suppress the African slave trade and limit the importation of ammunition and liquor into Africa.

The Conference was held out as promoting the control of the slave trade and humanitarian idealism however, the real purpose of the Conference was to provide for a more orderly division of Africa by and for the European powers, who all saw opportunities in Africa for raw materials and investment. The Conference “demonstrated the agreement of the Powers with regard to the general principles which should guide their commercial and civilising action in the little-known or inadequately organised regions of a continent where slavery and the slave trade still flourished” (see Convention revising the General Act of Berlin off 26 February 1885 and the General Act and Declaration of Brussels of 2 July 1890, opened for signature 10 September 1919, Australian Treaty Series 1920 No 17 (entered into force 31 July 1920), preamble). The Conference took 3 months and succeeded in dividing over one thousand indigenous cultures and regions of Africa into 50 irregular countries ignoring cultural groups (Matt Rosenberg, Berlin Conference of 1884 1885 to Divide Africa, Geography http://geography.about.com/cs/politicalgeog/a/berlinconferenc.htm at 4 June 2007. The division of Africa was completed at around 1914. Prior to the Conference, 80% or Africa was under traditional and local control, and only the coastal areas were colonised by European powers, however, at the time of the conference, European powers negotiated to take control and divide the interior of the continent. Article IX of the Act declared that in conformity with the principles of international law as recognized by the Signatory Powers, the trade in slaves is forbidden and that land or sea operations, furnishing slaves to trade, ought likewise to be “regarded” as forbidden. The territories forming the Conventional basin of the Congo, were no longer to serve as a market or means of transit for the trade in slaves, regardless of what race the slaves may be. The Article concluded by binding the state parties to employ all the means at their disposal for putting an end to the slave trade and for punishing those who engaged in it. The result was that King Leopold II of Belgium undertook personal administration of the Congo area and forced the local people to produce rubber for Europe. Those who refused had their hands cut off and their houses burned and pillaged. The ensuing “Red Rubber” campaign headed by E.D. Morel sought to put an end to slavery in the Congo which succeeded around 1909.
Slavery was supported as an institution for thousands of years. Justifying slavery on the basis of not only just punishment but also as an institution beneficial to both slave and owner alike, can be traced back from the time of Aristotle\textsuperscript{1037} to assertions by American Southerners thousands of years later.\textsuperscript{1038} American Southerners defended their theory regarding the inherent inferiority of Africans and also referred to ancient writings on the natural state of slavery as well as showing how great civilisations were built on societies based on slavery. Nevertheless, the institution of slavery was questioned leading to its eventual abolition.

Fredrik VI of Denmark issued an edict on 16 March 1792, abolishing the slave trade in the name of his father King Christian VII.\textsuperscript{1039} The edict came into effect on 1 January 1803 making Denmark the first Sovereign state prohibiting the slave trade. However, Vermont was the first state to make slavery itself illegal in 1777.\textsuperscript{1040} The abolition of slavery had wide consequences. The end of the slave trade for Britain and the

---

The Convention Revising the General Accord of Berlin, February 26, 1885 and the General Act and Declaration of Brussels, July 2, 1890 was signed at Saint-Germain-en-Laye, on 10 September 1919. Article 11 provided that the signatory powers exercising sovereign rights in African territories were to continue to watch over the preservation of the native populations and to supervise the improvement of the conditions of their moral and material well being, and in particular, to endeavour to secure the complete suppression of slavery in all of its forms and of the slave trade by land and sea.

While various countries outlawed the practice of slavery, the principle of state sovereignty meant that states did not consider the transport of slaves on the high seas to be a violation of the law of nations. As murder was considered to be punishable as a law of nations, the offence of murder gave the right to stop and search ships. Further, while many states outlawed the slave trade, during the period from around 1808 and 1862, approximately one-fifth of the whole slave trade of Africa entered the United States illegally (see generally Renee Collette Redman, 'Beyond the United States, the League of Nations and the Right to be free from Enslavement, the First Human Right to be recognised as customary international law', (1994) 70 Chicago-Kent Law Review 759, 769 – 772).

\textsuperscript{1037} See Seymour Drescher "Moral Issues" in Seymour Drescher and Stanley L Engerman (ed), A Historical Guide to World Slavery (1998), p. 283 who describes Aristotle as offering the most extensive surviving writings on the justification of slavery. Aristotle, while acknowledging that there was a contemporary opinion asserting that slavery was not natural but conventional, argued that the institution of slavery was natural and just and that "[t]he properties of ruling and subordination belonged to the system of nature itself: some people were naturally slaves, and for them, the institution was both beneficial and just."

\textsuperscript{1038} David Brion Davis, Slavery and Human Progress (1984), 23.

\textsuperscript{1039} Fredrik VI was acting as Regent as his father was suffering a mental illness.

emancipation of slaves in the United States 'marked profound turns in political identity'.1041

The League of Nations established the right to be free from enslavement as a fundamental freedom under customary international law - the first recognised human right.1042 The international legal position on the abolition of slavery has evolved since then in both international agreements and in customary international law as represented by the practice or legislation in the domestic laws of states.

11.3.2 International conventions on slavery

The most important modern agreement on slavery is the Slavery Convention. The preamble of the Slavery Convention states that it is necessary to prevent forced labour from developing into conditions analogous to slavery. Slavery is defined in article 1(a) as being:

\[
\text{the status or condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised. (emphasis added)}
\]

‘All powers’ referred to in Article 1(a) includes:

\[
\text{all acts involved in the capture, acquisition or disposal of a person with intent to reduce him to slavery; all acts involved in the acquisition of a slave with a view to selling or exchanging him; all acts of disposal by sale or exchange of a slave acquired with a view to being sold or exchanged, and, in general, every act of trade or transport in slaves'.}1043
\]

The intention of the Slavery Convention1044 was to prevent and suppress the slave trade and to bring about, progressively and as soon as possible, the complete abolition of

1041 Jane E Larson, 'Prostitution, Labor and Human Rights', (2004) 37(3) UC Davis Law Review 673, 683. Though note below that while Britain spearheaded the anti slavery movement, it brought back indentured servitude to cultivate land in the West Indies.

1042 Renee Collette Redman, 'Beyond the United States, the League of Nations and the Right to be free from Enslavement, the First Human Right to be recognised as customary international law', (1994) 70 Chicago-Kent Law Review 759, 760.

1043 My emphasis.

1044 Australia signed the Slavery Convention 1926 on 9 Dec 1953 but has not ratified it to date. See figure 4 of the appendix for state parties to the following two instruments: Protocol amending the Slavery
slavery in all its forms. However, just like the *Forced Labour Convention 1930*, the *Slavery Convention* permits:

- military service;
- work or service that forms part of the normal civic obligations;
- work or service that is required of that person as a consequence of a conviction of law;
- any work or service required in the case of emergency,
  - that is a natural emergency or war,
  - that would endanger the existence or the well-being of the whole or part of the population;
- and minor community services.

Forced or compulsory labour is permitted in the *Slavery Conventions* when exacted for public purposes and under certain conditions.  

The *Slavery Convention* requires states to 'undertake to adopt all appropriate measures with a view to preventing and suppressing the embarkation, disembarkation and transport of slaves in their territorial waters and upon all vessels flying their respective flag'. Therefore the *Slavery Convention* required states to take action against individuals found to be engaged in the slave trade. As human trafficking (that is analogous to slavery) used to be referred to as the slave trade, it is confusing as to why the *Slavery Convention* has not put pressure on states to eradicate trafficking and why it was ignored when drafting the *Trafficking Protocol*.

---

1045 *Slavery Convention 1926*, art. 2.
1046 See *Forced Labour Convention 1930*, art. 2.
1047 That is, that such labour be of an exceptional character, shall always receive adequate remuneration, and shall not involve the removal of the labourers from their usual place of residence, see *Slavery Convention 1926*, Article 5(2).
1048 *Slavery Convention 1926*, article 3 (my emphasis).
The *Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery, 1956*\(^{1049}\) extended the definition of slavery by including debt bondage and serfdom. Under the *Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery 1956*,\(^ {1050}\) 'debt bondage' arises when a person is indebted to another person by their personal services (or by another person's personal services who is under their control) as security for a debt where the reasonable value of those services is not applied to the repayment of the debt or where the length and nature of the services that are to repay the debt are not limited and defined.\(^ {1051}\) 'Serfdom' arises when a tenant, whether by law, custom or agreement is bound to live and labour on land that is owned by another person and is bound to render that other person some service, whether they are to receive reward or not but is not free to change their status.\(^ {1052}\) The *Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery 1956* therefore provides for the complete abolition of debt bondage and serfdom.

The *Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery 1956* also sought to abolish all institutions or practices that essentially 'sold' women into marriage. That is, it abolished the practice whereby a woman is promised or given in marriage on payment of a consideration in money or in kind to her parents, guardian, family or any other person or group, without the right to refuse; where a woman's husband or his family or clan has the right to transfer her to another person for value received or otherwise; or where a woman, on the death of her husband is liable to be inherited by another person. This provision is also important in today's trafficking practices in relation to forced marriage.

Importantly, the *Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery 1956* specifically addressed the slave trade. Article 3, criminalises the act of conveying or attempting to convey slaves from one country to another by whatever means of

---

\(^{1049}\) *Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery, adopted 7 September 1956, 226 UNTS 3 (entered into force 30 April 1957) (the 'Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery 1956'). For state parties to this instrument, see figure 4 of the appendix.

\(^{1050}\) Australia signed the Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of 1956 on 7 September 1956 and ratified it on 6 January 1958. As at 28 May 2007, there were 38 signatories and 119 parties to the Supplementary Convention.

\(^{1051}\) The *Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery*, art. 1.

\(^{1052}\) The *Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery*, art 1.
transport and requires that state parties enact legislation making such an offence criminal, with severe penalties for persons convicted of the offence. Article 3 goes on to require state parties to take all effective measures; to prevent ships and aircraft authorised to fly their flags from conveying slaves and to punish persons guilty of such acts or of using national flags for that purpose; and to ensure that their ports, airfields and coasts are not used for the conveyance of slaves.

'Slave Trade' is defined under article 7(c) as including 'all acts involved in the capture, acquisition or disposal of a person with intent to reduce him to slavery; all acts involved in the acquisition of a slave with a view to selling or exchanging him; all acts of disposal by sale of exchange of a person acquired with a view to being sold or exchanged; and, in general, every act of trade or transport in slaves by whatever means of conveyance'. Accordingly, there is a positive obligation on states to eradicate human trafficking. Unfortunately, these agreements have failed to protect trafficking victims or to reduce trafficking.

The Slavery Convention did not eradicate slavery. While the instrument enshrined a duty on states to progressively eradicate slavery and the slave trade, it did not contain an actual human right for the abolition of slavery as such. This can be compared to the Trafficking Protocol that forbids trafficking on the basis that it is 'greater than the sum of its parts' but adds no further weight to the illegality of slavery, which must surely be a purpose behind trafficking.

1053 Australia signed the Slavery Convention 1926 on 9 Dec 1953 but has not ratified it to date.

1054 Similarly, the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, ("European Convention on Human Rights") was signed in Rome on 4 November 1950 by member States of the Council of Europe. After 10 countries had ratified it, the Convention entered into force on 3 September 1953. Article 4 provides that no person is to be held in slavery or servitude and that no person shall be required to perform forced or compulsory labour, However, article 4(3) provides that for the purposes of the Convention, "forced or compulsory labour" does not include: work required to be done in the ordinary course of detention imposed according to the provisions of Article 5 of the Convention or during conditional release from such detention; any service of a military character or, in case of conscientious objectors in countries where they are recognised, service exacted instead of compulsory military service; any service exacted in case of an emergency or calamity threatening the life or well-being of the community; or any work or service which forms part of normal civic obligations.

1055 Renee Collette Redman, 'Beyond the United States, the League of Nations and the Right to be free from Enslavement, the First Human Right to be recognised as customary international law', (1994) 70 Chicago-Kent Law Review 759, 764.

It has always been difficult to abolish slavery due to the number of people who benefit materially from the trade and who therefore defend it on the basis of its being legitimate and natural.\textsuperscript{1057} Self interest may be why we continue to have problems with accepting slavery today: ‘[n]o country on Earth admits to the legality of slavery today – but large numbers tolerate it’.\textsuperscript{1058} This is evidenced today through the small role played by exploitation in trafficking as opposed to consent. The international community is implying an acceptance of consensual slavery. The time has come therefore to expand the definition of slavery to reflect modern slavery practices and to make a concerted effort to eradicate it.

In tackling this feat, three approaches are required: to re-evaluate the definition of slavery; while re-evaluating the definition it is appropriate to tackle the concept of consent; and finally examine the appropriateness of expanding the scope of slavery as was done in 1956.\textsuperscript{1059}

Tackling trafficking by re-evaluating the definition of slavery will be an effective way of ensuring that victims of trafficking are viewed by the community and by the law as victims of the crime of slavery. Hopefully, this status will eventually lead to more appropriate responses in their protection and assistance. Tragically, many trafficking victims have been incorrectly characterised as illegal migrants.

\textbf{11.4 Problems with the conventional definition of slavery: The issue of consent and indentured service}

The \textit{Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery 1956} extended the definition of slavery by including debt bondage and serfdom. It is the position of this paper that the definition be expanded further particularly into the area of consensual slavery.

While perhaps only accounting for a small percentage of slavery,\textsuperscript{1060} free people without the means of supporting themselves have throughout time volunteered themselves into

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{1057} Humphrey J Fisher, \textit{Slavery in the History of Muslim Black Africa}, (2001), 332.
  \item \textsuperscript{1058} James Walvin, \textit{Atlas of Slavery}, (2006), 132.
  \item \textsuperscript{1059} When the Slavery Convention was supplemented in order to include debt bondage and serfdom as well as certain marriage issues that have not been examined in this paper.
  \item \textsuperscript{1060} Paul E Lovejoy, \textit{Transformations in Slavery – A History of Slavery in Africa}, (Second ed, 2000), 4.
\end{itemize}
This is no different to the ‘consent’ people purportedly give today in agreeing to be trafficked and exploited. Slavery, albeit exploitative and degrading, often gave the slave a more secure and economically better life than the free poor who had irregular, low grade and badly paid employment. For example, around the 18th Century BC the Hebrews found refuge in Egypt, offering their services in exchange for their lives. In many civilisations, people volunteered to slavery for a variety of reasons. Usually people volunteered for slavery because of economic need, particularly during times of famine and or natural disasters. Others in Roman times volunteered themselves into slavery in order to take up better positions of ‘employment’ such as positions of responsibility in private households. In a similar way, people consent to exploitation and specifically trafficking today, because of a belief that no matter how difficult, the trafficking may provide for better long term opportunities than their current status. These practices closely relate to consent theory which accepts that throughout time people have made decisions based on very few and often miserable options.

There are other forms of servitude also. While debt bondage and serfdom have already been added to the Slavery Convention and have already been defined, it is still useful to discuss these practices because debt bondage is a common practice in trafficking. The definition of debt bondage in the Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery 1956 is found in article 1(a). Debt bondage is when an employee owes their employer a debt that they pay off by providing their employer with labour. However, the system of debt bondage is unlike a normal mortgage or loan, because under debt bondage, the employee is unlikely to ever be able to repay the debt. The labour of that person, and oftentimes, the labour of their whole family is simply held collateral against the debt and until the debt is repaid, the employer essentially owns the employee, their family and everything that they produce. Sometimes, the employer owns all of the output.

1062 Peter Garnsey, Ideas of slavery from Aristotle to Augustine, (1996), 5. Garnsey points out that this “unusual paradox” was not the case for all slaves, and particularly makes reference to skilled slaves who worked in the mines but had a very low standard of living.
1063 Milton Meltzer, Slavery, a World History (Updated ed. 1993), 3.
1065 Peter Garnsey, Ideas of slavery from Aristotle to Augustine, (1996), 98
1066 Kevin Bales, Understanding Global Slavery, A Reader, (2005), 2.
of the family. Say for example, the family works on a farm, all of the produce on that farm is owned by the employer. This means that the family will never be able to repay the debt because what they produce is not theirs anyway. Also, the employee and their family, likely live on the farm and are given food by the employer, further adding to their ultimate inability to ever repay the debt. In this way, the debt may be passed on from husband to wife and from generation to generation. Some argue that it differs to slavery, in that the master owns the labour of the worker, not the individual person, but this distinction is meaningless in real terms as the person is bound to provide service to the master in a similar way to slavery. The Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery 1956 was probably expanded to include debt bondage because it does not fit within ideas of chattel slavery and therefore could not be applied within the Slavery Convention. In a similar way, serfdom was included.

During the Middle Ages, more effective means were found to cultivate the land and there was a shift away from slavery towards serfdom. It is difficult to say how serfdom came about but it has been suggested that the breakdown of state law and order enabled landlords to not only make demands of rent but also to demand personal service from their tenants. Further, traditional slavery was in the decline because of the weakening of urban markets, increasing self sufficiency of agriculture and the breakdown of long distance trade making slavery more useful in household and domestic tasks. Nonetheless, slavery in its traditional sense, and serfdom, often coexisted and overlapped.

---

1067 Orlando Patterson, Slavery and Social Death, (1982), 9.
1068 Although this was not confined to the Middle Ages.
1070 Herbert S Klein, African Slavery in Latin America and the Caribbean (1986), 7.
1071 David Brion Davis, The Problem of Slavery in Western Culture, (1966), 33. Indeed, serfdom and slavery shared many characteristics. See Rosemary Brana-Shute “Manumission” in Seymour Drescher and Stanley L Engerman (ed), A Historical Guide to World Slavery (1998), 260 who discusses how Serfs, like slaves, were at times manumitted. During the Middle Ages, Serfs were occasionally manumitted by a bishop or lord by being formally released from labour and other traditional obligations. See also Peter Garnsey, Ideas of slavery from Aristotle to Augustine, (1996), 100, who discusses how others manumitted slaves in order to avoid supporting them especially when the Church accepted some commitment to provide for the freed slave.
The inclusion of serfdom and debt bondage as forms of slavery is debated. Some writers argue against debt bondage and serfdom as being a form of slavery because they do not believe that these other conditions are as grave: '[s]lavery is only one form of coerced labor, but the extreme powers of the slave-owner and the rightlessness of the slave have made it the most abhorrent social status of all'. This is because some writers continue to draw distinctions between slavery and other similar practices. Nevertheless, many social scientists and the international community, through the *Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery 1956* view serfdom and debt bondage as slave labour. Furthermore, there are many other practices that are also relevant to slavery.

While many writers believe that slavery was abolished in the Northern part of Western Europe, from the late Middle Ages to the 19th centuries, penal slavery flourished in France, England and the Netherlands, developing as an alternative to the death penalty to accommodate rising numbers of offenders. Between 1788 and 1868, about one hundred and sixty three thousand convicts were shipped to Australia and were assigned to work for private employers or chain gangs, those committing further offences were then sent to penal settlements to places like Port Arthur. Convicts were enticed to good behaviour by being offered the eventual freedom to work for themselves.

In America, the majority of the labour force during the seventeenth century was not carried out by slaves but by indentured servants. Before the American War of Independence, some convicts were shipped from the penal colonies of Britain auctioned off as indentured servants upon arrival because there were no established penal colonies. These ex-convicts then became indistinguishable from other indentured

---


1073 Orlando Patterson, *Slavery and Social Death*, (1982), 44.


1075 Ibid, 207.


servants.\textsuperscript{1078} Non-convict indentured servitude in the Americas functioned as a result of people wishing to travel and settle in the colonies but not having sufficient funds to do so. In return for passage to the colonies, the migrants would sign ‘indentures’ which were essentially contracts, enabling the migrant to repay the costs of their debt through labour for a fixed number of years.\textsuperscript{1079} Usually the servant would not receive pay for their work but on completion of their contract would receive ‘freedom dues’ which would be in the form of seed, farming implements or other commodities.\textsuperscript{1080}

While experiences of indentured servants varied on a case by case basis, depending largely on the attitude of their masters,\textsuperscript{1081} there is evidence to suggest that conditions were so harsh that almost half of all indentured servants died while under servitude in mid-seventeenth century Chesapeake colonies.\textsuperscript{1082} Servitude was extended for criminal behaviour and other ‘bad behaviour’ such as disobedience and childbirth.\textsuperscript{1083} For all intents and purposes, indentured servants were slaves for the period of their employment, having little if any rights and liable to suffer corporal punishment from their masters.\textsuperscript{1084}

The need for labourers started to outstrip the supply of indentured servants, and slavery was turned to as a solution in the New World. Another reason for the decline of indentured servitude in the Americas was that many people who had sold themselves to indenture found that their treatment was very harsh, home conditions were improving and providing better opportunities and they found it difficult to find suitable land at the

\textsuperscript{1078} Ibid, 207.
\textsuperscript{1079} Usually five to seven years, see James Oakes, ‘Indentured Servitude’ in Seymour Drescher and Stanley L Engerman (eds), \textit{A Historical Guide to World Slavery} (1998), 239.
\textsuperscript{1080} Ralph Shlomowitz “Forced Labor: An Overview” in Seymour Drescher and Stanley L Engerman (eds), \textit{A Historical Guide to World Slavery} (1998), 205
\textsuperscript{1082} Peter Kolchin, \textit{American Slavery 1619 – 1877}, (Rev. ed 2003), 10.
\textsuperscript{1083} Ibid, 9.
\textsuperscript{1084} Ibid, 9.
end of their service. Where the first examples of indenture involved the movement of Europeans to British America (usually on a permanent basis); subsequent indenture involved Asians, mainly from India, China and then Japan to the Americas with significant rates of repatriation. This second group agreed to indentured servitude for the prospects of earning money and eventually returning to their homelands. This differed to earlier indenture which was undertaken primarily for migration purposes. It is disappointing to note that by the time that indenture was ended after World War I, Britain, the country that had heralded the anti slavery movement had shipped 1.5 million Indians to its colonies.

'In short, indentured servitude provided the emerging colonial gentry relatively cheap labour, more land, and the honour that accrued to those with authority over other humans...To labourers, servitude held out an equally alluring attraction: the chance to escape hardship – poverty, hunger, unemployment, overpopulation, prison, or political turmoil – and to start anew in a distant, wonderful land'. This does not sound very different to push and pull factors that contribute to trafficking today. Basically, there is a push for people to pursue a better life coupled with a pull for cheap labour. In these situations, a person in desperate enough circumstances may freely volunteer themselves into modern day indenture.

Indenture brings into question the concept of consent. While it may legitimately be argued that a person should have the right to volunteer themselves for exploitation there should be a point where the exploitation is so abusive as to apply consent theory and conclude that because the decision to agree to exploitation is 'so bad', it is irrelevant that there was consent. This has been discussed at length in the context of consent

1085 Hugh Thomas, *The Slave Trade – The Story of the Atlantic Slave Trade: 1440 – 1870*, (1997), 178. Thomas also points out that slave labour was cheaper in transportation and general costs and that slaves were more resistant to disease.


1087 Ibid.


theory. Of course there are inherent problems with identifying where that point may be, but the individual should be protected from being deemed to having consented to enslavement. Disadvantaged people with few life choices, make decisions based on a ‘very few miserable options’ and their choice is taken to be deemed ‘consent’.\textsuperscript{1090} The law should protect people from this level of exploitation. According to classical liberal political thinking, ‘o]ne may not alienate the entirety of one’s own body and personality through enslavement, even if the enslaved consents freely to the subjection’.\textsuperscript{1091}

Conversely, there is the argument that indentured servitude differs from traditional slavery because the terms of service of indentured servitude, although often extended, remains legally finite, whereas there is an impression that slaves are chattels for life.\textsuperscript{1092} However, while manumission\textsuperscript{1093} was never a legal right to slaves, its frequent practise indicates that the termination of slavery does not negate the presence of slavery in the first place. Accordingly, it seems appropriate that indentured servitude be added to the definition of slavery.

Indenture is an important issue in relation to trafficking because it has an even bigger connection to trafficking than debt bondage. Trafficking victims are likely to volunteer to a certain period of exploitation in exchange for passage to a new land. This is likely to be the case in prostitution where the employer does not wish to have the services of the prostitute indefinitely anyway. Women may then consent to being trafficked for the purposes of exploitative prostitution in exchange for freedom after a number of years. However, this practice should not be acceptable when the exploitation of the prostitute resembles slavery. Therefore the consent of the prostitute under such circumstances should be viewed as a type of indenture and therefore as a form of slavery. In all cases,


\textsuperscript{1091} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{1092} Marina Carter, \textit{Voices from Indenture – Experiences of Indian Migrants in the British Empire} (1996), 2 – 3. Carter writes on indentured servitude, particularly on the experience of Indian indenture experience to Mauritius and argues that many Indians were able to return to their homeland or continued a life in Mauritius with family contact back home, comparing the situation to one of voluntary migration very different to that of slavery especially since the natal alienation which strikes at the core of slave diasporas does not have the same force in indentured servitude.

\textsuperscript{1093} Manumission is the process by which the slave is freed.
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the exploitation should be the key to resolving the question as to whether a particular person would fall under the definition of slavery.

Forced labour is another practice that has much in common with slavery. Forced labour is where a person is forced to work for another without giving their consent. When the person gives their consent, forced labour is present when the worker is unable to leave the employment without threat or physical punishment.\(^\text{1094}\) Physical punishment,\(^\text{1095}\) also known as ‘penal sanction’ could include violence, incarceration, the withdrawal of privileges and being ordered to perform unpleasant tasks.\(^\text{1096}\) While indentured servitude commences with the consent of the person, the indenture is also enforced through penal sanctions.\(^\text{1097}\) The application of consent in forced labour should also be amended to reflect consent theory. That is, voluntariness should form the test of consent in relation to ‘forced’ and the labour aspect should be tested against the level of exploitation.

There is a good argument that definitions of slavery should not be blurred by the fusion of other concepts. One argument is that merging forced labour and slavery ‘furthers a myth’ and terminology such as ‘slavery-like practices’ should be preferred.\(^\text{1098}\) Indeed, history shows that there are differences between some of these practices.

For example, it is difficult to compare indenture in the America’s to the Trans-Atlantic slave trade with its high rate of mortality and its unparalleled harsh conditions. Nevertheless, while not equal in gravity, indentured servitude also carried with it a risk of death and bad conditions, making it similar to the Trans-Atlantic slavery. But slavery was not always extremely harsh. The lives of slaves depended on time and place and on individual circumstances. Accordingly, it is preferable to reach some broader


\(^{1095}\) As military service and prison work would also fit the definition they would specifically need to be excluded.


\(^{1097}\) Ibid, 205.

understanding of what slavery is today, even if that definition broadens the definition of slavery.

It is undesirable to form a definition of slavery that is based on the level of degradation and exploitation of the Trans-Atlantic slave trade. Having a definition that is so extreme will be unlikely to help anyone because very few victims will fall within its definition. Further, such a definition may unwittingly make all other forms of slavery acceptable. In a similar way, as will be discussed below, crimes against humanity have had to be expanded since World War II because it will be unlikely to find instances of crimes against humanity that will match the events of Nazi Germany. Using Nazi Germany in crimes against humanity or the Trans-Atlantic slave trade in slavery as yardsticks will only serve to hinder the development of human rights law. Slavery should not be allowed to advance again to the level of the Trans-Atlantic slave trade and Nazi Germany must never be permitted to be repeated. The best way that this can be achieved is to prohibit not just that behaviour but also similar behaviour of lesser severity.

Distinctions between slavery, indenture, forced labour, peonage1099 and debt bondage are confusing but some believe that it is possible to distinguish slavery from other forms of exploitation.1100 However, while some of these practices may not appear to be as severe as the slave trade,1101 they should be dealt with in a way that will prevent the harshest of conditions in history being repeated.

Just like there are numerous examples of slaves who have possessed honoured posts1102 there are also numerous examples of 'nominally free' workers who have also travelled across the sea to encounter systematic debasement; dishonour; discrimination; corporal

1099 See Ralph Shlomowitz “Forced Labor: An Overview” in Seymour Drescher and Stanley L Engerman (ed), A Historical Guide to World Slavery (1998), p. 205 where debt peonage is described as where a person receives credit and undertakes to work for the creditor until the debt is paid. The debt is usually voluntary but sometimes the person is unable to repay the debt, often because of coercive practices of the creditor such as the imposition of fines. The debt is also able to be transferred to another creditor.


punishment; been stripped of civil rights; denied the opportunity for a family life and whose children while born free have had little opportunity for a better life. It is usually a ‘desperation born of absent opportunity’ that can account for practices such as consensual slavery, but while blending the definition of slavery to include various other practices may be technically inaccurate, the loss of some accuracy for the sake of justice may be an instance of the ends justifying the means.

This puts into question the importance of consent in current slavery interpretations. Now, consent to slavery that is not achieved by coercive means eliminates that person’s perception as a slave. The person is then usually viewed as an illegal immigrant taking jobs from the local population. While so many other practices such as debt bondage, peonage and indenture also eliminate the freedom of the person in a similar way to slavery, it is contended that since slavery carries with it a serious connotation of gravity, that the definition of slavery be extended to include:

\[
\text{Indentured Servitude, Peonage, Forced Labour and Similar Practices that Limit the Person’s Autonomy}^{1106}
\]

11.5 The need for a new definition of slavery

While the definition of slavery itself does not contain a consent or non-coercive consent requirement, this alone has been insufficient to properly describe its practice. Instead, the non-coercive consent requirement has found its way into other instruments such as the Trafficking Protocol in combination with the definition of the Slavery Convention and these are intended to be read together. Therefore, the consent

\[\text{Indentured servitude, peonage, and forced labour}^{1106}\]


1105 See for example David Brion Davis, *The Problem of Slavery in Western Culture*, (1966), 34, who believes that terms have become confused.

1106 “Indentured servitude”, “peonage” and “forced labour” would need to be redefined within the slavery convention.

1107 Which negates the presence of exploitation.
requirement should explicitly be excluded as a bar to slavery from the *Slavery Convention* and should also be removed from the *Trafficking Protocol*.

Consent has already been excluded as a bar to slavery in debt bondage and serfdom, because both conditions can be entered into voluntarily without coercion, through their inclusion in the *Slavery Convention* due to the *Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery 1956*. However, in recognition of the misunderstood role of consent in trafficking and in order to allow protective mechanisms to flow to the victim, non-coercive consent must be explicitly excluded from the *Slavery Convention*.

It is the position of this thesis that as lawyers, we must re-evaluate the definition of slavery centred on the ownership of the person as found in the *Slavery Convention* in order to be more relevant to current thinking in the social sciences. A historical analysis will show that a definition based on the restriction of personal autonomy is a better solution than proprietary rights.

It is important that slavery as a term be more commonly used in trafficking discussions, because the term itself carries with it a strong abhorrence by the modern world. After all, the abolition of slavery and the slave trade was the earliest established international human rights norm. As the term ‘slavery’ carries with it a connotation of gravity, it is time that the definition be expanded in order to capture the unacceptable practices today, punish the perpetrators appropriately and protect the victims. While it is widely accepted that slavery has shaped the Western world, it is important that every effort be made to prevent this situation from continuing. It is contended that the expansion of the definition is especially relevant when considering the variations of slavery throughout time.

### 11.5.1 The problem with misunderstanding slavery

1108 *Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery*, adopted 7 September 1956, 226 UNTS 3 (entered into force 30 April 1957)


Contradictions regarding slavery abound. An ancient irony is how slavery in Ancient Greece increased during the growth in democracy as slaves gave citizens the freedom to take part in civic duties. More recently we have come to question how Thomas Jefferson, a principal author of the American Declaration of Independence and in particular the words ‘all men are created equal’, held 150 slaves. Indeed, seven of the first twelve presidents of the United States owned slaves.

It is modern perceptions of these realities as contradictions that indicate how we, as a modern society struggle to understand this long standing phenomenon. Today, when faced with what we see as a contradiction regarding slavery, as lawyers we tend to use the contradiction to eliminate its presence. For example, the Trafficking Protocol dismisses the notion that one can consent without coercion from the master, to slavery. Yet we have numerous examples from the past of consensual slavery.

Misunderstandings regarding slavery have been carried through to various international instruments. A better understanding of slavery in the past may assist us to view slavery today as a complex issue not well covered in current definitions in international legal instruments. It is misunderstandings that stem from the core of the problem that have carried through to inappropriate responses. Historians and social scientists continue to study in depth this topic which lawyers have summarised into one sentence, being the definition of slavery in article 1(a) of the United Nations Slavery Convention as:

> 'the status or condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised.'

---

111 James Walvin, *Atlas of Slavery*, (2006), 15. See also Peter Garnsey, *Ideas of slavery from Aristotle to Augustine*, (1996), 4, who explains that slavery developed in Athens because of legal reform by Solon in the sixth century BC which outlawed debt-bondage and other dependant labour because it affected the Athenian citizens of their rights. Slavery was then turned to in order to allow a work force to enter and service the Athenians.


114 Consensual slavery will be discussed below.

115 For example, the Slavery Convention contains the definition of slavery from 1926 and modern agreements such as the Trafficking Protocol simply refer back to the definition of slavery without recent analysis of the term.
A definition that ends in one sentence and yet is intended to refer to all slavery everywhere should be questioned because this definition forms the basis of assistance to victims in many international agreements. Indeed, a critic of the Rome Statute argues that article 7 of the Rome Statute follows the definition of slavery within the Slavery Convention. Clark's view and the position of this thesis is that the definition of slavery should be focused on the exercise of power of one person over another and not on proprietary rights which may in any event be outmoded and therefore unhelpful. Questions of power and personal autonomy have always been and continue to be more relevant to modern discourse on the topic.

Before a proper analysis of slavery and its connection to trafficking can be made, a clarification of some of these contradictions as well as a better understanding of slavery is required. Slavery's past is an important element in dealing with slavery in the future. In discussing slavery, Levin writes: 'only an accurate understanding of history makes it possible to deal intelligently with the future'.

11.6 Deconstructing the consent and proprietary relations basis of "slavery"

Authors have attempted to define slavery by finding what they perceive to be common elements running throughout time. Most commonly, slavery has been seen as 'a mode of production or an 'industrial system' created by certain economic or political conditions and sentenced to extinction by the laws of human progress'. However, as Davis goes on to point out, such views are inaccurate. Misconceptions of slavery have tended to cloud the reality.

Today, we have a blurred understanding of slavery as slavery is often disguised as a legitimate activity such as employment or contractual agreement: '[r]eligious justification, "willing" participation, token payments, the apparent signing of a contract, and any number of other layers of meaning, rationalisation, or explanation can be used


1117 Bruce Levin, "In Search of a Usable Past" in James Oliver Horton and Lois e Horton (ed), Slavery and Public History (2006), 211.

1118 See David Brion Davis, Slavery and Human Progress (1984), 8 – 9. Note that this is not the position of Davis.
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as part of the way a community explains and rationalizes slavery in its mist.\textsuperscript{1119} Similarly, trafficking has been disguised by issues such as consent and intent.

There are many instances where labour closely resembles slavery, and that is where one transfers their energy, body, will and time to another. Even when such transfers are limited say by contract and time, it is possible that the worker will have to transfer such rights to their employer continuously, making the wage labour very similar to bondage.\textsuperscript{1120} To a certain extent, all wage earners ‘sell their labor’ to support themselves.\textsuperscript{1121} Such arguments regarding ‘wage labour’ have never really been accepted however they do challenge the idea of free contract.\textsuperscript{1122}

Commonly, slavery is viewed as the exploitation of the slave through the theft of their labour for economic gain.\textsuperscript{1123} But it is incorrect to speak of slavery as entirely for the purposes of economic exploitation because many slave societies did not depend on the production of the slave. For example, some slaves in Islamic slavery societies did not produce anything, and they were economically dependent on their masters or their master’s non-slave dependants.\textsuperscript{1124} Some slave owners acquired slaves only to display a sense of honour\textsuperscript{1125} and others for human sacrifice.\textsuperscript{1126} Certainly slaves have largely been used by paying them, usually in food, accommodation etc, less than what they contribute to production. However, a contrasting example is indentured servitude where the indentured servant was implicitly repaying the employer for their passage by

\textsuperscript{1119} Kevin Bales, \textit{Understanding Global Slavery, A Reader}, (2005), 9.


\textsuperscript{1122} Ibid, 420.

\textsuperscript{1123} Kevin Bales, \textit{Understanding Global Slavery, A Reader}, (2005),8.

\textsuperscript{1124} Orlando Patterson, \textit{Slavery and Social Death}, (1982), 11.


accepting a ‘lower level of consumption’ in return.\textsuperscript{1127} So exploitation of the slave’s labour or service has not always been at the root of slavery or slavery like practices.

Indeed, it is difficult to find one definition of slavery to apply in different contexts. When looking at various definitions of slavery that would describe Muscovite slavery, Hellie finds that none on its own is sufficient.\textsuperscript{1128} Slavery is many things and a definitive definition may serve to disprove slavery at different times. While slaves may have a questionable position under the law, for example, the person may be an illegal migrant; it is not accurate to describe the slave as someone who has no legal personality, as slaves hold legal and moral responsibility.\textsuperscript{1129} Another erroneous point of distinction is that slaves do not have power over their ownership and the power to terminate their services to their master as opposed to free people who do have that power. Patterson\textsuperscript{1130} points out that this is not a useful distinction when a slave is compared to other bonded workers, not only including serfs, indentured servants, peons and debt bondsmen but also other forms of workers such as contracted professional athletes, especially in the United States prior to 1975.\textsuperscript{1131}

The proprietary nature of slavery has been most prevalent in definitions of slavery. The concept of the slave as the ‘property’ of the master is evident from the First Testament:\textsuperscript{1132}

44. ‘And as for your male and female slaves whom you may have – from the nations that are around you, from them you may buy male and female slaves.


\textsuperscript{1128} See Richard Hellie, \textit{Slavery in Russia 1450 – 1725} (1982), 20 – 21. Hellie says that while each of the following may be true, none of them satisfies the definition of slavery: slavery as dependant labour; slaves have less legal rights than their masters including also participation in social activities as well; slavery is the alienation of the rights and rewards of labour; the control of the physical reproduction of the slave; the slave as property of the master; the slave is deprived of the right of personal liberty; the slave is an outsider to society and marginalised.

\textsuperscript{1129} Orlando Patterson, \textit{Slavery and Social Death} (1982), 22.

\textsuperscript{1130} A leading historian and comparative scientist, having written extensively in the field of slavery.

\textsuperscript{1131} Orlando Patterson, \textit{Slavery and Social Death} (1982), 25 – 26.

\textsuperscript{1132} Leviticus 25:44-46.
45. 'Moreover you may buy the children of the strangers who dwell among you, which they beget in your land: and they shall become your property.

46. 'And you may take them as an inheritance for your children after you, to inherit them as a possession; they shall be your permanent slaves. But regarding your brethren, the children of Israel, you shall not rule over one another with rigor.'

Later in Roman times, Justinian’s Digest of Roman Law defined the meaning of slavery for law students, again within the context of property.1133

'Being free (libertas) is the natural ability to do whatever anyone pleases, unless one is prevented from doing it either by force of by law.

(1) Slavery is an institution of the common law of peoples (ius gentium) by which a person is put into the ownership (dominium) of somebody else, contrary to the natural order.'1134

During Anglo Saxon times, a female slave who was sexually assaulted by an Anglo-Saxon, would be compensated according to the rank of her master, with the money being paid directly to him as compensation for abuse to his property.1135 Essentially, it was not the slave’s honour that had been attacked, but the slave as property of the owner. Following the end of the Civil War in the United States, slave-owners who had been forced to give up their slaves called for compensation for the loss of their ‘property’.1136 Ultimately it has been believed that ‘the slave’s person is the property of another man, and his will is subject to his owner’s authority’.1137

The slave as property persists to modern times. Article 1(a) of the United Nations Slavery Convention, defines slavery as ‘the status or condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised’. Slaves are

---


1134 My emphasis.

1135 Orlando Patterson, Slavery and Social Death, (1982), 82.

1136 Kevin Bales, Understanding Global Slavery, A Reader, (2005), 6.

the property of their owners, and there is evidence of possession of slaves conferring status on their owner.\textsuperscript{1138} The concept of ‘ownership’ runs through many other modern agreements relating to slavery. The 6\textsuperscript{th} Committee of the League of Nations described the intention of the \textit{Slavery Convention} as intending to bring about the ‘disappearance from written legislation or from the customs of the country of everything which admits the maintenance by a private individual of rights over another person of the same nature as the rights which an individual can have over things’.\textsuperscript{1139} This implies a reference of slavery as a concept of ownership of chattels which though may be accurate to describe some or even most situations, does not describe all.

Patterson criticises definitions on slavery that are centred around the concept of property as the defining factor on the basis that proprietary claims are made with respect to many individuals who are not slaves.\textsuperscript{1140} Indeed, legal codes on slavery do not explain the social practice.\textsuperscript{1141} Patterson uses the example of marriage to illustrate the point. Husbands and wives have legal rights: claims, privileges and powers, over each other, a point best illustrated during divorce proceedings, even though conventionally these relationships are not viewed as proprietary in nature.\textsuperscript{1142} On this basis, while the slave owner may own the slave, ownership alone is insufficient to describe slavery. For example, while slaves in ancient times were thought of as property and chattel, they still had certain moral rights.\textsuperscript{1143} Accordingly, the definition of slavery as ownership does not confer the complexity of the relationship. Patterson defines slavery in a way that omits references to property, services or labour.\textsuperscript{1144}

Modern attempts to analyse slavery within individual societies implies a study not only of degrees of slavery within those societies but also ‘degrees and varieties of

\textsuperscript{1138} Thomas Wiedemann, \textit{Greek and Roman Slavery}, (1981), 5.


\textsuperscript{1140} Orlando Patterson, \textit{Slavery and Social Death}, (1982), 21.

\textsuperscript{1141} J Albert Harrill, \textit{The Manumission of Slaves in Early Christianity}, (2\textsuperscript{nd} ed. 1998), 14.

\textsuperscript{1142} Orlando Patterson, \textit{Slavery and Social Death}, (1982), 22.

\textsuperscript{1143} Thomas Wiedemann, \textit{Greek and Roman Slavery}, (1981), 15.

\textsuperscript{1144} David Brion Davis, \textit{Slavery and Human Progress} (1984), 11.
We see discourse regarding freedom and slavery even in Shakespeare's Sonnets. The following sonnet does not describe slavery such as in a form of trafficking but illustrates slavery from an analysis of freedom. It is the analogy of slavery to freedom that offers the best resolution in defining slavery. Freedom is closely linked to personal honour.

'Being your slave, what should I do but tend
Upon the hours and times of your desire?
I have no precious time at all to spend,
Nor services to do, till you require.
Nor dare I chide the world-without-end hour,
Whilst I (my sovereign) watch the clock for you,
Nor think the bitterness of absence sour,
When you have bid your servant once adieu;
Nor dare I question with my jealous thought
Where you may be, or your affairs suppose,
But like a sad slave stay and think of nought
Save where you are, how happy you make those.
So true a fool is love, that in your Will,
Though you do any thing, he thinks no ill.'

11.6.1 Violence and domination as elements in slavery

On the level of personal relations, Patterson, defines slavery as 'the permanent, violent domination of natally alienated and generally dishonoured persons'. Slavery is

---

1145 Arnaldo Momigliano, 'Moser Finley on Slavery: A Personal Note' in Moser I Finley (ed), Classical Slavery (1987) 1, 6.

1146 William Shakespeare, Sonnet 57.

1147 Since Patterson, many writers on slavery discuss the concept of natal alienation. See for example, Seymour Drescher “Moral Issues” in Seymour Drescher and Stanley L Engerman (ed), A Historical Guide to World Slavery (1998), 282.

1148 Orlando Patterson, Slavery and Social Death, (1982), 13.
described in terms of dishonour, alienation and ‘social death’.\textsuperscript{1149} That is, because of their alienation from kin who the slave would otherwise have belonged to and been protected by, the slave suffers a social and cultural ‘death’.\textsuperscript{1150} One example of this is the description of slavery in Roman times where slavery is described as a state of absolute subjugation, where the slave has no kin, has no right of marriage and whose identity is imposed on them by their owner.\textsuperscript{1151} Manumission acts to restore honour and by extension of the ‘social death’, to also restore life, even if it is within perpetual gratitude to their owner.\textsuperscript{1152}

‘[F]irst, in all slave societies the slave was considered a degraded person; second, the honour of the master was enhanced by the subjugation of his slave; and third, wherever slavery became structurally very important, the whole tone of the slaveholders’ culture tended to be highly honorific. (In many societies the sole reason for keeping slaves was in fact their honorific value)’.\textsuperscript{1153} Patterson views honour as personal autonomy with honour being present in all societies.\textsuperscript{1154} Slaves are regarded by their community as people without honour.\textsuperscript{1155} Conversely, the slave owner themselves receives honour by virtue of the honour that is accrued ‘to those with authority over other humans’.\textsuperscript{1156} In situations where the slave’s purpose is honorific in nature, that is, where the slave’s role is essentially one in which they are intended to enhance the master’s honour or their


\textsuperscript{1151} Thomas Wiedemann, Greek and Roman Slavery, (1981), 1.


\textsuperscript{1154} Orlando Patterson, Slavery and Social Death, (1982), 80 – 81.

\textsuperscript{1155} Ibid, 81.

\textsuperscript{1156} Peter Kolchin, American Slavery 1619 – 1877, (Rev. ed 2003), 9.
purpose is honorific honour, then the slave receives ritualistic and symbolic dishonour.\footnote{1157}{David Brion Davis, \textit{Slavery and Human Progress} (1984), 11. Davis points out that Patterson's analyses will be scrutinised in time when further work is done in the areas of ancient, medieval, Asian, African and pre-colonial American history are undertaken.}

That being the case, where a particular insult made from one member of the society to another member could result in a duel to the death, the same insult made by a slave, could be laughed off by the freeman without loss of honour because the words of the slave hold no value.\footnote{1158}{Orlando Patterson, \textit{Slavery and Social Death}, (1982), 81 – 82.} Age was most respected in traditional African society, and nowhere is the lack of honour more apparent than when an aged African slave was not given the honour that should have been afforded them due to their slave status.\footnote{1159}{Ibid, 83.}

The lack of honour and use of violence, have often been interrelated, '[t]he typical slave in the Roman view was a "vocal instrument," a non-person to be used sexually, disciplined with the whip, and questioned in court under torture since his word was utterly without honour'.\footnote{1160}{Ibid, 92.} The one common factor in all examples of slavery is the violent control of one person over another, whether that is violence, or the threat of violence.\footnote{1161}{Kevin Bales, \textit{Understanding Global Slavery, A Reader}, (2005), 9.} The reality of violence within slavery was reaffirmed by Christian teachings which instructed slaves to obey their masters 'with fear and trembling'.\footnote{1162}{Keith Bradley, "Europe – Ancient World", in Seymour Drescher and Stanley L Engerman (ed), \textit{A Historical Guide to World Slavery} (1998), 195.}

The dynamics of this relationship were recognised by Thomas Jefferson on his speech on 'Master and Slave':\footnote{1163}{Thomas Jefferson on "Master and Slave". But see other references to Thomas Jefferson, earlier in the chapter regarding his personal ownership of slaves.}

\begin{quote}
'The whole commerce between master and slave is a perpetual exercise of the most boisterous passions, the most unremitting despotism on the one part, and degrading submissions on the other. Our children see this, and learn to imitate it'.
\end{quote}
The current international definition of slavery which is focused on proprietary relations is far from satisfactory. First it fails to take account of the historical evolution of the phenomenon of slavery, and second, it ignores the reality of the predicament of the ‘modern day’ slave with important adverse implications for trafficked victims. It is the view in this thesis that there is a need for the development of a new approach to the definition of slavery to reflect the conditions of the modern slave victims consistent with the history of slavery as a phenomenon.

11.7 A normative definition of slavery: domination, forced labour and servitude

Slavery is a crucial part of trafficking because it refers to the exploitation of the victim. Of course, exploitation of trafficking victims does not only take place in the labour arena as is evidenced by the role of forced marriage, however forced labour and exploitation such as forced marriage are linked to slavery practices. While it may be true that not all exploitation amounts to slavery or slavery like practices,\textsuperscript{1164} it is submitted that in the cases where the exploitation reaches that level of abuse, then protection should be guaranteed to the victim. The Trafficking Protocol should be concerned with exploitation amounting to slavery like practices because it will be very difficult and inappropriate to assist all victims of exploitation with the same solution. Further, it would be unlikely that the international community could achieve consensus on such a broad instrument. In any event, those suffering most should be given the first assistance, and assistance to victims in slavery like situations must be mandatory. It is also appropriate to expand the scope of slavery to include modern practices.

Although any definition will be in itself inadequate as their may always be cases of slavery that do not fit within it, honour being linked to personal autonomy, is perhaps a better definition of slavery, than those centred around the slave as property. As slavery is protected by the violent control of one person over another, slavery is better defined as the condition whereby the person’s personal autonomy is held by another, whether this was originally given consensually or not and retained through violence or the threat

of violence. It is difficult to understand slavery as proprietary in nature in the modern context because chattel slavery is seldom seen today in its true form.

However, the idea of a restriction of freedom is a concept that is familiar to the modern world. One of the core beliefs of human rights is the belief in freedom or personal autonomy and so this would be the best description of slavery today. Accordingly, the definition of slavery should read:

\[
\text{THE STATUS OR CONDITION OF A PERSON OVER WHOM ANY OR ALL OF THE POWERS ATTACHING TO THE RIGHT OF OWNERSHIP ARE EXERCISED OR WHOSE PERSONAL AUTONOMY IS LIMITED FOR WHATEVER PURPOSE WHETHER OR NOT THEY ENTERED INTO SLAVERY WITH CONSENT.}
\]

Trafficking should be thought of as a sub branch of slavery and compared to the slave trade. The reason why there is little attention paid to the link between trafficking and slavery is that modern society does not have a good understanding of slavery and misconceptions about slavery have camouflaged trafficking into being seen as a migration or labour issue. While migration and labour are both important tools in combating trafficking, such frameworks can only be appropriately applied in the context of trafficking as modern day slavery.

Unfortunately, efforts to eradicate trafficking have not focused on the exploitation but have become confused by concepts such as consent and even intent.\(^{1165}\) As discussed throughout this thesis, the consent of the person to their exploitation has stood as a bar to the protection of the victim. As lawyers, we must re-evaluate the definition of slavery centred on the ownership of the person as found in the Slavery Convention in order to be more relevant to current thinking in the social sciences.

11.8 Conclusion

\(^{1165}\) Intent is important in that the Trafficking Protocol requires the trafficker to be acting with intent, without which the trafficker cannot be charged (even though this is not the case with all national legislation). Protection and assistance mechanisms are closely linked with the victim acting as witness in criminal proceedings.
To the extent that the ‘slave theory’ as in the *Slavery Convention* is focused on the proprietary relationship basis of slavery, it and the element of consent, distorts the concept of slavery and offers little assistance in our understanding of trafficking and our efforts to combat it. However this is not to dismiss the slave theory as a good normative basis for understanding trafficking. The theory is helpful if one adopts a more realistic definition of slavery consistent with its historical development and the actual situation of victims who find themselves in a combined environment of violent domination, servitude and forced labour.

Slavery based on proprietary rights confuses our understanding of trafficking because chattel slavery is fairly uncommon. This does not mean however that exploitation does not take place. Defining a crime in a way that does not reflect common situations creates problems. For example, in the early 1900s, trafficking was described in such a way as to leave little room for the detection of victims. That is, descriptions of trafficking victims were so extreme that few victims could be found to match. This did not mean that victims did not exist but that perhaps the fault lay with the parameters in which victims were identified.

This definitional problems created by the recent handling of trafficking, and indeed all slavery must not continue. It is time that we use lessons learnt in the past to create law that adequately deals with modern practices so that victims can be assisted and protected from exploitation.
CONCLUDING REMARKS: A VICTIM-CENTRED APPROACH

As noted in the introduction to this thesis, human trafficking is the largest manifestation of contemporary slavery in the world. As a phenomenon which is arguably one of the fastest growing international crimes believed to generate profits only second to arms trafficking, human trafficking is an issue that involves a complex mix of crime, labour standards, human rights and immigration regulations.

'Human trafficking is a multifaceted phenomenon, which has been analysed from a variety of perspectives.' It has been described by various authors as slavery or a form of slavery; and as the human rights issue of the century. Whichever way one looks at it, at the centre of trafficking as a phenomenon is the trafficked victim. Indeed it is the victim as such in trafficking which focuses our attention to the phenomenon irrespective of whatever theory one adopts to deal with or to understand trafficking. The questions posed at the commencement of this thesis were:

In the fight against trafficking what should be the international agenda? Should the focus be on crime prevention or should it be on victim protection? Should human rights be the essential basis that underpins state action in dealing with trafficking or should border control and principles of immigration be the central basis for dealing with the problem?

Certainly, perspectives regarding trafficking reveal political, legal and philosophical differences. It is the proposition of this thesis that any sustainable international agenda to deal with trafficking must be based on victim protection as the primary aim. The

---


international agenda must thus be ‘victim-centred’. Such a victim-centred approach must in turn inform or underpin state action in the fight against trafficking.

Appropriate law reforms are most likely to occur once a theoretical framework is established. However, law reform cannot be achieved solely through legislative reform. It requires political change and ideologies that are set in values, attitudes and beliefs with appropriate responses to victims and offenders. As with the problems of the disjunction of human rights, between theory and realisation, theory generally must not be allowed to ‘spiral away’ from political structures. That is, theory must be based in practice and be firmly footed in reality. The reality of trafficking is that it is a crime that impacts most harshly on the victim. However, responses in dealing with trafficking have not placed the victim of trafficking at the centre and while this remains the case, efforts to eradicate trafficking will remain ineffective.

12.1 “Victim” as a concept

In spite of the seminal importance of the Trafficking Protocol, the instrument does not define the concept of a ‘victim’ of trafficking. One is therefore left to look for a generic meaning of the concept elsewhere. The United Nations Declaration of the Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime of 1985, provides that: Victims are

'persons who, individually or collectively, have suffered harm including physical or mental injury, emotional suffering, economic loss or substantial impairment of their fundamental rights, through acts or omissions that are in violation of the criminal laws operative within member states'

It is argued by some jurists that the ‘status’ of a person as ‘victim’, may lead to a ‘learned helplessness’ resulting in their disempowerment. Classifying the person as

---


a ‘victim’ leads to prejudice whereby there is a perception by the public of a ‘timid, demure, suffering’ person; when the victim does not fit this image, it may be difficult to convince the court and community that an injury has occurred.\textsuperscript{1172}

Commonly, trafficked people are not the helpless victims they are often portrayed to be and have frequently been described as the ‘go-getters’ of their community.\textsuperscript{1173} Trafficked people while often faced with bleak prospects if they remain in their places of origin are also likely to be strong, risk-taking individuals who have made the choice to immigrate but end up being trafficked.\textsuperscript{1174} Worldwide evidence shows that the poorest of the poor and the least educated are not the people that are most likely to seek migration because they are not likely to have any resources at all to even consider migration and those with low education usually lack the confidence to migrate.\textsuperscript{1175} Conversely, trafficking victims are thought to be amongst the most industrious of their community, seeking a better future.

This does not mean that trafficking victims meaningfully consent to being trafficked but that faced with few if any meaningful choices, they elect to ‘try their luck’\textsuperscript{1176} at facilitated migration and end up being exploited. Problems arise because there is an expectation by the community that trafficking victims appear as weak and suffering individuals. An example of the prejudiced expectations of the community is in relation to trafficking for the purposes of prostitution. The woman is either a victim that needs

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{1172} Monika Smit, Senior Researcher at the Bureau of the National Rapporteur in Trafficking in Human Beings, The Netherlands, OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights, ‘Conference Report’ (Europe Conference Against Trafficking in Persons Berlin 15 – 16 October 2001), 35.


\end{flushleft}
to be protected or a criminal ‘having exposed the porosity of national borders’.\textsuperscript{1177} Accordingly, where a prostitute or other person, consents to being exploited, then they are not considered to be a victim. The solution of the \textit{Trafficking Protocol} raises further problems.

Basing protection mechanisms on the victims consent or innocence is an attempt to separate the innocent victim who needs protection from the ‘bad’ victim who needs to be punished.\textsuperscript{1178} Further, breaking down trafficking into victims and villains reduces a complex phenomenon to simple causes and clear-cut solutions.\textsuperscript{1179}

‘The effect of these motifs of deception, abduction, youth/virginity, and violence is to render the victim unquestionably “innocent”. Desperately poor, deceived or abducted, drugged or beaten into compliance, with a blameless sexual past, she could not have ‘chosen’ to be a prostitute.’\textsuperscript{1180}

If the victim does not fit into the ‘mould’ of what is perceived as a victim, then the state can proceed to act with them as if they pose a threat. Kapur describes this process as ‘Demonizing the Other’:

\begin{quote}
‘there is the legal response that promotes incarceration, detention, even annihilation or elimination. In these contexts, the migrant is cast as a transgressor, incomprehensible, and existing completely outside of the framework of liberal democracy, and is defined as a threat to the nation-state and as backward, uncivilised and dangerous.’ \textsuperscript{1181}
\end{quote}

Nevertheless, the use of the term ‘victim’ to describe trafficked people and its inclusion throughout the Protocol denotes at least a basic acknowledgment that the person has


\textsuperscript{1179} Ibid, 45.

\textsuperscript{1180} Ibid, 36.

The term victim is also used in this thesis to refer to trafficked people in order to better link protection mechanisms. The term victim allows the trafficked person to be viewed from a human rights perspective rather than as a law breaking immigrant. The use of the term therefore is not intended to refer to the victim’s innocence or guilt in the process of the trafficking but rather refers to the exploitation that the victim has been subjected to.

12.2 Understanding a victim-centred approach

A victim-centred system is a change in strategy from a ‘case focus’ to a victim focus. The essence of a victim-centred strategy fundamentally involves an awareness of the centrality of victim and their needs; to the development of a solution or solutions to deal with the problem at hand. This strategy may be likened to the situation which is commonly adopted by a corporate body in dealing with clients or customers. The client may not set the company’s policies, but good corporate policy is routinely developed with the customer or client in mind. Indeed the essence of effective corporate strategy is ultimately the needs of the customer. A victim-centred approach in dealing with trafficking is thus one in which considerations of what is in the victim’s best interests overrides competing concerns of migration and the criminal justice system.

A victim-centred approach takes account of the interests and concerns of the victim at every stage of the process in developing and implementing solutions for the problem. This process therefore becomes more meaningful to the victim. The victim in such circumstances is less inclined to feel alienated from the system and more confident that the state machinery will be used to assist them. This involves an essential mutual benefit: a confident victim who has trust in the state machinery is more likely to be strong and committed to the prosecution process. It can be seen therefore that a victim centred approach has multi faceted benefits. The commitment of the victim to the prosecution process helps to deal with traffickers; the arrest of traffickers in turn improves outcomes for victims and results in less re-victimisation of victims. This provides an effective foundation for sustainable solutions.

---

On the other hand, where the victim is treated solely as a witness for the prosecution, the proceedings can turn against the witness, resulting in the victims’ ‘second victimisation’. It is thought that second victimisation can be avoided by providing the victim with empathy and due consideration throughout the proceedings.\textsuperscript{1183} Empathy and due consideration can best be applied to a victim when the victim is understood by all parties to be of pivotal importance because they have been exploited, not because they may be the main witness.

There is an obvious relationship between the criminal legal theory which underpins criminal legal process and the victim centred approach. A central element of the criminal justice is that outcome indicators are usually stated in terms of ‘performance’ as reflected in arrests, indictments, convictions and statistics. Typically the well being of the victim as such is not an issue in developing strategies for the case centred approach in the criminal justice system. The offender is the focus. This approach is evidenced in criminal legal theory and retributive theory in particular, whose aim is to punish the perpetrator of a crime. In essence, criminalisation theories are offender rather than victim focused.\textsuperscript{1184}

12.3 Why have states failed to adopt a victim centred approach?

Considering the apparent concern of the international community to tackle trafficking, the question arises as to why states have not already adopted a victim centred framework. There are probably many varied reasons for this.

Probably a large part of the answer lies in the interconnection between migration and trafficking. While trafficking victims are not merely irregular migrants, victims are mainly trafficked during the migration process. Primarily, the victim is influenced by push and pull factors, and in their quest for a better life elsewhere, falls victim to trafficking. As stated throughout this thesis, the trafficking victim almost always has a level of consent to the trafficking process. They at least consent to the transportation part, where they usually work with the trafficker to arrive at the destination state. I


believe that it is this consent and more importantly, willing consent to circumvent migration laws, that motivates states to primarily see trafficking as closely related to migration. Consent means that the victim is judged by the state as being part of the problem. That is why states often provide support to victims only in conjunction with their assistance to the prosecution process.

Indeed, this is as far as states may see their responsibility towards the victim. Perhaps because they feel that if the victim has truly been exploited, then all the victim would want is to return home. If the victim does not want to return home, it casts doubt on the innocence of the victim and further re-enforces to the state that the victim is an irregular migrant. That a large part of the solution to trafficking victims is that they are given residency in the country of destination makes it appear as if victims will use their suffering as a migration tool. Ultimately, assistance to victims of trafficking is an expensive exercise and states are mindful of creating policy that will further stimulate irregular migration into their borders. That is why up to now; requirements to protect victims and provide them with relief are weak. If states adopted a victim centred approach, they may feel like they are losing control of deciding who enters their country and under what circumstances.

Instead, states view trafficking as a crime. Accordingly, the Trafficking Protocol focuses on organised crime creating a ‘treaty framework’ to combat transnational organised crime and deter unlawful migration. The true driving force behind the drafting of the Organised Crime Convention and the two relevant Protocols is the concern by member states over sovereignty and security issues surrounding trafficking and smuggling.

This thesis however disagrees with this view. It is the position of this thesis that a victim centred framework would work to reduce trafficking generally. A victim centred framework has multiple benefits because in reducing trafficking, irregular migration will also be reduced as well as organised crime. These would satisfy the state’s main concerns in relation to trafficking. It is also the proper way to deal with victims of exploitation, or to put it more accurately, it is the proper way to deal with modern day slaves. The current criminal law perspective is insufficient in tackling trafficking as it currently stands. It is encouraging to note however that some states are adopting different approaches that view are more in line with a victim-centred approach.
12.4 Why a victim centred approach?

To the extent that the victim has an interest in the trafficker's arrest, conviction and sentencing, the criminal justice system needs the active cooperation of the trafficked victim to build a stronger case to convict the trafficker. A victim centred approach and the criminal justice system as reflected in criminal legal theory are therefore mutually supportive. Cooperation between victims and law enforcement is likely to lead to more successful prosecutions of traffickers.

The recognition of the trafficked person as a victim of a crime requires the application of the principle of non-criminalisation of the acts of the victim of trafficking. Thus for instance where a victim is found to be engaged in prostitution or in apparent breach of labour or migration laws, an appropriate victim centred approach should avoid criminalising the conduct. In the case of prostitution for instance, an approach adopted by the January 1, 1999 law of Sweden makes buying sex a crime that may subject the customer to 6 months imprisonment. In the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, article 41 of the Criminal Code provides for a penalty of 6 months to 5 years imprisonment for anyone who buys sex from a person for whom they know is a victim of trafficking.

It is also necessary to 'de-sex' trafficking in any victim centred approach. Indeed, many feminist groups see trafficking as another form of exploitative prostitution. As was demonstrated in the feminist legal theory's approach to the issue of trafficking, there is an undue focus on prostitution in trafficking. While there is no doubt that prostitution is a major issue and a legitimate target in anti trafficking efforts, limiting trafficking for the purpose of prostitution, has two flaws: first, sex trafficking is not limited to trafficking for commercial sex. Non-commercial sex, as for instance in the case of forced marriages, may constitute a form of exploitation that gives rise to trafficking. Trafficking could also arise in the area of child sex tourism.

A victim centred approach in dealing with human trafficking involves some fundamental elements. Namely:

- victims' safety
- housing for victims
• medical and psychiatric needs
• normalizing their immigration status

The US TVPA makes adult victims of severe forms of trafficking who have been certified by the US Department of Health and Human Services eligible for benefits and services to the same extent as refugees. Victims of severe forms of trafficking who are under 18 years of age also are eligible for benefits to the same extent as refugees but do not need to be certified. This is a welcome victim centred approach that needs to be encouraged in the international community generally.

There are positive developments that give cause for optimism in the fight against trafficking. In India for instance, the Suppression of Immoral Traffic in Women and Girls Act of 1986 provides, under Article 21, that the government may establish ‘protective homes’, and ‘institutions...in which women and girls, who are in need of care and protection, may be kept’.1185 A better understanding of the need for a victim centred approach would lead more states to adopt the Indian approach.

An appropriate victim centred approach must also involve the appropriate preventive measures to warn prospective victims of the dangers of prostitution, or more appropriately, of the dangers of trafficking.

Despite these other areas of sex trafficking, a gender focus on trafficking fails to recognise the many other areas of trafficking. Primarily, it fails to recognise the trafficking of men. For example, there is a great demand for trafficked people in areas including construction, sweatshops as well as domestic service. These in turn bring up many other issues, not captured by the feminist debate such as state responsibility for trafficking from the receiving state. Action and perhaps even inaction by receiving states that have knowledge of being a destination state for trafficking victims may in time be viewed as having violated human rights if they take no steps to address demand factors that contribute to trafficking. Again, this can best be addressed through a victim centred approach that looks to the exploitation suffered by the victim in order to come to a proper response in dealing with trafficking. In time, states may be required to

address trafficking from the perspective that trafficking interferes with 'capabilities' of the victim.

A focus on exploitation of the victim will eliminate inappropriate responses to trafficking victims such as an undue focus on the victim's consent to some part of the trafficking or exploitative focus. A victim focus should also shift attention away from the legal status of the victim in the state of destination. For example, as mentioned above regarding state responses to trafficking, the recognition of the trafficked person as a victim of a crime requires the application of the principle of non-criminalisation of the acts of the victim of trafficking. Ultimately, a focus on the victim should bring the attention of the international community to all forms of exploitation analogous to slavery, and trafficking should be viewed as a sub category of slavery. Both slavery and trafficking should be viewed with the same degree of gravity. Focusing efforts on trafficking but not slavery seems to be a nonsensical approach.

Unfortunately, while the *Trafficking Protocol* is a relatively recent agreement, it contains inherent problems that will limit its usefulness. A victim centred approach with the prevention of exploitation at its heart would have been much more effective in reducing the crime. Unfortunately, the instrument was not informed by good theory.

There is scope and it is appropriate that international treaties be concerned with what should be rather than what is. This would have the effect of holding human welfare as the higher and ultimate purpose of the international legal system. Doing so will ultimately reflect our own values. Through the creation of normative theory, our values will make a visible statement about ourselves which will be evident even within the abstract. What we believe about issues such as slavery and human rights will be evident in our handling of issues such as human trafficking. Accordingly, it is important that as a society, we carefully consider what values we reveal about ourselves to future generations through our efforts to protect victims of slavery today.
Figure 1: Diagrammatical representation of the United Nations Trafficking Protocol
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Figure 3: Diagrammatical representation of the Australian: Criminal Code Amendment (Trafficking in Persons) Act 2005
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### Figure 4: State Parties to Relevant Instruments, as at 31 May 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>OCC**</th>
<th>TP**</th>
<th>SP**</th>
<th>CECSR</th>
<th>CCPR</th>
<th>CERD</th>
<th>PASC</th>
<th>AMEND</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>SUPP</th>
<th>CRC</th>
<th>ILO 182</th>
<th>ILO 29</th>
<th>ILO 105</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albania</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andorra</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antigua and Barbuda</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>OCC**</th>
<th>TP**</th>
<th>SP**</th>
<th>CECSR</th>
<th>CCPR</th>
<th>CERD</th>
<th>PASC</th>
<th>AMEND</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>SUPP</th>
<th>OP</th>
<th>CRC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>182</th>
<th>29</th>
<th>105</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbados</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belize</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhutan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darussalam</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Verde</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>OCC**</td>
<td>TP**</td>
<td>SP**</td>
<td>CECSR</td>
<td>CCPR</td>
<td>CERD</td>
<td>PASC</td>
<td>AMEND</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SUPP</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>CRC</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comoros</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook Islands</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Côte d'Ivoire</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dem. People’s Republic of Korea</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dem. Rep. Of the Congo</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djibouti</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominica</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>OCC**</td>
<td>TP**</td>
<td>SP**</td>
<td>CECSR</td>
<td>CCPR</td>
<td>CERD</td>
<td>PASC</td>
<td>AMEND</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SUPP</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>CEDAW</td>
<td>CRC</td>
<td>OP CRC</td>
<td>ILO 182</td>
<td>ILO 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equatorial Guinea</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eritrea</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fed. States of Micronesia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambia</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenada</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guinea-Bissau</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guyana</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>OCC**</th>
<th>TP**</th>
<th>SP**</th>
<th>CECSR</th>
<th>CCPR</th>
<th>CERD</th>
<th>PASC</th>
<th>AMEND</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>SUPP</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>CRC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>ILO</th>
<th>ILO</th>
<th>ILO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran (Islamic Rep. Of)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiribati</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lao, People's Dem. Rep.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>OCC**</th>
<th>TP**</th>
<th>SP**</th>
<th>CECSR</th>
<th>CCPR</th>
<th>CERD</th>
<th>PASC</th>
<th>AMEND</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>SUPP</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>SUPP</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>SUPP</th>
<th>OP CRC</th>
<th>ILO 182</th>
<th>ILO 29</th>
<th>ILO 105</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Libyan Arab Jamahiriya</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxemburg</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madagascar</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maldives</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall Islands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova (Rep. Of)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monaco</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolia</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegro</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>OCC**</td>
<td>TP**</td>
<td>SP**</td>
<td>CECSR</td>
<td>CCPR</td>
<td>CERD</td>
<td>PASC</td>
<td>AMEND</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>SUPP</td>
<td>OP</td>
<td>CRC</td>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>ILO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nauru</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palau</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>OCC**</th>
<th>TP**</th>
<th>SP**</th>
<th>CECSR</th>
<th>CCPR</th>
<th>CERD</th>
<th>PASC</th>
<th>AMEND</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>CSTP</th>
<th>CEDAW</th>
<th>CRC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>OP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Kitts and Nevis</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Lucia</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Vincent and the Grenadines</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samoa</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Marino</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sao Tome and Principe</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seychelles</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovak Republic</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon Islands</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>OCC**</th>
<th>TP**</th>
<th>SP**</th>
<th>CEC SR</th>
<th>CCPR</th>
<th>CERD</th>
<th>PASC</th>
<th>AMEND</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>CSTP</th>
<th>CEDAW</th>
<th>CRC</th>
<th>OP CRC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>ILO</th>
<th>ILO</th>
<th>ILO</th>
<th>105</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suriname</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaziland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syrian Arab Republic</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timor-Leste</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Former Yugoslavia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Macedonia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Togo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuvalu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>OCC**</th>
<th>TP**</th>
<th>SP**</th>
<th>CECSR</th>
<th>CCPR</th>
<th>CERD</th>
<th>PASC</th>
<th>AMEND</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>CSTP</th>
<th>CEDAW</th>
<th>CRC</th>
<th>OP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Rep. Of Tanzania</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanuatu</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viet Nam</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* OCC, TP AND SP ARE CORRECT AS AT 10 JULY 2008

** THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY IS A PARTY TO THESE 3 INSTRUMENTS


Protocol amending the Slavery Convention signed at Geneva on 25 September 1926 opened for signature 1953, 182 UNTS 51 (entered into force 7 December 1953)
SC AMEND "Slavery Convention signed at Geneva on 25 September 1926 and amended by the Protocol done at the headquarters of the United Nations, New York on 7 December 1953 212 UNTS 17 (entered into force 7 July 1955)"

SUPP SC "Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery, adopted 7 September 1956, 226 UNTS 3 (entered into force 30 April 1957)"
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